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1 
Experience 

and 
I ts Expressions 

EDWARD M .  BRUNER 

Victor Turner passed away in December 1983, while this volume 
was still in process of preparation. The idea for this collection of 
essays arose at a symposium on the anthropology of experience, 
organized by Victor, Barbara Myerhoff, and me, for the American 
Anthropological Association annual meeting in 1980. All of the 
participants in the symposium contributed papers, and additional 
contributions were solicited from James Fernandez, Frederick 
Turner, and Phyllis Gorfain to round out the volume by adding a 
humanistic perspective and a touch of humanistic elegance. Sub
sequently, Victor and I used the manuscript as the basis for 
graduate seminars at the University of Virginia and the University 
of Illinois, affording us additional opportunities to think through 
key issues . Clifford Geertz, who had been a discussant at the AAA 
symposium, agreed to incorporate his comments and reflections 
on the project in an epilogue. 

The formulation of an anthropology of experience belonged to 
Victor Turner. He wrote independently on the topic in 1982 and 
most of us view it as a continuation of his lifelong "rebellion 
against structural-functional orthodoxy, with its closed static 
model of social systems" (Babcock 1984:462) .  We also note his 
recognition in the late 1970s that anthropology was "withering on 
the structuralist vine," although he acknowledged then that the 
"neo-Kantian storm [had] almost abated ."  For Turner, however, 
t�e immediate inspiration for an anthropology of experience de
n

.ved from the German thinker Wilhelm Dilthey ( 1833- 191 1 )  and 
hIs concept of an experience, Erlebnis, or what has been "lived 
through."  Indeed, the revitalizing message that Dilthey offered 

3 
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presents us with a new anthropological ancestor, in the tradition 
of the human sciences and hermeneutics, as opposed to the more 
familiar ancestral line of Emile Durkheim, A. R. Radcliffe-Brown, 
and the many later varieties of French and British structuralism. 

This intl1oduction includes a brief discussion of Dilthey and 
his work, so that the reader may better appreciate the inspiration 
that Victor Turner found there, and elaborates on Dilthey's key 
concepts of experience and expressions to highlight their an
thropological relevance, before turning to the essays themselves . 
Let me say at the outset that the reader will find no final answers 
or definitive paradigms here, no totally "new" anthropology, but 
rather a further articulation of a growing trend to which many of 
the authors in this volume have contributed. I n  deciding on the 
title of the volume, Victor and I chose "the anthropology of experi
ence" for good reason-namely, it best captures what i t  is we have 
to say-but we did consider alternative titles that were indicative 
of the embeddedness of this work within anthropology. Among the 
alternatives were "processual anthropology," which seemed too 
vague; "poststructural anthropology," which implied that we were 
once structuralists or that structuralism is over, neither of which 
is the case; "hermeneutic, or interpretive anthropology," although 
the interpretive perspective has already become widely known and 
accepted; and "symbolic anthropology," although the papers do 
not deal with the analysis of symbols as such, except in the gen
eral sense that everything cultural is symbolic. In  his epilogue 
Geertz uses the phrase "behavioral hermeneutics," which is ap
pealing; however, our focus is more on experience, pragmatics, 
practice, and performance. So, we decided to go with the an
thropology of experience. 

DILTHEY'S HERMENEUTICS 

Dilthey ( 1976: 161 )  wrote that "reality only exists for us in the facts 
of consciousness given by inner experience. " What comes first is 
experience. The anthropology of experience deals with how indi
viduals actually experience their culture, that is, how events are 
received by consciousness. By experience we mean not just sense 
data, cognition, or, in Dilthey's phrase, " the diluted juice of 
reason," but also feelings and expectations. As Fernandez points 
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out, experience comes to us not just  verbally but also in images 
and impressions. As social scientists we have long given too much 
weight to verbalizations at the expense of visualizations, to lan
guage at the expense of images. Lived experience, then, as thought 
and desire, as word and image, is the primary reality. 

Experience, in our perspective, is not equivalent to the more 
familiar concept of behavior. The latter implies an outside ob
server describing someone else's actions, as if one were an audi
ence to an event; it also implies a standardized routine that one 
simply goes through. An experience is more personal, as it refers 
to an active self, to a human being who not only engages in but 
shapes an action. We can have an experience but we cannot have 
a behavior; we describe the behavior of others but we characterize 
our own experience. It is not customary to say, " Let me tell you 
about my behavior"; rather, we tell about experiences, which in
clude not only actions and feelings but also reflections about those 
actions and feelings . The distinguishing criterion is that the com
munication of experience tends to be self-referential. 

The difficulty with experience, however, is that we can only 
experience our own life, what is received by our own conscious
ness. We can never know completely another's experiences, even 
though we have many clues and make inferences all the time. 
Others may be willing to share their experiences, but everyone 
censors or represses, or may not be fully aware of or able to articu
late, certain aspects of what has been experienced. How, then, do 
we overcome the limitations of individual experience? Dilthey's 
( 1976:230) answer was that we "transcend the narrow sphere of 
experience by interpreting expressions." By "interpreting" Dilthey 
meant understanding, interpretation, and the methodology of her
meneutics ; by "expressions" he meant representations, perform
ances, objectifications, or texts. For example, the expressions 
analyzed by the contributors to this volume include theater, narra
tives, hunting stories, revitalization movements, curing rites, mu
rals, parades, carnival, Thoreau's Uizlden, Shakespeare's Hamlet, 
and Helen Cordero's pottery. Certainly a broad array, but 
nonetheless expressions that are presented to us by the cultures 
we study; they are what is given in social life .  Expressions are 
encapsulations of the experience of others, or as Turner ( 1982:  17) 
wrote, they are " the crystallized secretions of once living human 
experience ." For Dilthey ( 1976: 175) , we deal with the subject mat-
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ter of human studies, including anthropology, "when we experi
ence human states, give expressions to them, and understand 
these expressions . "  Turner, in this volume, refers to Dilthey's dis
tinction between mere "experience" and "an experience" : the 
former is received by consciousness, it is individual experience, 
the temporal flow; the latter is the intersubjective articulation of 
experience, which has a beginning and an ending and thus be
comes transformed into an expression. 

The relationship between experience and its expressions is al
ways problematic and is one of the important research areas in 
the anthropology of experience. The relationship is clearly dialogic 
and dialectical, for experience structures expressions, in that we 
understand other people and their expressions on the basis of our 
own experience and self-understanding. But expressions also struc
ture experience, in that dominant narratives of a historical era, 
important rituals and festivals, and classic works of art define and 
illuminate inner experience. As we well know, some texts (e .g. ,  
Hamlet) , are more intense, complex, and revealing than everyday 
experience and thereby enrich and clarify that ex�erience. More 
simply put, experience is culturally constructed while understand
ing presupposes experience. To Dilthey, these dialogic relation
ships of mutual dependence were not an impossible dilemma but 
rather were basic to the nature of data in the human sciences. 
That experience structures expressions al)d expressions structure 
experience was for Dilthey a hermeneutic circle, something to be 
worked through: "Our knowledge of what is given in experience 
is extended through the interpretation of the objectifications of life 
and their interpretation, in turn, is only made possible by plumb-
ing the depths of subjective experience" ( l976:1�S) . 

. The critical distinction here is between reahty (what IS really 
out there, whatever that may be) , experience ( how that reality 
presents itself to consciousness) ,  and expressions (how individual 
experience is framed and articulated) .  In a life history, as I have 
indicated elsewhere (Bruner 1984: 7 ) ,  the distinction is between 
life as lived (reality ) ,  life as experienced (experience) ,  and life as 
told (expression) .  Only a naive positivist would �eli�ve that ex
pressions are equivalent to reality; and we rec�gmze �n eve:yd�y 
life the gap between experience and its sym?ohc mamfe�tatlOn m 
expression. Some experiences are inchoate, m that we Simply do 
not understand what we are experiencing, either because the ex-
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periences are not storyable, or because we lack the
. 
perfo�mative 

and narrative resources, or because the vocabulary IS lackmg. As 
we ourselves are telling others about an experience, we sometimes 
realize, even as we speak, that our account does not fully encom
pass all that we thought and felt  during that experience. Every 
anthropological fieldworker would readily acknowledge that the 
accepted genres of anthropological expression-our fieldnotes, 
diaries, lectures, and professional publications-do not capture 
the richness or the complexity of our lived experience in the field . 
There are inevitable gaps between reali ty, experience, and expres
sions, and the tension among them constitutes a key problematic 
in the anthropology of experience. 

In this perspective an expression is never an isolated, static 
text. Instead, i t  always involves a processual activity, a verb form, 
an action rooted in a social situation with real persons in a par
ticular culture in a given historical era. A ritual must be enacted, 
a myth recited, a narrative told, a novel read, a drama performed, 
for these enactments, recitals, tellings, readings, and performances 
are what make the text transformative and enable us to reexperi
ence our culture's heritage. Expressions are constitutive and shap
ing, not as abstract texts but in the activity that actualizes the 
text. It is in this sense that texts must be performed to be experi
enced, and what is constitutive is in the production. We deal here 
with performed texts, recognizing that the anthropology of per
formance is part of the anthropology of experience. 

As expressions or performed texts, structured units of experi
ence, such as stories or dramas, are socially constructed units of 
meaning. If we write or tell about the French Revolution, for 
example, we must decide where to begin and where to end, which 
is not easy, so that by our arbitrary construction of beginnings 
and endings we establish limits, frame the experience, and thereby 
construct it. In real life every beginning has its antecedents, and 
an ending does not imply that time has stopped or that the event is over. We create the units of experience and meaning from the 
�ontinuity of life .  Every telling is an arbitrary imposition of meanI�g on the flow of memory, in that we highlight some causes and discount others; that is, every telling is interpretive. The concept of an experience, then, has an explicit temporal dimension in that We go through or live through an experience, which then becomes self-referential in the telling. 
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For Dilthey, life was a temporal flow, a "restless progression," 
and all events occupied a position in a time sequence. Experience 
and meaning were in the present; the past was a memory, a repro
duction; and the future was always open, linked by expectation 
and potentiality. However, present experience always takes ac
count of the past and anticipates the future .  What holds the pres
ent and the past together is a unitary meaning, yet that "meaning 
does not lie in some focal point outside our experience but is con
tained in them [in experience] and constitutes the connections be
tween them" (Dilthey 1976:239). Dilthey's processual perspective 
emerged clearly when he wrote that "the moment the future be
comes the present it is already sinking into the past" ( 1976:209) . 
Although life is a flow, we can never experience that flow directly 
because every observed moment is a remembered moment. Tem
poral succession cannot be experienced as such because the very 
observation of time fixes our attention and interrupts the flow of 
experience, leading to periods of reflexivity when the mind be
comes "conscious of itself. "  

Much of what Dilthey had to say i s  familiar t o  u s  because i t  
resonates strongly with the interpretive-performative perspective 
in contemporary anthropology and contrasts sharply with alterna
tive theoretical perspectives. For example, as Rosaldo points out, 
our ethnographies focus on generalized routines, clusters of cus
toms, norms, habits, and prevalent patterns of social relations. 
Monographic descriptions tend to be synthetic in that they are 
composites based on abstractions from a series of particular in
stances . They seek the general so as not to be misled by the unique . 
But in striving for a balanced, representative account, much of 
the meaning and the drama in the event itself is lost. "Lived ex
perience is robbed of its vitality,"  in Rosaldo's terms. A similar 
critique applies to structuralism, which also seeks a generalized 
pattern, a model, but on a deeper level, somehow underneath or 
behind the behavior, conceived of as a surface manifestation. Ex
perience is thus dissolved into a set of transformational rules. Cu

.
I

ture and personality, especially in the early years of Edward SapI
.
r 

and Ruth Benedict, shared much with the anthropology of expen
ence. The focus, however, was on the individual and society. Yet 
the individual as a total human being, with biological and cultural 
dimensions is not conceptually the equivalent of subjective experi-' . . 
ence, nor is the concept of sOCIety the same as cultural expresSIOn. 
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Further, culture and personality turned to issues far removed from 
the anthropology of experience in the development of cross-cul
tural personality assessment ,  methods of child rearing, and na
tional character studies. 

The anthropological enterprise has always been concerned 
with how people experience themselves, their lives, and their cul
ture. Traditionally, anthropologists have tried to understand the 
world as seen by the "experiencing subject, " striving for an inner 
perspective. Indeed, this is still the rationale for long-term field 
research, and the field tradition, in fact, is what sets anthropology 
apart from such related disciplines as sociology and history. The 
difficulty, however, is not in the fieldwork experience but in our 
conceptual apparatus for interpreting the field data, which tend 
to filter out experience. Most good ethnographers, interestingly 
enough, reintroduce vitality in their descriptive accounts by in
cluding illustrative snatches of personal narrative, bits of biog
raphy, or vivid passages from their field notes (Peacock 1984) . In  
effect, the  experiential component returns to  the account as  a by
product rather than as an explicit object of research. We systemat
ically remove the personal and the experiential in accordance with 
our anthropological paradigms; then we reintroduce them so as to 
make our ethnographies more real , more alive. 

The anthropology of experience turns our attention to experi
ence and its expressions as indigenous meaning. The advantage of 
beginning the study of culture through expressions is that the 
basic units of analysis are established by the people we study 
rather than by the anthropologist as alien observer. By focusing 
on narratives or dramas or carnival or any other expressions, we 
leave the definition of the unit of investigation up to the people, 
rather than imposing categories derived from our own ever-shift
ing theoretical frames. Expressions are the peoples' articulations, 
formulations, and representations of their own experience. Al
though expressions are not necessarily easy places to start, be
cause of their existential complexity, they usually are accessible 
and isolable, in part because they have a beginning and an end
ing. As Milton Singer, Dell Hymes, Richard Bauman, Victor 
Turner, and others who have written about performance have 
taught us, expressions are not only naturally occurring units of 
meaning but are also periods of heightened activity when a soci
ety's presuppositions are most exposed, when core values are ex-
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b I· . t nt Even if the pressed, and when the sym 0 Ism �s mos
. 

ap
.
pare . 

events in an expression are not contiguous m tH�e and sp�ce, they 

do have a coherence based on a common meanmg. The mterpre

tive process, however, always opeates on tw� distin�t levels: �he 

people we study interpret their own expenen
.
ces m expressive 

forms, and we, in turn, through our fieldwork, mter�ret these ex

pressions for a home audience of other anthropolog
.
lsts. �ur an

thropological productions are our stories
. 
about t�elr stones; we 

are interpreting the people as they are mterpretmg themselves. 

Some of the papers in this volume (e.g. ,  Rosaldo and Kapferer} 
focus more on the first level, on how people move between expen

ence and expressions-for example, between the experi�nce of 

hunting and stories about the hunt, or between the expenence of 

illness and curing rituals-whereas other papers (e.g. ,  F. Turne: 
and Gorfain) tell  us more about the experience of anthropolog� 
cally coming to know. My own paper on narratives about Amen

can Indians claims that the two levels merge and that the Indian 

stories about themselves and the anthropological stories about In

dians are essentially similar. 
I noted earlier that the relationships between experience and 

expressions are always problematic. Now
. 

I turn to a �iO:erent 
point, that neither experiences nor expresSIOns are mo�ohthlc en
tities for each breaks down into smaller processual Units, and the 
inter�lay between these units frequently constructs its o,:"n 
dynamic. Schechner, for example, writes that in gOin? from sc

.
npt 

to performance in the theater there are at least two mtermedlary 
stages : the workshop, a time of bre�king do�n,

. 
play, and 

experimentation; and the rehearsal, a tIme of bUlldmg up and 
polishing preparatory to the actua� performance. I refer to a 
workshop-like stage in anthropological field r?search when

. 
we 

transform direct observations and interactions m the field situa
tion into our fieldnotes. In our notebooks we can play with ideas 
and express our fears and feelings, without �oncern for the �er
formative conventions of the discipline. Then, m the rehearsal-like 
stage we transform our fieldnotes and impressions into first drafts, 
preliminary lectures, and papers presented at meetings. At this 
stage we may receive feedback from our colleagues that enables 
us to change and polish before the final produ.ct is submit�ed for 
publication, thereafter to be forever fixe.d in pnnt-except msofar 
as each reader interprets our message differently. 
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There are additional ways of opening the gap between experi
ence and expressions, and of expanding each term. Fernandez re
minds us that experience consists of words and images, that the 
two are not necessarily concordant, and that rituals are not based 
on one metaphor but rather on mixed metaphors; hence the play 
of tropes. Myerhoff's paper on elderly Jews in California analyzes 
a parade and a mural, which are not equivalent. Kapferer breaks 
down Sinhalese curing rituals into words, music, and action, show
ing us how each of these activities plays off against the others 
within the context of the whole performance. Gorfain writes about 
the play within the play in Hamlet, and about the various 
mechanisms of reflexivity when the play comments on itself. 
Levi-Strauss has dealt with different sensory codes, and Bateson 
has shown that we can enrich our information by combining dif
ferent sources, with the difference between the sources becoming 
new information. From Derrida we have learned that writing is 
not a copy of speech and that representations never simply re-pre
sent. In this volume Boon demonstrates that expressions in differ
ent domains of culture are decentered and radically plural. Some 
varieties of structuralism would reduce house plans, village organi 
zation, ritual , and mythology to the same structural model, but 
Boon makes the point that the different domains do not stack up 
and that various expressive modes do not replicate each other or 
tell the same story. We know that participants in a performance 
do not necessarily share a common experience or meaning; what 
they share is only their common participation. 

All of these points then, highlight different dimensions of the 
problematic between experience and expression. And although 
this volume deals with large-scale expressions, the same problem
atic would apply to the little performances of everyday life as well 
as to those that are not " art" but are more political or work
oriented, such as demonstrations or meetings. 

I t is in the performance of an expression that we re-experi
ence, re-live, re-create, re-tell , re-construct, and re-fashion our cul
t�re. The performance does not release a preexisting meaning that 
hes dormant in the text (Derrida 1974; Barthes 1974). Rather, the 
performance itself is constitutive. Meaning is always in the pres
ent, in the here-and-now, not in such past manifestations as his
torical origins or the author's intentions. Nor are there silent texts 
because once we attend to the text, giving voice or expression t� 
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it, it becomes a performed text, active and alive. It is what Victor 
Turner called "putting experience into circulation." 

The anthropology of experience rejects all such binaries as 
static-dynamics, system-process, continuity-change, ethnography
history, and synchrony-diachrony, because these oppositions postu
late a fixed and timeless world of essences, an imaginary world; 
and having done so, they can only account for change by having 
it originate from outside that timeless entity, as if change were 
always exterior to the system. So the source of change becomes 
the introduction of the steel ax, the proverbial raiders from the 
north, or the penetration of a money economy. The main problem 
is that there is no conceptualization of the system from the inside, 
so that all creativity is relegated to a separate outside domain, 
beyond the boundaries of ordinary life. By contrast, the anthro
pology of experience sees people as active agents in the historical 
process who construct their own world. Using Myerhoff's phrase, 
we are "the authors of ourselves. "  Selves, social organizations, and 
cultures are not given but are problematic and always in produc
tion. Cultural change, cultural continuity, and cultural transmis
sion all occur simultaneously in the experiences and expressions 
of social life. All are interpretive processes and indeed are the 
experiences "in which the subject discovers himself' (Dilthey 
1976:203 ) .  

What was considered "traditional" for Dilthey i s  a process of 
scanning the past until we identify a perceived similarity with the 
present. It is a triumph of reexperiencing when we believe our
selves to be confronted by a continuity. Cultural transmission is 
not simply a replication of an old original, a mechanical transfer 
of the cultural heritage from generation to generation, as if we 
were passing along the class banner to each new cohort. The "lit
tle people" of Cordero's pottery reflect not only her grandfather's 
pottery but also her own life experiences. Culture is alive, context 
sensitive, and emergent .  

There are no raw encounters or naive experiences since per
sons, including ethnographers, always enter society in the middle. 
At any given time there are prior texts and expressive conventions, 
and they are always in flux. We can only begin with the last pic
ture show, the last performance. Once the performance is com
pleted, however, the most recent expression sinks into the past and 
becomes prior to the performance that follows. This is straight 
Dilthey. Life consists of retellings. 
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THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL EXPRESSI ONS 

To orient the reader, I turn now to an overview of the papers 
themselves, each an anthropological expression in its own right. 
We will see how they develop and elaborate themes in Dilthey's 
hermeneutics and how they go off in their own directions. Just as 
the various domains of culture do not stack up, neither do the 
contributors to this volume. As independent scholars, they refuse 
to be concordant or to say the same things . They have their own 
perspectives, and they even use the term "experience" differently. 
Clearly, what is presented here is a living argument. However, it  
is an editor's responsibility to isolate common themes and to 
suggest how the papers collectively say more than any one paper 
individually. There is a convergence of theory that is not fully con
tained in any one contribution but is implied by all. 

Victor Turner noted in a 1981 personal communication that 
anthropologists usually studied cultures in their duller, more 
habitual aspects . "Experience," he wrote "always seeks it 'best', 
i .e. most aesthetic expression in performance-the vital communi
cation of its present essence, though always in a dialectical dance 
with what it conceives to be its semiogenetic, meaning-begetting 
past. Cultures, I hold, are better compared through their rituals, 
theaters, tales, ballads, epics, operas than through their habits. For 
the former are the ways in which they try to articulate their mean
ings-and each culture has a special pan-human contribution for 
all of our thinking, remembering species ." Turner's paper in this 
volume supports that perspective by referring to John Dewey and 
Wilhelm Dilthey, who both saw life as pulsating and rhythmical, 
as a combination of breaks and re-unions. Dewey wrote that "mo
ments of fulfillment punctuate experience" and that the passage 
"from disturbance into harmony is that of intensest life ." Dilthey 
viewed experience as an eruption from routine and saw in it an 
urging toward expression. Turner stresses the disruptions that are 
cut out from the everyday and sees experience as an isolable se
quence marked by beginnings, middles, and endings, as ways in 
which people tell what is most meaningful about their lives. "The 
flow of experience is constantly arrested by reflexivity," he wrote. 

Turner's paper, as did his lifework, stresses process, sequences 
through time, the drama and aesthetics of social life, and those �oments when life is lived most intensely. The people in his writ
lI 1gs see themselves and their cultures as part of the historical 
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process, in a time sequence, with meaning eme�gent fr?m perfo:m
ance, but emergent with reference to the semlOgenetlc, meam�g
begetting past. That past, for Turner, was always problematIc, 
never monolithic, and frequently contradictory. 

Abrahams's paper is about the connections between the 
routine and the extraordinary, between the everyday and the more 
intense, framed and stylized expressions in cultural performance. 
His phrasing of the overall question is not the same as my formu
lation of the problematic between subjective experience and its 
expressions, but he does explore the concept of experience and 
stresses throughout the Americanness of the term. He tells us that 
Americans, are preoccupied with experience, that we hunger for it 
and have an obsession with novelty. Not by accident does Ab
rahams return to those uniquely American philosophers, the prag
matists William James and John Dewey. He quotes James, " Life 
is in the transitions," and individuals live "prospectively as well 
as retrospectively"; and Dewey, "Life is no uniform uninterrupted 
march or flow. I t  is a thing of histories. . . .  "These pragmatists 
focused on the processual; they did not take tradition or custom 
as a given, and they saw meaning as emergent rather than pri�r 
to events. If only our anthropological forebears had sought theIr 
theoretical inspiration in Dilthey, James, and Dewey! 

Abrahams raises profound questions: Is this volume on the 
anthropology of experience a reflection of the American preoccu
pation with experiencing? How do our American (or Western) no
tions of experience affect our theories about experience? Is the 
American proclivity for experience more in our discourse about 
experience than in our real-life seeking after experience? In other 
words, is it talk or action? 

Another theme in Abrahams's paper is the double conscious
ness of experience: we participate in the action but also report 
about it; we are part of the experience but also detached witnesse.

s 
to that experience. This double consciousness is an essential condI
tion of the ethnographer who participates as he or she observes. 
In ethnography, there are always at least two double experiences 
to be dealt with: on the one hand, our experiences of ourselves in 
the field, as well as our understanding of our objects; and on the 
other hand, our objects' experiences of themselves and their ex
perience of us. 
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This double consciousness is universal, for with every experi
ence in the present we have one eye on the past and the other on 
the future. As we are experiencing, we model our actions after 
prior texts and previous accounts of similar experiences, and we 
also change our actions with reference to the future. Rosaldo pro
vides an ethnographic confirmation. The I1ongot begin a hunt 
based on their direct experience of prior hunts as well as on their 
understanding of the I1ongot repertoire of hunting stories. During 
the actual hunt, however, the I 1ongot may modify their action, 
may actually change their behavior in the forest, and hence the 
nature of their hunting experience, so as to return to home camp 
with a good story to tell. Viewed differently, products of the 
I1ongot hunt are both game and stories, and the I 1ongot double 
consciousness is apparent when we realize that they are simultane
ously hunters and storytellers. Stories, as culturally constructed 
expressions, are among the most universal means of organizing 
and articulating experience. As Gorfain writes, during Hamlet, 
itself the retelling of an old story, the last act of the dying prince is 
to beseech his friend Horatio " to tell my story"; the revenger, 
Hamlet, begs his orator, Horatio, to become his surrogate, a 
storyteller. The I 1ongot and Horatio certainly do belong in the 
same volume! 

Frederick Turner's paper should be seen in its historical per
spective as a contribution to intellectual history as well as to the 
anthropology of experience. He notes that Henry David Thoreau 
was a contemporary of both Lewis Henry Morgan and Charles 
Sanders Peirce, and that the writing of Uillden coincided with the 
writing of League of the Iroquois and with Peirce's semiotics-all 
were products of nineteenth-century America, an era with a spe
cial capacity for reflexivity. Thoreau went to Walden Pond to seek 
the foundations of his own experience; Turner went to Thoreau to 
seek the foundations of the anthropological experience. The point 
here is that the analysis of personal experience lies at the core of 
not only Uillden but anthropology. Put another way, Thoreau prac
ticed a kind of minimalist anthropology, for he was both subject 
and object, but in a sense this is true of all of us, because in the 
field we are in a dialogue with ourselves as much as we are in a 
dialogue with others. Field experience is indeed a "personal voy
age of self-discovery." 
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Thoreau wrote that he had become "sensible of a certain dou
bleness by which I can stand as remote from myself as from 
another. However intense my experience, I am conscious of the 
presence and criticism of a part of me which, as it were, is not a 
part of me, but spectator, sharing no experience, but taking note 
of it. . . .  " Anthropologists go to foreign lands so as to become bet
ter observers of the other; Thoreau went to a familiar land to be
come a better observer of himself. The distance traveled is secon
dary to the processes involved, which in the cases of Thoreau and 
anthropology are essentially similar. 

What emerges so strongly from Thoreau's writing is the sense 
that self and society, like nature, is "continually undergoing a 
process of evolutionary development," is always in process. �x
perience itself is not just passive acceptance but rather an actIve, 
volatile, creative force . For Turner, experience structures expressions 
and expressions structure experience, but it is less a static circle 
than a historical evolutionary spiral, a progressive construction and 
reconstruction. Thoreau, like Dilthey and the American prag
matists, is yet another ancestor of the anthropology of experience. 

The first three papers, then, constitute an introductory sec
tion of the volume in that they explore the concept of experience 
and define, each in a different way, an anthropology of experience. 
They are the general, more theoretical contributions. The remain
ing papers are equally theoretical but are narrower in scope, more 
data-based, and deal with expressions more than with subjectiv� 
experience. These papers are organized into four somewhat arbI
trary sections: "Narrative," with papers by Rosaldo and Bruner; 
"Images," with papers by Fernandez and Kapferer; "Reflexivity, " 
with papers by Gorfain, Boon, and Myerhoff; and "Enactments," 
with papers by Stewart, Babcock, and Schechner. 

Both Rosaldo and I employ a narrative framework, although 
Rosaldo writes about Ilongot stories and I about anthropological 
ones. Rosaldo chooses the narrative perspective to "privilege ac
tors' interpretations of their own conduct," thereby providing a 

route to indigenous meaning. The difficulty with ethnoscience and 
monographic realism, he says, is that we never learn from these 
approaches what people consider to be significant and vital III 
their lives. 

I1ongot hunting stories are especially revealing because they 
highlight the discrepancy between experience and its expression.  
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There are stories about a python ambushing a man and about 
long-tailed people-eating monsters using dogs to hunt down 
human beings. The stories celebrate mishaps and accidents rather 
than virtuoso success, Rosaldo tells us. They portray human vul
nerability, taut alertness, and quick improvisation. Some of these 
qualities, such as the ability to respond to an immediate chal
lenge, are important in everyday hunts .  Others enable the story
telling to become self-referential, for the man who was attacked 
by a python can tell his own story, what happened to him, rather 
than relate a general I1ongot story. Yet the stories are clearly re
flexive, for they invert the normal order by placing humans in the 
position of being hunted by pythons and dogs. The everyday is 
transformed into the extraordinary through narration. Rather 
than emphasizing the routine, these stories stress breaks from 
daily life.  Hunting becomes more dangerous, intense, and drama
tic, as the stories deal with the inverted world of the peak experi
ence rather than the world of survival. By commemorating the 
unexpected and depicting the hunter as the hunted, hunting be
comes HUNTING. The Ilongot stand back and examine the hunt 
as they examine themselves. 

These stories, as forms of expression, do not mirror the ex
perience of the hunt. But if one measure of the success of a hunt is 
the story that is subsequently told about it, then what happens on 
a hunt is partly determined by cultural notions of what makes a 
good story as well as by the ecosystem of the forest. The key, 
again, is the problematic between reality, experience, and expres
sion. As Rosaldo says, a hunting story is true not only in reference 
to the reality of the hunt but also in reference to its fidelity to the 
cultural conventions of narration and to already established 
stories. There is a continuity from one story to the next; after the 
I1ongot have told a story and say " I t's yours to keep now"-just 
as Hamlet says "Tell my story"-they are giving others the oppor
tunity for a retelling, for retellings are what culture is about. The 
next telling reactivates prior experience, which is then redis
covered and relived as the story is re-related in a new situation . 
Stories may have endings, but stories are never over. 

Although stories may be universal, they are not necessarily 
linear, because narrative structures are culturally specific. Ilongot 
stories may consist of a series of place names or incidents, like 
beads on a string, to use Rosaldo's phrase; they do not necessarily 
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state a problem, develop a plot, or provide a res�lution. M� stories, 
by contrast, are linear; they are anthropological narratives and 
hence an essentially Western genre. 

We do not usually think of ethnographic stories about Ameri
can Indian culture change and I longot narratives within the same 
framework because we usually make a sharp separation between 
the anthropologist and the native, between subject and object. �ut 
ethnography is not the privileged authoritative voice about native 
peoples; it is, rather, one mode of representation. I f  life is a tem
poral flow, and if Victor Turner was correct in that what connects 
past, present, and future is a common meaning, then Rosaldo and 
I can claim that stories are units of meaning that provide the con
nection. As we can only enter the world in the middle, in the 
present, then stories serve as meaning-generating interpretive de
vices which frame the present within a hypothetical past and an 
anticipated future. 

l\:ly essay refers to the 1930s story that anthropologists told 
about American Indians in which the present was disorganization, 
the past was glorious, and the future assimilation. I compare it 
with the 1970s story in which the present was resistance, the past 
was exploitation, and the future was ethnic resurgence. My point 
is that these are the dominant narratives of particular historical 
eras, in the sense that during these periods they were most fre
quently told, served as guiding paradigms or metaphors, were the 
accepted wisdom of the time, and tended to be taken for granted. 
They are what Abrahams would call large-scale sto�ies .  Betw�en 
the 1930 and the 1970 tellings there was a sharp epistemological 
break not a smooth transition from one story to another. Of 
cours� , there were multiple conflicting, competing stories all 
along, in both eras, but they were generally disco�nted an� were 
not given equal weight in the discourse of the penod. The I

.
mp�r

tance of dominant narratives is that they become the major In
terpretive devices to organize and co�municate 

.
experie?ce, 

.
but 

they remain largely unexamined . Only In a later time penod, In a 
different social place, or in a new phase of history can we adopt 
the perspective that enables us to see these narratives for what 
they are-social constructions. As such, dominant narratives are 
forms of expression which do not necessarily refle�t or mirror 

.
ac

tual experience, either anthropological field expenence or Indian 
life experience. 
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I argue that both American anthropologists and American 
I ndians share the same narratives as they are both part of the 
same larger society during the same time frame. If this is so, then 
the subject-object distinction is dissolved and it becomes difficult 
to differentiate between the outside view and the inside view. An
thropologists and I ndians are co-conspirators who construct their 
ethnography together, in part because they share the same plot 
structures. In Foucault's sense they are part of the same episteme. 
The retellings of dominant narratives, however, are not just mind
less repetitions but change as the context changes. Each 
anthropological retelling points out the uniqueness of the given 
situation and compares the case under study with previously re
ported instances, that is, with prior texts. 

Because ethnography is embedded in the political process, 
dominant narratives are units of power as well as of meaning. The 
ability to tell one's story has a political component; indeed, one 
measure of the dominance of a narrative is the space allocated to 
it in the discourse. Alternative, competing stories are generally not 
allocated space in establishment channels and must seek expres
sion in underground media and dissident groupings (Bruner and 
Gorfain 1984-) . Power, as we know, is not simply a question of 
manipulation of the media. I t  has a much broader base, for it 
depends on what most people are predisposed to accept and what 
they consider legitimate and appropriate. MyerhotT's characteriza
tion of the predicament of aging Jews in Venice, California, may 
be seen in this framework. The general condition of old people in 
this country has been one of invisibility. In the case MyerhotT 
cites, no one would listen to the elderly Jews of Venice, who were 
denied the means of communicating their story. So they devised 
their own ways of calling attention to themselves through a mural 
and a parade, the latter being clearly political. Similarly, Stewart's 
description of carnival in Trinidad over various historical periods 
highlights the political aspects of the festival. Clearly, no expres
sions are ideologically or politically neutral. 

Fernandez's paper deals with the mechanisms that lead to 
the conviction of wholeness, that is, to the experience of "over
arching conviviality," coherence, and relatedness. The experience 
of the whole emerges in social movements, particularly in revitali
zation movements, which are designed precisely to overcome feel
ings of fragmentation, alienation, and disorganization. The aim of 
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a revitalization movement is to re-vitalize, to return to the whole, 
as Fernandez notes. His paper takes the revitalization of social 
groups and the experience of wholeness as problematic and asks, 
How is the experience generated? 

Fernandez begins by stating that the elementary and primor
dial organizing structures do not consist of such verbalizations as 
the basic premises, postulates, or axioms of a culture, because 
these articulations provide "an ideational explicitness and clarity" 
that they do not in fact possess . Ideas do not have the primacy we 
attribute to them. Rather than looking to categories and labels to 
capture experience, Fernandez turns to organizing images as pic
torializations of domains of experience. His African examples are 
the "Christian soldiers" or " the tribes of Israel" which serve as 
tropes, as metaphors or metonyms, and are made the basis of 
ritual. The key here is an enacted image or the performance of a 
visualization. Fernandez does not find in each ritual performance 
a single metaphor, for his data show that religious movements �l
ways mix metaphors, so that there is a play of tropes, a dynamic 
interaction among tropes that gives people the impression of 
coherence and wholeness. 

Among the issues dealt with by Fernandez that are central to 
the anthropology of experience are: how persons experience their 
culture, the factors which give rise to the experience of the whole, 
the acknowledgment that we must go beyond language to images, 
the emphasis on performance and the enactment of images, the 
rejection of the notion of one underlying metaphor, and the recog
nition of the openness and interplay between tropes. Ultimately, 
the argument is that tropes fashion experience. But we could also 
ask if experience fashions tropes. Fernandez's view is that the 
"nether regions of the mind . . .  are a repository of images of former 
sociohistorical experiences,"  and that these prior images are 
brought forward and predicated on the subj ects of a religious 
movement, subsequently becoming the basis of a performance. 
But that performance then refashions the image, which i� turn 
becomes the basis of future enactments. The argument of Images 
fits so well with the arguments of Dilthey and Victor Turner, par
ticularly in the discussion of mechanisms: that the acting out of 
images restores vitality to a domain of experience; that the per
formance in one domain resonates with another to produce a sense 
of coherence between domains ; and that the use of metaphors 
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creates more-inclusive classifications which yield a sense of the in-
tegrity of things. 

. . Kapferer, like Fernandez, starts With the problematiC of 
phenomenology: how individuals transcend their aloneness i? the 
world and come to share lived experience. "I do not expenence 
your experience," he tells us, " . . .  I experience my experie�ce �f 
you . "  We act as if we do share experiential �orlds; the q�estlOn IS 
what are the mechanisms we use to accomphsh the shanng. Kap
ferer's answer is the same as Dilthey's and Turner's: we transcend 
individual experience through participation in cultural expres
sions. But we no longer assume that there is a spontaneous shar
ing which emerges automatically whenever people find themselves 
in aggregations and participate together in performance. Kap
ferer's contribution is to take ritual, in this case Sinhalese exor
cism, and to analyze it in ways that give us insight into the proces
ses of sharing and the establishment of meaning. 

Kapferer notes that what is usually glossed as ritual
. 
is

. 
actu

ally a complex compositional form, like an opera, co�slstmg ?f 
music, dance, drama, song, story, and liturgy, all of which are, m 
effect, different modes or languages of ritual expression and com
munication. Each mode has its own structural properties, and one 
is not reducible to the other; nor does one mode replicate any 
other. There is a dynamic interplay between the modes-each 
objectifies experience in its own way, each has different reflexive 
properties, and in a complex ritual, each mode may become more 
prominent at a particular time in the progression of the performance. 

In exorcism, at dusk, at the beginning of the ritual, there is 
a spatial and experiential separation of patient and audience. The 
patient is alone and terrified in one space, and the audience is 
engaged in everyday activities--<irinking, playing cards, gos
siping-in another space. Around midnight, through the modes of 
intense music and dance, the audience is recontextualized and 
moved from the outside, everyday world to identification with the 
patient and to sharing the patient'S experience. Through music 
and dance the audience approaches the experiential world of the 
patient. At dawn, the ritual ends in comic drama, which through 
juxtaposition, inconsistency, and contradiction plays with order. 
Drama is "quintessentially reflexive, "  since persons are enjoined 
to adopt perspectives different than their own subjective 
standpoints and to reflect on these new perspectives. Music and 
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dance appeal more directly to the senses than does drama, al
though they, too, are reflexive in their own way. The object of the 
entire ceremony, as a ritual through time, is to get rid of the de
mons, which i t  does. 

Kapferer sees performance as critical in the analysis of mean
ing and experience, although he goes beyond performance as the 
mere enactment of a text. For him, the text consists of the struc
tural principles ordering the rite and the rules governing the 
syntagmatic progression of ritual events, but it does not exist in
dependently of the audience to the enactment of that text. We can
not, in Kapferer's view, deal with the enactment to the neglect of 
the structural properties in the text. Thus, " 'performance' consti
tutes a unity of text and enactment, neither being reducible to the 
other. " Performance, then, is the "structuring of structure," in the 
sense that the performance does the structuring of the structure in 
the text. To generalize thus far from Kapferer and the other pa
pers, we are not dealing with culture as text but rather with cul
ture as the performance of text-and, I would add, with their re-
performance and retellings. . .  

Like Hidden, the story of Hamlet IS a mIrror of our own enter-
prise from which we, as anthropologists, can learn about the int�r
pretation of texts. Hamlet is indeed a "master text" and, as Gorfam 
tells us, is about " the unclosable distance between behavior and 
its meanings, between the immediacy of experience and the shap
ing of experience into transmittable forms . . . .  " Anthropologists 
analyze society and probe human behavior to find pattern, truth, 
and meaning, but they discover only "other images of text mak
ing." The anthropology of experience analyzes such representa
tions as stories, revitalization movements, curing rites, parades, 
and carnivals; Gorfain analyzes such representations as reports, 
narratives, pretenses, games, dramas, rituals, and punning in 
Hamlet. The aim for both anthropologists and Hamlet is to "secure 
the truth and authority of experience," but instead each search 
"yields only another shadowy text, a resemblance ."  Anthropolo
gists, like Hamlet, find that their own "knowledge" of society is 

.
a 

kind of text, a story about stories, and that such knowledge IS 
never final but always in process. 

Reflexivity is critical in this enterprise, for we take expres
sions as objects of study and we become "conscious of our self
consciousness" of these objects. We become aware of our aware-
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ness; we reflect on our reflections. Anthropologists of experience 
take others' experiences, as well as their own, as an object. Our 
inquiry is inherently reflexive, just as Hamlet is a reflexive text. 

Clifford Geetz, Victor Turner, and other theorists have re
peatedly informed us that cultural expressions and performances 
are not mere reflections of society but are metacommentaries on 
society. Under Gorfain's sure hand we see that the multiple ex
pressions within Hamlet are not simply reflections but subtle com
mentaries about Hamlet's predicament, about the situation 
depicted in the play, about other characters, about the play itself, 
and about the world beyond, all of which folds back on itself. 
Gorfain analyzes Hamlet's indeterminate madness, the appear
ance of the ghost, the arrival of a group of professional players, 
the killing of Polonius, and the final fencing match. In Shake
speare's work, as in our ethnographic work, we see how "humans 
re-present reality to themselves in one imaginative substitution of 
experience after another. " Gorfain's paper, then, is about the rele
vance of fictions, play, and reflexivity, but so, in a sense, is ethnog
raphy. In social life, in ethnographies, and in plays, we "create a 
genealogy of audiences by making meaning through re-visions," 
through reteIIings. I t  is  not mere repetition, however, for in the 
end all of us must accept responsibility for "committed interpre
tations ." Just as Fernandez tells us how revitalization movements 
work, and Kapferer tells us how curing rituals work, Gorfain tells 
us how a play works by revealing the mechanisms of artifice. 

Boon makes a number of points essential to the argument of 
an anthropology of experience. One is that culture is symbolic in 
all domains, not just in such selected domains as art and ritual, 
where we find the most conspicuous symbolic expressions, at least 
in Bali. Some varieties of functionalism, structuralism, and Marx
ism make a distinction between domains, like religion, that are 
more expressive and symbolic, and other domains, like nature or 
labor or economics, that are considered more utilitarian. The re
sult is that culture is reduced to a materialist basis. In  Boon's 
view, as in Roland Barthes's and Marshall Sahlins's, the symbolics 
never run out. We must take culture as a text, rather than focusing 
on the texts produced by culture. Politics and the everyday are as 
symbolic as Balinese shadow theater. 

For Boon, culture is radically plural. I t is not that we have a 
limited number of alternative perspectives, a kind of comfortable 
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liberal pluralism that acknowledges diversity and difference. 
Rather we have in culture an uncontrollable plurality, such that 
the pr�duction of meaning can never be contained and we can 
never know in advance the constructions that will be placed on a 
text. Texts ar� radically open and plural, and there are no limits 
on meaning. 

In Boon's view, the various domains, or the "Machineries," 
of culture do not stack up; that is, they do not simply reinforce or 
replicate one another. The Balinese, for example, have a number 
of systems or Machineries for status ranking, such as ritual purity, 
political power, prestige, titles, noble houses, I ndian caste 
categories, wealth, court hierarchies, and temple rights. But 
Boon's point is that these Machineries are not congruent, nor do 
they say the same thing. Rather than being mere replications of 
one another, they "seem made for contradiction. "  The Ma
chineries of status are "variable constructions to satisfy different 
parties, each interpreting to its own advantage. What the rivals 
share is a set of hierarchical principles that form the ground rules 
for an ongoing cultural argument ." It has sometimes been as
sumed in previous literature that the status mechanisms add up 
to a fixed stratificational scheme. Boon argues, however, that the 
status Machineries are decentered, that one is not reducible to the 
other, that no Machinery is redundant, and that one scheme does 
not simply re-present another. One Machinery can be translated 
into the terms of another, but each one is unique. It is, of course, 
the play between the status Machineries that provides the open
ness and dynamics of culture. The status Machinery does not, 
however, simply index something external to it, such as power or 
exploitation. There is no singular quality, no unified synthesis, no 
deep structure, no underlying binaries, no master symbol, no es
sence of culture, and nothing that is "quintessentially Balinese. "  
If there i s  one key to Balinese status Machinery, i t  i s  the perpetua
tion of an ongoing cultural argument; and if there is one key to 
Boon's position, it  is that "a text is in a state of continual produc
tion; it is not a fixed re-production of something outside itself that 
it merely refers to." 

Myerhoff shows the creativeness and productivity of culture 
in her paper on how a community constructs a series of im
aginative performances, not only to characterize their own view of 
their experience, but to consciously project a desired truth to the 
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larger society. The members of the community, elderly Jews in 
California, refused to accept the "establishment" telling of their 
experience and decided, in the retelling, to characterize it in such 
a way that it  would be accepted, or at least acknowledged, by 
outsiders. Her paper breathes with the aliveness of culture and 
shows how persons make sense of themselves and construct their 
culture in the process. To paraphrase both Stephen Lansing and 
Myerhoff, people not only construct their worlds but watch them
selves doing the construction and then enter and believe in their 
constructed worlds. 

The community described by Myerhoff is exceptionally self
conscious for a variety of reasons. The people are double migrants, 
as most were born in Eastern Europe, lived in northeast America, 
and then moved to California in retirement.  They are old, many 
in their eighties and nineties, and they share the knowledge that 
the Holocaust eliminated their natal homes and culture. Their 
children have moved away and assimilated, so there are no natu
ral witnesses to their past lives. They are neglected by the 
mainstream to the point that, until recently, there was no one to 
whom they could transmit their culture or explain who they are
which is not merely East Europeans, modern Americans, or re
ligious Jews, but all of these . 

When they assigned themselves the task of painting a mural 
of their culture, they depicted scenes from the Old World, the 
Mayflower, the Statue of Liberty, the sweatshops of New York 
City, and their community center in California with Hebrew, Yid
dish, and English signs. The mural is a bricolage, an amalgam 
that incorporates all layers of history-past, present, and future; 
the real and the imagined; their dreams and desires. They "con
structed" their culture, more obviously than most, but the process
es involved were universal. All cultures are constructions that take 
historical elements from different eras and sources; all combine 
images and words and are based on lived and imagined experi
ence. All constructed cultures require belief; that is, the partici
pants must have confidence in their own authenticity, which is 
one reason cultures are performed. It is not enough to assert 
claims; they have to be enacted. Stories become trans formative 
only in their performance. 

Stewart provides a striking synthesis of histoty and socio
logical insight in showing how participants located in different so-
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cial segments and in different historical periods have experienced 
the Trinidad carnival. Brought to the island in the 1780s by 
French settlers, carnival was initially "an urban festival of the sa
lon," from which Africans and Creoles were excluded . After the 
emancipation of the slaves in 1838, African and Creole elements 
were incorporated into the festival and it took on a more licentious 
and rebellious quality, featuring competitive performances, mock 
combat, and caricatures of colonial officials .  In the 1840s "the 
police were empowered to prohibit revelers from wearing face 
masks, blowing horns, playing noisy instruments, carrying 
torches, stick-fighting, drumming, and singing obscene songs . "  By 
the latter half of the nineteenth century, carnival had become a 
time of rioting and fighting in the streets . In  the early twentieth 
century, however, it segmented into two separate festivals; one a 
locally based, rowdy, potentially violent carnival of the masses, 
and the second an extension of European culture, characterized 
by the "glitter and stiff-back decorum" of the British governor's 
ball .  Stewart describes the agony of the Creole middle class of 
this period, who had little taste for the "fighting, bloodletting, and 
public eroticism" of the mass carnival, which they considered vul
gar, but who longed for invitations to the elite festival ,  which they 
rarely received. 

After the independence of Trinidad, carnival came under the 
control of a central government committee whose aim was to pro
mote indigenous culture for nationalistic purposes and to attract 
international tourism. It had moved from a spontaneous, ribald 
expression of desire to a staged and regulated enactment that re
ceived national television coverage. From a participatory street 
event it became a spectator event; the steel band and calypso were 
relegated to the status of folk art. Although heavily patronized by 
locals, carnival was designed mainly for tourists. The performance 
was controlled by the central government and had, for some, lost 
its capacity for fantasy and passion. Local critics complained of 
bureaucracy and commercial exploitation. In  effect, the politicians 
had "framed" carnival to enhance national income and image, but 
in the process they also "framed" the locals, robbing them of their 
major festival.  

Obviously, how one experiences carnival depends very much 
on one's ideology and position in the system. Stewart observes 
that the most enthusiastic audiences now are the visitors, both 
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Trinidadian returnees and tourists, who have no commitment to 
the politics of the event. In carnival, all layers of history are rep
resented, as well as all sociopolitical contradictions in contempo
rary Trinidad . If everyday tensions are too fully expressed in the 
carnival, it is reduced to disorder; but if harmonious integration 
or performance for outsiders is overemphasized, then carnival 
loses its ritual vitality. The reaction has already set in, however. 
Carnival has changed radically in the past; the present carnival is 
reconstituted in every production; and there is hope for the future 
of carnival. 

At the age of forty-five, Helen Cordero, a Cochiti potter, reac
tivated a previously moribund Pueblo tradition and shaped her 
first Storyteller, a ceramic form depicting her grandfather, as a 
storyteller, surrounded by many children. Babcock's paper about 
Cordero stresses themes recurrent throughout this volume. One 
theme is that tradition is a construction and we cannot assume 
continuity either for Cochiti pottery or the Pueblo Tricentennial 
described in my paper. Even though figurative pottery is one of 
the oldest forms of Native American representation, dating back 
to A.D. 300, Cordero reinvented the form in 1964. Another theme 
is that Storytellers, like I longot hunters, Horatio, and American 
ethnographers, shape and reshape their own lives and their cul
ture as they tell and retell stories. Cordero's grandfather, Santiago 
Quintana, was a storyteller in another domain; as Babcock writes, 
he was "the valued informant for several generations of an
thropologists," including Adolph Bandelier, Edward Curtis , and 
Ruth Benedict. A third theme of the paper is that material objects, 
too, are representations of cultural and personal experience and 
that "all textualization is not verbal . "  Pottery is symbolic action. 
Both Fernandez and Babcock stress the nonverbal, but they em
ploy different emphasis. Fernandez's point is that we experience 
in the form of images; Babcock argues that we give nonverbal 
expression to experience in the form of material objects. Clearly, 
objects do speak, or in Geertz's words, "materialize a way of 
experiencing. " 

The last three papers in the volume direct our attention to 
how culture is represented for outsiders. We have a good under
standing of how people represent themselves to themselves, in 
Balinese cockfights and other expressions for a home audience, 
but Cochiti pottery and the Trinidad carnival are shaped for 
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tourists and members of the Jewish center in Venice, California, 
designed their parade to influence the outside �ommunity. De��ite 
the fact that Cordero's ceramics are rooted In Pueblo tradltlOn 
and reflect her deepest personal experiences, her art is influenced 
by what sells in the Anglo market. Certainly Cochiti pottery, the 
Trinidad carnival, and a parade in California are authentic cul
tural expressions-after all, the issue is not one of authenticity
but we must nevertheless pay more attention to the fact that 
tourists and the mass media are the ultimate consumers of many 
cultural expressions.  Previously, anthropologists have had a ten
dency to deprecate "tourist" objects and performances, but I 
suggest that an anthropology of experience may well have to take 
these forms more seriously. Babcock writes, correctly I think, that 
destination does not determine meaning, but we must ask what 
the differences are between cultural expressions and performances 
designed for outsiders, as opposed to those designed for the people 
themselves. 

Schechner's paper is an exploration of "aspects of the mag
nitudes of performance from the standpoint of individual experi
ence," or in my terms, it  returns to some of our original questions 
about the relationship between reality, experience, and expression. 
He asks, What is ordinary everyday behavior in relation to acting 
as performed by professional actors? Two acting strategies are 
used by theater people. The first is Stanislavski 's classic exercise 
of "emotional recall ," which is similar to the "method"  acting of 
Lee Strasberg at the Actors' Studio. The actor relives a past emo
tional experience by recalling a previous incident in all its deta�l ,  
with the objective of aligning feelings to produce a more authentic 
and convincing performance. The second strategy is more me
chanical. The actor learns which muscles to contract while prac
ticing in front of a mirror. The aim is to obtain physical control of 
such indicators of emotion as facial displays, vocal cues, and body 
postures. Schechner notes that mechanical �ctin� is t�e strat:gy 
employed by the Balinese and by Hindu I ndians In their classical 
dance-dramas. It is a rigorous system of training the muscles of 
the face and the body. 

Based on Paul Eckman's studies of the autonomic nervous 
system, as measured by heart rate and skin temperature, Schech
ner concludes that professional actors feel exactly the same when 
following either strategy. In other words, mechanical acting yields 
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the same results in the physiological register and in the actor's 
subjective experience as the emotional recall approach. This raises 
for us the issue of the emotional concomitants of performance. Vic
tor Turner notes in his paper that we go back to previous expres
sions as a guide to the present, but do we recall just cognitions or 
associated affect from the past? And how much of the affect is 
from the past or generated anew? Do people follow the Stanis
lavski-Strasberg method in everyday life? Schechner suggests that 
if we behave appropriately, then we will feel appropriately, that 
actions generate emotions (and the reverse as well) , irrespective 
of whether those actions are "really happening" or "skillfully pre
tended ." Further, emotions are brought out in both performers 
and audience because there is a "universal language" of emotions, 
neurologically based, encoded in our nerve and brain processes. 
What Schechner really suggests is that there is not that much dif
ference between ordinary behavior and professional acting, and 
here he returns to basic Goffman. In  dealing with the biological 
basis of ritual behavior, Schechner comes back to some of the most 
recent interests of Victor Turner on the relationship between 
brainwork and performance. 

Such questions on biology and behavior make one dizzy, yet 
Schechner's paper is evocative and raises basic issues for the an
thropology of experience. Acting appears to be very much like 
doing ethnography, in that actors cannot just "become" charac
ters, for if they were to forget themselves completely they could no 
longer act. The actor, then, must be half in and half out, a predica
ment characterized so well by Thoreau .  Ethnographers, too, must 
be deeply enough involved in the culture to understand it, but 
uninvolved to the point where they can communicate effectively 
to their colleagues. Both acting and ethnography are reflexive in 
the attention given to the self in the en-act-ment. 

To conclude this introductory essay, let me quote from 
Schechner's piece. "Each society," he writes, "has its own often 
shifting definitions of [the actual and the feigned] .  I would say 
that everything imaginable has been, or can be, experienced as 
actual by means of performance. And that, as Turner said, it is by 
imagining-by playing and performing-that new actualities are 
brought into existence. Which is to say, there is no fiction, only 
unrealized actuali ty. " Yet it is realized actuality that turns experi
ence into expression, and it is cultural expression that we live by. 
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Dewey, Dilthey,  and Drama: 
An Essay in the 

An thropology of Experience 

V ICTOR W .  TURNER 

Of all the human sciences and studies anthropology is most deeply 
rooted in the social and subjective experience of the inquirer. Ev
erything is brought to the test of self, everything observed is 
learned ultimately "on his [or her] pulses. "  Obviously, there is 
much that can be counted, measured, and submitted to statistical 
analysis. But all human act is impregnated with meaning, and 
meaning is hard to measure, though it can often be grasped, even 
if only fleetingly and ambiguously. Meaning arises when we try to 
put what culture and language have crystallized from the past 
together with what we feel, wish, and think about our present 
point in life.  In other words, we reach back to the conclusions our 
forebears laid down in the cultural modes that we in the Western 
tradition now classify as "religious," "moral," "political," "aes
thetic," "proverbial , "  "aphoristic," "commonsensical," etc . ,  to see 
whether and, if so, how tellingly they relate to or illuminate our 
present individual problems, issues, troubles, or uneasily inordi
nate joys . Each such rubbing together of the hardwood and 
softwood of tradition and presence is potentially dramatic, for if 
we venerate ancestral dicta, we may have to, so we dolefully con
clude, jettison present joy or abandon the sensitive exploration of 
what we perceive to be unprecedented developments in human 
mutual understanding and relational forms. 

Thus, we have self-sacrifice for an ideal, if we have faith in 
an authoritative cultural past. But if tragedy approves of this 
stance, new ways of orienting to modernity may reject the self
sacrificial outcome and pose alternatives which must seem prob
lematic, to say the least, to a general public not weaned from the 
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nipple of tradition. Experience of this
. 
sort is the very st� ff of 

drama-both social drama, where conflICts are worked out In so
cial action, and stage drama, where they are mirrored in a host of 
aesthetic experimental frames, symbols, and hypothetical plot
tings. However, there may be no stark confrontation of then and 
now, collective then and existential personal now. Any an
thropologist can tell you that any coherent sociocultural field

. 
�on

tains many contradictory principles, each hallowed by trad
.
ltIOn. 

In Japanese theater, for example, the Bunraku a
.
nd K��ukl ver

sions of Chushingura, the famous tale of the forty-mne Ronm, show 
the tension between two equally axiomatic but conflicting loyal
ties-to feudal lord and to imperial edict. Obedience to both 
would mean death for the avenging retainers . Subordination of 
feudal loyalty to state law would have been an ignominious loss of 
social identity formed under samurai principles of honor and 
shame. Yet there is a covert subversiveness in the stage drama. 
The Tokugawa bureaucracy, with its spreading depersonalization 
of relationships, is being mutely answered by s triking, complex 
gestures of theater that reassert passio�s against legali�ations
those great passions that Samuel Colendge d�clared,

. 
w�th �efer

ence to Shakespearean tragic heroes, are "atheists behevmg In no 
future."  Yet the passions are under control and work their �ay 
through to honorable consummation by a tangle of devlOus 
means-and in ways that might have shocked Aldous Huxley, 
with his "bad means cannot produce good ends," were he not a 
man capable of irony and aware of ethical ambiguities. 

Let me turn now to John Dewey's view of experience, which 
I partly share but which I must at least partly conclude needs 
surpassing in one important respect. Dewey ( 1 934) held that 
works of art, including theatrical works, are "celebrations, re�og
nized as such, of ordinary experience. "  He was, of course, reJect
ing the tendency in capitalist societies to

. 
set art on a �edestal ,  

detached from human life, but commerCially valuable 10 terms 
that were decided by esoteric experts. Dewey said : "Even a crude 
experience, if authentically an exper�ence, is

. 
more fit t.

o give a 
clue to the intrinsic nature of aesthetiC expenence than IS an ob
ject already set apart from any other mode o� exp:rience" (quoted 
in McDermott 1 98 1  :526) . All this and more In hiS great book Art 
As Experience, published when he was seventy-five years old. 

In my book From Ritual to Theatre ( 1 982: 1 7- 1 8) ,  I attempted 
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an etymology of the English word for "experience," deriving i t  
from the Indo-European base "'per-, "to attempt, venture, risk"
you can see already how its double, "drama," from the Greek dran, 
"to do," mirrors culturally the "peril" etymologically implicated 
in "experience."  The Germanic cognates of per relate experience 
to " fare," "fear," and "ferry," since p becomes f by Grimm's Law. 
The Greek perao relates experience to "I pass through," with im
plications of rites of passage. In  Greek and Latin, experience is 
linked with peril, pirate, and ex-per-iment .  

There is a dichotomy here which Wilhelm Dilthey ( 1 976 
[ 1 9 1 4] :2 1 0) immediately seized upon in his distinction between 
mere "experience" and "an experience."  Mere experience is sim
ply the passive endurance and acceptance of events. An ex
perience, like a rock in a Zen sand garden, stands out from the 
evenness of passing hours and years and forms what Dilthey 
called a "structure of experience." In other words, it does not have 
an arbitrary beginning and ending, cut out of the stream of 
chronological temporality, but has what Dewey called "an initia
tion and a consummation. "  Each of us has had certain "ex
periences" which have been formative and transformative, that is, 
distinguishable, isolable sequences of external events and internal 
responses to them such as initiations into new lifeways (going to 
school, first job, joining the army, entering the marital status) ,  
love affairs, being caught u p  i n  some mode o f  what Emile 
Durkheim called "social effervescence" (a political campaign, a 
declaration of war, a cause ceU�bre such as the Dreyfus Affair, 
Watergate, the I ranian hostage crisis, or the Russian Revolution) . 
Some of these formative experiences are highly personal, others 
are shared with groups to which we belong by birth or choice. 
Dilthey saw such experiences as having a temporal or processual 
structure-they "processed" through distinguishable stages. 
Moreover, they involved in their structuring at every moment and 
phase not simply thought structuring but the whole human vital 
repertoire of thinking, willing, desiring, and feeling, subtly and 
varyingly interpenetrating on many levels. A cognitive Occam's 
razor, reducing all to bloodless abstractions (if one can visualize a 
bloodless razor) , would simply make no human sense here . 

These experiences that erupt from or disrupt routinized, re
petitive behavior begin with shocks of pain or pleasure. Such 
shocks are evocative: they summon up precedents and likenesses 
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from the conscious or unconscious past-for the unusual has i ts 
traditions as well as the usual. Then the emotions of past experi
ences color the images and outlines revived by present shock. 
What happens next is an anxious need to find meaning in what 
has disconcerted us, whether by pain or pleasure, and converted 
mere experience into an experience. All this when we try to put 
past and present together. 

I t is structurally unimportant whether the past is " real" or 
"mythical, " "moral" or "amoral . " The point is whether meaning
ful guidelines emerge from the existential e�counter within a sU

.
b

jectivity of what we have derived from prevIOUS structures or umts 
of experience in living relation with the new experience. This is a 
matter of meaning, not merely of value, as Dilthey understood 
these terms. For him, value belonged essentially to an experience 
in a conscious present, in its affective enjoyment or failure to 
enjoy. But values are not meaningfully connected, they bombard 
us like a random motley of discords and harmonies. Each value 
occupies us totally while it prevails. Yet values, Dilthey claimed, 
have "no musical relation to one another. " It is only when we 
bring into relation with the preoccupying present experience the 
cumulative results of similar or at least relevant, if not dissimilar, 
past experiences of similar potency, that the kind of relational 
structure we call "meaning" emerges. 

Here the cognitive heroically asserts itself, for most experi
ences begin with the preeminence of emotion and desire, drives 
that repudiate all pasts. When war is declared, when we meet 
a most desirable potential lover, or when we run away from physi
cal danger or refuse to undertake a necessary but unpleasant task, 
we are under the power of value. It is the heroic combination of 
will and thought that opposes value by the integrating power of 
relation-establishing meaning. Perhaps value will become mean
ing, but it must be responsibly sifted first. In most preindustrial 
societies this strain after meaning was reinforced powerfully by 
corporate cultural values which offered our cognitive faculties 
some ancestral support, the weight of an ethical, or at any rate 
consensually legitimate, past. Today, unfortunately, culture insists 
that we must assume the post-Renaissance burden of working 
each meaning out for ourselves, one by one, unassisted, unless we 
choose the system woven by another individual no more corpo
rately legitimate than we, as individuals are. This is possibly a 
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major difference between theater today and earlier kinds of thea
ter, insofar as theater is a cultural mirroring of the meaning-seek
ing process at the public, generalizing level. Earlier theater 
removed the burden of meaning assignment from the individual 
to the group, though the tragic painfulness resulted then from the 
individual's physical terror, or at least extreme reluctance in the 
face of social duty whose fulfillment might mean physical or men
tal torment or death. 

In Dilthey's view, experience urges toward expression, or 
communication with others. We are social beings, and we want to 
tell what we have learned from experience. The arts depend on 
this urge to confession or declamation. The hard-won meanings 
should be said, painted, danced, dramatized, put into circulation. 
Here the peacock's urge to display is indistinguishable from the 
ritualized need to communicate . Self and not self, ego and ego
lessness, assertion and altruism, meet and merge in signifying 
communication. 

Underlying all the arts, Dewey saw an intrinsic connection 
between experience, whether natural or social, and aesthetic form. 
He wrote: " there is in nature, even below the level of life, some
thing more than mere flux and change. Form is arrived at 
whenever a stable, even though moving equilibrium, is reached" 
(quoted in McDermott 1981 :536) . He argued that even at the pre
human biological level, the life of any organism is enriched by the 
state of disparity and resistance through which it has successfully 
passed. Opposition and conflict are overcome, indeed transformed 
"into differentiated aspects of a higher powered and more signifi
cant life ." With humans, the 

rhythm of loss of integration with environment and recovery of union, 
not only persists but becomes conscious with him; i ts conditions are ma
terial out of which he forms purposes. Emotion is the conscious sign of a 
break, actual or impending. Desire for restoration of the union converts 
mere emotion into interest in objects as conditions of realization of har
mony. With the realization, material of reflection is incorporated into 
objects as their meaning. Since the artist cares in a peculiar way for the 
phase of experience in which union is  achieved, he does not shun mo
ments of resistance and tension. He rather cultivates them, not for their 
own sake but because of their potentialities, bringing to living conscious
ness an experience that is unified and total. I n  contrast with the person 
whose purpose is aesthetic, the scientific man is interested in problems, 
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in situations wherein the tension between the matter of observation and 
of thought are marked. Of course, he cares for their resolution. But he 
does not rest in it; he passes on to another problem using an attained 
solution only as a stepping stone from which to set on foot further 
mquiries . . . .  

The difference between the aesthetic and the intellectual is thus one 
of the places where the emphasis falls in the constant rhythm that marks 
the interaction of the live creature with his surroundings. The ultimate 
matter of both emphases in experience is the same, as is also their gen
eral form. The odd notion that an artist does not think and a scientific 
inquirer does nothing but think is the result of converting a difference of 
tempo and emphasis into a difference in kind. The thinker has his aes
thetic moment when his ideas cease to be mere ideas and become corpo
rate meanings of objects. The artist has his problems and thinks as he 
works. But his thought is more immediately embodied in the object. Be
cause of the comparative remoteness of his end the scientific worker oper
ates with symbols, words, and mathematical signs. The artist does his 
thinking in the very qualitative media he works in ,  and the terms lie so 
close to the object he is producing that they merge directly into it .  . . .  

Because the actual world, that in which we live, is a combination of 
movement and culmination, of breaks and reunions, the experience of a 
living creature is capable of aesthetic quality. The live being recurrently loses 
and re-establishes equilibrium with his surroundings. The moment of 
passage from disturbance into harmony is that of in tensest lift. In  a finished 
world, sleep and waking could not be distinguished. In one wholly per
turbed, conditions could not even be struggled with. In a world made 
after the pattern of ours, moments of fulfillment punctuate experience 
with rhythmically enjoyed intervals. (quoted in McDermott 1 98 1 :536-3 7 ,  
my emphasis) 

Aesthetics, then, are those phases in a given structure or pro
cessual unit of experience which either constitute a fulfillment that 
reaches the depths of the experiencer's being (as Dewey put it) or 
constitute the necessary obstacles and flaws that provoke the joy
ous struggle to achieve the consummation surpassing pleasure and 
equilibrium, which is indeed the joy and happiness of fulfillment.  
There is also present in Dewey's work the sense that the " time of 
consummation is also one of beginning anew"-any attempt to 
prolong the enjoyment of consummation beyond its natural term 
is a kind of withdrawal from the world and hence a lowering and 
loss of vitali ty. 

Dilthey's unit of experience stressed culture and psychology, 
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since he saw the search after meaning and its expression in per
formance as the struggle and consummation phases. Dewey's pro
cess of experiencing cleaved closer to the biological.  Yet both 
emphasized that the aesthetic has its genesis in sensible human 
experience and does not proceed from an ideal domain, a Platonic 
realm of archetypes superior to the vulgar human activities it is 
supposed to evaluate and organize. For both philosophers the arts, 
including all genres of theater, germinated in the scenes and ob
jects of human experience and could not be considered in separa
tion from them. The beautiful is the consummate flower of the 
muddled search for meaning by men and women alive in the full 
complexity of their mutual attraction and repulsion in war, wor
ship, sex, economic production, and the marketplace. 

As some of you know, I have been much concerned in my 
work with a specific kind of unit of experience, what I call "social 
drama." This has a protoaesthetic form in its unfolding. In many 
field situations in markedly different cultures, in my experience of 
Western social life, and in numerous historical documents, we can 
clearly discern a community's movement through time as taking a 
shape to which we can hardly deny the epithet "dramatic." A per
son or subgroup breaks a rule, deliberately or by inward compul
sion, in a public setting. Conflicts between individuals, sections, 
and factions follow the original breach, revealing hidden clashes 
of character, interest, and ambition. These mount toward a crisis 
of the group's unity and continuity unless rapidly sealed off by 
redressive public action, consensually undertaken by the group's 
leaders, elders, or guardians. Redressive action is often ritualized 
and may be undertaken in the name of law or religion. Judicial 
processes stress reason and evidence; religious processes em
phasize ethical problems, hidden malice operating through witch
craft, or ancestral wrath against breaches of taboo or the impiety 
of the living toward the dead. If a social drama runs its full 
course, the outcome (or "consummation, "  as Dewey might have 
called it) may be either the restoration of peace and "normalcy" 
among the participants or social recognition of irremediable 
breach or schism. 

Of course this model , like all models, is subject to manifold 
manipulations. For example, redressive action may fail, in which 
case there is reversion to the phase of crisis. If law and/or religious 
values have lost their efficacy, endemic continuous factionalism 
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may infect public life for long periods. Or redressive failure in a 
local community may lead to appeal to a higher court at a more 
inclusive level of social organization-village to district to prov
ince to nation. Or the ancien regime may be rejected in toto and 
revolution ensues. In that case the group may be radically restruc
tured, including its redressive machinery. 

Culture obviously affects such aspects as the style and tempo 
of the social drama. Some cultures seek to retard the outbreak of 
open crisis by elaborate rules of etiquette. Others admit the use of 
organized violence in crisis or redress, in such forms as the 
holmgang ( island single-combat) of the Icelanders, the stickfigh ts 
of the Nuba of the Sudan, and the reciprocal headhunting expedi
tions of the I longot hill peoples of Luzon. Georg Simmel, Lewis 
Coser, Max Gluckman, and others have pointed out how conflict, 
if brought under gradual control, stopping short of massacre and 
war, may actually enhance a group's "consciousness of kind."  
Conflict forces the  antagonists to  diagnose i ts source, and in so 
doing to become fully aware of the principles that bond them 
beyond and above the issues that have temporarily divided them. 
As Durkheim has insisted, law needs crime and religion needs sin 
to be fully dynamic systems, since without "doing," without the 
social friction that fires consciousness and self-consciousness, so
cial life would be passive, even inert. 

These considerations, I think, led Barbara Myerhoff ( 1 979) 
to distinguish "definitional ceremonies" from "social dramas, " 
which she conceived as a kind of collective "autobiography," a 
means by which a group creates i ts identity by telling i tself a story 
about i tself, in the course of which it brings to life "its Definite 
and Determinate Identity" ( to cite William Blake) . Here, in the 
Diltheyan sense, meaning is engendered by marrying present 
problems to a rich ethnic past, which is then infused into the "do
ings and undergoings" (Dewey's phrase) of the local community. 
Some social dramas may be more "definitional" than others, i t  is 
true, but most social dramas contain, if only implicitly, means of 
public reflexivity in their redressive processes. By their activation 
groups take stock of their current situation: the nature and 
strength of their social ties, the power of their symbols, the effec
tiveness of their legal and moral controls, the sacredness of their 
religious traditions, and so forth . 

The point  I would make here is that the world of theater, as 
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we know it in both Asia and the West, and the immense variety of 
theatrical subgenres, derive not from imitation, whether conscious 
or unconscious, of the processual form of the complete or satiated 
social drama-breach, crisis, redress, reintegration, or schism (al
though Aristotle's model for tragedy somewhat resembles this 
phased movement) , but specifically from the third phase, redress, 
and especially from redress as ritual process .  Redressive rituals 
include divination into the hidden causes of misfortune, conflict, 
and illness (all of which in tribal societies are intimately intercon
nected and thought to be caused by the invisible action of spirits, 
deities, witches, or sorcerers) ,  curative rituals (which may often 
involve episodes of spirit possession, shamanic trance, medium
ship, and trance states among the patients who are the subjects of 
a ritual) ,  and initiatory rites connected with these "rituals of afflic
tion ."  Moreover, many of those rites we call "life-crisis cere
monies,"  particularly those of puberty, marriage, and death, them
selves indicate a sort of breach in the customary order of group 
life, after which many relationships among group members must 
change drastically, involving much potential and even actual con
flict and competition (for rights of inheritance and succession to 
office, for women, over the amount  of bridewealth, over clan or 
lineage allegiance, and so on) . Life-crisis rituals (and seasonal 
rituals, too, for that matter) may be called "prophylactic," while 
rituals of affliction are "therapeutic. " 

All these "third-phase" or "first-phase" (in the life-crisis in
stance) ritual processes contain within themselves a liminal phase, 
which provides a stage (and I use this tem advisedly) for unique 
structures of experience (Dilthey's Erlebnis) in milieus detached 
from mundane life and characterized by the presence of ambigu
ous ideas, monstrous images, sacred symbols, ordeals, humilia
tions, esoteric and paradoxical instructions, the emergence of 
symbolic types represented by maskers and clowns, gender re
versals, anonymity, and many other phenomena and processes 
which I have elsewhere described as "liminal . "  The limen, or 
threshold, a term I borrowed from van Gennep's second of three 
stages in rites of passage, is a no-man's-land betwixt and between 
the structural past and the structural future as anticipated by the 
society's normative control of biological development. It is 
ritualized in many ways, but very often symbols expressive of am
biguous identity are found cross culturally: androgynes, the-
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riomorphic figures, monstrous combinations of elements drawn 
from nature and culture, with some symbols such as caverns, rep
resenting both birth and death, womb and tomb. I sometimes talk 
about the liminal phase being dominantly in the subjunctive mood 
of culture the mood of maybe, might be, as if, hypothesis, fantasy, 
conjectur�, desire-depending on which of the trinit?' of co?ni�io� , 
affect and conation is situationally dominant .  Ordmary hfe lS m 
the i�dicative mood, where we expect the invariant operation of 
cause and effect, of rationality and commonsense. Liminality can 
perhaps be described as a fructile chaos, .a . storehouse of pos
sibilities, not a random assemblage but a stnvmg after new forms 
and structures, a gestation process, a fetation of modes appro-
priate to postliminal existence. . Theater is one of the many inheritors of the great multlfa
ceted system we call " tribal ritual," which embraces ide�s and 
images of cosmos and chaos, interdigitates clowns and thelr fool
ery with gods and their solemnity, and uses �ll the s�nsory �o?es 
to produce symphonies in more than mUS1C: the mtertwl�mg 
of dance, body languages of many kinds, song, chant, arch!tec
tural forms ( temples, amphitheaters) , incense, burnt offenngs, 
ritualized feasting and drinking, painting, body painting, body 
marking of many kinds including circumcision and scarificati?n , 
the application of lotions and the drinking of potion.s,. the enactmg 
of mythic and heroic plots drawn from oral tradltJOn.s-and s� 
much more. Rapid advances in the scale and complexl�y of �OC1-
ety, particularly after industrialization, hav� ��ssed thls um�ed 
liminal configuration through the prism of dlvlslOn of labor, wlth 
its specialization and professionalization, reducing each. of. the�e 
sensory domains to a set of entertainment genres fl�u�lshmg m 
the leisure time of society, no longer in a central dnvmg place. 
While it is true that the pronounced supernatural character of ar
chaic ritual has been greatly reduced, there are signs today that 
the amputated specialized genres are seeking to rejoin an? to r�
cover something of the numinosity lost in their sparagmos, m thelr 
dismemberment. 

Clearly, as Dewey argued, the aesthetic f�rm of theater is i�
herent in sociocultural life itself, but the reflexlve and therapeutlc 
character of theater as a child of the redressive phase of social 
drama has to draw on power sources often inhibited in the life of 
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society's indicative mood. The creation of a detached, still almost
sacred liminal space allows a search for such sources. One well
spring of this excessive meta- power is clearly the liberated and 
disciplined body itself, with i ts many untapped resources for plea
sure, pain, and expression. Another is our unconscious processes, 
such as may be released in trance. This is akin to what I have 
often seen in Africa, where thin, ill-nourished old ladies, with only 
occasional naps, dance, sing, and perform ritual activities for two 
or three days and nights on end. I believe that an increase in the 
level of social arousal, however produced, is capable of unlocking 
energy sources in individual participants. The recent work on the 
neurobiology of the brain (see d'Aquili, Laughlin, and McManus 
1979) , shows, among other things, how the "driving techniques of 
ritual (including sonic driving by, for example, percussion instru
ments) facilitate right hemisphere dominance, resulting in gestalt, 
timeless, nonverbal experiences, differentiated and unique when 
compared with left hemisphere functioning or hemisphere alterna
tion" (Lex 1979: 146) .  

My argument has been that an anthropology of experience 
finds in certain recurrent forms of social experience-social 
dramas among them-sources of aesthetic form, including stage 
drama. But ritual and its progeny, notably the performance arts, 
derive from the subjunctive, liminal, reflexive, exploratory heart 
of social drama, where the structures of group experience (Erleb
nis) are replicated, dismembered, re-membered, refashioned, and 
mutely or vocally made meaningful-even when, as is so often the 
case in declining cultures, " the meaning is that there is no mean
ing." True theater is the experience of "heightened vitality," to 
quote Dewey again .  "At its height it signifies complete interpene
tration of self and the world of objects and events" (quoted in 
McDermott 1981 :540) . When this happens in a performance, what 
may be produced is what d'Aquili and Laughlin (d'Aquili et al. 
1979: 177) call a "brief ecstatic state and sense of union (often last
ing only a few seconds) [which] may often be described as no 
more than a shiver running down the back at a certain point ." A 
sense of harmony with the universe is made evident and the whole 
planet is felt to be communitas . This shiver has to be won, though, 
to be a "consummation," after working through a tangle of con
flicts and disharmonies. Theater best of all exemplifies Thomas 
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Hardy's dictum: " If a way to the better there be, it exacts a full 
look at the worst. " Ritual or theatrical transformation can scarcely 
occur otherwise. 
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3 
Ordinary 

and Extraordinary 
Experience 

ROGER D .  ABRAHAMS 

With the explicit opening up of the discussion on the anthropology 
of experience, we acknowledge that we are moving out of the dis
course on social institutions and into the realm of cultural perfor
mance and display. I take this to mean that we are no longer 
looking for the chartering legislation that puts a social group into 
business and keeps it there through the exercise of authority; rather, 
we seek the techniques by which the individuals in some sort of 
collectivity develop ways of acting that will authenticate both the 
actors and the group simultaneously. 

As teachers and scribes we share in the crisis of legitimation. 
When words become only the basis of establishing meaningfol re
lationships and other such egalitarian fictions, then the voices of 
authority are no longer given value or trust, and all of those who 
wear robes and speak from the pulpit or the dais can no longer 
expect to be listened to simply because of the authority given us 
by our filling such roles . When holy offices no longer automatically 
carry the power to irreversibly transform peoples' status through 
simply performing acts vested in the roles, then who will listen to 
teachers who simply seek to inform and reveal the ways of the 
world? 

As true modernists we respond by seeking to find new and 
more powerful ways of describing the ways such things work, so 
that our abilities to examine and perceive more deeply will be 
accorded some respect and admiration. Modishly, we replace the 
vocabulary and the practices of vested authority with terms and 
procedures proclaiming equality of humankind and the need to 
make a place in our systematic analyses for the achievement of 
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authenticity by the individual, as each person becomes part of a 
community and a society. 

Surely that is what is going on here, is it not? We gather to 
mark the demotion of the key terms of authoritative rhetoric
"tradition, "  "�ustom," even "institution"-as we make one further 
effort at finding in everyday speech a vocabulary that will assist us 
in celebrating the project of self-possession, self-fashioning, self-ex
pression; a project that sees all life as a constant achievement and 
all agreed-upon practices as techniques for simultaneously amplify
ing and questioning what it is we have agreed to in our own little 
groups. Thus "experience" and its associated vocabulary is ele
vated to the realm of the new holy word. In this social dispensation, 
individuals may find a new redemption--or at least a validation
in the world of the here and now, even if it is no longer attached 
to a divinely sanctioned plan. 

By building on this word, which embodies that segment of 
life carved out by each of us, we follow in the great line of secular 
theologians, the clerisy, who make holy words of those which are 
otherwise most mundane and who seek in the process to raise the 
place of the examining self to one of such dignity that the older 
and more wrathful gods, if not appeased, can at least be ignored. 
This has been the holy practice of secular humanism: the ritualiz
ing of the construction of one's self. Going one further step in this 
reflexive development, we now acknowledge that all life involves 
the construction of agreed-upon fictions and that the least harm
ful, the least hegemonic, are those that assert self-worth. All terms 
connected with institutional practice become a little suspect be
cause of the power distribution and systems of control they have 
carried with them-at least in past ethnographic analyses. Cul
ture now achieves a new meaning, the achieved agreements of so
cial practices, an agreement given reinforced value and meaning 
in each act of sociability. And such practices, when they are writ 
large in cultural displays and performances, have added power 
because they achieve their force through the coordination of the 
energies of the group involved in the celebration. 

Erving Goffman, who spent many years in service to this 
humane discipline, left us with this litany: "Many gods have been 
done away with, but the individual himself stubbornly remains a 
deity of great importance. He walks with some dignity and is the 
recipient of many little offerings. He is jealous of the worship due 
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him, yet, approached in the right spirit, he is ready to forgive 
those who may have offended him" ( 1967:95) . As a human, and 
therefore a social animal, the individual operates on the principle 
of goodwill , assuming until proven otherwise that unman�erly ac
tions and breaches in the ritual of common courtesy anse from 
ignorance or ineptness, this too a part of the human co�dition. 
And so let this essay, even this book, be one of those offermgs to 
the individual . 

Under such radically secular conditions, the problem facing the 
humanist is not so much one of replacing the gods but finding a 
language to effectively replace the Word with new sacred w�r�s 
that will allow us to celebrate the survival of the human spmt. 
For many years "civilization," "progress," and "culture" bore this 
burden, gracefully submitting themselves to elevation. Of these, 
only the last has retained its haloed effect, through the efforts of 
those who recognize in the word's capacities the possibility of link
ing together the way the peoples live, throughout the world . 

But can any such "god term," to use Donoghue's ( 1976: 123) 
designation, remain holy in the relentlessly self-examining envi
ronment in which we live? Words in this world are hallowed only 
so long as they retain their novelty as a sign of their vitality. And 
so the members of the clerisy continue to search through our 
everyday speech for these god terms knowing that they are not 
going to come from on high. As was done by Arnold, and more 
recently by Lionel Trilling, Erving Goffman, Raymond Williams, 
and Victor Turner, I can new ones be recovered from the passing 
talk of the streets and parlors and reconstituted, like frozen 
orange juice, simply by adding water when needed? Such key 
words, or root metaphors ( to use some names by which such god 
terms have been discussed in the past) , must contain such integ
rity and value that they can be employed, defended in their use, 
redeemed and re-redeemed for the spirit that resides within them. 
If we have such a term, "experience" is surely it . But let 
Donoghue's ( 1976: 123) warning be one that we keep in mind: 
"There is always a temptation to assume that because a god term 
is holy to its celebrant[s] it must be holy to everyone; a writer 
may make the mistake of thinking that he does not need to estab
lish the sanctity of the word, that he has only to invoke it ." 

Such a caution is especially appropriate in the present cir-
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cumstances , where, as ethnographers of the behavior, perfor
mance, display, and celebration of diverse pe�ples, w� must 
worry ourselves over the two kinds of errors mto which en
thusiasts fall . The first and most dreadful is that we so love our 
new holy words that we turn them into cliches and . co�
monplaces, forgetting for the moment that we �ust m�mtam 
their spirit as well as their meaning. The second IS that m our 
pursuit of insight we forget that the �ora! le�son of the new cre�d 
is that communication of deep meamngs IS difficult under any cir
cumstance, and we find correspondences between cultures espe-
cially filled with obstacles to understanding. . . 

This second area for potential error is espeCially penlous .for 
the ethnographers who quite natural!y pride the�selves on bemg 
sensitive to cultural differences. I t IS therefore Important t� re
mind ourselves in our pursuit of an anthropology of expenence 
that "experience" itself is a deeply coded �ord in �ur own cul
ture; that is, the very conditions of modermty, �speclally as pur
sued in the United States, value experience for ltS own sake. Not 
only do we hunger and thirst for significan� d�ings, but wh.en .we 
find them, simply by recognizing them as slgmficant, by thmkmg 
and writing about them, we may elev�te �uch �ccurrences . t� a 
status that makes considered exammatlOn dlfficul t .  Tnlhng 
( 1979 :82) points to just such a tendency in the. works of those 
critically examining cultural texts: "When we Yield to. our con
temporary impulse to enlarge all experience . . . we are m �anger 
of making experience merely typical, formal and representatwe �n? 
thus losing one term in the dialectic that goes o� betw�en spmt 
and the conditioned ." This enlargement occurs slmply m report
ing the experience, isolating it from the course of everyday hap
penings, providing it with significant form after th� fact. Lost III 
such a translation, Trilling continues, is "the actuahty o� t.he con
ditioned, the literality of matter, the peculiar authentiCity .and 
authority of the merely denotative." By elevating our actions 
to stories and even more dramatic replayings, we lose some of 
the spirit that resides in actions simply because they are hum
drum. Such a loss is hardly inconsequential , for we �annot allo� 
ourselves to enter into an unexamined agreement wlth the thn�l 
seekers and the hedonists that we will be interested in the mam
festations of the human spirit only in aroused states; we must 
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manifest our interest in the quotidian experiences as well, and 
perhaps even in the depressed states of boredom, lassitude, even 
dispiri tedness. 

The problem arising for the observer of the regularities of 
human behavior and conduct is that the simple process of observa
tion and reporting does, indeed , alter the significance and perhaps 
even the meaning of the activities themselves . This problem be
comes all the more intense when reports are committed to paper 
or some other medium of record. With the increasing distance be
tween the act and the apprehension of it by the reader, the hearer, 
the viewer, a loss of the spirit is more likely. This kind of recording 
may make the event itself seem more significant, for now it has 
been elevated almost to the status of performance, while at the 
same time making i t  seem merely typical, inasmuch as it becomes 
a "representative anecdote." 

Do not mistake me: I am not arguing that we should back 
away from the enterprise of discussing culture directly and openly 
in terms of personally registered actions. The word "experience" 
has such flexibility and can serve us so well in tying together the 
ordinary and the extraordinary; so much of life is already there, 
enshrined in its circle of meaning as it is used in the vernacular. 
Experiences happen to individuals and are therefore sometimes to 
be regarded as idiosyncratic; but these very same occurrences 
might, under other circumstances, be usefully regarded as typicaL 
Morris ( 1970: 1 15)  argues in such a direction by distinguishing be
tween "private experiences" and "common experiences ." Experi
ence is, at one and the same time, illustrative of what individuals 
do and of the conventional patterns of culturally learned and inter
preted behavior that makes them understandable to others. 

Moreover, as a concept, experience underscores the ongoing
ness of life and the open character of ongoing actions, yet it also 
encourages us to see actions as units of behavior that can be sepa
rated from the rest of the action and talked about later. It is a 
term of connections because i t  encourages us to discuss l ife in 
terms of how present activities of even the most threatening sort 
may be drawn on and replayed in some form in the future: 
"Experience is the best teacher," "Live and learn," and all that. 
Experience contains ordinary acts, from the casual to the most 
eventful occurrences. It embodies both meanings and fietings, the 
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flowering of individual response that continually gravitates toward 
typicality, so that afterward we can find words to talk about 
what happened. 

Because our individual experiences are so central to the ways 
m which we put together a sense of our own identity, to under
score the typicality is to confront one of our dearest held beliefs: 
that having been made individuals, we should do everything we 
can to hold on to our sense of uniqueness. Yet experience tells us 
that what happens to us is never so original, especially as we must 
discuss it . This discussion makes us all the more sensitive to the 
ways we ourselves are not so original, especially as we recognize 
ourselves as members of a generation, a network, a community. 
Without the deep investigation on our own part of how our experi
ences reflect our deepest cultural concerns, and the patterns we 
unwittingly impose on developing peoples, we have just an
other Western ethnocentric model of analysis. Further, it seems 
especially important to develop this self-consciousness of our 
own cultural patterns and limitations, because those involved 
in developing experience as a term of art do so in extension of the 
idea of the performance of culture-that is, by looking at the ways 
in which cultural displays, like shows and ceremonies, festivals 
and rituals, make explicit what is regarded by the membership 
of the culture itself as the significant moments of life. However, 
culture lies not only in such singular activities but in the connec
tions between the everyday and these more intense, framed and 
stylized practices. 

My worry begins, I suppose, in recognizing that as a nation 
of individualists, Americans have placed ever greater importance 
on experience, relating it to our notions of the person in constant 
development, always heading toward some kind of self-realization. 
We have been searchers after experience, always preparing our
selves for significant actions that may enhance our lives if we re
main open to the new. Our "native theory" of significant action 
reflects this: newness, novelty, and a desire to be in on the news 
has been at the front of the American agenda since the beginnings 
of our history. Apparently the encounter with the new has been 
tied up in our imaginations with the prospect of social, cultural, 
and personal renewal. Indeed, one of the important meanings of 
the word refers, in shorthand, to conversion, to being saved. This 
obsession with novelty, accompanied by a fear of boredom, is 
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deeply implicated in the almost compulsive need to move on. 
From the figure of the pilgrim-stranger to the romanticized hobo, 
our most admired protagonists are the ones who were able to 
move on . . .  and sometimes move up. Traveling on has been al
most institutionalized through its connection with the missionary, 
the peddler, or the member of the Peace Corps-all processes of 
Yankee ingenuity that are not too distantly related to "doing an
�hropology" (especially of the "applied" sort) . 

All of us have a double consciousness and a sometimes self
contradictory value system about the meaning of these new experi
ences in the creation of ourselves and the needs and rights of 
others. Daniel Schorr, the former newscaster who was caught up 
in the Pentagon Papers controversy, nicely discusses this double 
consciousness. To him, "reporting" and "reality" are deeply con
nected; he notes (Schorr 1977 :vii) that as a reporter he was con
stantly confronted with the need "to discover the 'real story' or to 
extract it from the mists of vagueness and pretenses. "  A mighty 
calling, and one that demanded a certain amount of distance from 
the frantic events to which he and the people he interviewed were 
witness. This man, who could truthfully claim to be engaged di
rectly in "the action," nevertheless responded to the experience as 
more the observer than the participant : 
I t mad� me feel more real not to  be involved. Participants took positions, 
got excited, shaped events for woe or zeal, but what a strange paradox �hat seems-to feel more real not be involved-to be where i t  is happen
mg but not to be engaged. To keep the action sufficiently distanced to be 
able, still, to call it an event, yet because that very distance provides the ?bjectivity necessary to sort out important details of " the story." In fact, 
J�s

.
t being there, seeing the picture without being in it, qualifies the ac

tiVity as an experience precisely because one is able to report, first
hand, what really happened. I remained the untouched observer, seeing 
the whole picture because I was not [actually] in the picture. (Schorr 
1977:vii) 

Schorr might be describing our work as ethnographers. Does 
not the .field experience call for us to become professional naifs, 
demandmg that we self-consciously retrack ourselves? A creative 
regress.ion, �f you. ,:ish, but a regression nonetheless. Placing our
se.lves m thiS pOSitIOn, we may observe and ask and even imitate 
Without taking the social risks such acts might produce were w: 
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taken to be adults. This is carried out, moreover, with the knowl
edge that while we seem to our informants to act like children, in 
some ways because we are outsiders who come with devices of a 
powerful technology ( like cars and tape recorders) ,  we can hardly 
be treated as less than adults . 

Doing controlled observation reflects an approach to events 
as experiences that provides a kind of spiritual hedge against inter
preting experience-at-a-remove as simple thrill seeking or voy
eurism. With our immense hunger for experience, having achieved 
this psychological distance while we make our professional obser
vations, the feeling of noninvolvement-indeed, of the inability to 
involve ourselves fully-begins to affect the quality of our observa
tions . Somehow we find a substitute with sufficient sustaining 
power to be able to say we were not actively involved. Being on 
the sidelines merely watching the big plays permits us to replay 
them later to those who were not there, on the spot; there is 
sufficient energy in such happenings for all those present to be 
recharged by the action. But even so, those who are only looking 
on and reporting develop a double consciousness about the activ
ity that always threatens to undercut any claims for uniqueness. 

The problem of this double consciousness is great, far greater 
than I am able to get a handle on here, for it has so much to do 
with our notions of what constitutes learning and to what extent 
and purpose we really do live and learn. Moreover, with the grow
ing emphasis on the individual's control over his or her own iden
tity, the institutional ways of engineering personal transformations 
have lost much of their power. For such socially sanctioned trans
formation to occur, we must believe in the power of those invested 
with authority to mark these changes for us. But in many ways 
such authority has been undercut because of our belief that we 
should do such changing on our own. This is authentication sub
stituted for authority. If success in life were a given, there would 
be little question, I suppose, that experience could be a useful 
teacher, if not always the best one. But a corollary of our Amer
ican Dream is what might be called an American Dread, of 
finding out that growing means eliminating some of our options. 
Failing in a task will do this, or course, but so will succeeding too 
well and being promoted in some way because of the success. Our 
dread is always that we can't go back. 

In fact, many of the formative thinkers on the subject of the 
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relationship between narrated experience and life and art have 
worked their profundi ties in witnessing failure. Donoghue 
( 1976: 104) takes note of jus  t thi� dynamic in discus�ing how �me�
ican writers draw on the expenence of personal faIlure, makmg It 
into "aesthetic forms and ceremonies . . .  to take away some of its 
'stress ' ,  thus entering into the all-too-human process of assimilat
ing it ." His response is that of the literary critic still adhering in 
some degree to the "wound and bow" approach by which great 
art is forged out of deep personal hurt. Donoghue discerns in 
American letters a pattern by which the genre "achieves its vital
ity by a labour to transform the mere state of failure into the artis
tic success of forms and pageants; it learns a style not from a 
despair but from an apparent failure-some, like Henry Adams, 
by making the worst of i t" ;  others, like Henry James, "by making 
the best of it, and the bes t of it is the same thing as the most of it" 
( 1976: 104) . 

The perception is iITlportant because it recognizes in such a 
dynamic and often self-contradictory form our attraction to experi
ence for its own sake and our ambivalence about why we are so 
drawn to it. Both success and failure are useful outcomes, espe
cially as the experience is talked about and written about later. 
While there is little problem for the anthropologist to recognize 
this complex motive in modern life, just how much does enter 
into the decision to become an ethnographer, to go into the field, 
thus testing oneself and one's own cultural moorings by a people 
living and identifying wi th the writings about the systematics of 
those who live according to different cultural ways? We know of 
this problem because doing fieldwork is regarded as a rite de pas
sage for the social and cuI tural anthropologist. 

Just how American this double consciousness of experience is 
emerges when looking at the number of our lasting works of litera
ture that draw on the con trast between the doer and the watcher: 
the Henry James who so glories in the achievement of the occa
sional moment of felicity in the midst of decorous, if frivolous, 
doings; the Henry Adams who can only scorn the present because 
of its deep duplicities and its failure of nerve. There are, of course, 
many American works of fiction built around a pair of characters 
who dramatize the problem: one deeply involved in the action, 
whether successfully or not, the other a witness to it all and only 
sometimes a judge as well .  While one reading of The Adventure of 
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Huckleberry Finn would make Huck and Jim into such a pair, the 
great example of this type of narrative is, of course, Moby Dick, 
with Ishmael being drawn unwittingly to the sea and to the 
cruise--drawn, as we find out, by a force of life confrontation 
epitomized in Ahab's obsession. More recent outstanding exam
ples of such onlookers and reporters are Nick Carraway in 
Fitzgerald's Great Gatsby; Nick Adams in Hemingway's short 
stories; the more world-weary Jake Barnes and his attitudes to
ward bullfighting and war in Hemingway's The Sun ALso Rises; and 
Stingo in Styron's Sophie 's Choice. 

We identify all of these characters with the storyteller-author 
and his growing up through having experienced the energy and 
the frenzy of these more charismatic presences, these larger-than
life figures, the Ahabs and Gatsbys who represent a mysterious 
power resource that guarantees that wherever these figures are, 
significant things will occur. These quintessential American novels 
are constructed around the interplay between the characters who 
instigate the action and those who are there to observe and record, 
who are caught up in the swirl of transforming events but emerge 
much wiser, perhaps bruised by events but relatively unscathed, 
"so the story can be told . "  

We are now informed of the ongoing American concern with 
experience, but what of its potential in developing ethnographic 
strategies. With few exceptions, most formal ethnographies tell us 
li ttle about the experience of the fieldworker and almost as li ttle 
about the experiences of the people being observed. Rather, we 
have records of the system and institutions that order the lives of 
people in groups, enlivened every once in awhile with a represen
tative anecdote. On the whole, however, the reflexive dimension 
of the ethnographic literature has not been well developed. While 
we have a number of fascinating autobiographical reports from 
the field, there is very little address on the part of the fieldworker 
as to how cultural norms and professional expectations entered 
into the collection and reporting of materials, much less what was 
happening to the collector that might have made a difference (cf. 
Rose 1 982) .  Even behavior on the experiential level is not often in 
our monographs. To be sure, there have been a series of revealing 
field reports that focus on the phenomenological dimensions of the 
discovery of self and others, through developing relationships in 
the field situation (Rabinow 1977 and Crapanzano 1980 are two 
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that come to mind) ,  in addition to the classic anthropological 
novels that elaborate on the representative anecdote technique. 
However, as ethnographic reports get even closer to the details of 
recurrent expressive behaviors, there has arisen a felt need to dis
cover how individuals within a community learn cultural perfor
mances, how to prepare for them and judge them, and how to feel 
about them before, during, and after the actual occurrence. With 
this switch, more ethnographic attention is being paid to native 
theories of emotions and feelings, as well as to the more objective 
utilitarian and symbolic orders provided for participants in a 
culture simply by having grown up within a specific milieu (cf. 
Lutz 1982; Feld 1982; Myers 1979; in the area of folklore, cf. Glas
sie 1982) .  

As I see i t ,  this drawing on experience in anthropology i s  a 
part of the process of internal monitoring of basic terms and con
cepts that must take place in every professional discipline. In the 
social sciences-especially sociology and anthropology-we have 
unique problems in taking stock of special terminology as key 
words are derived from everyday talk (see Williams 1979: 180 for 
an indication of the importance of experience in his ongoing con
cern with key words) . As native interpretation becomes more and 
more important in our ethnographic reports, experience gives 
promise of tying together our everyday feelings with those encoun
tered during Big Times. Experience addresses the ongoingness of 
life as it is registered through the fil ter of culture-that is, through 
acts we have already learned to interpret as experiences or, in the 
case of shock, surprise, embarrassment, or trauma, through acts 
we reprocess as experiences after the fact, by talking about them 
and thus making them seem less personal, more typical. 

At this point it is probably most useful to point out our com
monsensical distinction between events-things that happen-and 
experiences-things that happen to us or others. The distinction 
is important for a number of reasons, not least of all because no
tions of who we are as individuals are often tied up with those 
unique-if-typical things that have happened, especially when those 
happenings have become stories we tell ourselves. In this dimen
sion individual experiences enter into the putting together of our 
"identity kit," to use Erving Goffman's term . Rose ( 1982 : 220) is 
one of the few social scientists who has addressed the notion of 
experience and has consistently made distinctions between what 
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"experiences we . . .  recognize as meaningful as they are occu�
ring"; the semiotic systems by which we are able to ord�r expe:l
ences as we are having them; and an economy of expenences In 
which those we have are to be regarded as personal resources that 
may be used in interpersonal exchanges as a way of authenticating 
ourselves. 

This last, our using experiences as part of our personal econ-
omy, is perhaps the dimension least

. 
easily and r:adily deal� with 

by ethnographers. Stories about one s own expenences provide an 
important resource for not only establishing one's place in the 
community (because of one's special knowledge) but also for es
tablishing one's identity, should that be an important feature of 
the culture .  Such stories are commonly told to those who will re
spond in kind, or at least with some other kernel of information 
regarded as equally valuable. Should we bear such notion� in 
mind, we would not be so surprised when many of the questIOns 
we ask of our informants are regarded as strange precisely because 
the answers call for a giving away of scarce resources. 

The experience of being asked to "give yourself away," how
ever is far from unusual in our own most personal interactions: , . 
examine how you feel when someone tells one of your stones, one 
that is about something you have experienced and told about in 
the past . Your response is likely to be one of feeling mimicked; or 
worse, your ability to speak for yourself is put into question. I am 
not arguing that this is the feeling inspired in all culture� when 
personal stories are expropriated, only that a truly refleXIVe an
thropology would make one aware of the possibility. 

This domain of radical individuality, of the need to feel 
unique, is not held by the rest of the world . As Geertz ( 1976:225) 
has cannily put it: "The Western conception of the person as a 
bounded, unique cognitive universe, a dynamic center of aware
ness, emotion, judgment and action organized into a distinct

l
�ve 

whole is, however incorrigible it may seem to us, a rather pecu lar 
idea within the concept of the world's cultures . "  Nonetheless, he 
recognizes the draw that such a conception of personhood might 
have on ethnographic studies that attempt to get at the everyday 
experiences of those under observation. His caveat is a common
sensical one, even if difficult to abide by: "Rather than attempt to 
place the experience of others within the. framew�rk. [of "person" 
or "self"] we must . . .  view their expenences Wlthm the frame-
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work of their own idea of what selfhood is" ( 1976:225) .  This calls 
for the collection of "native exegeses" of the experiences regarded 
as meaningful; that is, discussion not only of the experience itself 
but its value from the perspective of the one to whom it happened 
and others within the same interpretive community-the ernie way 
of describing culture . But more commonly, in developing perspec
tives to effectively convey the idea of experience in any culture, we 
will draw on our own metaphors-that is, we will use an etie per
spective and the anthropological terms of art that go along with 
it-for getting at the ways in which repeated actions within a cul
ture are systematized and anticipated . 

For some decades, for instance, following the fashion of 
couching matters in evolutionary terms, we discussed not only cul
tural history but everyday practices in specific groups in terms of 
the "flow" of life . This draws on the power of hydraulic metaphor 
that depicts "what happens" in a culture in terms of the pull of 
gravity on a growing stream or the pushing along of that water by 
some pumping mechanism. More recently, we have changed our 
metaphoric sources somewhat, depicting life in one or another 
kind of performance (those calling for "scores" or "scripts" or 
"scenarios" ) ,  or we have resorted to the closely related image of 
life as a game whose rules and plays and moves may be usefully 
described. The present appeal of the terms "experience" and 
"event" seems to respond, at least in part, to a sense that these 
analogical strategies have begun to lose their descriptive power, 
precisely because the models from which the analogies arise are 
ones that are privileged within our own culture and may, 
ethnocentrically, place the units of experience-in-common in the 
culture under observation in a misleading universe of discourse. 

The notion of describing cultural activities in our own ver
nacular terms for goings-on-terms like "action," "practice," "oc
casion," "event," "experience"-seems, then, to be an attempt to 
sidestep the limitations of the tropes derived from these play ac
tivi ties. We are pulled toward a vocabulary drawn from the "real" 
exchange of energies for serious purposes with such terms: a vo
cabulary deeply implicated in our own very American and modern 
discourse on individuality and selfhood, our native notions of per
sonhood, as discussed by Geertz. 

The American pragmatic tradition of philosophY has brought 
this weighting of the everyday and transitional character of life as 
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lived into the open (cf. Turner 1982 for another genealogical view) . 
As anthropologists we are drawn to the idea for many of.the s.ame 
reasons our philosopher forebears were: to escape the ImprIson
ment of using a priori ideal categories of the significant, such as 
the metaphysical philosophical tradition provided us in such .no
tions as "sublimity," "virtuosity," "genius." The pragmatists 
sought instead to encourage a pluralistic cas� �f �ind that would 
deprivilege the extraordinary moment of vIsion In favor of .the 
more spontaneous chance occasion available to anyon�, not .Just 
those who had refined their sensibilities and pursued their genius. 

The philosopher who most fully an.d p�e�ically devel��ed this 
point of view was William James. "Life IS In the tran�ltlOns �s 
much as in the terms connected," he insisted. "Often, Indeed, It 
seems to be there more emphatically, as if our spurts and sallies 
forward were the real living line of the battle, were like the thin 
line of flame advancing across the dry autumnal field which th� 
farmer proceeds to burn" (in McDermott 1967 :2 12- 13) . . The .trad,.tion was set in motion by Ralph Waldo Emerson, espeCially In hiS 
later essays when he was extending his thought to the importance 
of the momentary. Emerson's ( 1903-4, 1 1 1 :64) personal battle was 
with the moral life that could overwhelm the possibility of happi
ness in quotidian life :  "We must set up the strong present tense 
against all rumors of wrath, past or �o �ome .. " The only way to 
get out of this hold of the past, and of ItS InherIted moral precepts, 
was " to fill the hour and leave no crevice for a repentance or an 
approval. We live amid surfaces, and the true art of life is to skate 
wel l on them" ( 1903-4, I I I :59) . 

James went one further step, giving moral weight to everyday 
experience as a way of putting such rumors to flight. He asserted 
that we must find means for a "reinstatement of the vague and 
the inarticulated in its proper place" (in McDermott 1967 :212) ,  
and pursued this l ine to underscore the importance of "openness" 
in achieving meaning and purpose in our interpretive sch�me. Re
peatedly he asked us to contemplate the power of achieved r�
lationships between things as well as people. However, what thIS 
perspective loses in the translation from �mer.son a�d other trans
cendentalists to the pragmatic point of view IS the Importance of 
risk in the recognition of the moral weighted ness taken on by our 
personal actions. Bloom ( 1984:20) evokes the problem as a gloss 
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on Emerson's argument in "Self-Reliance": ''American restless
ness . . .  puts all stable relationships at a relatively [low] estimate, 
because they lack the element of risk ." Neither those who employ 
the various play analogies, such as Goffman or even Victor 
Turner, nor James and Dewey, who drew on tropes from fire and 
other natural (and sometimes unpredictable) processes, have 
reinstated this Emersonian concern with the risk involved in val
orizing the transitional, the vague and inarticulated. 

In the translation from the Emersonian to the Jamesian per
spective, personal moral probation is neglected in favor of em
phasizing everyday life as the baseline against which other kinds 
of experiences are recognized and interpreted. We become more 
concerned with the human condition than we do with the ques
tions posed by the morally tentative person in everyday dealings 
with others. Perhaps this is because James's vision encourages the 
equation of time and space in the experienced moments of transi
tion. It is at such moments in which past time and present life 
most vibrantly come together, those moments when connections 
may be perceived and relationships established, that "enable us 
to live prospectively as well as retrospectively. [Experience] is 'of' 
the past, inasmuch as it comes expressly as the past's continua
tion; it is 'of' the future insofar as the future, when it comes, will 
have continued it" Oames, in McDermott 1967 :213) .2 

While James opened this subject up to philosophical specula
tion from the pragmatic perspective-that is, without tying it to 
metaphysical concerns-Dewey placed "experience" in everyday 
life at the center of his philosophical concerns. He noted, for in
stance, that " like its congeners, life and history, experience in
cludes what men do and suffer, what they strive for, love, believe 
and endure, and also how men act and are acted upon, the ways 
in which they do and suffer, desire and enjoy, see, believe, im
agine" (Dewey 1929: 10) . He encouraged us to link two notions of 
clear importance for anthropology: life is best conceived as being 
carried on by individuals who have a capacity to remember and 
thus to build a future patterned on the doings of the present; and 
existence is thus describable on a commonsense level, as an active 
and unfolding process. By understanding the individual's role in 
the process, we secure a place in the description of culture pat
terns for both invention and idiosyncrasy. Thus, experience as 
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both a personal and a social construct looks on life as being made 
up of rules of thumb rather than of formal and regulated patterns 
of behavior. 

I t is this very notion of personal negotiation and play �hat 
undergirds a pluralistic approach to the contrapuntal op�ratlOns 
of the individual mind, on the one hand, and to the many mterwo
ven voices and styles of society and culture, on the other. In the 
situation involving the coming together of peoples of different cul
tures and historical conditions, this multiplicity of voices becomes 
the problematic facing any attempt to adequat�ly . describe experi
ences. Putting forth a theory of adequate descnptl?n ba.sed on �x
periences under conditions of high .mo.bility, espeClall� m fro�t1er 
situations, asks not for a ful l-out rejectIOn of such notIOns as tra
dition " "custom " even "rituals ." Rather, it asks for a transvalua
tion �ut of the ' realm of authoritative practices and into the 
domain of socially devised units of activity, which are valued be
cause they are agreed on by all of those participating and because 
they embody patterns of expectation that can be learned and re
hearsed and practiced together. Emphasizing the common features 
of experience calls for a redefinition of cultu�e itself, awa� from 
the officiated practices, the regulated and obhgatory behaVIOrs. of 
our shared lives and toward something more like the relatIve 
"typicality" of �hat happens again and again to individuals 
finding themselves in similar situations. 

When an experience can be designated as typical, then the 
doings of the individual and the community become shared, n?t 
only with regard to what actually happens under those CIr
cumstances but also how one feels about the happenings. Simply , . stated, it is not just experiences that are shared but t�e sent�ments 
arising from them as well :  the doings and the feelmgs remforc� 
each other. Moreover, this system of typicality of event and sentI
ment provides us with a linkage between past and future, for the 
very recognition of typicality rests on others having gone through 
that experience (or something like it) before. . . Then there enters the existence of the expenence of expen
ence, that is, the recognition even while something is takin� place 
in one's own life that it is a replaying, in some dimensIOn, of 
things that have happened to others. This self-percepti�n is es
pecially important when the experience is �ot onl.y typIcal but 
intense and potentially disruptive. At that pomt, bemg able to re-
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cognize typicality becomes a means of recognizi�g ho� �o feel and 
interpret what is going on. Through such refleXIve actIvIty we can 
recognize the difference between the more and the less ordinary, 
the everyday and the special event, as it is becoming an experi
ence. This is a distinction Dewey ( 1934:35) pointed out: "Experi
ence occurs continuously, because the interaction of live creatures 
and environing conditions is involved in the very process of liv
ing . . . .  Oftentimes [this means that] the experience had is in
choate. Things are experienced but not in any way that they are 
composed into an experience. "  

The distinction between levels of self-conscious apprehension 
achieved a place of such importance in Dewey's scheme because 
he wished to reveal the continuities between art and life. There
fore, he underscored those happenings in everyday life that are 
most like our ways of encountering works of art within the West
ern tradition: by the disjunction that occurs in the flow of experi
ence that calls for a consideration of the event as a "thing apart." 
"Life," Dewey ( 1934:36-37) argued, "is no uniform uninterrupted 
march or flow. I t is a thing of histories, each with its own plot, its 
own inception and movement toward its close, each having its own 
particular movement ." His interests were in excerpted actions that 
have a sense of beginning, development, and end, like a well
crafted piece of the storytelling art. Perhaps he was guided by his 
own underlying feeling that an experience not only involves an 
intensity of feeling that takes it out of the flow of the everyday but 
also a framing operation by which the ongoing activity is trans
lated into a reportable story. Histories, in this sense, must be 
sufficiently interesting as well as unusual for others to agree to 
classify them as an experience. But who will thereby listen to the 
recounting of the happening? 

Even at the level of typicality by which experience becomes 
an experience, the term's semantic field is far from fully described. 
Indeed, there is an even higher and more general level of typical
ity that enters into our discussions of how individuals enter into 
happenings and feelings that are so characteristic of the larger 
developmental patterns we call Experience-the American Experi
ence, the Jewish Experience, the Sixties Experience, even the 
Growing-Up and Growing-Old Experience. In a similar acknowl
edgment of differences of intensity and significance, we make a 
distinction between events and something that become the Event, 
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even the Big Event, referring usually to being involved in a rite of 
passage or something close to it. 

Although it is difficult, of course, to hold this range of mean
ings in mind while constructing an anthropology of experience, it 
is necessary to do so. For while "experience" is usefully employed 
to discuss meaningful actions from the most ordinary to the ex
traordinary, we expect the more intense occasions to have a point, 
even to carry a message. This is true of rites of passage them
selves; inasmuch as other big experiences share in this sense of 
the momentous, our native theory of action carries the expectation 
that we will be transformed in some way, simply because of the 
intensity of the experience itself. To regard all activities making 
up an experience or part of a significant event as necessarily hav
ing such potential would severely undercut the usefulness of the 
idea of experience as a way of connecting the everyday with the 
special, and the ordinary person with the representative human. 

Yet just as surely there is a difference between the way we 
interpret everyday experiences and those that jump out at us as 
being significant. This difference is carried, in part, by the in
terpretive apparatus we use to discuss any experience. Somehow 
and somewhere between experience and the Big Experience we 
impose a frame on the activity by calling attention to its extraordi
nary character. This attention commonly is elicited by the self-con
scious stylization of the activity and through developing some kind 
of preparation for it, through rehearsal, warming up, or simply 
through special kinds of anticipatory behavior. 

The kind of framework I am referring to is as simply ac
complished as saying "Not it !" to instigate a game of tag. But it 
may also be as complicated as the various ways a family antici
pates Christmas or a community prepares for a pageant, picnic, 
or parade. Such are those times out of time when an agreement 
goes into effect that everything that takes place within the confines 
of that set-aside time and space will be judged by its own criteria 
of the permissible. This is such a commonsense kind of cultural 
device that it can be evoked by the reminders of the subjunctive 
character of the practice, as Victor Turner named it, the hedging 
that occurs whenever we say, "We're just playing," or " I t's only 
make-believe. "  Any time we can agree among ourselves to enter 
these realms, we achieve a particular relief from responsibility for 
our actions. We are able to say that we are not ourselves in one 
way or another when we are in such a state. 
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This suspension of the rules may be brought into play pre
cisely because when we are within such frames we are involved 
not so much in experiencing things directly but in replaying them. 
The elements of preparation and rehearsal and recapitulation in
troduce a kind of distance from the actions as they might be 
enacted in the "real" world. Once having said this, however, we 
must also recognize that any kind of replay involves the risk that 
the original will be so adequately represented that the frame itself 
may dissolve. Will any subjunctive activity operate effectively if 
the "as if' quality does not threaten to dissolve at any time, the 
players jumping squarely into the spectators to slash at them with 
their bats, or the firewalker pulling someone from the audience 
onto the coals with him? 

To cast experience in the terms I have been employing, there 
seems to be two kinds of an experience: those arising directly out 
of the flow of life, with little or no explicit preparation; and those 
for which we plan and to which we look forward, where the parts 
are precast and each role has its set of lines. The two share a 
scenic wholeness and a heightening of awareness, as well as the 
possibility of being repeated in form or reported on in substance. 
The gteater the degree of self-conscious preparation and styliza
tion, the more the experience may be shared, but also the higher 
the risk that the prepared quality of the event will be regarded as 
restricting rather than liberating. This becomes problematic more 
in those areas left to us in which the experience is ceremonial, for 
here the frame placed around the event calls for us not to take on 
alternative selves, as in play, but to be our best selves, to present 
ourselves in the best possible light . . .  only more so, to be on our 
best behavior. On such formal occasions there is no relief from 
being judged for what we do and how we act· on the contrary , , 
such experiences are ones in which individual status enhancement 
is the raison d'etre for the activity. l!aving thus pointed out the disjunction between everyday 
expenence and . these larger and more openly fictive displays, it 
see�s equally Important to remind ourselves once again of the 
vanous ways in which we have guaranteed the sense of continuity 
b�tween these various realms. The point is that in spite of the 
differences of feeling and apprehension between everyday experi
ences and those arising from the Big Times of our lives, American 
culture wishes to optimize the ease of passage between the two 
states. In nearly all things we value openness and apparent spon-
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taneity, even while we depreciate most expressions for following 
form and convention. In our desire to optimize authenticating acts 
at the expense of authoritative ones, we seem to appreciate most 
those moments we can say afterward were big but which stole up 
on us and took us unawares. To encourage such moments, how
ever, we must expend a good part of our energies secretly prepar
ing for these breakthroughs, for these spontaneous times in which 
we are overcome by the fulfillment of the expectations we hardly 
could admit to having-like those "first-time experiences" which, 
when successful, are so surprising because we hear about them 
and even talk about them but they seem to sneak up on us any
how. We are surprised only by the fulfillment of expectations. 

Perhaps only the demystifyers in our midst, the poets and the 
sociologists, discuss such secret subjects openly. Such are the mo
ments Paul Valery refers to as "the active presence of absent 
things," when the accumulation of the already discussed and the 
anticipated come together with those experiences that occurred so 
early and were repeated so often that they became an unacknowl
edged part of our repertoire. This active forgetting, then, becomes 
an exercise in what we used to call "custom," or even "habit" : 
"The social world seems to us as natural as Nature, although it is 
only held together by magic. Is it not, in truth, an enchanted 
structure, a system found . . .  obedience to words, the keeping of 
promises, the power of images, the observance of customs and con
ventions-all of them pure fictions?" (Valery 1962:508-9) . 
Because of their fictional character, perhaps, we have allowed our
selves to actively forget that they are part of our cultural charac
ter-in-common. 

Yet we have a number of ways of reminding ourselves of these 
cherished fictions: by explicitly talking about what they mean and 
how they have come to mean what they do. I refer here, of course, 
to events of celebration. Either the discussion can be waged for
mally, when a ceremony is built into the event, or informally, when 
the occasion seems to successfully come off with some degree of 
spontaneity. In the case of the latter, discussion occurs after the 
fact and usually turns on the intensity of the "good time" and 
what it takes to have such satisfying experiences. In spite of our 
distrust of the formal practices of the past because of their being 
attached to a power system that seems to many to eliminate mobil
ity and choice-and by extension, self-determination-we still 
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enter, smiling and gracious, into such times when we ornament 
life by planning ahead, by getting dressed up and bringing out 
the best china and silverware. But also consider how much we 
value those times when a casual "drop-in" becomes a "get-to
gether," and soon gravitates into a "party," a "blast," a "really 
great time." 

There are many such events that heighten our sense of life 
without our having to go through extensive formalities. As I noted 
above, we make our preparations for these in secret, for so much 
of our sense of self is predicated on maintaining the ability to ap
pear spontaneous that we seem to cling to the idea that parties 
are best when they happen on the spur of the moment-about as 
true as the idea that lovemaking is best when unplanned . Some
how, the appearance of spontaneity has been identified by us with 
our notions of the authentic self. But the value we place so 
strongly on authentitity in turn places a very heavy burden on us: 
in our heart of hearts, for how many of our acts can we really 
claim true spontaneity? Moreover, such questions of authenticity 
affect our perceptions of others, both as participants in a culture 
that privileges self and originality and as ethnographers constantly 
testing the behavior of our informants so as to judge whether or 
not we are being fooled. We must understand our own predisposi
tion with regard to judging the acts of others if we are to more 
effectively stitch together an anthropology of experience. 

To some degree, all observers of human behavior seek a corner on 
the market of reality, for that is our profession, our way of manag
ing our own identities. The project of all of the humanistic disci
plines has been to discriminate between the real and the unreal, 
the genuine and the fake, the realistic and the sentimental or fan
tastic, the verifiable truth (all those things we call "the facts") 
and illusions, the misleading, the mystified, and the mythical. 
Humanists seek insight into life as a means of living more fully 
themselves, of experiencing more knowledgeably and more deeply, 
and thus being able to impart these techniques and this accrued 
knowledge and wisdom to others. 

This is, of course, precisely how Goethe presents the Faustian 
dilemma to the reader. But the problem and the search is hardly 
reserved for professional seekers of truth. The drive to distinguish 
the real from the ersatz is part of Western common culture, used, 
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among other things, as a source of the criteria by which we judge 
the behavior of others and ourselves, and also as a way in which 
the relative success of our encounters and our relationships may 
be assessed. Repeatedly, we find ourselves reacting to the behavior 
of others by how "real" they seem and, in response, how much we 
can "be ourselves" with them-how unguarded we can be in in
teractions with them and still be comfortable. 

Obviously, regarding someone as sincere or a fake, as an orig
inal or a show-off, far from exhausts the repertoire of ways by 
which we judge others. In  fact, using the relative "naturalness" of 
someone as the basic criterion of what is real and what isn' t would 
almost guarantee that we would be bored by all encounters and 
relationships. Indeed, there are many circumstances in which the 
ability to pull off a role with spirit, and in a manner to which we 
may respond in kind, appears more important than whether the 
other is being sincere or even authentic. Our continuing fascina
tion with those who openly perform, especially if they are willing 
to take on the role of the eccentric or the vagrant spiri t-from 
Hell's Angels and punkers to hoboes and spielers at carnivals-re
minds us that those who appear to speak and act on the basis of 
extreme experience often seem more real to us than those involved 
in more mundane pursuits. In fact, in many situations we seem to 
judge what "the real thing" is by how fully such others are able to 
make us recognize the range of experiential possibilities, whether 
or not we go through such experiences ourselves. Again ,  our dou
ble consciousness is brought into play: the value we place on cen
tered action, and those who seem to engage in life to its fullest, 
calls forth our admiration and even adulation as well as our fears 
of involving ourselves in risks. 

Under such circumstances, reality is only understandable 
when we are able to contrast it with other kinds of experience, 
perception, and judgment. To William James's classic formulation 
of the problem ( "Under what circumstances do we think things 
are real?") must be added, "What do we contrast with what in 
developing our notions of the 'real'?" In some situations we distin
guish between fanciful (or poetic) and real without judging one 
better than the other; in another range of situations we distinguish 
between "real" life and "just playing," again not valuing the 
former more highly unless the occasion calls for high seriousness 
or a focus on work. Indeed, play may not only be appropriate to 
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the occasion but may actually heighten reality by quickening our 
senses. To be sure, ludic activities call for a self-conscious atten
tion to stylistic expression, and therefore depart from "real" life 
with regard to both preparation (as in practice or rehearsal) and 
actual play. But any activity that calls for us to act and react 
together at a high pitch can become a Big Time for us, valued for 
itself and used in some cases as a baseline against which everyday 
activity is judged-in which case the verdict is that life is boring 
for the most part. 

Whether in the form of planned play activities or spontaneous 
celebrations (or even riots ) ,  some among us place increasing value 
on " the action," on experience for its own sake. In so doing, the 
breaks in the routine order of the everyday world come to provide 
the measure of whether life is being lived to the fullest. Ever 
greater importance is placed, then, on those experiential depar
tures into the higher and deeper registers of feeling that emerge in 
rehearsed events and that break our routines by encouraging us 
to get "deep."  The latter is not only part of the experience of 
getting serious at the performance of a work of "high art" but also 
in having Big Times. 

These two varieties of serious experience underscore the prob
lems as well as the strengths of the pragmatist's approach to ac
tivity, a limitation shared by the sociological phenomenologists, 
such as Alfred Schutz and Peter Berger. Both schools use the 
quotidian as a representation of the "real" world from which all 
other states of experience depart. Schutz ( 1970:225 ) ,  for instance, 
set up the world of experience in terms of a contrast between "the 
world of paramount reality" and all others: "the world of dreams 
and phantasms, especially the world of art, the world of religious 
experience, the world of scientific contemplation , the play world 
of the child, and the world of the insane," all of which he regarded 
as "finite provinces" of significance. Yet, while noting the ease 
with which we may travel between these discrete worlds, he ar
gued: "Within a single day, even within a single hour our con
sciousness may run through most different tensions and adopt 
most different intensional attitudes to life . . . .  Furthermore [ there 
are] regions belonging to one province of meaning [that are] en
closed by another" (Schutz 1970:256) . 

We operate both within and between these various worlds and 
their realities . Clearly, one is no more real than another; rather, 
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they differ in what is brought into them in common by the par
ticipants, how focused and intense and stylized the activities b�
come, and how important such factors are in affecting the expen
ence itself and the understanding of it. No concept of "a world of 
paramount reality," whether it comes fro� t?e pragma�ists: idea 
of experiential flow or the phenomenologists charactenzatlOn of 
the quotidian, allows us to understand fully enough the role of 
play, of having fun and making fun;  nor can we com

.
prehend the 

process of celebration with sufficient fuJ Jness and clanty. 
On the one hand, there is a flow of activity, and on the other, 

distinctive marked-out acts and events, all going under the name 
of experience. Moreover, the very flow of the everyday assur�s the 
continuity between routine activities and the more extraordmary 
ones . We have become aware of the continuities between the ordi
nary and the "deeper" or "higher" events through performed 
mimetic experiences, which openly imitate (and stylize) everyday 
acts and interactions. Far from exhausting the relationship be
tween the ordinary and the otherwise, such imitational play only 
begins the discussion. Indeed, how the disruption of the patterns 
of expectation in ordinary interactions are remedied, even trans
formed and used in play events, may prove to be the most impor
tant point of connection between the different states of apprehen
sion and understanding. 

Each subjunctive event is more than simply a rendering, di
rect or inverted, of a social practice, it is an experience itself. Each 
draws on a community's concern with disruption, clumsiness, em
barrassment, confusion, and conflict in the everyday. But in form
ing and stylizing the reported events, each develops a life of its 
own . Each performance, for instance, draws on energies and pat
terns of expectation brought to the occasion not only because it 
embodies some life situation but because it departs from the every
day to the degree that it is self-consciously and artfully imitated, 
replayed, performed. 

Consider, then, the complexity of the relationship between ac
tivity as it is practiced and the rendering of it as it is reported, 
reenacted, and intensified. Must life precede art for art to be un
derstood? Can we not comprehend a feast without knowing every
day eating habits? Too often the line of actual experience goes 
the other way-someone goes through some hard times, yet to 
the extent that they are able to see the situation as typical, 
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they maintain a sense of control over the individual upset. Is it 
not useful, then, to avoid drawing a hard-and-fast line between 
the finite representations of repeated events and any conception of 
paramount reality? In different kinds of scenes and interactions 
there are various relational features that past practice enables us 
to understand and appreciate: levels of formality, of scenic whole
ness, of intensity of frame, of caJJs on our attention, of reaction 
and judgment .  

My argument may seem somewhat self-contradictory. On the 
one hand, we have a sense of disjuncture between the flow of 
everyday experience; an experience; a typical experience that is 
reportable about ourselves as a means of playing out our having 
entered, individually, into life's recurrent problem situations; and 
a large-scale experience in which we recognize that over a period 
of time the progress and pattern of our activities are part of a 
much larger story, one that began long before we were born and 
will continue after our death. On the other hand, the placement 
of the openness of experience within the American ideology of self
determination makes us conscious that the distinctions between 
the ordinary and the extraordinary commonly do not arise from 
ei ther formal demands emerging from the ceremonializing of life 
nor from any hard-and-fast distinction between the serious and 
the playful. Rather, we see life as organized around times, places, 
and occasions to encourage the participation of a greater or lesser 
number of people in a common activity. This approach sees both 
the larger and the smaller experiences as creative achievements; 
each experience, whether planned for in some manner (practiced, 
run through, rehearsed) or not, is interesting only insofar as it is 
able to enlist participation; that is, if the planning produces some 
sense of discovery, some appearance of spontaneous exchange of 
energies (as well as information) with others. For Erving Goffman 
the experience of even the smallest understandings (much less our 
larger mutual celebrations) seemed like a new rendering of an archa
ic holy act, one that acknowledges the existence of others and sig
nifies a willingness to be involved in the flow of vi tal cultural infor
mation and, on occasion, to be exuberant in passing on this knowl
edge as a way of tying together self, others, and the larger worlds. 

By turning to one of our new holy terms, "experience," and 
developing it into a moving "term of art," what might we reasona
bly expect from anthropologists propelled by the desire to get 
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down on paper what has been experienced in the field? First and 
foremost, such ethnographers will carry into participant observa
tion a recognition of their own culture's notions of significant ac
tions and their related emotions and sentiments. From this will 
arise a willing suspension of disbelief in the "poetics" of the new 
culture-the things that are regarded as being in the same cate
gory, the things that may be compared and those that suggest 
other things in spite of not being in the same category. An an
thropology of experience might well begin by noting the range of 
expressive means and affects, techniques and sentiments-that is, 
the most common and ordinary activities in the flow of life of the 
group under observation. And it might then provide a calendar 
for the events that are already set aside as extraordinary. Finally, 
an anthropology of experience might look for the ways in which 
the ordinary and the extraordinary coexist; how convention per
mits the framing and stylizing of activities, calls to attention the 
participants, and encourages a spelling out of the meanings and 
feelings carried within these activities . Because any anthropology 
of experience is going to be initially attracted to the display events 
of the group, the preparations for these activities will be as signifi
cant as the means and messages carried within the event itself. 

As anthropologists, then, our objectives remain what they 
have been for some time: to demonstrate the diversity of human 
behavior in groups and to reveal the patterns of action and feeling 
that underlie this heterogeneity. Now that we have begun to move 
the idea of experience to the center of our concerns, however, we 
make it possible to elevate the representative anecdote to the same 
place of importance as the rite of passage. Our great discovery is 
not that everyone has experiences that are both unique and typi
cal, but that everyone does seem to have a way of organizing these 
doings so they may be shared . 

NOTES 

Thanks are due to a number of people who assisted in thinking through and 
writing this argument: Anthony Hilfer, early on, and Ralph Ross, most recently, 
helped me read the pragmatists; Fred Myers and Donald Brenneis were helpful 
in many ways, especially in considering the relationship between feelings and 
reports of feelings as they have been considered by ethnographers dealing with 
the other cultures; David Stanley discussed the double consciousness argument 
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with me on a number of occasions; Vic and Edie Turner first brought me into 
the engagement on the subject; Ed Bruner sustained my enthusiasm and interest 
throughout the writing; and Janet Anderson was, as always, the best and most 
commonsensical commentator on my prose and my argument .  

I .  The most important dimension of this literature for the social sciences has 
to do with the words "culture, " "society, " and "community. " I include James 
and Dewey on my list of the high priests of this literature because they not only 
brought to their writings a strong interest in the relationship between key words 
and social theory but they also infused their discussions of key words with a 
concern for dignity and the human spirit. 

2. Just how deeply this concept is an invention of James's generation be
comes clear in the writings of the commentators on the American language. 
Mencken ( 1919: 168) ,  the most trenchant among them, noted that the verb form 
of "experience" was a recent American abomination, attributing the neologism 
to Henry James's friend William Dean Howells. 
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4 
Reft exi vi ty 

as Evolution in 
Thoreau's Hidden 

FREDER I C K  TURNER 

I would fain say something, not s o  much concerning 
the Chinese or Sandwich Islanders as you who read 
these pages, who are said to live in New England. 

Thoreau, I#zlden 

THOREAU, THE ANTHROPOLOGIST OF EXPERIENCE 

As Victor Turner pointed out, "experience" is a volatile word, as 
hard to contain within a single definition as an incandescent 
plasma, yet perhaps as productive if it can be controlled . I ts an
tonyms indicate its range of meanings: text (as in, "Did you read 
that in a book or was it a real experience?" ) ;  the sociocultural 
norm (as in, " My upbringing tells me one thing but all my experi
ence tells me another") ;  knowledge (as in the French opposition 
of savoir, to know, and connaltre, to be acquainted by experience) ;  
naIvete; ignorance; untestedness; innocence; innate ideas. In this 
essay I propose to examine what Henry David Thoreau meant by 
"experience."  I t  was one of his favorite words, and his thoughts 
on it are, I believe, of interest to anthropologists. 

In one sense the phrase "anthropology of experience" is a 
contradiction in terms. If anthropology is the study of human so
ciety and culture, and if experience is first-hand knowledge, un
tainted by sociocultural givens, then the anthropology of experi
ence is equivalent to " the social life of the solitary," or to "naming 
the unnameable. " These latter two phrases do have a sort of po
etic meaning, despite their paradoxical appearance. It is no coinci
dence that Thoreau was fond of such ideas: " I  have a great deal 
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of company in my house, especially in the morning, when nobody 

calls" ( Walden, p. 148 ) .  And :  "I t  is a ridiculous demand which 

England and America make, that you shall speak so that they 

shall understand you. Neither man nor toadstools grow so . . . .  I 

fear chiefly lest my expression may not be extra-vagant enough, 

may not wander far beyond the narrow limits of my daily experi

ence . . . . The volatile truth of our words should continually betray I 
the inadequacy of the residual statement" (pp. 346-47) . 

I t  does not stretch the facts, I believe, to describe Thoreau as 

an early anthropologist of experience, setting out to study the 

inner being just as his contemporary Lewis Henry Morgan set 

out to study the outer being. Perhaps we can find a viable concep

tion of the anthropology of experience in the work of a man whose 

greatest achievement, Ufllden, coincided with the birth of American 

anthropology. And in so doing we can justify the inclusion of a 
piece of literary criticism in a volume on anthropology. 

For Thoreau, social reality was rooted in, sprang from, and 

fed on a presocial ground. I t was his ambition to discover that 

ground; or to put it more radically, he wished to speak of how the 

speakable was grounded in the unspeakable. His great metaphor 

for the process by which the unspeakable and the presocial give 
birth to the speakable and social was cultivation, whose three 
senses, the agricultural, the social, and the psychological, he 

explicitly related. Typically, he was not content to allow the 

metaphor to remain in the linguistic sphere; besides, he had to 
dig up two and a half acres of ground (wherein he found several 

Indian arrowheads, testifying to the past presence of "some ex

tinct nation" [po 169] ) and plant beans. He said that he did it to 
provide himself with "tropes and expressions" (p. 176) , describing 

himself, like Jesus, as a "parable-maker." He made " the earth say 
beans rather than grass" (p. 170) ; he "was determined to know 
beans" (p. 175) . Note the extraordinary reflexiveness of his experi

ence-he was an animal nourished by a crop he was cultivating, 

which was both an example and a symbol (a use and a mention) 

of the process of cultivation by which the human race became 

human; he was a writer whose metaphorical language cultivated 

his physical activities and rendered matter into meaning; and he 

was a critic of language who enjoyed pointing out how his own 
tropes both expressed and exemplified the process of self-cultiva
tion he had embarked on. He was, so to speak, the anthropologist, 
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�he object of anthropological study, and the fieldwork all rolled 
llltO one. His autobiography, Uizlden, became simultaneously a 
work of self-description and of self-construction. 

If s?cial rea.lity is rooted in a presocial ground, and if that 
ground IS experIence, then the most literally fundamental an
thropol�.gy �oul�. be the anthropology of experience, although like 
Kurt Godel s crItIque of axiomatization in mathematics it would 
a?p.roac� the boundaries of its own discipline and be ' forced to 
dlStlllgUlSh between truth and legitimate provability within the 
rules of the system. This is exactly what Thoreau was trying to do: 
I went to .the woods because I wished to live deliberately, to front only 
the essential facts of life ,  and see if I could not learn what i t  had to 
teach,. and n�t, when I came to die, discover that I had not lived. I did 
not �Ish to. lIve what was not life, living is so dear; nor did I wish to 
practice resignation, unless it was quite necessary. I wanted to live deep 
and suck out all the marrow of life, to live so sturdily and spartan-like as 
to put to rout all that was not life, to cut a broad swath and shave clo 

d ·  n; .  
se, 

to nve I e Into a corner, and reduce it to its lowest terms, and, if it 
proved to b� m�an, why then to get the whole and genuine meanness of 
�t, and pub�lsh Its meanness to the world; or if i t  were sublime, to know 
It by �xpenence, and be able to give a true account of it in my next 
excurSIOn. (p. 98) 

Sig�ificantly, and paradoxically, it was only by envisioning a point 
of view outside life ("when I came to die"; "in my next excursion") 
th.�t Thoreau was able to conduct his investigation of life itself. 
Godel w�s only. able to resolve the famous paradox of his state
ment, which claimed to be unprovable, by distinguishing from the 
pro.vably true a kind of truthfulness that was not based on the 
logiC of the system within which the statement was made. 

r 
If .t�ese paradoxes seem familiar to the anthropological 

eader, I� IS probably because they are an isotropic transformation 
of what IS known as the hermeneutic circle, encountered whenever 
a field researcher settles down to study an alien society (or for 
that matter, whenever a newborn baby does the same thing i� its 
own) A 

. . 
whi

· soc�ety IS, among other things, a system of signs, each of 
s ch gets Its value �rom its context among the others. If that 

a
ystem . .  w.ere un.changlllg and incapable of reflexive description 
�d �ntlclsm �f ItSelf, anthropology (and the education of children 

�lthlll the society) would be impossible, because before any given 
Sign could be understood, other signs, which constitute its only 
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adequate translation, would have to be understood first. I t  is only 
because the signs are variable, because the society itself has not 
"made up its mind" what its signs mean, and is still, through its 
reflexive genres of ritual, carnival, play, art, and so on, deciding 
on their mealiling, that a chink in the armor of contextual signifi
cance is afforded through which an anthropologist (or baby) may 
crawl. The initiate's mistakes fall within the acceptable range 
of error for the system, and in the process of successive correc
tion both the initiate and his or her society are reciprocally 
changed. Education cannot avoid being a test of the very ideology 
it indoctrinates. 

Even the most uninventive and noninnovative "neutral" de
scription of a custom by a native informant-even when that de
scription is not heard by an outsider at all, but is expressed in the 
context of a secret ritual and heard only by initiates-assumes a 
point of view that is necessarily, by a Godelian logic, outside the 
system it describes and therefore potentially subversive. The mere 
statement of dogma is itself slightly heretical-and is perhaps the 
very reason why initiation rites are so often secret. 

The fact that there is a kind of truth about a system of signs2 

which is distinguishable from correctness within the system, and 
that the formulation of that truth within the language of the sys
tem changes the system, carries exciting implications for an
thropology, which Thoreau explored. I shall suggest that the com
fortable relativism whereby anthropologists often avoid the clash 
of different value systems by asserting their incommensurability 
becomes untenable, and that the old theory of cultural and social 
evolution receives unexpected support. 

I suggested earlier that Thoreau believed experience to be 
the ground from which social reality springs. Of course, this for
mulation is not entirely accurate, because for Thoreau experience 
itself was conditioned by social reality. To press the metaphor, the 
"ground" itself-as Thoreau, a surveyor by trade, well knew-is 
provided with cardinal directions, use, beauty, significance, 
economic value, and even ruins, fertilizers, and buried ar
rowheads, by the society that inhabits it. So the initial mistaken 
or partial formulation must be corrected as we pursue our her
meneutic spiral toward mutual intelligibility. 

Social reality and experience are not simply in a circular 
chicken-and-egg relationship, however; or at least the chicken-egg 
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relationship is not what it used to be. The priority of one over the 
other is no longer a nonsensical concept: wherever we draw the 
line between the chicken and its ancestral species, at whatever 
crucial genetic mutation or recombination, we find something that 
we have legitimately, if nominalistically, defined as not a chicken, 
laying something that we have legitimately defined as a chicken 
egg, which will hatch out as an Ur-chicken. So the egg did come 
first. But we have been forced to resolve an Aristotelian puzzle by 
means of a Darwinian solution, to invoke trans specific change as 
an answer to a problem of intraspecific change. The question has 
been answered at the expense of the system that spawned it. 

Thoreau used an almost identical method to resolve the prob
lem of the relationship of experience to social reality.3 For him, as 
for his contemporary Morgan, society was continually undergoing 
a process of evolutionary development-"The civilized man is a 
more experienced and wiser savage" (p. 45 )-and individual ex
perience was the leading edge of that development. Experience 
was where social institutions were tested (if necessary, to the point 
of destruction) and where new institutions took their root: "No 
way of thinking or doing, however ancient, can be trusted with
out proof . . . .  I have yet to hear the first syllable of valuable or 
even earnest advice from my seniors . . . .  Here is life, an experi
ment to a great extent untried by me; but it does not avail me 
that they have tried it. If I have any experience which I think 
valuable, I am sure to reflect that this my mentors said nothing 
about" (p. 1 2 ) .  

This emphasis on the primacy of experience should not be taken 
as a belief in "raw sense data" or Lockean "impressions" imping
ing on the mind's tabula rasa. Like Ralph Waldo Emerson and 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge before him, Thoreau had rejected the 
positivism of David Hume. He believed that experience was an 
activity, the mind's own active questioning of the world, the inner 
equivalent of scientific experimentation. His limnological survey 
of Walden Pond was the objective correlative of his inner quest for 
understanding. But for him experience was even more than an 
active quest-it was a creative act of novel synthesis :  " I  know of 
no more encouraging fact than the unquestionable ability of man 
to elevate his life by a conscious endeavor. I t  is something to be 
able to paint a particular picture, or to carve a statile, and so to 
make a few objects beautiful; but it is far more glorious to carve 
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and paint the very atmosphere and medium thro�gh which we 
look which morally we can do. To affect the quahty of the day, 
that

'
is the highest of arts" (p.  98) . Instead of invoking sensory 

perception as a corrective against social custom, Thoreau asserted 
that both were dead and passive, and corroborated each other's 
deadness and passivity, in the absence of the active and volatile 
force of creative experience. The vicious circle of expectations gov
erning perceptions which in turn confirm expectati�ns, reproduc
ing each other without novelty, was broken by

. 
the Idea 

.
of evolu

tion. The hermeneutic circle became an evolutIOnary spiral. And 
experience, in Thoreau's sense, was the locus of both mutation 
and selective testing. 

I propose to explore the anthropological implications of 
Thoreau's view of experience; first, by discussing Thoreau as an 
object of anthropological research, as an early anthropologist, and 
as an explorer of the fundamental myths of anthropology; second, 
by setting Thoreau's ideas within their .

histori�al cont�xt and . by 
analyzing his philosophy of experience m the hght of ItS location 
near the source of pragmatist epistemology; and third, by a close 
reading of the "melting sandbank" episode in Hizlden. 

WALDEN AS ANTHROPOLOGY 

If we were anthropologists doing a field study in nineteenth
century New England, we might well have used Thoreau as a 
gifted native informant. He is a mine of informati�n (us��lly 
salted with irony) on Concord customs, crafts, economiCS, pohtH�s,  
rituals, ideology, fashions, language and dialect, psychology, hiS
tory, country-city relationships, land-use and architecture, though 
there are intriguing and significant omissions, such as kinship and 
sexuality. The latter are significant because we should, as �n�hro
pologists, be astonished at a certain remarkable charactenstlc of 
the society under consideration, which achieved i ts intensest �or� 
in our native informant; namely, the emphasis placed on the mdl
vidual person as the fundamental active force in society: not the 
family, clan, sexual partnership, village, lineage, society, cult, 
caste, religious organization, guild, union, corporation, lodge: or 
age cohort. Thoreau avoided family and sex bec�use, we might 
begin to suspect, family and sex presented to him

. 
the greatest 

immediate threat to personal independence. For him the final 
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moral authority, more so than in any other society we might study, 
was the individual; and therefore, the central social actions, deci
sions, and changes must not only be confirmed at the individual 
level in order to be properly ratified, but preferably must be in
itiated there as well. "To march to a different drummer" (p. 348) 
was how Thoreau put it. "Wherever a man goes, men will pursue 
and paw him with their dirty institutions, and if they can, con
strain him to belong to their desperate odd-fellow society. It is 
true, I might have resisted forcibly with more or less effect, might 
have run 'amok' against society; but I preferred that society should 
run 'amok' against me, it being the desperate party" (p. 186 ) .  

Of course, further study of the natives would reveal the ves
tiges and embryos of powerful institutions of collective moral 
decision. But we also would note that many of the most respecta
ble spokespeople of the social norm (not just hermits like 
Thoreau) were praising self-reliance and the primacy of individual 
conscience-Emerson, for instance-and that the prestige of indi
vidual conscience outweighed other sources of norms, even when 
its power was at a disadvantage. Thoreau took positive delight in 
puncturing such sacred cows as progress, social responsibility, and 
philanthropy ( "the only virtue," he says dryly, "which is suf
ficiently appreciated by mankind" [po 82] ) .  Significantly, he 
was sure of his moral ground; his opponents were on the defensive, 
not he. 

As anthropologists have shown, it is around the most power
ful sources of moral authority in a society that the greatest density 
of ritual, myth, and ideological-orectic symbolism clusters. If 
ritual, myth, and symbolism have the double function of transmit
ting and transforming the values of a society, then it is natural 
that they should adhere to the institutions that are most active 
and powerful. As anthropologists we are familiar with the rituals 
and myths of caste, kinship, cult, age or sex cohorts, and so on. 
Still, when it is in none of these units, but in the individual, that 
the driving force of society is found, what are the myths, rituals, 
and symbolisms of that peculiar social institution, the individual 
person? Can an individual even have myths, rituals, and sym
bolisms? Are they not collective by their very nature? It seems 
that we have returned to Thoreau's own paradox, of having com
pany when nobody calls. 

At this point we must abandon our pose as objective scien-
i '  I '  
i 
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tists, for whom Thoreau would be at best a gifted native infor
mant, because we are as much in the dark as he was; or rather, 
more in the dark because he had trained himself and was a spec
ialist in the anthropology of the individual. We must go back in 
time and become his apprentices as he sets out into the wilder
ness, much as we remember doing ourselves in Borneo or Central 
Africa, the Sahara or the tundra; as he builds his house, helped 
by the natives; as he lays the economic and caloric groundwork of 
his study; and as he settles down to observe his little community 
in the woods. The difference is that his is a community of one, 
and the researcher and the object of research are identical
though, after we have followed him awhile, we might ask if they 
really are. 

With thinking we may be beside ourselves in a sane sense. By a con
scious effort of the mind we can stand aloof from actions and conse
quences; and all things, good and bad, go by us like a torrent. We are 
not wholly involved in nature. I may be either the driftwood in the 
stream, or Indra in the sky looking down on it. I may be affected by a 
theatrical exhibition; on the other hand, I may not be affected by an 
actual event which appears to concern me much more. I only know my
self as a human entity; the scene, so to speak, of thoughts and affections; 
and am sensible of a certain doubleness by which I can stand as remote 
from myself as from another. However intense my experience, I am con
scious of the presence and criticism of a part of me which, as it were, is 
not a part of me, but spectator, sharing no experience, but taking note of 
it: and that is no more I than it is you. When the play, it may be the 
tragedy, of life is over, the spectator goes his way. It was a kind of fiction, 
a work of the imagination only, so far as he was concerned. This double
ness may easily make us poor neighbors and friends sometimes. (p. 146) 

This extraordinary passage is not only inherently interesting 
but it also contains a powerful corrective to many of our most 
apparently useful assumptions about human social behavior. If 
one can have commerce with oneself, then whenever we describe 
social interaction we are leaving out a crucial participant in the 
scene if we neglect the other in the self. If we are persuaded of the 
truth of Thoreau's analysis, we can no longer assume that people 
will follow their own interests, for they may themselves be a 
battleground between different perceived interests, or even a little 
society of their own, creating values and interests where they had 
not existed before. The economic model breaks down, for everyone 
contains a critic of his or her own values . One of Thoreau's first 
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acts in Uillden was to undermine the value and reality claims of 
the discipline of economics, an act as subversive to the Marxist 
position as it was to the capitalist position that dominated 
nineteenth-century Massachusetts . He revealed materialism itself 
to be the most flimsy of metaphysical constructions. 

Of course, Thoreau may have been deceiving himself when 
he claimed to be able to stand apart from himself and view himself 
objectively. But if we accept the hypothesis of self-deception, we 
place ourselves in the embarrassing logical position of having es
caped the complications of one explanation by resort to another, 
still more complicated one. Thoreau supposed only a dynamic 
doubleness in the self; but self-deception is so problematic a no
tion that it requires at least three independent actors in the 
psychological drama: a deceiver, a deceived, and an inner author
ity that makes the deception necessary. Further, self-deception re
quires an outside source of absolute truth in order that we can 
assert that the "deception," by contrast with the truth, is indeed a 
deception. Not that Thoreau would have denied the possibility of 
self-deception; rather, self-deception begs even more metaphysical 
questions than genuine self-knowledge. Ifwe wish to deny the pos
sibility of two actors within the self, it will not do to assert that 
there are three pretending to be two! 

Two fascinating questions open up if we accept that the "an
thropologist of the self' can constitute a little society, composed 
of the self as known and the self as knower: What are the rela
tions between knower and known over time? What are the rituals, 
myths, and symbols of this little society? Thoreau explored both 
questions. 

The question of time takes us to the heart of Thoreau's dis
coveries. He saw at once that no study of experience can avoid 
being simultaneously a study of the present moment and of univer
sal time in general. The instant the self-as-knower becomes part 
of the past and of the contents of memory, it becomes accessible 
to being known. A new self-as-knower, whose objects of knowledge 
now include the old self-as-knower, thus springs into being. The 
present moment is constituted by the completion of this cycle. 
Self-knowledge is a constant process of transformation of container 
into contents and of generation of a new container; it is a continu
ally expanding mandala whose leading edge is the self-as-knower 
and whose contents is the self-as-known. 

The paradox of the Laplace calculator, which contains a rec-
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ord of all the information in the world and can therefore accu
rately predict future events, is that it must be able to predict what 
will occur as a result of the predictions it has made. Or to put the 
same thing in different terms, it must include as part of the infor
mation it contains a complete account of its own construction, 
records, and process of calculation. The paradox is resolved only 
by the reflection that the universe itself is such a calculator, per
forming its calculations at a rate that constitutes the rate of time
that is, as fast as possible-announcing its predictions in the form 
of the enactment as real events, and expanding just fast  enough to 
accommodate the new "wiring" it requires for the increased vol
ume of calculation. 

This mechanistic account gives a fair idea, I believe, of what 
Thoreau and Emerson meant by "nature," if we may add that the 
human self was for them part of the "new wiring" that the uni
verse must add to itself in order to keep up with its own self-com
prehension, and that the accumulation of self-comprehension in 
general was what was meant by God. A few quotations will give 
the flavor: 

. . .  at any moment of the day or night, I have been anxious to improve 
the nick of time, and notch it on my stick too; to stand on the meeting of 
two eternities, the past and future, which is precisely the present mo
ment; to toe that line. You will pardon some obscurities, for there are 
more secrets in my trade than in most men's, and yet not voluntarily 
kept, but inseparable from its very nature. (p. 20) 

For many years I was self-appointed inspector of snow storms and rain 
storms, and did my duty faithfully . . . .  (p. 21 ) 

It is true, I never assisted the sun materially in his rising, but doubt not, 
it was of the last importance only to be present at it. (p. 20) 

There were times when I could not afford to sacrifice the bloom of the 
present moment to do any work, whether of the head or hands. I love a 
broad margin to my life. Sometimes . . .  I was reminded of the lapse of 
time. I grew in those seasons like the corn in the night. . . .  They were 
not time subtracted from my life, but so much over and above my usual 
allowance. I realized what the orientals mean by contemplation and the 
forsaking of works. For the most part, I minded not how the hours went. 
The day advanced as if to light some work of mine . . . .  My days were 
not days of the week, bearing the stamp of any heathen diety, nor were 
they minced into hours and fretted by the ticking of a clock: for I lived 
like the Puri Indians, of whom it is said that "for yesterday, today, and 
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tomorrow they have only one word, and they express the variety of mean
ing by pointing backward for yesterday, forward for today, and overhead 
for the passing day." (pp. 121 -22) 

God himself culminates in the present moment, and will never be more 
divine in the lapse of all the ages. (p. 105) 

"So soul," continues the Hindoo philosopher, "from the circumstances 
in which it is placed, makes its own character, until the truth is revealed 
to it by some holy teacher, and then it knows itself to be Brahma." 
(p. 104) 

Thus Thoreau discovered in the relations between knower and 
known, when the same person is both, a mystical conception of 
the human experience of time that intimately connects it with the 
evolutionary process of nature as a whole. " Frame," or "reflexiv
ity," and "flow" are here identical. The distance between the 
knower and the known is the distance the universe expands during 
the present moment. 

The second question, of the rituals, symbols, and myths of 
rtalden, is easy to answer. The very activity of contemplation was 
Thoreau's central ritual. I ts participants were the two sides of the 
self. To embody and objectify that activity he borrowed or adapted 
rituals from societies whose active unit was larger than the self: 
the "first-fruits" ritual of the Mucclasse Indians, in which they 
burned their domestic implements at a certain time each year, 
fasted, and then kindled new fire (p.  74) ;  the fifty-two-year purifi
cation of the Mexican Indians (p.  75) ; the ritual bath of "King 
Tching-thang" (p. 96) ;  and so on. Like his contemporary Herman 
Melville, he rifled the new ethnographic riches of an expanding 
cultural world for materials to build a vital American syncretism. 

Thoreau drew his major symbols from the Concord Woods 
and from his own way of life:  the cycle of the seasons, the sacra
mental bean field, the cabin he built over his head, the melting 
sandbank ( to which I shall return) , and above all the pond itself, 
which he called "earth's eye" (p. 202) and which became a com
plex symbol of his individual self. His long discussion of the color 
of the pond's  water (pp. 191 -93) is at once a piece of careful scien
tific observation and a lofty, mystical allegory of the nature of the 
soul. The doubleness of its color, which he attributed to the dialec
tical relation of earth and sky, is the objective correlative of the 
doubleness of the soul. 
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Midden itself is the great mythic text of Thoreau's cult of the 
individual soul . The genre most fitted to such a cult is autobiog
raphy, and Thoreau was not the only American to achieve a mas
terpiece in that genre.4 The composition of Milidm, which �o.ok 
place over a period of seven or eight years, was the central actIv�ty 
of the life that the book describes . Millden is not a retrospectIve 
memoir but a celebration of a life as lived, a life that included the 
composition of the book. Again, in the very circumstances of its 
creation the Walden myth remains profoundly reflexive while at 
the sam� time immersed in the flow of being. Thoreau's descrip
tion of night fishing on the pond, where his meditations were sud
denly brought back to reality by the jerk of a fish on the line, 
beautifully catches this reconciliation : " I t  was very queer, espe
cially in dark nights, when your thoughts had wandered to vast 
and cosmogonal themes in other spheres, to feel this faint jerk, 
which came to interrupt your dreams and link you to nature 
again . It seemed as if I might next cast my line upward into the 
air as well as downward into this element which was scarcely , 
more dense. Thus I caught two fishes as it were with one hook" 
(p. 190) . 

THOREAU AND THE BIRTH OF AMERICAN ANTHROPOLOGY 

As a systematic field of study, the discipline of anthropology arose 
in Europe and America during the nineteenth century. Of cou.rse, there were already Ancient Greek, Moslem, European, IndIan, 
Chinese, and Japanese travelers' tales and accounts of "bar
barian" customs; but it took a peculiar kind of civilization to 
produce anthropology proper. Oddly enough, that fa�t is rath�r 
embarrassing to anthropologists, for it suggests a umqueness In 
Western civilization that appears to contradict the institutional 
ideology of the field-that all societies are compara�le �nd that 
values are culturally relative. However noble that preJudIce-and 
it is noble, for it supports a generous and open-minded 
humanism-if it is in conflict with the truth it ought to be cor
rected. European and American civilization is uniquely privileged 
in having produced, paradoxically, the discipline which asserts 
that no society is uniquely privileged. The problem can only be 
escaped by denying the raison d'etre of anthropology, wl�ich is 
that anthropology actually gives a better account of a SOCIety to 
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the rest of the world than that society can , unaided, give of itself; 
or by denying the plain fact that the discipline of anthropology is 
an institution of Western society. Until other societies learned from 
the West the principles and techniques of the field, Western civili
zation possessed, in addition to the ethnocentric point of view it 
shared with other cultures, a unique, if however imperfect and 
partial, point of view that could see itself as one of a number of 
cultures whose values made sense in their own terms but not 
necessarily in others' . Of course, every society is unique in i ts own 
way. But the realization of that fact by the West gave it an asym
metrical position of epistemological superiority, a reflexive capa
city not shared by other societies. 

To offer an absurd analogy, it's as if all languages except En
glish were in the beginning mutually untranslatable and only be
came accessible to each other via the universal skeleton key of the 
English language. The great dangers of such thinking are obvious, 
but they should not discourage us from facing its logic. What I 
am suggesting is that the dangers may be exorcised by a study of 
the cultural origins of those modes of thought that made an
thropology possible . In such a study Thoreau would figure as an 
interesting litmus test, in one sense, and as a pioneer, in another. 

The anthropology of experience may be a new topic in cur
rent circles, but I contend that it may also be at the very root of 
the discipline: that only when we learned how to be harmoniously 
and creatively alienated from ourselves were we able to under
stand the ideas of cultural aliens. The individualistic artistic and 
scientific genres of Western society5 are to ritual what ritual is to 
the ordinary social life of a culture, and they sometimes achieve a 
separation from that ordinary life that is sufficient to permit us to 
step over imaginatively into the margins of an entirely different 
culture. Once the step has been taken, a bridge can be built. That 
bridge is anthropology. 

Thoreau stood at that point in American intellectual history 
when the prerequisites for the birth of anthropology had begun to 
fall into place. Through immigration, economic expansion, the in
fluence of Europe, and forces inherent in its own constitution, the 
narrow puritanism of New England had given way among the in
tellectuals to a variety of lofty theisms, Swedenborgianism, pan
theism, Fourierism, scientific rationalism, and to the romantic reli
gion of Nature. These forces cohered into the movement known as 

' I  
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transcendentalism, whose leading light was Emerson. At the same 
time, an extraordinary cultural renaissance was underway: i� liter
ature alone, Thoreau's contemporaries included Emily Dickmson, 
Herman Melville, Henry Adams, and Edgar Allan Poe; Richard 
Henry Dana was his classmate at Harvard; he knew Walt Whit
man, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Henry James the elder, the 
Swedenborgian theologian and father of William and Henry; and 
one of his closest friends was Emerson. 

Certain common qualities mark the work of these very differ-
ent writers: a robust individualism, an ebullient and optimistic 
relativism, a sturdy confidence in the possibility of successful syn
cretism, introspection, a lively interest in and friendship for the 
sciences, a fascination with religion, and a mystical bent. I t  was 
in this fertile soil that American anthropology put down its roots: 
far enough away from the narrow ethnocentrism of the Pilgrim 
Fathers, yet still new enough to the wide world to encourage in
tense curiosity about other cultures; in touch, through the whalers 
and traders of New England, with the exotic lands of the Orient 
and the "primitives" that Melville celebrated in 7jpee and Omoo, 
but still nourished by the great classical tradition of Greek and 
Latin learning preserved and transmitted at Harvard and the old 
liberal arts colleges. The young Lewis Henry Morgan, who was 
educated at Union College, transformed his alumni fraternity 
from the neoclassical "Gordian Knot," which followed the ancient 
Greeks, into "The Grand Order of the I roquois, "  which inter
preted Lakes Indian customs in terms of the classical virtues. 
Thus began Morgan's lifelong interest in the I ndians (see Resek 
1960:23) . 

For the first time since the Renaissance, when the societies of 
pagan antiquity had come to serve as models in the 

.
initiatio� of 

the elite, the West had grasped alien cultures as bemg pOSSIbly 
exemplary or superior to its own. The profound Orientalizing of 
our poetry, architecture, religion, and cuisine, and our attem�t to 
imitate imagined Amerindian virtues in our personal relatIOns, 
dress, and recreation, is a consequence of this remarkable 
nineteenth-century movement. Castaneda's Don Juan has a New 
England ancestry. 

Thoreau cited Gookin, who was the superintendent of the In
dians subject to the Massachusetts Colony in 1674, on the comfort, 
convenience, and economy of Indian architecture, and contrasted 
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their domestic economy favorably with that of his compatriots: 
" In  the savage state every family owns a shelter as good as the 
best, and sufficient for its coarser and simpler wants; but I think 
that I speak within bounds when I say that, though the birds of 
the air have their nests, and the foxes their holes, and the savages 
their wigwams, in modern civilized society not more than one half 
the families own a shelter" (p. 34) .  As we can see from this pass
age Thoreau, like Morgan, implicitly assumed that contemporary 
savages lived as did our own ancestors, and that through an 
evolutionary process the "savages" arose from the brutes and 
civilized humans from the savage. Thus, to go "back," as Thoreau 
claimed to do, to the economic condition of the savage, in search 
of the place where we took our false turning, is the phylogenetic 
equivalent of his ontogenetic attempt to discover the roots of his 
personal experience. Thoreau was being historically as well as per
sonally reflexive; just as he sought the foundations of his own ex
perience, he was also seeking the foundations of the experience of 
his culture. What I am arguing here is that however faulty 
Thoreau's theory of cultural evolution may have been, he was 
right in assuming that the cultural journey cannot properly take 
place without the personal one. Except ye become as a little child , 
ye shall not enter the kingdom of another culture. 

If it is true that some form of personal voyage of self-discov
ery must accompany any genuine understanding of another cul
ture, then we may have the beginnings of an explanation for the 
uniqueness of the West in having generated an anthropological 
tradition. Perhaps it was precisely the contraction of the unit of 
social initiative to the individual that was essential to the early 
development of anthropology; and perhaps it was only in the West 
that this contraction took place. One might even speculate about 
the roles of democracy and Protestantism in encouraging this con
traction: democracy, because ideally the fundamental act of politi
cal decision is the individual vote; and Protestantism-especially 
Puritanism-because of its emphasis on the personal encounter 
with God and the crucial role of individual conversion in the sal
vation of the soul. 

In this light the central agon of the anthropological myth be
comes much more intelligible. More than in other sciences whose 
myth often involves teamwork, anthropologists are alone, almost 
marooned or shipwrecked in the culture they study. They undergo, 
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in the myth, an experience of personal conve�sion
. 
that involv�s 

culture shock, self-confrontation, a profound ahenatlOn from their 
own culture a sense of being only a child in their newly adopted 
culture an initiation into its mysteries, and an acceptance by it .  
Eventu�lly, the anthropologist becomes that culture's spo�esper
son, interpreter, and protector against the culture from which he 
or she originally came. (Actually, the myth works better for female 
anthropologists, who by virtue of their sex are alre�dy somewhat 
marginal in their own society:) The personal memOirs

. 
of such 

.
an

thropologists as Malinowski do, I believe, bear out this analysIs. 
Essential to this myth is the aloneness of the researcher. The 

individual person is the largest social unit within which the exp�ri
ence of conversion can take place, and it is only that conversIOn 
which enables a student of another culture to interpret between it 
and his or her own. This myth, I believe, is in process of changing, 
partly through the work of Victor Turner and Richar� Schechner, 
among others, who have attempted to enlarge the umt o� con�er
sion to the size of a small group of persons by reproducIng ahen 
rituals through dramatic means (see Turner 1979) . If successful, 
the results should surpass the achievements of the individual re
searcher by the power of the number in the group, although indi
vidual self-confrontation becomes even more crucial for the suc
cess of the project. Schechner's almost psychoanalytic rehearsal 
process is perhaps designed to bring about the necessary perso

.
nal 

crisis. Although autobiographical, dramatic, and anthropological 
genres seem far apart, they possess deep affinities . 

The birth of American anthropology required not only an ap
propriate psychosocial preparation but also an appropriate 
philosophical one. Here, again, we find Thoreau in attendance at 
the birth,  wittingly or not. 

American pragmatism took its ongIns In the encounter be
tween British empiricism, native Yankee technical know-how, 
transcendentalism, and Kantian epistemology. Less passive in its 
notion of truth than empiricism, pragmatism had benefited from 
America's experience of having recently transformed its own phys
ical environment; that is, what is the case is not only what one 
perceives but also what one does. From tran�cendentalism came a 
dynamic notion of Nature and a confidence In the match betwe�n 
the natural order and human understanding. As Thoreau put It, 
"The universe constantly and obediently answers to our concep-
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tions; whether we travel fast or slow, the track is laid for us. Let 
us spend our lives in conceiving then" (p.  105) . From Kant came 
the idea that the categories of our perception cooperate in the gen
eration of the concrete world and that certain a prioris must 
be synthetic. 

Thoreau was already, I believe, a pragmatist in many senses. 
Like them he believed the truth to be provisional and volatile in 
its essence, dependent on practice for its validation. For him ex
perience was the inner form of experiment, the active "frisking" of 
Nature for answers, by which alone truth is discovered. Like 
Peirce, Thoreau saw the world as a system of mutually validating 
signs: "But while we are confined to books, though the most select 
and classic, and read only particular written languages, which are 
themselves but dialects and provincial, we are in danger of forget
ting the language which all things and events speak without 
metaphor, and which alone is copious and standard. Much is pub
lished, but little printed" (p. 1 21 ) .  From here we might trace the 
development of semiological theory through Peirce and European 
phenomenology and into European anthropology, where it crops 
up, for instance, in Claude Levi-Strauss's understanding of the 
world as text. 

More important still was the contribution of pragmatist ideas 
to anthropological method. The participant-observer, who alters the 
system studied and is reciprocally altered by it, whose truths are 
what works best, and who penetrates the hermeneutic circle by a 
process of successive approximation and correction, is most com
fortably and consistently accommodated within a philosophically 
pragmatist framework. Other philosophical systems allow for an
thropological method, but only with difficulty, and they do not 
encourage it as pragmatism does. Thoreau impressionistically de
scribed the method: "The intellect is a cleaver; it discerns and rifts 
its way into the secrets of things . . . .  My head is hands and feet. I 
feel all my best faculties concentrated in it . My instinct tells me 
that my head is an organ for burrowing, as some creatures use their 
snout and fore-paws, and with it I would mine and burrow my way 
through these hills. I think that the richest vein is somewhere 
hereabouts; so by the divining rod and thin rising vapors I judge; 
and here I will begin to mine" (p. 106) . Experience, for Thoreau 
and the pragmatists, is truth . If they are right, then the anthro
pology of experience is the anthropology of truth. 
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THE SAND BANK 

In the penultimate chapter of Walden, entitled "Spring," Thoreau 
wrote an extraordinary description of a bank of sand in a railroad 
cutting as it thawed out in the spring sunshine-a description that 
is also an extended metaphor of the evolution of the universe, of 
the creative evolution of human experience, and oflinguistic expres
sion as a continuation of that evolution. 

The chapter begins with a detailed, scientifically precise de
scription of the thawing sand and clay as they formed their complex 
patterns of deposition. Even the fact that the phenomenon occurred 
in a railroad cutting is significant. Human invention (of which the 
railroad was, for Thoreau, the obvious example) is an extension of 
the creative process of nature. Not only must we pay attention to 
the content of the passage, but to its form as well: 

Innumerable little streams overlap and interlace one with another, exhibit
ing a sort of hybrid product, which obeys half way the law of currents, 
and half way that of vegetation. As it flows it takes the form of sappy 
leaves or vines, making heaps of pulpy sprays a foot or more in depth, 
and resembling, as you look down on them, the laciniated lobed and 
imbricated thalluses of some lichens; or you are reminded of coral, of 
leopards' paws or birds' feet, of brains or lungs or bowels, and excrements 
of all kinds. I t  is  a truly grotesque vegetation, whose forms and color we 
see imitated in bronze, a sort of architectural foliage more ancient and 
typical than acanthus, chiccory, ivy, vine, or any vegetable leaves . . . .  
(p. 326) 

The intensity of perception is almost hypnotic; Thoreau has re
minded us of our own perceiving selves ("as you look down on 
them," "you are reminded") . The sequence of images follows the 
course of evolution, from the physical laws of currents, through the 
vegetable kingdom and into the animal kingdom of birds' feet and 
leopards' paws, concluding with the products of human art. And 
there is a subtle playing with the evolution of language itself, with 
the etymological relations of "overlap" with " lobed," "interlace" 
with "laciniated, "  with the origin of the artistic word "grotesque" 
in the natural "grotto" or cave, and with the phonological relations 
of the labial consonants p, b, 1, v. 

As the passage continues, these implicit meanings, through 
the process of feedback between experience and contemplation, 
become explicit and put out leaves of exegesis as rich and various 
as the leaves of multicolored mud and sand which burst out of the 
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frozen inanimate mass of the bank. The suggestion of natural evolu
tion implicit in the sequence of images becomes explicit :  

What makes this sand foliage remarkable is i ts springing into existence 
thus suddenly. When I see on the one side the inert bank,-for the sun 
acts on one side first,-and on the other this luxuriant foliage, the creation 
of an hour, I am affected as if in a peculiar sense I stood in the laboratory 
of the Artist who made the world and me,-had come to where he was 
still at work, sporting on this bank, and with excess of energy strewing 
his fresh designs about . . . .  You find thus in the very sands an anticipation 
of the vegetable leaf. No wonder that the earth expresses itself outwardly 
in leaves, it so labors with the idea inwardly. The atoms have learned this 
law, and are pregnant by it. (p .  327) 

Next, the etymological relations themselves become explicit. 
Thoreau took up the phonological connection of leaves, labor, and 
law, and developed it in his own exfoliating language: 

Internally, whether in the globe or animal body, it is a moist thick lobe, 
a word especially applicable to the liver and lungs and the leaves of 
fat, (AEL�W, labor, lapsus, to flow or slip downward, a lapsing; AO�OC;, 
globus, lobe, globe; also lap, flap, and many other words,) externally a 
dry thin leaf, even as the f and v are a pressed and dried b. The radicals 
of lobe are lb, the soft mass of the b (single lobed, or B, double lobed) 
with a liquid I behind it pressing it forward. In globe, glb, the guttural g 
adds to the meaning the capacity of the throat. The feathers and wings 
of birds are still drier and thinner leaves. Thus, also, you pass from the 
lumpish grub in the earth to the airy and fluttering butterfly. The very 
globe continually transcends and translates i tself, and becomes winged 
in i ts orbit. (p.  328) 

Here, as in the Bean Field passage, analysis reveals a remarkable 
layering of reflexivity. In a language which, through his own 
metaphorical usage, evolved as he employed it and because he em
ployed it, Thoreau described the evolution of language using as a 
metaphor the evolutionary process of the natural world---of which 
linguistic evolution is both a part and a reflection-here evoked 
through the description, in this very language, of an experience of 
natural productiveness on a spring morning. The process of 
thought in the passage, turning back on itself repeatedly, in a heli
cal fashion, adds another depth to the triple pun on "spring." 

The chapter continues with a minute description of the 
rivulets of liquid clay and sand: 

If you look closely you observe that first there pushes forward from the 
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thawing mass a stream of softened sand with a drop-like point, like the 
ball of a finger, feeling i ts way slowly and blindly downwards, until at 
last with more heat and moisture, as the sun gets higher, the most fluid 
portion, in i ts effort to obey the law to which the most inert also yields, 
separates from the latter and forms for itself a meandering channel or 
artery within that, in which is seen a little silvery stream glancing like 
lightning from one stage of pulpy leaves or branches to another, and 
ever and anon swallowed up in the sand. It is wonderful how rapidly yet 
perfectly the sand organizes i tself as i t  flows, using the best material its 
mass affords to form the sharp edges of its channel. (p. 328) 

This careful observation-again with i ts reminder of the process 
of observation itself, "if you look closely"-is not merely an enu
meration of particulars but a graphic account of a universal crea
tive process. These particulars are the "minute particulars" in 
which William Blake discovered the universal. There is, in fact, 
an uncanny resemblance between Thoreau's conception of the 
creative process and Blake's. In The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 
one of the " Memorable Fancies" describes creation as the work of 
demons who melt the interior of their cave, extracting precious 
metals, and then cast the molten fluids out into the abyss, where 
they take what wonderful shapes they will. Thoreau, like Blake, 
insisted that no mold is needed, for the solidifying liquid contains 
in its own nature a perfectly adequate set of formal principles : 
"You may melt your metals and cast them into the most beautiful 
moulds you can; they will never excite me like the forms which 
this molten earth flows out into" ( Hidden, p. 330) . The silvery ici
cles that Coleridge described at the end of "Frost at Midnight" 
constitute a similar image of the nature of creativity. 

What principles can be derived from Thoreau's account of 
the thawing sand? The first is that the past of a given flow of 
events, combined with i ts  texture, are the only constraints needed 
to produce more and more elaborate forms of existence. No Aris
totelian Final Cause is required to draw out these shapes: they 
are expressed, pressed out, not drawn forth or externally molded. 
The creative process needs no metaphysical grounding except i t
self. Like the twigs of a tree, historical sequences propagate them
selves outward into the future, drawing this sustenance from their 
past . One of the most striking images in Darwin 's Origin of Species 
is the tree of reproductive descent. Here, that tree, the tree of life ,  
is identical to the tree of knowledge. 

The second principle is that the creative process is dialectical, 
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being composed of an active energy what Blake calls "th P 
rfi " 

. T , . ' e ro
I c -In horeau � Image, the glittering lightning-like stream 

of w�ter-and an Inert material deposit, Blake's "Devourer"
here Imaged as the dotted sand which both retards and records 
t�e flow ?f 

.
energy, and by periodically damming it up provides it 

With va
.
natIon and rhythm. The third principle is that creation 

alw�ys Involves a sort of paradox of self-transcendence-the sand 
cont�?�ally o�erwhelms itself, the globe " transcends and trans
lates I tsel�-hke the mysterious paradoxes of self-awareness dis
cussed earher. 

.
The fourth principle is that our human experience is not a 

passIve process but an active and creative one. Our very bodies 
our sense organs, are an elaboration of the same playful creativ: 
force, as Thoreau suggested : "What is man but a mass of thawin 
clay? The ball of the human finger is but a drop congealed . . . .  I� 
not the hand a spreading palm leaf with its lobes and veins? The 
e
.
ar may be regarded, fancifully, as a lichen, umbilicaria, on the 

Side of the head, with its lobe or drop. The lip-labium, from 
labor-:-Iaps or

. 
lapses from the sides of the cavernous mouth. The 

nose IS a mamfest c�ngealed drop or stalactie" (p .329) . Thoreau's 
:entur� was too dedIcated to allow him to extend his metaphor to 
Its obvIOUS genital conclusion, but he had it in mind ' " 
h 

. ' " more 
eat or other genial influences would have caused it to flow yet 

farther" (p. 329; italics added) ;  "Who knows what the human 
body would expand and flow out into under a more genial 
heaven" (p .  329) .  

"Thus i t  seemed that this one hillside illustrated the principle 
of all the operations of Nature. The Maker of this earth but 
patented a leaf. What Champollion (the decoder of the Rosetta 
Stone] will decipher this hieroglyphic for us, that we may turn �ver a 

.
new 

,
�eaf at last?" (p.  329) . For Thoreau, moral and practi-�l actI

.
on ( 

.
turning over a new lear') could not be detached from : e actIve dIscovery and probing of Nature ( "turning over a new 

(
:
,
ar') 

.
and the reading and interpretation of the book of Nature 

h 
turmng over a new lear') .  He not only associated these ideas 

"
e gave them the same words. Here we find an interpretation fior

' 
expe . 

" h h . �Ience t at per aps adequately contains the many mean-mg� hs�ed at the beginning of this paper. When we are truly ex
pe�lencIng we are growing by a reflexive process in which we are �
n
n Y sepa

,
rated by ou� consciousness from nature in order to share 

nature s own creatIve process of self-transcendence. 
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N OTES 

I .  Thoreau wrote these words sometime between 1846 and 1854, which 
makes them almost exactly contemporaneous with the composition between 1843 
and 1851 of Lewis Henry Morgan's League of the Ho-de-no-sau-nee or Iroquois. 

2. Charles Sanders Peirce described the world as a system of signs and de
fined the sense of a symbol as its translation into another symbol. The father of 
anthropological hermeneutics, Peirce was a member of the same circle of Har
vard intellectuals that had included Thoreau. Clearly, Thoreau is of historical, 
as well as theoretical, interest to anthropology. 

3. Again, a historical note dramatizes the progress of the dialectic: The Origin 
of Species ( 1859) was published five years after Hidden. Darwin could not have 
read Walden; but both Darwin and Thoreau were naturalists and both were re
sponding to the same logical questions and the same evidence from early ethnog
raphy and biology. Thoreau knew Darwin's work and quoted him on the I ndians 
of Tierra del Fuego ( Hidden, p. 15) .  

4 .  Benjamin Franklin, Henry Adams, and Thoreau were the originators of a 
great tradition, in which we also find modern poets like John Berryman, Robert 
Lowell , and Sylvia Plath, and novel ists like Robert Pirsig, Saul Bellow, and Nor
man Mailer. 

5. I t  may seem odd to speak of contemporary Western scientific genres as 
"individualistic, " but a comparison between the institu tionalized i rreverence and 
originality of modern research and the authoritarian conformism of ancient sci
ence, which Francis Bacon took to task, would make the point clear. Galileo was 
less the victim of the church than of his old-science colleagues. 
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I longot Hunting 
as Story 

and Experience 

RENATO ROSALDO 

Although limited in knowledge and capable of distorting our mo
tives, we usually offer accounts of why we do what we do. These 
accounts of intentions, plans, or the meaning of experience usually 
shape our conduct. Notions about witchcraft,  for example, can 
profoundly influence human lives, leading one person to be 
burned at the stake and another to endure an ordeal of exorcism. 
Other cultural conceptions, ranging from ideas about mothering 
to the lethal myths toted by cold warriors can prove similarly con
sequential. In more mundane ways we can reasonably suppose 
that cattle herders know a good deal about bovine lifeways. This 
point, of course, has not been lost on gifted ethnographers who, 
among other things, privilege actors' interpretations of their own 
conduct. Think of E. E. Evans-Prichard nuancing Nuer kwoth or 
cieng, Victor Turner explicating Ndembu reflections on ritual, or 
Clifford Geertz thickly describing Balinese deep play. In apprais
ing unfamiliar forms of life, we need to know how cultural concep
tions inform and thereby describe, in that peculiar circularity of 
the social construction of reality, people's commonsense worlds. 

Sketching reasons for studying the ways people interpret their 
lives provides a prelude for my theme of extending anthropological 
wisdom about native categories and cultural patterns. By consider
ing two current notions of ethnographic description, ethnoscien
tific models of emic analysis and detailed monographs as versions 
of realism, we can ask how anthropologists should represent other 
people's lives. Despite their proven strengths, I shall argue in 
what follows that ethnoscience and ethnographic realism share a 
specific limitation. Neither approach makes central the stories 
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people tell themselves about themselves, and this crucial omission 
robs a certain human significance from anthropological accounts. 
Ethnographers can learn much about meaningful action by listen-
ing to storytellers as they depict their own lives. . 

After skt:tching two approaches to ethnography, my dISCUS
sion will turn from ethnographic to novelistic realism, with a view 
to indicating certain insights its narrative forms can offer for 
ethnographic analysis. Rather than seeing human activities unfold 
through such programmed sequences as the daily round, the an
nual cycle, or the life cycle, novelists' narratives often play on tem
poral duraton to create a suspense-laden sense of meaningful ac
tion in the world . In moving from one version of realism to 
another, from viewing human action guided by culturally appro
priate expectations to telling spellbinding tales about encountering 
the unexpected, I will attempt to show how narrative can provide 
a particularly rich source of knowledge about the significance 
people find in their workaday lives. Such narratives often re:e�l 
more about what can make life worth living than about how It IS 
routinely lived. I ndigenous storytellers have both deep affinities 
with and striking differences from realist novelists. 

Therefore, I go on to peruse three I longot hunting stories. 
Unelaborated yet well formed, the first shows why such texts (for 
outsiders, seemingly cryptic and elliptical) must be read in the 
context of everyday life. These minimalist narratives assume, in
deed are embedded within, the depth and range of knowledge that 
people whose biographies significantly overlap can share. More 
elaborated than the first, both remaining tales create suspense 
through the artful manipulation of time. Elicited by an ethnog
rapher and told by a gifted storyteller, the second tale celebrates 
the way that hunters can glory in their improvised responses to 
unexpected life-threatening encounters. When a huntsman sur
vives such dangers, he can tell his companions a moving story 
about himself as the main protagonist .  The third tale displays the 
way that narrative time can create suspense by holding in tension 
the finite duration of human tasks and the ever-present human 
vulnerability to fatal interruption. This spontaneously told myth 
suggests that the significance Ilongot men seek in hunting de�ives 
more from cultural notions about what makes a story (and lIved 
experience) compelling than from the routine subsistence 
techniques usually portrayed in ethnographic realism. 
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Ethnoscience provides the initial frame. If you happen to find 
yourself among the Ilongots, some 3,500 hunters and swidden hor
ticulturalists in the hills of northern Luzon, Philippines, begin by 
asking (in the native language, to be sure) about the kinds of 
'adiwar, "seeking, looking for, or foraging. "  The answer should in
clude at least la 'ub, a collective hunt in which dogs flush game 
toward a group of huntsmen waiting in semicircular ambush, and 
'auduk, a stalking procedure in which a single man moves slowly, 
now starting, now stopping, hoping either to encounter or be en
countered by a wild pig or deer. Further refinements require ask
ing whether people hunt at night ( 'integ) , by waiting near an acorn 
tree ( 'alisang) , or in a collective hunt without dogs ( tuyuk) . More 
subtle distinctions further reward the person who asks about how 
the meat will be prepared and distributed. l 

Taxonomic in design, this analysis reveals certain distinctions 
natives make in referring to their workaday world. Finding mean
ing here involves disambiguation through a process of sorting out 
levels of contrast, discovering the components that discriminate 
among terms, and pinning the right noun to the right thing in the 
world. Although easy to parody, the ethnoscientific enterprise 
should not be dismissed because huntsmen, after all, do distin
guish among their various modes of catching game. Such exercises 
teach us to be more systematic in attending to how people classify 
(and perhaps act differentially toward) the world around them. 

Consider another option, one less taxonomic and more mono
graphic. Imagine yourself as the camera's eye, or perhaps more 
prosaically as the video tape machine, straddled on the native's 
shoulders alongside shades of Malinowski in his Trobriand canoe. 
Now, simply describe the hunt as it actually happens. Like the 
documentary or the grandchild of Balzac's realism, the task posed 
by ethonographic realism requires that we report the unadorned 
detailed truth about the hunt. Rather than fully reproducing such 
a realistic description here, let me sketch what a more fine-grained 
account could include. 

Two men sit by the hearth talking in low tones. One of them 
says, "Tawad saw deer tracks yesterday by the Ma'ni ." Eventually 
one of the men calls across the river, inviting his neighbors to join 
a collective hunt with dogs. The huntsmen plan where to position 
themselves, often describing the same locations in different terms 
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(one says down from a rock and the other says up from the source 
of a stream) ,  in part to be accurate and in part to show off their 
knowledge of the landscape. Then the hunters quietly walk to the 
ambush, usually, as I longot drawings indicate and my observa
tions confirm, positioning themselves in a semicircle on a hilltop. 

The omniscient narrator ( i .e . ,  the self-effacing ethnographer 
who has pieced together repeated observations and reports of simi
lar events) now shifts to the man with the dogs. Shouting aloud, 
"uh ah ah ah " he drives the dogs toward the waiting hunters, , , , , 
hoping to flush out the game. 

. . 
In the meantime, back at the ambush, the huntsmen Sit still 

and silent. They already have cut the underbrush, making a blind 
and spreading their scent on either side of themselves. The rest is 
hope: Will a wild pig or deer be driven toward the waiting hunter? 
Will the hunter have a clear shot at the game? And will the shot 
hit its target? With luck, then, the huntsmen return home with 
game to butcher and redistribute. 

This documentary account derives from meticulous observa
tion in which the ethnographic gaze exercises exhaustive surveil
lance over its human subjects. The ethnographer has repeatedly 
asked I longots, "What are you doing now?" This procedure, let us 
call it "doing good ethnography," purportedly produces a true rep
resentation of Ilongot hunting. Moreover, in the final written ver
sion the (usually unacknowledged) conventions of realism convey 
a convincing sense of accuracy by using telling details and careful 
depictions of settings. 

Although ethnographic realism portrays particular local en
vironmental niches, its account of the hunt, usually a composite 
amalgam of repeated observations and interviews, attempts to de
pict an event at once specific to and general within � single fO

.
rm 

of life. Such accounts weave together disparate matenals, trustmg 
that the design they reveal represents the universal form of Ilongot 
hunting rather than the idiosyncratic vicissitudes of any hunt in 
particular. Concerned with the I longot hunt as a cultural pattern, 
this genre captures neither the huntsman's elation in particular 
chases nor his fear of dangerous encounters. Thus, for example, 
the time Tawad accidently gashed his favorite hunting dog and 
abandoned the chase in utter dejection becomes conspicuous only 
by its absence in ethnographic realism. A more novelistic version 
of realism, however, better enables us to speak about the charac
teristic suspense of hunting. 
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Above all ,  novelists' fictions attempt to portray the fascination of 
particular (possible rather than actual) hunts. If ethnographers 
use hunts to illustrate cultural patterns and social relations, realis
tic novelists-at least those of James Fenimore Cooper's stripe, as 
we shall see in a moment-care more about revealing character 
and conveying why huntsmen find the chase so compelling. In 
other words, such novels seek out movement and drama, risk and 
suspense, rather than the workaday routines involved in making 
a living. 

These considerations can be developed more fully by perus
ing an extended passage from Cooper's The Pioneers ( 1879) ,  with a 
view to showing how he orients the reader and conveys the excite
ment of the chase. The following passage begins with Natty, the 
Leather-Stocking, as he sits in his canoe in full view of his hounds 
as they try to chase down a buck: 

"I knowed it-I knowed it!" cried Natty, when both deer and 
hounds were in full view; "the buck has gone by them with the wind, 
and it has been too much for the poor rogues; but I must break them of 
these tricks, or they'll give me a deal of trouble. He-ere, he-ere-shore 
with you, rascals-shore with you-with ye? O! otT with you, old Hector, 
or I'll hatchel your hide with my ramrod when I get ye." 

The dogs knew their master's voice, and after swimming in a circle, 
as if reluctant to give over the chase, and yet afraid to persevere, they 
finally obeyed, and returned to the land, where they filled the air with 
their cries. 

In the meantime the deer, urged by his fears, had swum over half 
the distance between the shore and the boats, before his terror permitted 
him to see the new danger. But at the sounds of Natty's voice, he turned 
short in his course, and for a few moments seemed about to rush back 
again, and brave the dogs. His retreat in this direction was, however, 
effectively cut otT, and turning a second time, he urged his course 
obliquely for the centre of the lake, with an intention of landing on 
the western shore. As the buck swam by the fishermen, raising his nose 
high into the air, curling the water before his slim neck like the beak 
of a galley, the Leather-Stocking began to sit very uneasy in his canoe. 
(p. 305) 

The passage opens with the ultimate mimetic technique.2 

Presumably-at least in this possible world-the text repeats 
Natty's words precisely as they were said . The reader's conviction 
that these words have been transcribed verbatim only deepens 
through noticing the ungrammatical " I  knowed it," the spontane-
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ous exclamation "O!" and the shout directly addressed to the dog 

"old Hector. " When Cooper's passage shifts to description, the 

narrator initially attends to the dogs as they finally follow their 

master's command and regroup on the shore. Using the "mean

while" clause, the narrator then draws our attention to the deer. 

In the telling's peculiar geometry the dogs circle and make a 

straight line to shore while the deer swims straight from the shore 

toward the fishermen's boats; then the deer attempts to return 

directly to shore, only to be cut ofT by the barking dogs, and 

finally turns obliquely, following a westerly course to the other 

side of the lake. The description, of course, orients the reader by 

locating the relative positions of the main pr�tagonists (men, dog� , 

and deer) and by charting the course of their movements. I n  thiS 

story the writer assumes that his audience (lik� that of t�e eth

nographer) knows little of the landscape and �Ife,:,ays bemg de

picted; hence the need for evocative charactenzatIOns of people 

and places. . '  . 
The excitement of the chase involves tactics and traJectones, 

moves and countermoves, much in the manner of competitive 

sports. Initially, the buck escapes the hounds, leaving them "swim

ming in a circle," until "their master's voice" sends th�m back t,
o 

shore where they can close ofT possible retreat. On heanng Natty s 

shouts however the buck sets ofT on another trajectory that de

mands
' 
fresh tac�ics from the huntsman and his hounds. Much in 

this chase, of course, seems highly specific to American culture. 

Consider only the chase as competitive game, the elaborated sub

jectivities of both the huntsman and the animals, and the deer as 

a noble beast with "his slim neck" and "his nose high in the air. " 

For my present purposes it suffices to say that Cooper succeeded 

in conveying a sense of the chase as an exciting and noble �port .. 
If we ethnographers could ask Cooper how representative h.

ls 

hunt was, he might retort by asking why the hunters portrayed 10 
most ethnographies bother to get up in the morning and face noth

ing but routine drudgery. Indeed, we wonder ho� man� .�
ono

graphs could speak to the human significance of SOCial actlVltIes

which are these and why do people find them so? 
The contrast between novelistic and ethnographic realism, 

between the dramatic potential of particular events and the pro

grammed routines of generalized accounts, suggests tha
.
t the par

simonious ethnoscientific account does not grossly distort the 
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monograph's epistemology when it reduces richly textured ac
counts to governing rules or, at any rate, to culturally appropriate 
expectations. Whether thickly describing the language of experi
ence or elegantly designing a formal model, much ethnography 
tells more about forms of activity in general than about how any 
particular instance was carried out. All too often in this process, 
lived experience is robbed of its vital significance. Perhaps this 
point can be made more clearly by considering the common anal
ogy between cultural activities and games. 

In talking about a game, do we want to know the rules or 
how it was played? Obviously both matter. I t  makes no sense to 
throw out the baby with the bath water. But suppose, for a mo
ment, that we try to learn only the rules of the game. Imagine, for 
example, the ethnographer returning from the last game of the 
World Series and reporting these remarkable discoveries: three 
strikes make an out, three outs retire the side, and so on . Eager to 
learn about every move in the game's key plays, the avid fan could 
only (correctly) say that the ethnographer said nothing untrue but 
managed to miss the whole point of the game. This example, at 
the very least, should make us pause and consider constructing 
other kinds of ethnographic accounts that reveal the native point 
of view. 

I n moving beyond the rules of the game, I propose to explore 
the stories that other people tell themselves about themselves. 
This foray into how people commemorate real events in story form 
will involve three exemplary tales . The first, a minimal yet well
formed story, tells about the context of storytelling. The second, 
told by a gifted narrator, shows how people commemorate unex
pected encounters rather than usual routines. The third, a spon
taneously narrated myth, develops more through dialogue than 
monologue, creating suspense by playing on the tensions between 
the chores of life and human morality. In none of these cases does 
the story appear as a direct enactment or after-the-fact extension 
of the social activity of hunting. Instead , the key thing to under
stand is what makes Ilongots find a story compelling and how, 
from the hunt, they can at times recover a tale that makes their 
companions listen with rapt attention. 

Now, as Ilongot storytellers say, be quiet and listen. Here is the 
first tale: 
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Let's go to a far place. Let's go sleep over at the fork of the Kakidu
gen .  We'll pass the fork of the Rawa. We'll go and stop at the fork of the 
Natungan. And we'll hunt there. And after we've eaten game we'll go to 
the fork of the Mabu since it's there that we can really hunt. And when 
we've dried lots of meat there we'll change and go downstream to the 
fork at Aluy. We'll hunt there for three nights. And we'll change and go 
down the Bembem. We'll try the bass fishing in the Tubu. When we 
finish fishing we'll hunt for five days. When our rice supplies are finished 
we'll return and go hunt at the fork of the Aluy. 

"Now, you women, think about fixing our food supply since we've 
all not had enough to eat." They'll get mad at us if there's no meat. 
We're going to hunt the highest mountains. We're going to walk through 
a pass I 've seen. Let's go along the ridge there since it's there that you'll 
see the game walking. 

We went over lots of high mountains, and the rain almost destroyed 
us in the peaks of the Kabikab. The moss dripped all over us and the 
wind make us shiver. When we finished the dogs came and we caught 
four wild pigs as well as five deer. We tied them to our backs to carry to 
our camp. I t  was night. We went ahead and seared and butchered them, 
since there were many of us. When we finished we cooked. We cooked all 
the heads and dried the flesh to carry home. 

Talikaw dictated this story to Michelle Rosaldo, who tran
scribed it verbatim. The orthography and simplicity of language 
indicate that Talikaw told the story in August 1968, or about ten 
months after we began research among the Ilongots. This story's 
peculiarity, perhaps reflecting the narrator's uncertainty about our 
linguistic comprehension, is that it is told three times over (as 
indicated by the divisions into paragraphs) .  The first episode con
cerns plans; the second, a command for preparing supplies; and 
the third, the actual hunt. 

The first episode begins by projecting the hunt into the fu
ture, imitating the plans hunters make before setting out. Like a 
novelist, Talikaw starts by orienting the listener in space. But in 
this case the narrator invokes a litany of place-names-the ridges, 
rocks, streams, and peaks that the huntsmen traversed in their 
pursuit of game-rather than the more geometric directionality 
traversing an undifferentiated lake surface (the line between fisher
men in boats and dogs on shore; the oblique angle heading in a 
westerly direction; circling; returning) . The I longot huntsmen pass 
three river forks and then hunt and eat; they pass another river 
fork and then hunt and dry meat; they shift downstream and hunt 
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for three nights; they go down one river and reach another, where 
they fish and hunt for five days; and finally, their rice supplies 
depleted, they return homeward, stopping at a river they crossed 
before and hunting again. 

The second episode returns to the point of departure, consid
ering it this time, not through the huntsmen's plans, but (using a 
common opener for stories of long-distance visits, hunts, and 
raids) by having a man "command" ( tuydek; see M. Rosaldo 
1980: 70-76) a woman to pound the rice for the trail. As is usual 
in such stories, the narrator states the command in direct address. 
He then comments that women become angry when men fail to 
provide meat. The initiative for this hunt thus came as much from 
women as from men, and so the story reminds us of the mutual 
dependence between the sexes. Then Talikaw repeats a list of geo
graphical markers orienting the huntsmen on their trek, but this 
time he stresses mountains, a pass, a ridge-features of the land
scape more rugged than river forks-without using any specific 
place-names. Perhaps he imagines himself speaking to women and 
intends to highlight the difficulties in the foraging quest without 
naming particular places (as true stories should ) ,  because rela
tively homebound women do not know the lay of the land in dis
tant hunting territories .  

The third episode continues and deepens the theme of the 
second by traversing high mountains (generalized features of the 
landscape) and then naming one in particular (Kabikab) where 
the elements (rain, dripping moss, wind) challenge the 
huntsmen's endurance, making them "shiver" while they await 
the game driven toward them by dogs. They catch four wild pigs 
and five deer, which they carry to camp, butcher, cook, and dry 
for their return walk home. 

Modular in form, this tale resembles other I longot stories in 
that its episodes are like beads on a string, with each one capable 
of greater and lesser elaboration (see R. Rosaldo 1980: 173-75) . 
The story lines meander (not unlike the rivers they often follow) 
rather than rising to a climax and resolution; they order them
selves more through a series of digressions than by developing 
nuanced understandings of a unified subject matter. Thus, tales of 
hunting can, as we have just seen, stop off for a little bass fishing, 
some unfortunate accident, or any number of other occurrences 
connected with hunting only because they happened along the 
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way and not because they elaborate the story's beginning, compli
cate its middle, or foreshadow its ending. I ndeed, for Hongots a 
series of place-names can by itself be called a story. Thus, for 
example, the first episode above, with its series of river forks, 
could stand alone as a well-formed story. 

Perhaps the maddeningly elliptical character of minimal Hon
got stories emerges more clearly by representing the first episode 
in this manner: 

Go far. 
Go sleep Kakidugen. 
Pass Rawa. 
Go and stop Nutungan where hunt and eat. 
Go Mabu and hunt and dry meat. 
Go downstream Aluy and hunt three nights. 
Go Bembem. 
Fish Tubu and hunt five days. 
When rice finished go return Aluy. 

Representing the text in this manner highlights the sense of move
ment (go, pass, return) punctuated by river names and the ac
tivities of hunting, eating, drying meat, and fishing. But what are 
we to make of this minimalist version of the hunt? 

When we consider the richness of a novelist's account, the 
detail of ethnography, or the elegance of ethnoscience, we wonder 
why a sequence of names and activities, ordered only by their 
succession in time and space within a particular hunting episode, 
could be considered a good story. This, if there ever was one, is a 
story untainted by flashbacks or "meanwhile" clauses. I nstead, it 
is governed solely by brute chronology, the one-damned-thing
after-another kind of narrative that historians never boast of writ
ing and always deprecatingly attribute to somebody else. What 
can we make of listing place-names ordered only by a principle of 
relentless linear (call it "zero-degree") temporal succession?3 Can 
we speak of narrative coherence when place-names are strung to
gether as they are only because somebody happened to traverse 
them in that particular order on a specific  occasion? 

Although they find certain tales to be better told than others, 
Hongots claim that listing the place-names where somebody 
walked is just as much a story (and indeed cannot be omitted 
from any true story) as a more fully elaborated narrative. Perhaps, 
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this indigenous viewpoint can be placed in sharper relief by 
juxtaposing minimal I longot narratives and history's conven
tional threefold division into the annals, the chronicle, and history 
proper. Ordered only by chronological sequence rather than by 
narrative logic, Hongot hunting stories resemble the supposedly 
lowest order of historical texts; that is, they resemble annals, not 
chronicles, and certainly not history proper. Yet precisely where 
historical studies see differences of kind, Hongots perceive only 
differences of degree. Indeed, I shall argue that this ethnographic 
evidence suggests that history's threefold division, particularly in
sofar as it is hierarchical and evolutionary, derives more from 
parochial modern canons of narrative excellence than from the 
realities of other times and places. In this respect, we can lump 
together the errors of presentism and ethnocentrism. 

Even the most astute historical thinkers could learn from 
what Ilongots tell in their minimal story form. Hayden White, 
( 1980: 12 ) ,  for example, claims that in the annals, "social events 
are apparently as incomprehensible as natural events. They seem 
to have the same order of importance or unimportance. They seem 
merely to have occurred, and their importance seems to be indistin
guishable from the fact that they were recorded. In fact, it seems 
that their importance consists of nothing other than the fact that 
they were recorded. "  In other words, the events recorded read like 
a random list that neither elaborates linkages between events nor 
tells readers about the greater and lesser significance of specific 
recorded items. Thus, according to White, events matter only be
cause they are written down, and once recorded they assume 
equal import. White ignores the fact that people whose biog
raphies significantly overlap can communicate rich understand
ings in telegraphic form. People who share a complex knowledge 
about their worlds can assume a common background and speak 
through allusion, whereas writers in the modern world of print 
must spell things out for their relatively unknown readers. 

Let us call the problem with White's analysis "text 
positivism."  Doubtless, this vice pervades (perhaps inevitably so) 
me?ieval studies, where social contexts have vanished leaving as 
their only trace written words to peruse. But surely ethnographers 
who transcribe texts need not think that the similar length of 
place-names they have recorded means that each item has uniform 
significance. To think in this way is to confuse the length of 
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graphic representation with the significance each item has for the 
intended audience. 

In nonliterate small-scale societies, storytellers speak to 
people who share enormous knowledge about their cultural prac
tices, their landscape, and their past experiences. Indeed, Talikaw 
told his story (probably both over- and underestimating the 
ethnographer's knowledge) to a person who had overheard the 
planning, witnessed the huntsmen departing and returning, lis
tened to huntsmen talking afterwards, and eaten some of the 
catch. Thus, hunting stories, and probably annals, can communi
cate in a telegraphic shorthand because speakers can safely as
sume their listeners' depth of knowledge about the landscape, 
hunting practices, the huntsmen's abilities, previous hunts in the 
area and elsewhere, and so on. Realistic novels and monographs, 
by contrast, must continually create their own context as they go 
along by setting the scene, introducing characters, and describing 
the techniques of hunting. They cannot assume that their readers 
know the lay of the land, relevant biographies, and the rules of 
the game. Perhaps minimal I longot tales resemble not novels or 
monographs but the joke about the prison inmates who tell jokes 
by reciting numbers representing jokes (which, as all inmates 
know, vary significantly in topic, character, length, and wit ) .  
Surely nobody would confuse the uniformity of numbers with the 
heterogeneity of the jokes they represent .  Or perhaps we could 
compare battle tales told among surviving troops who need not 
be told matters of duration, details of terrain, or lists of casualties; 
after all, they shared that world and need only the briefest  re
minder to evoke a rich context within which to place the story
teller's dramatic or comic incident. 

The notion that the text recorded by the ethnographer, here 
a list of place-names, can be understood from within, on its own 
terms in the manner of new criticism, simply makes no sense in 
this case because the text speaks not for itself but only in the con
text of the shared understandings informing I longot everyday life.  
In this society, people's lives overlap significantly from birth to 
death, so that storytellers can invoke by allusion a wealth of back
ground knowledge held in common by their listeners. Thus, for 
I longot, place-names in and of themselves contain myriad associa
tions. By simply saying Kabikab, Talikaw tells how long the hunt
ers walked, characterizes the environment they traversed, and 
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reminds astute listeners of who hunted there recently and how 
they fared. Unfamiliar place-names say precious little to outsiders 
but speak worlds to the I longots for whom they are intended. 

Consider now another hunting story, one verging at moments on 
the comic, where the narrator clearly found himself caught up in 
the telling. Taped rather than dictated, this story was recorded 
after about twenty months of field research in late May 1969. 
Dirup, the narrator, lived in Tamsi, and on our visit there he came 
forth eager to tell his good story. We knew him to be a lively 
storyteller and quickly took up his offer. Michelle Rosaldo tran
scribed the recorded text with his help and then retranscribed it 
with a better ear on our return among the I longots in 1974. Here 
is what he told, transcribed this time to convey the rhythms of 
oral speech by parsing lines where the narrator paused4: 

Well, the time I got carried it was like this. 
So, we called one another. 
I called to Kemmi.  
"Kemmi, let's hunt the Asimun. 
They [the game] have been eating the [fruits of the] uh, Tarang, 
and the, uh, Radeng, 
both of them. 
I happened, urn, 
went, urn, 
I saw them when I was hunting." 
And so they said, 
"Yes, 
let's go hunt, eh, the Asimun . "  
I said, 
"Yes, 
prepare [do hunt magic] . 
Would you prepare? 
And I ' ll prepare also, 
and Tagem will also prepare." 

And so we set ofT there. 
On that morning 
we went into Tinung's house. 
They said, 
"Hey, let's go ahead and drink this brew." 
And to that I said, 
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"No. 
Don't do that. You won' t  see the game coming toward you. 
Listen, 
I 'll stay back then. 
I 'll keep my dogs leashed. 
They won't  flush out the game anymore. 
The game can just go on eating up the thicket, 
because here you go just scarfing down this brew."  
And they said, 
"Yes, 
Take it easy now. 
We'll just drink a few small cups."  
They just drank their few small cups, 
very quickly so they could get going. 

After a while, 
well, they set off toward the Nalungtutan. 
And I said to myself, 
" I 'll go toward the fork of the Nagetruwan."  
And we with dogs spread out. 

Thus far the story seems to fol low, albeit in a better developed 
way, the pattern of the previous one. After announcing its subject 
(" the time I got carried" ) ,  the text begins, like Talikaw's dictated 
tale and my ethnographic sketch as well, in a mimetic mode by 
presenting (presumably) verbatim shouted plans for the hunt. 
When Dirup says he saw game eating three fruits, he orients his 
listener by telling her that the hunt occurred well into the rainy 
season, that is, between late August and early December 1968. 
This season, during which tree fruits ripen and fal l ,  is culturally 
marked both because of the distinctive form of hunting it makes 
possible ( lying in wait for game to come and feed) and because 
game at this time of year becomes especially prized as it grows fat 
from its enriched diet. 

The next episode tells of stopping off to have a few drinks. 
Drinking, of course, does not occur along the pathway of every 
hunt, and this stopover neither elaborates the story's beginning 
nor anticipates its subsequent events. I t  is, as episodes in these 
tales often can be, rather more modular and self-contained. At the 
same time it enables Dirup to display his knowledge by not drink
i ng before the hunt begins. Only unknowing boys would pretend 
to hunt while drunk; but Dirup, by threatening to withdraw his 
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dogs, displays his culturally valued ability to temper unthinking 
passions with adult knowledge. 

Like all stories I longots regard as veridical, the third episode 
involves traversing a significant landscape. The movement of seek
ing, marked by intense concentration, follows known .contours up
hill, downstream, along ridges, through grasslands and thickets. In 
the actual telling, studied gestures, repetition, and voice quality 
conveyed the sense of protracted searching, ever alert to spring 
into action. Now listen again, because the chase is about to begin: 

And that's when I had the dogs begin the chase. 
I heard my dog Woolly on the scent. 
Surely, he was after game. 
Here you were, 
Python, behind the Tarang tree, 
waiting in ambush. 
That's when I hurried up going. 
The game trampled the runo grass as it fled 
the barking dogs along the wide open slopes of the, uh, Asimun, 
where I was going upstream. 

And here you coiled 
snout of a 
loser of a python hiding by this Tarang tree. 
Saying nothing I stepped over that. 
I said, " I 'll just look at my foot. 
HEY WHAT I S  TH I S  

THAT'S RISING U P  

PAST MY THIGH." 

And that's when I just said to Pudnga, 
"Oh no, Pudnga, I 'm bitten, I won' t  live. 
Hurry. " 
I called out to the boy. 

I said to myself then, 
"No, 
I ' ll slip my hand into it 
and stretch open the jaws of this snake." 
That's when I put my hand in then . 
The python clamped my hand and foot in its jaws. 
That hold made me like a 
cripple, 
like somebody in handcuffs. 
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That's when I stared at the snake, 
staring while it twisted around. 
Stretched out upstream was its big companion. 
Here then it was pulling me. 
"Oh, that's why it's squirming around. 
So, i t's pulling me along."  
That's when there was this rattan 
that was there 
along the shore. 
That's when I was pulled along by my feet. 
I said, 
"He's pulling my ass along the ground 
as he twists around 
and pulls me there." 

That's when I struggled with him there 
and I was reaching for the [knife] handle when 
he slipped around behind my back. 
Still reaching I pulled my hand free from the 
teeth of that loser 
by baiting him with my thigh 
which he was biting. 
That's when I then pulled out 
the bolo and let him have it. 
The snake's mouth then let go. 
"Oh no, 
it's coming after me again and biting. " 
I slashed away at it then. 
It reached its mouth, 
the bolo did .  I t  [the python] then bit and held the bolo. 
The two of us tugged back and forth then . 
I t then took off with the bolo. 

Oops. 
That's when it pulled me away. 
Let me back up and finish that. 
That's when it pulled me away. 
That's when 
the young shoots of the 
rattan . . . .  
Well, there's nobody who doesn 't know about i ts  thorns. 
That's what I was scraped along as it pulled me. 
That's when this, uh, 
ass of mine 
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skidded along. 
I skidded along then. 
I was dragged along then. 
I was burning then with 
thorn after thorn in this 
ass of mine. 
As for you, land that I cleared, 
nothing but thorns 
were peeled from you by this thing that pulled me along. 

That's when I really had at him 
then 
it  let go [of my leg] when 
I slashed away at it with the bolo. 
We cut at each other then. 
It took off with the bolo because I stuck it in [the snake] . 
I t took off with it, going uphill and upstream with it. 
I t  went winding upstream with it .  

That's when I could only then say, 
"Pudnga, 
come here. 
I won't live." 
Here my blood was spurting all over there. 
That was the last thing I said then. 
I went and passed out. 
Would you believe they came there 
and carried me. 
That's when they came to carry me then . 
We went down toward the Asimun. 

1 I 3  

As the story reaches its resolution, Dirup addresses Pudnga 
much as he did on initially encountering the python. Then the 
protagonist reaches the Asimun River, the last place named before 
the narrator mentioned the snake's presence. Matters return to 
the routine hunting scene. Then the authoritative voice of the man 
who medicates Dirup reiterates the point of the story, thus con
cluding it. 

That's when he splayed over his back, 
to carry, 
the wild pig I had caught. 
As for Tanganen's hunt 
it had mushrooms 
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and he went for them. 
When I arrived also 
they arrived. 

Pukpuk came to me 
to medicate me there. 
He said, 
"What if it had been a person? 
What if he had gotten at you like that? 
Now a person that big could beat, drag, and smash you . 
What if he had attacked you? 
You'd be dead now." 
No, that really would have been the last time I ever spoke. 
Ya'maw carried me all the way home. 
My wife took care of the game, 
the three animals caught. 
That's the end. 

This story not only conveys information, as did the first,  but 
it also concentrates on displaying the drama of high risk and near 
disaster. Michelle Rosaldo ( 1980: 1 13) aptly characterized these 
tales in this way: "Concerned less with triumph than landscape, 
less with the hero than matters of accident, movement, and sur
prise, the frame for all stories is provided by actual travels ." 
Framed by a landscape rich in significant associations, the story 
meanders until the python appears, and then it tells with 
breathtaking flair about a close brush with death. For nongots, 
good hunting stories usually celebrate mishaps that occur along 
the way rather than virtuoso success. I nsan, for example, tells 
about how his dog became trapped in a crevice, forcing him to 
slosh in the mud through repeated efforts to liberate the valuable 
animal. And Tukbaw tells, with an even better eye for comedy, 
about how his weapon broke, making him improvise with a knife 
tied to a stick and allowing a long antlered buck to chase him up 
a tree. More dramatic than ethnographic and more comic than 
romantic, elaborated stories select what is memorable from what 
happened during the hunt rather than directly enacting or at
tempting to recapture the unfolding experience of hunting. 

Dirup's tale departs markedly from the usual ethnographic 
accounts of hunting as a workaday activity. In its portrayal of 
high adventure, it rather more nearly approximates a novelistic 
narration of a hunting episode. Unlike a novelist, however, Dirup 
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assumes rather than portrays a rich context of hunting techniques 
and local habitat. Thus, the analogy between nongot hunting 
stories and modern novels, suggestive as it is in certain respects, 
begins to break down. 

At first glance a more apt comparison would juxtapose 
Dirup's tale and the oral narratives of personal experience which 
the linguist William Labov has studied in a variety of English 
vernacular settings.s Indeed, Dirup's story, as it turns out, could 
well have been ( though it was not) a response to the eliciting 
technique Labov ( 1972:354) describes as follows: 

The most effective of these techniques produce narratives of personal experi
ence, in which the speaker becomes deeply involved in rehearsing or even 
reliving events of his past. The "Danger of Death" question is the pro
totype and still the most generally used : at a certain point in the conver
sation, the interviewer asks, "Were you ever in a situation where you 
were in serious danger of being killed, where you said to yourself-'This is 
it'?" In the section of our interview schedule that deals with fights, we 
ask, "Were you ever in a fight with a guy bigger than you?" When the 
subject says "Yes" we pause and then ask simply, "What happened?" 

Dirup, of course, could have been killed while fighting that "big 
guy" who lay in wait for him. For Labov, the point of eliciting 
such stories is that the narrator becomes so caught up in the tell
ing that the monitoring of style and content common in other in
terview situations drops away. I would argue against Labov, how
ever, by noting that American narratives told to outsiders differ in 
form and content from nongot stories told to insiders, as well be
come especially clear below, in the third story. 

Let us now review Dirup's story using Labov's key analytical 
terms and noting their limitations. The first sentence, containing 
the abstract, summarizes the story as follows: "The time I got car
ried it was like this ."  Then the orientation informs the listener about 
what was happening (men were planning and beginning a hunt 
with dogs) , when (during the tree fruit season) ,  and where (be
tween the huntsmen's homes and the Asimun, by way of the 
Nalungtutan and Nagetruwan) . Unlike Labov's storytellers, Dirup 
can provide his listener (by then an informed outsider) with neces
sary background for the story by selectively using condensed allu
sions to a complex array of hunting practices, botanical lore, and 
detailed knowledge of the local landscape. nongot stories, as I 
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have said, can reasonably presuppose shared understandings 
about human events and the natural environment in their rela
tively shared worlds. This shared background knowledge e�a�les 
the listener to understand that Dirup as narrator uses the dnnkmg 
episode for further orientation by portraying Dir

.
up and

. 
the �ain 

protagonist as a man whose knowledge can d�mmate
. 
his p�sslOn. 

Told by himself about himself, Dirup's autobIOgraphical :Ig�ette 
provides him with an occasion for favorable self-chara

.
ctenzauon. 

Ilongot narratives, particularly those told to outsiders, 
.
follo� 

a chronological sequence from beginning to end (except, m thiS 
case for the first sentence) .  Thus, the listener's orientation unfolds 
artf�lly through a temporally ordered sequence of actions ( the 
shouted dialogue between Dirup and Kemmi, the dialogue be
tween Dirup and the drinkers, and the dogs starting the c

.
hase) , 

rather than in the spatial ordering of a realistic novel or m the 
detachable atemporal scene-setting introductions that Labov has 
found. In other words, contrary to Labov, Dirup's hunting story 
does not separate the orientation from the sequentially ordered 
narrative through either stylistic devices or timeless descriptive 
techniques. Instead, the orientation emerges rather unobtrusively 
through the early phases of the narrative. 

The story's central action, culminating in his being carried 
off involves Dirup's near fatal struggle with a python. No sooner 
do�s the chase begin than Dirup walks right into the snake's coil
ing ambush. Thus, the complicating action revolves around the 
python's persistent attacks and the protagonist's repeated efforts 
to free himself. The story reaches its resolution only when the snake 
slithers upstream, leaving Dirup battered, bleeding, and uncon
scious, yet somehow still alive. 

Suspended between the complicating action and its resolu

tion the evaluation shows what makes the story tellable. Rather 

tha� saying that events were terrifying, dangerous, and extrao�di

nary, storytellers often embed their evaluations �n the nar�atl�e 

itself. Ideally, this embedding should be so effective that Dlrup s 
'd;l" d "S h e" listener can only say, "You really dl . an not, 0 w a . 

Labov's analysis so forcefully argues for the intertwining of nar�a
tive and evaluation that the separation he proposes seems artifi
cial . Hence, rather than listing evaluative devices, I shall instead 
follow evaluations as they emerge along the story line. 

From the beginning Dirup places his listener fully in the ac-
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tion by presenting the directly quoted speech of dialogue. First 
Dirup and his companions shout their plans to one another. Then 
they resume their dialogue when they stop off for a few drinks 
before starting the chase . Finally, some hunters set off for the 
Nalungtutan River while Dirup (as he tells himself out loud in 
the story's initial monologue) heads with his dogs for the fork of 
the Nagetruwan. Once the chase begins, the narrator follows the 
sequence of who is chasing whom and by turns identifies himself 
( " I" ) ,  the dogs (specifying further "Woolly on the scent" ) ,  and 
the as-yet-unseen game, followed (no longer in chasing order) by 
the as-yet-unforeseen python "waiting in ambush."  Reporting on 
the python resembles in its effect a "meanwhile" clause, pointing 
to roughly simultaneous events in two different places. Dirup 
further heightens suspense by hastening his reported action ("as I 
hurried up going" ) ,  at the same time that he thereby protracts in 
narrative time his coming encounter with the snake (which he, 
the narrator, knows will happen and which his listener by now 
expects, but which he, as protagonist, did not foresee) .  I n  speech 
increasingly rhythmic and marked by intensifying gestures, the 
narrator further increases tension through Ilongot storytelling de
vices I shall call repetition, inversion, and delayed information. 

In repetition he locates himself, the dogs, the game, and the 
snake, but this time the sequence includes a partial inversion of 
who is chasing whom. The order now runs game - dogs - I + 
snake, rather than I - dogs + snake, as before. This partially in
verted order seems consistent with the emerging fact that the 
snake is hunting the huntsman, who is urging the dogs to chase 
the game. By now Dirup has sighted either the game or, more 
likely, its tracks ("The game trampled the runo grass as it fled" ) ,  
although the " hiding" snake remains invisible. In  the partially in
verted repeated sequence, Dirup also uses delayed information to 
draw out his listener's suspense about the coming encounter with 
the python. 

The significant device of delayed information requires brief 
explication. Each line raises a question answered only in the next 
or a later line . This device can be illustrated by placing within 
parentheses the questions a hypothetical interlocutor might ask 
as follows: 

And here you coiled 
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( Is  this the python?) 
snout of a 
( I s  this the python?) 

loser of a ( I s  this the python?) python hiding by this Tarang tree. 

This delayed ,information device works especially well in oral pre

sentations because, unlike readers, listeners must hear the story's 

words in linear sequence; they cannot scan a passage with a single 

glance. At the same time, the device of r�petition
. 
allo�s the nar

rator to create suspense through delayed mformatlOn wIthout sac-

rificing intelligibili ty. 
Speaking loudly to his listener to imitate his own past words 

to himself, Dirup at last encounters the python rising up p�st �is 

thigh . And then he closes his announcement of the comphcatmg 

action by calling to his companion Pudnga for help: "Oh, no, 

Pudnga, I 'm bitten . I won't  live. Hurry." This shift from address

ing himself to addressing somebody else constitutes a deeper em

bedding of the evaluation in the story. Dirup tells himself that the 

python is rising up past his thigh and reports the significance of 

his brute observation only when speaking to somebody else. In 

effect, he is saying "This is it," the encounter with death: 
The struggle between huntsman and python begms when 

Dirup tries to pry open the snake's jaws and instead is cla�ped 

hand and foot by them. Using the only two (hence, espeCially 

powerful) similes in the story,6 he describes his terrifying predica

ment through paired images of mutilation and arrest, both of 

which relate to headhunting practices. For Bongots, mutilation 

(" like a cripple") and arrest ( "like somebody in handcuffs") in

voke strong feelings of disgust with one's body and terror at one's 

fate. Dirup ends the episode by portraying himself as staring, 

stunned, and immobilized in finding himself locked hand and foot 

in the python's jaws. 
Allowing Dirup little time for dazed staring, the python then 

begins to pull him along the ground. In stepwise fashion the verb 

phrases, through the device of iterative specification, gradually re

veal that the snake (a) is pulling him (b) by the feet and (c) 

draggling his ass along the ground: 

· . . it was pulling me 
· . .  it's pulling me along 
· . . I was pulled along by my feet 
· . . pulling my ass along the ground 
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Dirup succeeds in wresting his knife hand free while the python 
bites his thigh. There follows a struggle between the snake and 
the man with the bolo (a long knife or machete) , until eventually 
the snake bites the bolo and takes off with it . 

Exclaiming "oops," the narrator backtracks to repeat the 
pulling episode and the struggle over the bolo, this time the 
former in more and the latter in less elaborated fashion. In this 
manner I longot hunting stories can both follow a temporally 
linear sequence and meander, folding back on themselves in a 
manner resembling a flashback. In  the repetition the listener 
learns the significance of the rattan mentioned in the previous se
quence: the snake is (c) dragging Dirup's ass over ground covered 
(d) with rattan thorns. Dirup makes his point about the rattan 
directly, stepping outside the story line and simply telling his lis
tener, "Well, there's nobody who doesn't know about its thorns." 
In a sequence of lines enclosed by the term "ass, " Dirup achieves 
intensification through repetition ( his ass skidded, skidded, and 
was dragged) .  Playing humorously on invocations from magical 
spells, he then directly addresses "You, land that I cleared," and 
half-seriously, half-mockingly laments the thorns he peeled from it 
as the snake pulled him along. 

In the next episode of the repeated sequence Dirup condenses 
the struggle over the bolo from sixteen lines to five, and he con
cludes by elaborating and intensifying through repetition the 
python's escape with the bolo: 

I t  took off 
I t  took off 
Going uphill and upstream 
Winding upstream 

Dirup uses his last words before passing out to end the com
plicating action and begin the story's resolution. Telling the signifi
cance of what happened by addressing another person-" . . .  
Pudnga, . . .  I won't live"-encloses the beginning and the ending 
of the complicating action. The resolution then continues over 
seven more lines in which Dirup spurts blood and passes out be
fore, as he says in the following repeated phrase, 

. . .  they came there and carried me 

. . .  they came to carry me then 

The phrase itself, of course, repeats the story's opening line and 
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summarizing abstract. The resolution concludes by returning spa
tially to the point of departure, the Asimun River, where the men 
initially planned to hunt and where Dirup's dogs began the chase. 
In  bringing the narrator and the listener back to where it all 
started, and thereby conveying a sense of closure, the resolution 
shades off into the coda, Labov's final analytical term. 

The coda proper opens by returning to the mundane ac
tivities of carrying game and collecting mushrooms. Thus the nar
rator brings his listener to the everyday routines of life before re
flecting again on what happened. Here Dirup uses his story's most 
deeply embedded (more so than the protagonist speaking to him
self or even to somebody else) and therefore most authoritative 
voice that of the man come to medicate (further enhancing his , 
authority through his healing role),  to state once again how nar
row was his escape from death. The man come to medicate takes 
five nicely elaborated lines to say, " If  it [the python] had been a 
person . . .  you'd be dead now,"  echoing the gist of Dirup's call to 
Pudnga for help. The narrator returns again to hunting routines
"the three animals caught" -until he reaches his conventional 
concluding line: "That's the end ." 

Surely Dirup's tale could never have been deduced from even 
the thickest of ethnographic descriptions of the hunt itself. Yet the 
story is true, by I longot standards and mine, in that it holds for, 
though it does not simply derive from, the experience i t  purports 
to represent. If the protagonist, for instance, had not been pulled 
over the rattan thorns or had never lost consciousness, we could 
legitimately accuse Dirup of bad faith, trying to pass off a tall tale 
as if it were a true story. But this issue, after all, arises in any field 
of history or science where data do not produce, yet can falsify, 
theories and concepts. Full knowledge of the hunt, in other words, 
does not predict the form and content of stories told after the fact. 
Thus, purportedly true stories can select, even exaggerate for 
comic effect, or resynthesize, yet they cannot violate what actual
ly happened. 

Dirup's tale reveals the human significance of hunting rather 
than the richness of its ethnoscientific lore. From this perspective 
the chase most meaningfully involves movement away from home, 
unexpected encounters, putting oneself at risk, surviving through 
culturally valued improvisation, and returning from the quest hav
ing recovered a fine story to tell .  Less substantial in brute survival 
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terms than a wild pig or deer, the value of a good story nonethe
less should not be minimized. In fact we might say that a motive 
for hunting (or, at any rate, one of its happy consequences) is that 
on occasion i t  enables a man to return with a story of high adven
ture. I f  matters of value derive in part from scarcity, I should add 
that I longot huntsmen return from the forest with game in their 
hands far more often than they do with a fine story in their hearts. 
Of course, telling such a terrifying story about oneself compells 
other people's rapt attention on oneself. It is little wonder that 
Dirup's eyes gleamed, as I longots say, with excitement while he 
told his story about the time he was carried. 

Let me now turn to a third story. Like the preceding one, this tale 
involves hunting with dogs and inverts workaday modes of making 
a living by transforming human beings into the hunted rather 
than the hunters. But this time, instead of featuring the actual 
mishap of a python ambushing a man, the story portrays the im
agined catastrophe of long-tailed people-eating monsters using 
dogs to hunt down human beings . C learly mythic and not at all 
historic, this tale involves traversing a disorienting sea of floodwa
ters, not a significant named landscape. Indeed, the female nar
rator laces the myth with the phrase " they say" (kunu) , indicating 
that her knowledge of the events reported is only hearsay. Al
though clearly not a true story in the sense of an eyewitness report 
like the previous two, the storyteller here says that she has accu
rately rendered a story she heard from her father. The truth of the 
story resides not in its reference to known events but in its fidelity 
to earlier tellings. 

Despite their points of contact, the gulf separating hunting 
stories from myths could appear so vast as to invalidate any com
parisons between the two. But the aim is to see how the stories 
are both the same and different. Their differences, for example, 
make clear the impact of the listeners' knowledge that when Dirup 
stands before us as self-referential storyteller he surely lived to tell 
the tale and can therefore narrate, as he does, by blending inten
sity and comedy. Suspense in Dirup's tale thus concerns how the 
protagonist will escape his predicament, rather than the mythic 
question of whether or not the heroes will survive. Yet these stories 
are the same in that, like the myth's lost headhunters, huntsmen 
risk sudden fatal misfortune, and in both cases good storytellers 
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portray human vulnerability with a fine ear for suspense. This 
final comparison should teach us that we can understa�d more 
about good hunting stories by studying the art of storytelhng than 
by studying the subsistence techniques. . "  The tale of the long-tailed people-eaters , hke Dlrup s s tory, 
was taped rather than dictated . This time, however, the story waS 
being told to a fellow I longot and was caught in i�s �ctual cultural 
performance. Thus, i t  reveals certain character�sucs that make 
stories (both myths and hunting tales) compellIng as well

. �
s a 

number of significant differences between spontaneous and elIcited 
narratives . Spontaneous narratives, of course, eme�ge fro� so
cially situated conversations that elicit them by makmg .thelr . tell


ing appropriate. I ndeed, even if the narrative text were I�vanant, 
the social context occasioning it could significantly alter Its mean
ing. 7 This observation only underscores the point made earlier 
that texts must be read in context. 

I n  this case the storytelling context involved the customary 
practice of bringing infants t� be introd�c�d to the pare�ts' close 
relatives. A young man, his WIfe, and theIr mfa.nt s�n arnved f�O)11 
Abeka faraway to the south, and spent the mght m the Kakldu
gen h�usehold of Tukbaw and Wagat. Tukbaw was the young 
man's maternal uncle, and the two men clearly enjoyed a fond 
avuncular relationship. 

The visitors arrived on the afternoon of March 24, 1974, earlY 
in our second period and our twenty-second month of fieldwork 
among the I longots. A supper with especially good greens, served 
shortly after dark enhanced the welcome visit . After we chewed 
betel and chatted briefly, Tukbaw served several rounds of fer-

, ' fe mented sugarcane brew (only Wagat and the young man s WI 
turned down the drink, as women often do) , and the drink added 
to the uncle and nephew's delight in each other's company. The 
meandering conversation took several turns around past and pres-

'bl . es ent local politics. The young man discussed the POSSI e moUY 
of those people involved in the Abeka incident of 1960, when a 
Philippine constabulary officer murdered an I!ongot father an� 
son, triggering a rash of retaliatory beheadmgs (R: Rosa�d 
1978:250-52) . The conversation then shifted to recent mcreasl�� 
intrusions of landgrabbers and the problems I longots f�ced . I gaining titles to land their ancestors had inhabited since t�me 1)11-
memorial and in paying taxes when they had no cash mco)11e. 
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The mood turned lighter as people laughed about the man who 
had just run off with his sister-in-law, and how the abandoned 
woman's kin had demanded payments not only from the runaway 
man (as expected) but also from the runaway woman (an extraor
dinary demand) .  

After the comic interlude the young man reported on how 
Pantabangan, a lowland town just south of Abeka, had been 
flooded by a hydroelectric project. (I learned later that this project 
of the Philippine government and the U.S. Agency for Interna
tional Development was partially funded by the World Bank and 
had been approved some five years earlier during our previous 
field stay [Floro 1981 ] . )  The flooding displaced over 9,000 people. 
As the young man described the floodwaters and rumored plans 
to inundate his homeland, Wagat interrupted him, saying, "La, 
now we'll be like the long-tailed ones ." When Michelle Rosaldo 
asked what her remark meant, Wagat proceeded to tell two stories, 
one about a character named Taman who drowned the long-tailed 
ones, and another (which I shall relate in a moment) about how 
headhunters tricked the long-tailed ones and killed their dogs on 
sharpened bamboo stakes. Both s tories related to flooding as the 
topic of conversation. Wagat the narrator (N) and the young 
man's wife, her interlocutor (I) , were the most sober and distantly 
related people, anthropologists aside, around the flickering night
time hearth where most I longots tell their tales . The only person 
to break the silence surrounding the storytelling was the young 
man, the interlocutor's husband, who mainly listened (L) ,  like the 
others, in rapt attention. 

Briefly, the story's protagonists are three: a group of men who 
went on a headhunting raid and got lost after the flood; the raid
ers' wives who stayed behind; and the long-tailed monsters who 
customarily hunt people with dogs and then eat them. The story 
begins in medias res, not by design but because we did not turn on 
the tape recorder until after Wagat had begun. As we enter this 
tale without a beginning, the lost headhunters have by now found 
their way home and lurk in the background, hoping to trick the 
long-tailed monsters and avoid becoming their next victims. The 
monsters have just instructed the women (i .e . , the headhunters' 
wives) on how to prepare and cook the human victims they have 
brought with them to eat. They tell the women not to chop up 
and cook their victims' vaginas and penises because eating them 

.1 . 
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makes even monsters drunk to the point of passing out. The taped 
text begins as Wagat speaks in the voice of a monster addressing 
the headhunters' wives. 

N: "Don't go and get their vaginas."  
I :  Ugh. 
N:  "And their penises. 

Uh, they'll make us drunk."  
That's when, they say, friend, 
they chopped away, 
these Hongots did, 
the ones who raided, got lost, and came upon them. 
Now by stealth there they chopped them up. 
Now, you, they sneaked in and chopped up their vaginas 
and their penises. 

L: No, it can't be. 
N: That was to make them drunk 

When they ate. 
They finished then 
with their chopping. 

After the headhunters finished chopping the vaginas and 
penises, they turned to their next task and began to cook them. 
All the while they feared that the monsters would catch, kill, and 
eat them. 

N: They cooked. 
They went faster and faster then, they say. 
Alas, there was 
all that cooking 
for they were afraid and saying, 
"For pity, if we now finish this 
they move on to us next." 

The interlocutor interrupts, however, and attempts to clarify 
whether or not the headhunters ate with the monsters and 
whether or not the former or the latter chopped the penises and 
vagmas. 

I :  Did they eat with them then? 
N: Yes, 

they ate with them. 
No, 
they didn't eat together 
so they wouldn't get drunk. 
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They didn't eat with them. 
I :  Were the ones who got lost the ones who chopped? 
N: Yes, 

I :  
the ones who got lost were the ones who chopped. 
Hum. 
I thought maybe the people-eaters had chopped? 

N: No, no. 
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Matters of who did what thus clarified, the narrator picks up 
the story line and describes how the long-tailed people-eating 
monsters went ahead and ate their victims' vaginas and penises. 
Then, just as they had said, the monsters became drunk and 
passed out. 

N: Now comes when they ate them, they say, then, friend. 
They got drunk, they say, 
indeed. 
They toppled down, they say, really drunk it seems, 
uh, spread all through the house. 

I: Hum. 

The opportune moment thus at hand, the headhunters com
menced setting a trap to kill the monsters' hunting dogs. After 
going for bamboo they began the process of shaving and sharpen
mg. 

N: The others, they say, sneaked off to set the trap. 
I :  Set the trap. 
N: They went, they say, for bamboo. 
I :  Hum. 
N:  Shaving 

shaving 
sharpening through that night. 

I :  Hum. 
N :  They sharpened and sharpened and sharpened. 

They, uh, 
went and whisked (magically ) ,  they say, 
by stealth, 
everyone in the house. 
The others went to whisk 

I :  Hum. 
N :  when they had finished sharpening, friend. 
I :  Were the ones who sharpened the ones who chopped? 
N: Yes.  

I : ! !'! 

I ' ,I 
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Once finished sharpening, the headhunters began setting up 

the sharpened bamboo stakes until they were spread out "like a 

blanket ." 

N: They left, they say. 

I :  

They left, they say. 
Now, they set up sharpened [bamboo] stakes as they came. 

It  was the dogs they were setting up for 

Hum. 
N:  because they were about to hunt with dogs. 

I :  

They went on setting up the sharpened stakes. 

They, uh, spread them out like a blanket, they say. 

The sharpened stakes 
they went on setting up and went on setting up. 

Hum. Hum. 

But, in a terrible moment, the monsters were awakened before the 

headhunters had finished setting up the sharpened stakes . The 

monsters, saying that people were there but finding none, pre

pared their dogs to hunt down the humans. 

N: They had not, they say, finished, friend, 
every last one, they say, that, 
uh, was to be set up. 
They began to stir, they say. 

I: Lord. 
N: They called one another. 

They said, they say, 
"There are people there. 
There are none. "  
Over and over, they say, 
"They are there. 
They aren't ." 
They said, they say . . .  oops. 
They left then. 
They leashed together then, they say, 

I: Hum. 
N: their dogs in order to hunt them with dogs. 

At last the dogs fell on the sharpened stakes and were killed, leav
ing the monsters to make a hasty retreat. 

N: Uh, along come the dogs to that bamboo 
they set up and sharpened for them. 
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I :  So, they didn't go on. 
N:  They didn't go on because the sharpened stakes finished ofT 

the dogs. How could they hunt with dogs, uh, 
I: Without . . .  
N :  without the dogs 

to catch 

I :  
and bite us? 
Hum. 

N:  Now, 

I :  

truly, they say, they left then. 
And they hurried away fast, they say, poor things. 
Hum. 
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Although the story apparently has ended, the narrator re
turns to the beginning by describing where the monsters made 
their mistake. When the women asked about the source of the 
water, the monsters told them to drop a leaf in the water so they 
could tell upstream from downstream and regain their bearings. 

N: Uh, they slipped up, they did friend, by telling 
the women they came upon the beginning 

I: Hum. 
N :  at the house. [The women asked,]  

"Where is the source of this water?" 
I: Hum. 
N:  "We're lost ." 

That's, they say, when, uh, they went, friend, uh, 
and told the women. 

I :  Hum. 
N:  Let a leaf float along." 
I: [inaudible) 
N: "Now the, uh, direction the leaf comes from 

that's where you're from."  
That's how they learned about it. 
That's what they followed. 

I :  Did they really let the leaf float along? 
N :  Yes .  

So  then they followed, uh, 
the direction the leaf came from. 

I: Hum. 
N:  They didn ' t  follow it floating downstream. 
I :  Oh, I see. 
N: They didn't follow that. 
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And now, the matter of the leaf reviewed, the story can end. 

N: That's the end of the story, uh, 
I heard them tell. 

I :  I t's yours to keep now. 
N: Yes. 

That's the end there. 

The narrator concludes the story by saying that she has told 
it as it was told to her; the interlocutor sighs that the tale is now 
hers to keep. But the conversation continues, further clarifying 
what happened to the floating leaf. Thus the story gradually 
returns to and merges with the interrupted conversation about 
floodwaters. 

L: Where, uh . . . .  
The leaf didn't float along anymore? 

N: It floated along. 
They believed them when they saw the leaf floating along 
because you couldn't see, they say, the current in the 
water. 

L: Water . . . .  

N: Yes.  
I t  was just like, uh, 
oozing, 
I'd say. 

I :  Seeping . . .  . 
N :  Seeping . . .  . 

I 'd say like the ocean 
except for the ocean's rocking. 

I: Moving . . . . 

N: Yes. 
I t  was just moving, they say, uh, going along a bit. 

Unlike the previous two stories, this one of the long-tailed 
monsters emerges more as a dialogue than a monologue. Dia
logue, as it happens, confounds most current views, including 
Labov's, on narrative form.8 Narratologists argue that the self
contained text comprises the only empirical evidence for interpre
tation; their opponents, by contrast, invoke the necessity to under
stand the author's intentions or the reader's expectations. In  
either case the  narrator speaks while the audience or  reader (po
litely) remains silent. Here, however, the young woman freely and 
at times insistently interrupts Wagat. The back-and-forth verbal 
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play they engage in requires a skilled narrator and an adept inter
locutor, both of them cultural insiders. Although usually able to 
follow a story, I never became sufficiently quick on the uptake to 
play the role of interlocutor. Yet far from being mere ornament, 
the property of dialogue deeply shapes a story's unfolding. 

Narrative form both reflects and occasions the interaction be
tween the storyteller and the interlocutor. Storytellers typically 
identify actors through verbs rather than nouns, through their ac
tions ( chopping, cooking, eating, getting drunk, sharpening, set
ting up) rather than their individuating labels (lost raiders, 
people-eaters, women) .  Thus, the interlocutor's questioning of the 
narrator throughout the story provides basic orientation by disam
biguating pronouns and forcing clarification of just who did what, 
not as in Labov's detachable introduction. Evaluations become 
apparent through the narrator and through the interlocutor's reac
tions ( "ugh";  "No, it can't  be"; "Lord";  "Did they really let the 
leaf float along?";  " I t's yours to keep now") ,  reflecting and creat
ing moods of shock, fright, anxiety, puzzlement, and pleasure. 
However, actual performance does more than provide an addi
tional voice for clarifying who is doing what and how we should 
feel about it during the telling; it also infuses narrative time with 
an extra dimension of suspense that can best be explicated by 
following the story line. 

The taped story begins with the monster uttering the interdic
tion against chopping up and cooking their victims' intoxicating 
vaginas and penises. Wagat uses the device of delayed information 
to intensify her saying that the lurking headhunters have risked 
violating the interdiction: 

That's when, they say, friend, 
(What happened?) 
they chopped away, 
(Who did?) 
these Ilongots did, 
(Which ones?) 
the ones who raided, got lost, and came upon them. 

The narrator then repeats the verb phrase and gradually reveals 
the who, how, what, and why of the " choppings" : 

(Who?) 
these I longots did, 

I I 

I I
i 

, 

i 
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the ones who raided, got lost, and came upon them. 
(How?) 
· . .  by stealth . . . .  
(What?) 

· . . their vfginas 
and their penises . . . .  
(Why?) 
· . .  to make them drunk 
when they ate. 

The action of chopping is thus protracted in narrative time 
through repetition and iterative specification of the verb phrase. 
But time grows short for the headhunters who have violated the 
monsters' interdiction when " they sneaked in" and "by stealth" 
began their chopping. They could at any moment get caught and 
be eaten by the long-tailed ones . The interlocutor and other listen
ers cannot wait to hear what happens next. At last, the chopping 
was done. 

Once finished with their chopping, the humans began to cook 
"faster and faster. " Raising her pitch and slowing her tempo, 
Wagat depicts their plight, their fear, and their haste through in
terjections ("alas ,"  "for pity") and by speaking directly in their 
voice ( " If we now finish this they move on to us next") .  Human 
mortality, in other words, consists in working while being subject 
to fatal interruption. 

Heightening suspense by delaying the story's flow, the inter
locutor interrupts with questions designed to clarify just who did 
what. She asks whether or not the monsters and the humans ate 
together and whether or not the headhunters or the long-tailed 
people-eaters did the chopping. After thirteen lines of clarification, 
the narrator resumes where she left off. In quick narrative suc
cession the monsters ate, got drunk, and toppled down, "spread 
all through the house. "  This moment provided the humans their 
opportunity. 

The suspense resumes as Wagat echoes the adverbial phrases 
used to describe the chopping and says that the headhunters 
"sneaked off' to work "by stealth" in laying their trap. First they 
went for bamboo. Protracting and intensifying the narrative 
through repetition, Wagat says they began 

Shaving 
shaving 
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sharpening through the night. 
They sharpened and sharpened and sharpened. 

Afterward, the headhunters magically whisked over the monsters 
to prevent their awakening too soon. 

Once again the interlocutor interrupts to ask whether or not 
both the chopping and the sharpening were done by the headhunt
ers. Indeed, they did both. Now the headhunters began setting 
up the sharpened stakes so that the monsters' dogs would be killed 
as they began the chase and pierced themselves. This setting-up 
process becomes intensified and protracted through repetition, 
and a simile makes vivid the image of the stakes spreading "like a 
blanket." Although more sharpened stakes remained to be set up, 
the monsters "began to stir. " Probably thinking that the fatal in
terruption had arrived, the interlocutor gasps, "Lord" (apu) . But 
Wagat leaves her interlocutor and listeners in suspense awhile 
longer as she twice imitates the monsters shouting that there were 
people there, only to shout again that there were none. The 
monsters then began the chase, using dogs to hunt down the 
headhunters. 

Rather matter-of-factly at first, Wagat says that the monsters 
abandoned the hunt and left because "the sharpened stakes 
finished off the dogs. "  But then she uses rhythmic pauses and a 
rhetorical question to underscore that the monsters were left impo
tent and that their dogs posed a grave threat. She also shifts per
spective by employing the inclusive first-person plural pronoun 
(kisi, "we," including the addressee) to identify her own vulnera
bility ( to the monsters' dogs, who can "catch and bite us") with 
that of her fellow human beings in the story and in the audience. 
The monsters, thus disarmed, leave in haste. 

Let us take a moment to reflect on how the narrative pro
tracts time and creates a sense of suspense. In its telling, this tale 
conveys a sense of time much deeper than the brute succession of 
discrete events that most theorists use both to identify a narrative 

�egment of speech and to dismiss the significance of temporality 
10 storytelling (see, e.g. ,  Barthes 1977; cf. Ricoeur 1980) . Wagat, 
for example, uses a number of key terms that embody what I call 
:'finite irreversible duration" .9 These verbs include chopping, cook-
109, shaving, sharpening, and setting up, and all of them refer to 
human acts repeated in an identical manner over a period of time 
(not unlike sowing or harvesting rice in a garden) . But in contrast 
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with indefinitely repeated habitual actions--designated, for exam
ple, in the English imperfective "I used to visit"-these acts are 
repeated in an identical manner only until a finite task is com
pleted (e.g. , vaginas and penises chopped, the meat cooked, the 
bamboo stakes shaved and sharpened, and the sharpened stakes 
set up) . This particular sense of finite duration emerges from the 
specific kinds of human activities to which these verbs refer, rather 
than the grammatical properties of verbal tense markers. These 
processes are as irreversible as our proverbial image of scrambling 
eggs. Neither the chopped nor the cooked vaginas and penises can 
reconstitute themselves as living humans, and bamboo, once 
shaved, sharpened, and set up, does not regenerate itself as a liv
ing being. Chopping, cooking, shaving, sharpening, and setting 
up take time, but they reach an end point and cannot be �

o
ndone 

to restore the former state of the objects of human labor. Note 
that the formal organization of I longot narratives into self-con
tained modular units fits nicely with a sense of time that has dura
tion but is finite and irreversible. 

I t is precisely the capacity of narrators and their interlocutors 
to enclose the tension between the duration of such tasks and the 
protagonists' vulnerability to fatal interruption that creates a 
story's intensification and suspense. The storyteller's repetition 
(chopping, cooking, shaving, sharpening, setting up) and interjec
tions ( "alas, "  "for pity") ' plus the interlocutor's sometimes insis
tent questions and exclamations ( "ugh"; "no, it can' t  be"; 
"Lord") ,  protract the narrative and intensify the listener's sense 
that these actions are taking too long. The headhunters, after all, 
could be caught, cooked, and eaten at any moment; the risk is 
great. Not unlike Dirup's tale, the myth comments on hunting by 
inverting the normal order and placing humans in the position of 
animals who are hunted down by dogs. In the end, only stealth 
and wile enable the humans to survive. 

Returning to the text, we find Wagat telling where the 
monsters went wrong: they never should have told the women ( the 
headhunters' wives) how to find their bearings in the disorienting, 
undifferentiated floodwaters. The interlocutor's questions make i t  
clear that by dropping a leaf in the water and watching i t  float, 
the women could distinguish upstream from downstream. Indeed, 
aside from named places, I longots orient themselves along two 
axes : upstream/downstream and uphill/downhill. 
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Finally, the story returns to its unrecorded beginning and to 
the conversational topic to which it was a response. Wagat's clos
ing lines 

That's the end of the story, uh, 
I heard them tell. 

at once say "the end" and remind listeners that in remembering 
and retelling the story, Wagat has made it hers, part of her pat
rimony extending through her father into her ancestral past. Her 
interlocutor emphasizes the latter by replying, " I t's yours to keep 
now." Wagat agrees and repeats, "That's the end there ."  

In  their actual performance, stories no sooner end than they 
become the topic for further conversation; they seldom conclude 
with the abrupt finality of a closed book. Hence, conversation 
about the leaf and the floodwater continues, and when the listener 
puzzles further over the leaf, Wagat turns from the leaf to the 
water that is seemingly without current, "oozing, " "seeping," 
"just moving," and "going along a bit." Like I longots confronting 
the Pantabangan hydroelectric project, the headhunters faced dis
solution into a world made threatening by virtually motionless 
water that completely covered all familiar landmarks and all 
orienting, directional indicators. Like Dirup's story, this one por
trays the human struggle to resist fatal interruption, dissolving 
into the environment, and utterly ceasing to exist. Yet it is through 
such near escapes that I longots can recover a story that in the 
telling leaves their traces above the unendingly still and uni
form waters. 

To recapitulate, this paper began by asking how ethnographers 
should represent other people's lives. To lend substance to this 
conceptual concern I have explored possible ways to apprehend 
the human significance of hunting among the Ilongots of northern 
Luzon, Philippines. Sketches in two ethnographic modes stood for 
the discipline's conventional wisdom. Stressing indigenous systems 
of classification, ethnoscience has identified the cover term for 
hunting, 'adiwar, "seeking, looking for, or foraging," and has gone 
on to discover such culturally relevant discriminations as hunts 
with dogs versus those without dogs. Ethnographic realism, by 
contrast, has provided a detailed composite account that describes 
step-by-step how the I longot hunting process generally unfolds. 
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In both approaches to ethnography hunting emerges as a form of 
life at once specific to and general within I longot culture. 

Next I turned to novelistic realism and found that it differed 
from the ethnographic variety by displaying a particular hunt in 
its unfolding, rather than by piecing together a composite account. 
When James Fenimore Cooper depicted a specific chase, each mo
ment contained surprises and quick shifts in strategy. His por
trayal was the opposite of the monograph in which one thing leads 
to another in ways that, if not predictable, are at least culturally 
expectable. By contrast with the novelist's account, the ethno
graphic sketch robs the hunt of its unexpected encounters. The 
point, of course, is that I longot hunting stories, like novels, stress 
precisely the qualities of suspense and improvisation that the 
monograph suppresses. 

What, then, have we learned from reading of the telling of 
hunt stories? This question involves both the subjects that can be 
told as stories and the qualities depicted in their telling. Hunting 
becomes historiable (unlike gardening, which never does) through 
the measured search over significant terrain, the alert capacity to 
pounce on game that presents itself, and the ability to cope with 
misfortunes-pythons, trapped dogs, broken weapons. Story forms 
that recollect experience and create new experiences in the telling 
embody the culturally valued activity of 'adiwar. They both de
scribe and play out the central qualities of hunting: taut alertness 
and quick improvisation. 

The stories these I longot men tell about themselves both re
flect what actually happened and define the kinds of experiences 
they seek out on future hunts .  Indeed, their very postures while 
hunting resemble those used in storytelling, and in this respect 
the story informs the experience of hunting at least as much as 
the reverse. Huntsmen measure their prowess not only in numbers 
of animals killed but also against their capacity to improvise in 
the face of adversity. In fact, the qualities that make a man admir
able by Ilongot standards stem more from the latter capacity than 
the former record of achievement. When responding to a challenge 
with speed and imagination, Ilongot huntsmen experience them
selves as the main characters in their own stories . Through these 
stories, as ethnographers we can, in turn, gain access to the cultur
ally shaped experiences that Ilongot men find most significant as 
they go about making their living by hunting. 
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Humanities and administered by the National Research Council. I have bene
fited from the comments of Charles Altieri, Bruce Kapferer, Mary Pratt, Paul 
Riesman, Michelle Rosaldo, and Sylvia Yanagisako. 

I. Further material on 1I0ngots and their subsistence can be found in M .  
Rosaldo ( 1975, 1980), Rosaldo and Atkinson ( 1975) , and R. Rosaldo ( 1980a, 
198 1 ) .  

2. The notion that direct speech (quoted verbatim) i s  the ultimate mimetic 
device in written narrative abounds in the writings of literary critics. Genette 
( 1976:3) ,  for example, argues that such direct imitation literally repeats words 
that were really uttered and literally constitutes fictional discourse. Booth 
( 1961 :8-20) ,  however, reminds us, by invoking Henry James's famous terms, that 
even if current fashion prefers "showing" over " telling," authors always intervene 
in their stories even if only by choosing to show one thing rather than another. 

3. The method of Genette ( 1980) assumes that even in fictional narrative 
there is an underlying story (events in the world ordered temporally by sequence, 
duration, and frequency). If narrative and story match in their temporal order
ing, Genette can speak (playing on Roland Barthes's term) of "zero-degree" tem
porality. But this method should be used with caution because, among other 
reasons, it surely is bizarre to regard, as Genette does, all differences between 
human and calendrical time as if the former were deviations from the latter 
as norm. 

4. This technique of parsing lines has been most fully outlined in a paper 
by Tedlock ( J971 ) and in a recent book by Seitel ( 1980) . Although this mode of 
presenting oral narrative can bring out its force and meaning, it risks making 
stories about specific events appear timeless in their poetic beauty (see, e.g., 
Peynetsa 1971 ) .  My project here attempts to hold poetry and history in tension 
by making both present without reducing either one to the other. 

5. The key paper here is Labov's ( 1972) . For a lucid explication of his con
cepts and methods, as well as the implications of his work for Ii terary theory, see 
Pratt ( 1977:38-78) .  Pratt uses the term "natural narrative" to oppose "ordinary" 
versus "literary" language and then to indicate the continuity between the two. 
But, of course, culture-specific forms rather than universal or natural ones consti
tute oral narratives. When such eminent literary critics as Barthes ( 1977: 79; cited 
approvingly in White 1980:5) speak about the universality of narrative, one hopes 
that they intend their remarks in the family resemblance sense that an
thropologists use in speaking of the universality of kinship systems-every society 
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has something of this kind, yet they vary widely in form, content, scope, depth, 
and consequences. 

6. Such similes occur frequently in I 1ongot magical spells (see M. Rosaldo 
1975), hence the appropriateness of remarking on their relative absence and par
ticular force in this oral narrative. 

7. The notion that the same text can convey different meanings in different 
contexts has been stated most forcefully in relation to proverbs. Smith ( 1978:70), 
for example, says that "by a sort of natural selection, those proverbs that survive 
are literally the fittest; that is, they fit the widest variety of circumstances or adapt 
most readily to emergent environments. And this is because their meanings are 
indeterminate enough to cover almost all human, natural, and historical exigen
cies." Data closer to the anthropologist's usual terrain also have been used to 
make the same point (e.g., Ngal 1977;  Paredes 1970) . These examples seem to be 
especially clear cases against text positivism or seeing meaning emerging only 
from within the self-contained text. 

8. Although people have long considered story forms as emergent from the 
context of social interaction (see, e .g . ,  Georges 1969),  as I do here, most theories 
of narrative tacitly assume that the form involves monologue rather than 
dialogue. Present camps in literary theory have been oppositionally displayed in 
Valdes and Miller ( 1978) . One can learn the current state of the art, to a reason
able extent, from Critical Inquiry (vol. 7, no. I, 1980) and New Literary History (vol. 
1 1, no. 3, 1980). Seminal sources for current work include Booth ( 1961 ) and 
Scholes and Kellog ( 1966) .  The discussion on narrative in the philosophy of his
tory has a rather different cast and can be surveyed initially in various issues of 
History and Theory (see also R. Rosaldo 1980b) . 

9. Current fashion in literary theory tends to downplay the notion of narra
tive time. But Hans MeyerhofPs ( 1960) classic work stimulated my formulations 
here. Most discussions of temporality make sequence and duration particularly 
central; and Genette ( 1980) has also considered frequency or repetition. The no
tion of simultaneity (events happening at the same time in different places) has 
been given much less thought than it deserves. 

10. Note that the myth is framed by a natural event ( the flood) that trans
forms the culturally marked landscape into a disorienting natural void. Con
versely, the human tasks involve labor processes that irreversibly transform natu
ral living beings (human bodies, bamboo plants) into lethal cultural objects (in
toxicating chopped and cooked vaginas and penises, shaved and sharpened 
stakes set up all around) .  These observations, of course, suggest a point of depar
ture for a Levi-Straussian analysis which, given my present concerns, I have not 
pursued here. 
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6 
Ethnography 

as 
Narrative 

EDWARD M .  BRUNER 

. . .  of all learned discourse, the ethnological seems to 
come closest to a Fiction. 

Roland Barthes 

My aim here is to take a reflexive view of the production of 
ethnography; my thesis is that ethnographies are guided by an 
implicit narrative structure, by a story we tell about the peoples 
we study. We are familiar with the stories people tell about them
selves in life history and psychiatric interviews, in myth and ritual, 
in history books and Balinese cockfights. I wish to extend this 
notion to ethnography as discourse, as a genre of storytelling.l To 
develop this position I take as an example ethnological studies of 
Native American culture change. It is an area in which I have 
had direct field experience and for which the facts are widely 
known; also, the subject has occupied a prominent place in the 
history of American anthropology. 

In the 1930s and 1940s the dominant story constructed about 
Native American culture change saw the present as disorganiza
tion, the past as glorious, and the future as assimilation. Now, 
however, we have a new narrative: the present is viewed as a resis
tance movement, the past as exploitation, and the future as ethnic 
resurgence. What is so striking is that the transition from one nar
rative structure to another occurred rapidly, within a decade after 
World War I I .  Equally striking is that there is so little historical 
continuity between the two dominant stories: one story simply 
became discredited and the new narrative took over. The theoreti-

1 39 
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cal concepts associated with the outmoded story, such as accultu
ration and assimilation, are used less frequently and another set 
of terms has become prominent: exploitation, oppression, colonial
ism, resistance, liberation, independence, nationalism, tribalism, 
identity, tradition, and ethnicity-the code words of the 1970s. 

The transition from a s tory of acculturation to one of ethnic 
resurgence is not merely characterized by a change in theoretical 
concepts on the level of vocabulary-there has also been a shift in 
the way the ethnography is constructed, on the level of syntax. In 
the old story the golden age was in the past and the descriptive 
problem was to reconstruct the old Indian culture, to create a 
beginning (Said 1975) . The end of the narrative, the disappear
ance of Indian culture, was not problematic-it was assumed
and the middle, the present-day scene, was interpreted in terms 
of this sense of an ending (Kermode 1967) as progressive break
down, pathology, and disintegration .  In  the 1970s story, however, 
the golden age is in the future, a s  the indigenous people struggle 
against exploitation and oppression to preserve their ethnic iden
tity. The ethnographic problematic is now one of documenting re
sistance and telling how tradition and ethnicity are maintained; 
or if they are seriously threatened, the anthropologist may even 
make a political decision to intervene on behalf of the people, or 
possibly to take steps to help prevent cultural extinction or 
genocide. In the early development of American anthropology 
there was definite concern with cultural extinction, but as it was 
assumed to be inevitable, the aim was to describe Indian cultures 
before they disappeared, not to facilitate their continuity. In this 
sense narrative structures provide social roles for the an
thropologist as well as for the Indian people. Regarding the latter, 
from my own experience in 1948 among the Navajo, and starting 
in 1951 among the Mandan-Hidatsa of the Fort Berthold Reserva
tion, I can testify that we met many Indian informants, particu
larly older men, who were eager to provide information about the 
glorious past, whereas now we meet many Indian activists fighting 
for a better future . In the 1930s narrative it was the past that 
pervaded the present; in the 1970s narrative it is the future. 

Stories make meaning. They operate at the level of semantics 
in addition to vocabulary and syntax (White 1980; Turner 1980) . 
Just as a story has a beginning, a middle, and an end, culture 
change, too, almost by definition, takes the form of a sequence 
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with a past, a present, and a future. Our predicament in ethno
graphic studies of change is that all we have before us is the pres
ent, the contemporary scene, and by one means or another we 
must situate that present in a time sequence. I t  would be naive to 
believe that we anthropologists simply describe the present but 
reconstruct the past and construct the future, even though we use 
language that suggests this-for example, when we talk of gather
ing or collecting the data as if it were like ripe fruit waiting to be 
picked, or when we talk of our special anthropological methodolo
gies for reconstructing the past, as if the present were not equally 
constructed. The past, present, and future are not only con
structed but connected in a lineal sequence that is defined by sys
tematic if not casual relations. How we depict any one segment of 
the sequence is related to our conception of the whole, which I 
choose to think of as a story. 

My position may become clearer when contrasted with that 
of Levi-Strauss. He writes that "all myths tell a story" ( 1966 :26) , 
but "instead of reducing the story or myth to a mere narrative [he 
urges us] to try to discover the scheme of discontinuous opposi
tions governing its organization" ( 1966: 1 36) . The power of his 
method of analyzing paradigmatic structures has been amply 
documented, but we may do equally well to try to discover the 
syntagmatic structure beyond the surface narrative. Such struc
tures cannot be reduced to metonymy precisely because they are 
more than relations of contiguity-they are systematically or
dered, and therein lies their meaning. I f  classificatory schemes 
provide a science of the concrete, narrative schemes may provide 
a science of the imagination. At the very least, a reemphasis on 
temporality may enable us to deal more directly with change, and 
thereby to make structural and symbolic studies more dynamic.2 

Let me illustrate the semantic dimension with the 1930s nar
rative. Given the master story of a once proud people whose spirit 
had been broken and who would soon become assimilated into 
what was then called the "mainstream of American life," all tribes 
could be located-the acculturated Sioux in one chapter, the more 
traditional Hopi in an earlier chapter, and the Indians of the East 
Coast, who were thought to be virtually extinct, in the last chap
ter. Ethnographers were able to interpret their field experience in 
terms of how their particular reservation situation fitted into the 
lineal sequence of the dominant story of the era. 
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As editor of a volume of seven case studies prepared m the 
late 1930s, Linton ( 1940:462) wrote of the San I1defonso: "Al
though the old ceremonies are still going on with f�ll apparent 
vigor . . .  it seems probable that the next few years ",:Ill see a col
lapse of the esoteric aspects of the culture and � rapId accultu:a
tion of the society." And " . . .  Ute culture steadIly approaches Its 
final resolution in complete assimilation" ( 1940:20 1 ) .  Of the White 
Knife Shoshoni he wrote: "There seem to be no internal factors 
which would prevent their complete Europeanization" ( 1940: 1 18) .  
"Lastly, everything indicates that the ultimate end of situati?ns of 
close and continuous first hand contact is the amalgamatIOn of 
the societies and cultures involved, although this conclusion may 
be postponed almost indefinitely . . .  " ( 1940:519) . We are told . that 
amalgamation is inevitable but that it may be postponed mde
finitely-a neat trick . What is so remarkable is that in not one of 
the seven cases discussed had complete assimilation occurred, but 
such a distinguished anthropologist as Ralph Linton assumed t�at 
it would, despite evidence to the contrary in the very c�se studIes 
he was analyzing. Such is the power of a story once It has cap-
tured the imagination. . Given this 1930s vision of the future and the conventIOn of 
reconstructing the "aboriginal" past as an integrated culture, t�e 
present could only be interpreted as disintegra.tion, framed as It 
was by both glorious integrity and eventual dIsappearance. �y 
aim here is not to review a literature with which we are all famIl
iar, but rather to emphasize that the present is given meaning in 
terms of that anticipated present we call the future and that 
former present we call the past (Culler 1979: 162) . Sto.ries are in
terpretive devices which give meaning to the present m terms .of 
location in an ordered syntagmatic sequence-the exact OpposIte 
of anthropological common sense. As anthropologists, we �sua�ly 
think that we first investigate the present, more or less sCientifi
cally, and thereafter reconstruct the past and anticipate the .fu
ture. In my view, we begin with a narrative that already contams 
a beginning and an ending, which frame and hence enable us to 
interpret the present . It is not that we initially have a body of 
data the facts and we then must construct a story or a theory to 
acco�nt for th

'
em. Instead, to paraphrase Schafer ( 1980:30) ,  the 

narrative structures we construct are not secondary narratives 
about data but primary narratives that establish what is to count 
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as data. New narratives yield new vocabulary, syntax, and mean
ing in our ethnographic accounts; they define what constitute the 
data of those accounts. 

My claim is that one story-past glory, present disorganiza
tion future assimilation-was dominant in the 1930s and a second , . story-past oppression, present resistance, future resurgence-m 
the 1970s, but in both cases I refer to dominance in the �n
thropological literature, in ethnographic discourse, not necessanly 
in Indian experience. My focus is on our talk about Indians, not 
on Indian life itself. Our anthropological s tories about Indians are 
representations, not be confused with concrete existe.nce or "real" 
facts. In other words, life experience is richer than dIscourse. 

Narrative structures organize and give meaning to experi
ence, but there are always feelings and lived experience not fu.lIy 
encompassed by the dominant story. Only after the new narratIve 
becomes dominant is there a reexamination of the past, a rediscov
ery of old texts, and a recreation of the new heroes of liberation 
and resistance. The new story articulates what had been only 
dimly perceived, authenticates previous feelings, legitimizes new 
actions, and aligns individual consciousness with a larger social 
movement . What had previously been personal becomes histori
cal· a "model or' is transformed into a "model for" (Geertz 1973) .  , 
From the perspective of the present We construct a continuous 
story, stressing the continuity of resistance, whereas actually there 
was a marked discontinuity from the diminution of one narrative 
to the rise of another. Foucault's ( 1973) notion of s trata is relevant 
here, but more as an archaeology of discourse than an archaeology 
of epistemological fields. Certainly, there was active Indian resis
tance in the past, probably more so in expressive culture than in 
direct political action, in the form of jokes (Basso 1979) , and in 
such religious movements as the Ghost Dance, the Sun Dance, 
and the Native American Church. Retrospectively, we see that there 
always were expressions of resistance in Indian experience, and 
there were early formulations of the story of resistance. Neverthe
less, we can pinpoint the time when the new narrative became 
dominant in discourse-with the formation in 1961 of the National 
Indian Youth Council and the American Indian Chicago Confer
ence (Lurie 1961 ) ,  with the publication of the Indian Historian in 
1964, with the establishment of AIM in 1968, with the publication 
of Vine Deloria's Custer Died for .Ibur Sins in 1969, and with the 
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anthropological writings of Clemmer ( 1970) , Jorgensen ( 1972) , 
and others. 

I am reasonably confident in my identification of the two nar
rative structures and in the prominence of one in the discourse of 
the 1930s and of the other in the 1970s. A possible explanation of 
the two narratives is that the I ndian story is resistance and the 
white story is assimilation-that the two are just the different 
points of view of the oppressed and the oppresso:. I reject t�is 
explanation because it is, in effect, only another telhng of the resIs
tance story and because I do not believe it is historically accurate. 
The resistance story was not dominant in Indian discourse until 
after World War I I ,  and by the early 1950s American an
thropologists (e .g. , Vogt 1957; Province 1954) were questioning In
dian assimilation, the myth of the melting pot. Further, both I n
dian and anthropologist share the same narrative-not that one 
narrative is I ndian and the other white-a fact that subsequently 
will be made evident. 

Another view is offered by Jorgensen ( 1972 :ix) who wrote 
that the acculturation story is "nonsense" and the resistance story 
is " truth," so that in effect the movement from one story to the 
other is seen as an advance in scientific understanding. Jorgensen 
was simply privileging one of the two stories, but I understand 
the reasons for his conviction. I have published on the side of 
ethnicity and against the acculturation-urbanization framework in 
a series of papers dating back to 1953 (e .g . , Bruner 1953, 1961, 
1974) . I also realize that stories are not ideologically neutral. 

Narratives are not only structures of meaning but structures 
of power as well. The assimilation story has been a mask for op
pression; the resistance story is a justification for claims of redress 
for past exploitation. Both carry policy and political implications. 
The reasoning in the assimilation narrative is that if Indians are 
going to disappear anyway, then their land can be leased or sol? 
to whites; in the ethnic resurgence narrative we are told that �f 
Indians are here to stay, tribal resources must be built up. AssimI
lation is a program for redemption; resistance, for self- and ethnic 
fulfillment. The terms themselves-acculturation, resistance, 
neocolonialism-are pregnant with meaning. Each narrative uses 
different images, language, and style. The I ndian in the accultura
tion narrative is romantic, the exotic Other; the resistance I ndian 
is victimized . Stories construct an Indian self; narrative structures 
are constitutive as well as interpretive. 
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The two narratives, in my view, are dual aspects of the same 
henomenon; one is a counterpoint to the other. There may even be cycles of narratives, for each contains a basic contradiction. 

The assimilation story leads to outside pressures for change, 
which thereby generate resistance. The resistance story, in time, 
will lead to greater security in the people's own culture and iden
tity, making it easier to change more rapidly a.nd ther�by facilitate 
assimilation. I n  any case, there also was resistance III the 1930s 
and acculturation in the 1970s, for the dual processes of change 
and persistence, of acculturation and nationalism, have occurred 
simultaneously throughout Indian history. My only claim is that 
different narratives are foregrounded in the discourse of different 
historical eras . 

The key elements in narrative are story, discourse, and tell
ing. The story is the abstract sequence of e�ents, syster:natic�lly 
related, the syntagmatic structure. Discourse IS the text III which 
the story is manifested, the statement in a particular medium such 
as a novel, myth, lecture, film, conversation, or whatever. Telling is 
the action, the act of narrating, the communicative process that 
produces the story in discourse. No distinction is made here be
tween telling and showing, as the same story may be recounted or 
enacted or both.3 

We may ask whether the "same" story is told in different 
versions, as Chatman ( 1978) assumes. If a story is conceived of as 
an "invariant core" (Culler 1980:28) , independent of its presenta
tion then it becomes a kind of "Platonic ideal form . . .  that oc-, 
cupies a highly privileged ontological realm of pure Being within 
which it unfolds immutably and eternally" (Herrnstein-Smith 
1980:216) . The issue is a familiar one to anthropologists. In ex
plaining the distinction between model and behavior, for example, 
Leach ( 1976:5) uses a musical analogy: although we may hear an 
incompetent performance of a Beethoven symphony, we must re
member that the real symphony exists as a musical score, as a 
model, and not in any particular manifestation. My friends in 
musicology tell me that Leach might well have selected Mahler 
instead of Beethoven, as Mahler's scores are exceedingly detailed 
and precise whereas Beethoven's scripts are loosely written and 
hence subject to more varied interpretation. In any case, Leach's 
perspective is theoretically paralyzing, as he has no way to take 
account of experience and no way to discriminate between a 
flawed performance and structural change. For Leach, every item 

i i 
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of behavior, every potential evidence of change, may be explain�d 
away as another incompetent performance, leaving the model m
tact and thereby avoiding the question of determining when the 
model, or the story, has changed. . . 

Herrnstein-Smith ( 1980) goes too far in the other directIOn, 
however, for in her emphasis on the social context of the telling 
she dispenses with the concept of story. My position is that the 
story is prior to, but not independent of, the discourse. We 
abstract the story from discourse, but once abstracted the story 
serves as a model for future discourse. Each telling depends on 
the context, the audience, and the conventions of the medium. A 
retelling is never an exact duplicate of the already told story, for it 
takes account of previous tellings, the conditions of which are 
never identical . Thus, diachronically considered, the story is trans
formed and transformative, its inherent possibilities are explored, 
as in the unfolding of an art style, and the pure play and delight 
in its various combinations are made manifest. In his retelling of 
the story of Beckett, for example, Turner ( 1974) was very sensitive 
to the dialectic between root metaphor and historical experience; 
and the same sensitivity is shown by Schafer ( 1980) in his analysis 
of psychoanalytic dialogue. In ethnography, we need the concept 
of story to serve as a "model for. " To paraphrase Barthes 
( 1974: 16) , there is no primary, naive, phenomenal understanding 
of the field data we later explicate or intellectualize. No ethnog
rapher is truly innocent-we all begin with a narrative in our 
heads which structures our initial observations in the field. 

There is a dialectic between story and experience, but in the 
production of ethnography we are continually oriented .towar? the 
dominant narrative structure .  We go to the reservatIOn with a 
story already in mind, and that story is foregrounded in the final 
professional product, the published art�cle, chapte.r, or �ono
graph. If we stray too far from the do�mant sto�y m the htera
ture if we overlook a key reference or fal l  to mentIOn the work of 
an i

'
mportant scholar, we are politely corrected by such institu

tional monitors as thesis committees, foundation review panels, or 
journal editors. At the beginning a�d the end the productio� of 
ethnography is framed by the dommant story. Most of t�e time 
there is a balance to research innovation-the study IS new 
enough to be interesting but familiar enough so that the story r�
mains recognizable. There are those who are ahead of their 
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times-Bateson did publish Naven in 1936-but we usually define 
research with reference to the current narrative and report back 
our particular variation of that narrative to our colleagues, most 
of whom already know the plot structure in advance. The process 
is self-reinforcing and reconfirms everyone's view of the world 
(Kuhn 1962) .  

Most interesting i s  what happens in the middle of the ethno
graphic research process, in the field, where we find much folk wis
dom. Sol Tax used to advise his students to write the first draft of 
their dissertations before going to the field; another view is that 
the research proposal does not really matter, since we usually end 
up studying something different anyway. We can all agree, how
ever, that the field situation initially presents itself as a confusing 
"galaxy of signifiers" (Barthes 1974: 16) . It is alien, even chaotic; 
there is so much going on, all at once, that the problem becomes 
one of making sense of it. How do we accomplish this? I am re
minded of Abrahams's ( 1977 :99) statement about hijacking: "A 
common reaction of people involved in airplane hijackings, when 
asked how they felt and what they did, was 'Oh, everything was 
familiar to us; we had seen it in the movies already. ' '' Previous 
ethnographic texts and the stories they contain are the equivalent 
of the movies. Narrative structures serve as interpretive guides; 
they tell us what constitute data, define topics for study, and 
place a construction on the field situation that transforms it from 
the alien to the familiar. Even when we are settled in, however, 
feeling comfortable in our new surroundings, there is still the 
problem of going back from the lived experience of the field situa
tion to the anthropological literature, to our final destination. 

In the field we turn experience into discourse by what I refer 
to as the three tellings of fieldwork. First we tell the people why 
We are there, what information we are seeking, and how we intend 
to use the data. We do this directly, by explaining our project and 
by our behavior, by the questions we ask and the activities we 
attend. As the people respond to our questions, we begin the 
ethnographic dialogue, the complex interactions and exchanges 
that lead to the negotiation of the text. In the second telling we �ake this verbal and visual information and process it, committing 
It to writing in our field diaries. This transcription is not easy. 
Every ethnographer is painfully aware of the discrepancy between 
the richness of the lived field experience and the paucity of the 
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language used to characterize it. There is necessarily a dramatic 
reduction, condensation, and fragmentation of data. In the third 
telling the audience consists of our colleagues, who provide feed
back as we prepare our materials for publication, and here the 
story becomes even more prominent. There is, of course, a fourth 
telling-when other anthropologists read what we have written 
and summarize it in class lectures and in their own publications . 
We all retell the same stories, even the very old ones such as the 
progressive development of culture from the simple to the complex 
and the diffusion of traits from a center to a periphery. Retellings 
never cease; there is an infinite reflexivity as we go from experi
ence to discourse to history. Eventually, all experience is filtered 
out and we end where we began-with the story. 

Our ethnographies are coauthored, not simply because infor
mants contribute data to the text, but because, as I suggested 
earlier, ethnographer and informant come to share the sa�� narra
tives. The anthropologist and the Indian are unwlttmg co
conspirators in a dialectical symbolic process. In  sug?estin� that 
narratives are shared, I acknowledge that the case IS obvIOusly 
stronger for American anthropologists and Native Americans, as 
they are members of the same larger society. I know that many 
stories do not apply to culture change, that alternative stories exist 
simultaneously, that the sharing is not complete, that there are 
variations of the basic plot, and that individuals manipulate 
stories. But stories are shared. Let me turn now to an example . 

In New Mexico and Arizona during the summer of 1980, the 
tricentennial of the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 was celebrated by a 
series of events, including a reenactment of the original revolt, 
feast days at various pueblos, an arts and crafts show, foot ra�es, 
ceremonials, and a proclamation by the governor of New MeXICO. 
The narrative guiding these events was clearly the current story 
of resistance and ethnic resurgence, as is evident in the following 
quote from an article in New Mexico Magazine, based on a docu
ment issued by the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council : "The 
Pueblo Revolt of 1680 was the first successful rebellion on Amer
ican soil . [ I t] expressed unyielding determination to safeguard an
cient traditional beliefs and practices [and] will stand forever as a 
symbol of encouragement to all oppressed peoples everywhere in 
search of freedom and self-determination" (Hill 1980:54) . 

The Pueblo Indians are performing our theory; they are 
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enacting the story we tell about them in the pages of our profes
sional journals. We wonder if it is their story or ours. Which is the 
inside and which the outside view, and what about the distinction 
between emic and etic? I question these oppositions, just as I 
question the notion that the Indian story is resistance and the 
white story is acculturation. My position is that both Indian 
enactment, the story they tell about themselves, and our theory, 
the story we tell, are transformations of each other; they are re
teHings of a narrative derived from the discursive practice of our 
historical era (Foucault 1973) , instances of never-ceasing reflex
ivity. The story of exploitation, resistance, and resurgence goes 
beyond American society, of course. I t  is an international story 
that I have heard in Sumatra and in India; it is retold almost 
daily in debates at the United Nations. 

Some scholars make a sharp distinction between the ethnog
rapher as subject and the native peoples as the object of an inves
tigation. To the extent that we see the ethnographer as an outsider 
looking in, the privileged stranger who can perceive patterns not 
apparent to those within the system, then we further magnify the 
separation between anthropologist as subject and indigene as ob
ject. We have long recognized that it is difficult to obtain an accu
rate description of the object, to know the true nature of the out
side world. And we have been concerned with the accuracy of our 
ethnographic accounts, especially when confronted with conflict
ing interpretations of the same culture (e.g. , Redfield and Lewis) .  
The question of what i s  really out there then emerges. We have 
recognized a problem with the subject, the anthropologist, but this 
tends to dissolve into details of personal bias, individual personal
ity traits, and selective perception-after all, we are only human. 
We also have dealt with subject-object relations in another way, 
by suggesting that the object of our ethnography is constituted by 
a Western mode of thought, by our language, and that we have 
created the category of the native or the concept of the primitive. 
Said ( 1978) argues, for example, that Orientalists in western 
Europe have represented and constituted Orientalism as a 
mechanism of domination. 

I wish to offer a different interpretation of subject-object rela
tions. Borrowing from Barthes and Foucault, I take both subject 
and object as problematic and dissolve the sharp distinction be
tween them; I see both anthropologist and Indian as being caught 
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in the same web, influenced by the same historical forces, and 
shaped by the dominant narrative structures of our tim�s . I n  a 
personal communication Bill Sturtevant remarked that this essay 
seems " to undermine the entire enterprise," and his statement de
serves to be taken seriously, especially since he has devoted most 
of his professional life to editing the monumental Handbook of the 
American Indian. Ethnography, as I have described it, does seem 
less privileged, less the authoritative voice about native peoples. 
The ethnographer appears not as an individual creative scholar, a 
knowing subject who discovers, but more as a material body 
through whom a narrative structure unfolds. If myths have no 
authors (a la Levi-Strauss ) ,  then in the same sense neither do eth
nographic texts. Cassirer has argued that when we think we are 
exploring reality we are merely engaging in a dialogue with our 
symbolic systems (see Grossberg 1979:20 1 ) .  My point is that both 
anthropologist and native informant participate in the same sym
bolic system. Not that our cultures are identical; rather, we share, 
at least partially, those narratives dealing with intercultural rela
tions and cultural change. 

Marx in that famous first sentence of the Eighteenth , 
Brumaire, quoted Hegel to the effect that all the great events of 
world history occur twice, the first time as tragedy and the second 
as farce. I n  a sense, the Pueblo Revolt occurred twice-in 1680 as 
tragedy, and in 1980, if not as farce then at least as play, as �itual 
enactment. To look at i t another way, the Pueblo Revolt IS an 
example of intertextuality, in that the 1980 text contains or quotes 
the 1680 text. The 1980 enactment is a story about a story, the 
production of a text based on another text. What is �reated in 
1980, however, is not the original event but another verSIOn of real
ity, for the meaning of the tricentennial is in the 198? telling, 
not in the origin or source. We tend to go back to 1680 to mterp.ret the actions of the first Pueblo revolutionaries and their Spamsh 
conquerors, and this may be important for historical scholarship. 
But the Pueblo Revolt, for us, is constituted by the contemporary 
telling based on the contemporary narrative of resistanc�. Once 
enacted of course the tricentennial reinforces that narrative and , , . . revitalizes everyday Pueblo life. I do not see a 300-year contmUlty 
to the story of resistance; the peaceful people chose to celebrat� a 
1680 rebellion at a 1980 tricentennial but not at a 1780 centenmal 
or an 1880 bicentennial. Whether they commemorate the revolt in 
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2080 remains to be seen-much depends on the ideological 
dynamic of the twenty-first century and the narrative structures 
of that time. 

If stories are shared, as I claim, there are many implications 
for the production of ethnographic accounts . For if the s tory is in 
our heads before we arrive at the field site, and if it is already 
known by the peoples we study, then we enter the ethnographic 
dialogue with a shared schema. We can fit in the pieces and 
negotiate the text more readily; we begin the interaction with the 
structural framework already in place. It is as if our informants 
know, in advance, the chapter headings of our unwritten dis
sertations. There is, of course, considerable variability and fac
tionalism within any population, so the task of the anthropologist 
is to select his or her informants carefully. This we have always 
done, but I suggest here that the concept of "my favorite infor
mant" may be less a question of personal compatibility than of 
shared narrative structure. We choose those informants whose nar
ratives are most compatible with our own-just as, I am sure, 
informants select their favorite anthropologists based on the same 
criterion of compatibility. 

The final question I will raise concerns how narratives, or 
models, change. I f  the narrative is transformed with each retell
ing, then how much transformation can occur before the story is 
no longer acknowledged as being the same? And where do new 
stories come from? In part, this is a question of perspective, for 
we can look back over the various tellings and stress either con
tinuity or discontinuity: continuity, or incremental change, in which 
the old story is continually modified; or discontinuity, or structural 
change, in which a new story emerges. The first is experienced as 
evolutionary change and the second as revolutionary, as a rupture 
in the social fabric. 

In the first process, stressing continuity, the telling takes ac
count of the context, previous tellings, and the relationship be
tween narrator and audience; thus, the story is modified incremen
tally. Each retelling starts from the old story and encompasses new 
conditions, but it is recognized as being the same story. In struc
tural change a new narrative is seen, as in the change from assimi
lation to resistcll1ce, because the old narrative can no longer be 
stretched to encompass the new events. The key ' to structural 
change is a radical shift in the social context. New stories arise 
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when there is a new reality to be explained, when the social 
arrangements are so different that the old narrative no longer 
seems adequate. 

New narratives do not arise from anthropological field re
search, as we sometimes tell our graduate students, but from his
tory, from world conditions . The Indian acculturation story was 
part of the American dream, the expansion of the frontier, the 
conquest of the wilderness, and the Americanization of immi
grants. After World War I I  the world changed, with the overthrow 
of colonialism, the emergence of new states, the civil rights move
ment, and a new conception of equality. Narrative structures 
changed accordingly. 

Before World War I I  the acculturation story was dominant. 
Although the resistance story was told, it was not yet prominent 
in the larger discourse. After World War I I  the story of oppression, 
resistance, and ethnic resurgence was told in an increasingly 
louder voice and applied to many different peoples. As the old 
story became discredited and was labeled reactionary, the new 
story was articulated by new organizations, leaders, and prophets. 
With the early telling of the resistance narrative, new "facts" 
began to emerge which the acculturation story could not explain. 
For a time the two stories overlapped, but as the new story 
achieved dominance, the old story increasingly appeared to 
contradict common sense. I t  had lost its explanatory power and 
credibility. 

During the period of competition between the two stories, 
there was a change in the role of the Indian in discourse. New 
narratives open up new spaces in discourse that arise precisely 
from the gaps and silences of the previous era (Foucault 
1973 :207) .  Let me characterize the difference, although for pur
poses of emphasis I shall overstate the case. In the past we had 
the cigar store Indian, the traveling troupe in ful l  ceremonial dress 
representing the quintessential American Indian, on display at the 
sideshow at county fairs, carnivals, and rodeos (Mead 1932:67) . 
Indians were mute, like museum specimens, a disappearing breed. 
It was not that they had nothing to say; rather, they were denied 
a space in discourse and hence had no power. N�w, however, we 
have a new narrative. Indians march on WashIngton, become 
legal experts on water rights, and come to our universities to lec
ture. They speak directly in the political arena, not just in ritual 
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and expressive domains, and stress such new themes as the value 
of Indian culture for white society, tribalism and ecology, and how 
to live in harmony with each other and with nature. 

Because of its new role in discourse, the new narrative can be 
forcefully articulated . I t  is eventually accepted, not piecemeal, bit
by-bit, but whole, all at once, as a story. It takes time, however, 
for a new narrative to become dominant. For such change to occur 
there must be a breakdown of previously accepted understandings, 
a perception that a once familiar event no longer makes sense, a 
penetration of the previously taken-for-granted. Stories operate 
not simply in the realm of the mind, as ideas; to be convincing 
they also must have a base in experience or social practice. I t is 
the perceived discrepancy between the previously accepted story 
and the new situation that leads us to discard or question the old 
narrative; and it is the perceived relevance of the new story to our 
own life situation that leads to its acceptance. Tricentennial enact
ments, political conflict, and social dramas play a key role in pre
cipitating the sense of behavioral contradiction that leads to the 
acceptance of new narratives. 

I conclude by noting that narrative structure has an advan
tage over such related concepts as metaphor or paradigm in that 
narrative emphasizes order and sequence, in a formal sense, and 
is more appropriate for the study of change, the life cycle, or any 
developmental process. Story as model has a remarkable dual as
pect-it is both linear and instantaneous. On the one hand, a 
story is experienced as a sequence, as it is being told or enacted; 
on the other hand, it is comprehended all at once-before, during, 
and after the telling. A story is static and dynamic at the same 
time. And although I have focused on American Indian change in 
this paper, as an example, I trust the thesis of ethnography as 
narrative has wider applicability. 

Stories give meaning to the present and enable us to see that 
present as part of a set of relationships involving a constituted 
past and a future. But narratives change, all stories are partial, all 
meanings incomplete. There is no fixed meaning in the past, for 
with each new telling the context varies, the audience differs, the 
story is modified, and as Gorfain writes in her essay in this vol
ume, "retellings become foretellings." We continually discover new 
meanings. All of us, then, anthropologists and informants, must 
accept responsibility for understanding society as told and retold. 
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NOTES 

Cary Nelson, Claire Farrer, Phyllis Gorfain, Kay Ikeda, Larry Grossberg, Nor

man Whitten, Nina Baym, William Schroeder, Barbara Babcock, and the mem
bers of my Fall 1980 graduate seminar provided generous assistance. 

I. For similar studies see White ( 1973), Boon ( 1977) ,  Said ( 1978), and espe
cially Schafer ( 1980) . I am heavily indebted to Foucault ( 1973, 1978) . 

2. Work in the field of narratology by French structuralists (Barthes 1974; 
Genette 1980) and the almost simultaneous appearance in 1980 of special issues 
on narrative in three different journals (New Literary History, Poetics Today, Critical 
Inquiry) testify to the recent intererst. 

3. These definitions are based on Genette ( 1980) .  In this essay I have not 
had space to consider a number of important issues, for example, is storytelling 
universal and is narrativity a Western concept? I believe the answer to both 
questions is yes, but the issues are complicated (e.g., see Becker 1979) .  
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The Argument of I mages 

and the Experience 
of Returning to the Whole 

JAMES W. FERNANDEZ 

Culture . . .  taken in its widest ethnographic sense is 
that complex whole which includes knowledge, belief, 
art, morals, law, custom, and any other capabilities and 
habits acquired by man as a member of society. 

E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture 

Metonym celebrates the parts of experience while the 
more eloquent metaphors refer back to the whole for 
significance. 

Claude Levi-Strauss, The Raw and the Cooked 

The essential problem for contemporary thought is to 
discover the meaning of wholes. 

Louis Dumont, Homo Hierarchicus 

A ROOM FULL OF MIRRORS 

In this paper I wish to bring materials taken from work with re
vitalization movements in Africa to bear on this "essential prob
lem for contemporary thought" : the discovery of the meaning of 
wholes . l  In particular I will be concerned with giving an account 
of the mechanisms that lead to the conviction of wholeness primar
ily, but not only, in these revitalization movements. I will label 
the work of these mechanisms, in the most general way, as " the 
argument of images" and will argue that the conviction of whole
ness is the product of certain kinds of imaginative-that is, visu
alizing or pictorializing-activity. 

The discovery of the meaning of wholes is a problem for con
temporary thought because of the atomization and economic 
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individualization of modern life; because of our harried existence, 
trying to manage an overload of information; and, as a . conse
quence, because of the appeal of �owest common .denommators 
and utilitarian all-purpose currencies that generahze sha�ed ex
perience at a ,  very reduced and imp'0�e.rished 

"
tevel of reaht;. .. �e 

are better understood, i t  is said, as dlVlduals, rather than mdl
viduals " negotiating multiple and often incompatible member
ships i� separate self-contained associations. 2  The ideological 
promotion of our individuality, the defense of our freedo.n: for self
actualization, stands in compensatory contrast to the dlvldedness 
of our commitments. 

All this makes us agnostic when any whole is suggested. The 
plenitude of any overarching entity is . r�garded as . i�lusory, 
medieval something achieved by Cabbahstlc or Thomistic con
ceits that

' 
have little to do with our daily ongoing efforts at c�mpe

tent management and pragmatic adaptation to the successIOn of 
abruptly changing circumstances. I t stands in contr�st to the af
fliction in Durkheimian terms, of our endless profamty. 

Ie
' 
we are unable to believe or be persuaded in our present 

particulate existence by the w�ole, we a�e yet prepared to recog
nize the possibilities of its achievement m .other times and other 
cultures. Indeed, there is an old orthodoxy m anthrop�logy, D�rk
heimian in tone and argument, which sees this matter In evo!utlOn
ary terms; it sees human consci�usness ��d powers of mmd as 
evolving from synthetic to analytic capaCIties, from an easy and 
dynamic access to mystical participation in the pr.ese��e of �olle.ctive representations to the present state of sedate mdlvlduatlOn m 
the presence of predominantly personal symbols. . . Ernst Cassirer is a recent thinker who has articulated thiS 
orthodoxy most persuasively. His views, as the . found�ng 
philosopher of symbolic forms, should be all th� more mterestl.ng 
to a contemporary symbolic anthropology that IS. p�rsuaded, hke 
Cassirer, by the constitutive power of symbols. Plckmg up �n ob
servations present in the work of Durkheim and, more polemically, 
in the work of Levy-Bruhl, Cassirer ( 1960) discusses the "consan
guinity of all things" which prevails as the fu.ndam.en�al �,re�u�: position of mythical thought in the mythopoelc SOCIeties: Life, 
he tells us "is not divided into classes and subclasses. I t  IS felt as 
an unbroken continuous whole which does not admit of clear-cut 
and trenchant distinctions. Limits between different spheres are 
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not insurmountable barriers. They are fluent and fluctuat
ing . . .  by a sudden metamorphosis everything can be turned into 
everything. If there is any characteristic and outstanding feature 
of the mythical world, any law, it is this 'law of metamorphosis' " 
( 1960: 108) . 

There is an ambiguity in Cassirer, as there often is among 
those who address themselves to this old orthodoxy, as to whether 
we are dealing with rule-bound thought whose laws we can dis
cover or whether it is simply the play of emotion . . .  a sympathetic 
process. "Myth and primitive religion are by no means entirely 
incoherent, they are not bereft of sense or reason" ( 1960: 108) .  But 
their coherence depends much more on a unity of feeling than 
logical rules. To be sure, Cassirer does not want this ambiguity to 
lead to an identification of his ideas with those of Levy-Bruhl. On 
a facing page he gives instances of the powers of observation and 
discrimination, vis-a-vis the natural world, that are characteristic 
of primitive beings : "All this is scarcely in keeping with the as
sumption that the primitive mind by its very nature and essences 
is undifferentiated or confused . . .  a prelogical or mystical mind" 
( 1960: 109) . Obviously, Cassirer would have been much better 
served by more explicit reference to the Durkheimian argument, 
particularly to Durkheim and Mauss's Primitive Classification ( 1963 ) .  

But we are not concerned here with the long debate over the 
discrimination of parts in the primal and archaic mind; Levi
Strauss's ( 1966) discussion of the intellectual impulse in totemism 
has pretty well laid that issue to rest. We are concerned, rather, 
with the relatively easy access to the whole that is characteristic 
of the primitive mind. What interests us, to use Cassirer's terms, 
are the principles of consanguinity and metamorphosis that are 
essential to the access to the whole and that make it, in effect and 
by virtue of symbolic statement, greater than the sum of its parts. 
In brief, we are concerned with the mechanisms that lead to the 
conviction of wholeness. 

We should not pretend that the excess meaning of symbolic 
wholes has not been explored since Durkheim's day, or that "con
sanguinity of thought" or metamorphosis have since been neg
lected. I t  is just this relation of consanguinity, understood in the 
broadest sense, to metamorphosis (or transformation) that Levi
Strauss has recurrently explored in his oeuvre. Still, seminal 
thought is not always fully clarified thought, and Levi-Strauss's 
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discussion of what he calls the "totalizing savage mind" is often 
complex and difficult to decipher. As an example, consider the 
"roomful of mirrors" he offers to us as an "aide pensee" in think
ing about the knowledge of totality achieved by the "savage 
mind" :  "The object [of savage thought] is to grasp the world as 
both a synchronic and diachronic totality, and the knowledge it 
draws therefrom is like that afforded of a room by mirrors fixed 
on opposite walls which reflect each other (as well as objects in 
the intervening spaces) although without being strictly parallel. A 
multitude of images forms simultaneously, none exactly like any 
other-none furnishing more than a partial knowledge-but the 
group is characterized by invariant properties expressing a �r�th" 
( 1966:263) .  The truth expressed is that of the whole, but It IS a 
very "complex whole," indeed-�me that is expressed for Levi
Strauss in an interreflecting congeries of " imagenes mundi," as he 
calls them, or, as I would like to call it, by an "argument of im
ages" (Fernandez 1978) . 

TUNING I N  TO THE MUSIC OF SOCIAL SPHERES: 
THE EXPERIENCE OF RELATEDNESS 

Cassirer's phrase "the consanguinity of things" reminds us that 
" the whole," whatever else it may be, is a state of relatedness-a 
kind of conviviality in experience. Societies so largely adversarial 
as the modern ones are, by nature, alienated from the possibilities 
of such overarching conviviality; and they neglect the fundamental 
problem of relatedness-which is, we might argue, the ce.ntral 
problem of the whole. But revitalization movements of the kmd I 
wish to consider here-and perhaps all religions-are fundamen
tally interested in restoring the relatedness of things . 

I t  is argued frequently enough in the anthropolo�ical liter�
ture that our social animality-that is, our empathetic (or anti
pathetic) species' preoccupations with matters of domination and 
subordination, inclusion and exclusion, sympathy or empathy
which is further to say, our preoccupation with the restricted codes 
of our solidarity in interaction-must be the points of departure 
for any study of any institution or more elaborate? code. We f�ol 
ourselves, in this view, if we posit the constructIOn of these m
stitutions on utilitarian and material needs, on cupidity in the ap
propriation of surplus value, or on an aesthetic or idealistic drive. 
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Fundamentally, what men and women are doing in life is taking 
expressive and rhetorical action against or in the service of these 
preoccupations. As Justice Douglas, in the Holmesian tradition, 
used to argue about the law, it is a magnificent edifice based not 
on the lofty search for truth but on an endlessly fertile rationaliza
tion of some quite simple and self-interested predilections. Many 
scholars, without mentioning Durkheim, have fastened on matters 
of relatedness as elemental. Bateson ( 1972) has pointed up the 
existential preoccupations about relatedness in animals and 
human animals. Cooley ( 1909) founded his sociology on the "face
to-face" situation. For Malinowski ( 1923 ) ,  the "context of situa
tion," that is, prevailing solidarities and divisiveness, preceded 
and underlay communicative acts which, in important measure, 
evoked these situations even if they did not refer to them directly. 
For Sartre ( 1963) ,  "Ie regard"-looking at and being looked at
was the point de ripere of all social life. And for Schutz ( 1951 ) ,  
whom I have mainly in  mind here, i t was the "mutual tuning-in 
relationship" that was antecedent to all communication. He was, 
incidentally, pessimistic about our ability to illuminate these in
choate matters : "All communication presupposes the existence of 
some kind of social interaction [he meant the mutual tuning-in 
relation] which though it is an indispensable condition of all possi
ble communication does not enter the communicative process and 
is not capable of being grasped by it" ( 1951 :84) . Schutz con
sequently turned to music, to the nonverbal, to understand this 
" tuning-in. " 

Schutz's view that these elemental matters of relatedness are 
not capable of being grasped by the communicative process re
quires some qualification, I believe: first, in respect to the way it 
may privilege the needs elemental to social interaction, and sec
ond, in respect to the view of language implied. Recall that 
Malinowski's attempt to identify basic needs and thus found basic 
and secondary social institutions on them was effectively coun
tered by Lee ( 1948) ,  who showed how needs themselves were a 
reality subject to cultural shaping. (A recent work in the same 
vein is that of Sahlins ( 1976) , who shows how the empirical world 
of individuals posited by utilitarians and materialists as a reality 
on which to found institutions of production and exchange is i tself 
a creation of bourgeois culture. ) We cannot privilege the preoccu
pation with relatedness from cultural shaping; neither can we 
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exclude it from the founding moments in our s tudy of institutions. 
Of greater interest is the view of language implied in Schutz, 

for it points to, though it does not sufficiently describe, a view 
taken here that a narrowly grammatical view of language is in
sufficient. To understand the tuning-in that occurs in social situa
tions, we have to go beyond what is manifestly contained in the 
language events themselves, for these will tell us only so much 
about the emotions of relatedness that underlie the communica
tion and the images evoked by it . They will tell us only so much 
about the general knowledge-virtually encyclopedic, from the 
point of view of formal linguistic analysis-that accompanies on
going interaction and is essential to the meaning of the language 
situation. The ethnography of a social situation requires, as we 
now well recognize in anthropology, that we go much beyond the 
given language information. Giving primacy to the imagination, I 
wish to refer to this ongoing interaction as the "argument of im
ages" that lie behind and accompany behavior. Some of these im
ages have their source in language; many of them do not. The 
relatively accessory nature of the grammatical system itself is well 
expressed by the linguist Einar Haugen: 
It is at least the experience of this writer that many ideas do come in 
extralinguistic form, as images, patterns, relationships, flashes of illumi
nation. That they are extralinguistic does not mean that language is not 
involved . . .  but most of the meanings we wish to convey are not con
veyed by the grammar at all. I f  my shepard comes running to tell me 
that a wolf has eaten my sheep, there are three basic facts to be conveyed 
and for these I need a common vocabulary: "wolf," "eat," "sheep." A 
statement NP (actor) - V (action) - NP2 (goal) is merely an empty 
schema into which he can, if he has the time, fit the words. But he need 
only cry "wolf. "  . . .  I therefore contend that the grammatical system as 
such has a minimal connection with any formulation of ideas whatever. 
( 1973 :  l l )  

We all recognize that powerful images may repose in lexicon 
alone and that the sincere cry of "wolf' or "fire" can have pow
erful tuning-in consequences. We teach our children accordingly. 
But we also assiduously-and often with an established sense of 
propriety-teach our children grammar. We might better teach 
them about the argument of images which lie behind and accom
pany such established things as grammar. Yet if we teach them 
grammar, it should be the grammar by which these images are 
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conjoined and transformed. That is, to recall Cassirer, we should 
teach them about the consanguinity that can be seen to prevail 
among classifications and the metamorphosis in social life atten
dant on the discovery of that consanguinity. For it is in that 
process that proprieties, the sense of acceptable relatedness, are 
es ta blished. 

How, then, are we to proceed in an academic essay when we 
must go--as anthropologists are required to do--so far beyond 
the information linguistically given? Schutz argued that the experi
ence of the "we"-the foundation of all possible communication
c0l1ld only emerge from extended mutual "tuning-in" of the 
primordial kind we get through long mutual involvement at the 
perceptual level-(i .e . , hearing, seeing, touching, tasting) in pri
mary groups, families, ethnic groups, fraternal or sororal associa
tions, and so on. If we do not have these things to begin with, we 
have to somehow recreate them by an argument of images of some 
kind in which primary perceptions are evoked. Of course, in many 
academic essays (unlike this one-and mathematics is the best 
example, though this will occur with any discipline that employs 
metalanguages and has high-level theory) the virtually imageless 
manipulation of abstract concepts can be sufficient. But in most 
human situations, particularly when we are trying to demonstrate 
how wholes are constructed, we must in some way pictorialize our 
topic, visualizing as we can the context of situation of the several 
religious movements whose reconstructive play of tropes we wish 
to consider.3 We are obliged to deepen our participation with the 
help of "imagenes mundi ." 

What I should like to do, then, i s  to verbally visualize aspects 
of certain African religious movements which relate to the re
turn to the whole. Pictorializing in this way we can inspect the 
organizing images that are at play in ritual performance and see 
how microcosm and macrocosm, inner things and outer things, 
centers and peripheries, upper things and lower things, time
present and time-past, are related . For out of such parts are 
wholes constructed. 

Picture if you will a new community of largely wattle-and
daub thatched buildings set on the semiarid plain amid the dry 
forest of the southern Volta region of Ghana. This is New Tad
zewu, a religious community of the Apostle's Revelation Society 
of Ghana. In the center of this community is the three-story 
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Prophet's house; it contains, on the first and second floors, the 
school, meeting rooms, and the archives. Close by is a long low
lying shed containing administrative h�adquarters. On .the long 
porch is a row of blackboards on whIch has been WrItten the 
Prophet's most recent dreams and revelations. A?d in the. very center of this community is the church, much hke any VIllage 
church of western Europe. As we walk around this community we 
see several things: its boundaries are well demarcated, it is sub
divided into quarters named after the tribes of Israel, and the offi
cials of this religion are dressed in spotless white unifor�s with 
red piping. In our walk we hear and see many groups, particularly 
schoolchildren, marching to and from withi? to drumbe�ts and 
bugle call . During a day's time these marchI�g groups WIll ha�e 
"knit together," as it were, the whole communIty. Members of thIS 
society see themselves most fundamentally as the tribes of I srael 
and as Christian soldiers-spiritual soldiers who are ever watchful 
for the appearance of the devilish apparitions without. . Moving east on the Guinea Coast to Togo and Dahomey, PIC
ture a wide beach of white sand under a brilliant sun, next to the 
dark blue sea. Here, under a cluster of three palm trees, is a group 
of Celestial Christians in their resplendent white and gold uni
forms, kneeling around a deep hole dug in the sand, at the bottom 
of which a small trace of ocean water has seeped up. Close by are 
bottles of holy water and fruit to be poured and placed in the hO.le as an offering, after which the Bible will be read and prayers wIll 
be said. Then the hole will be filled in with the whitest sand and 
the group members, covering themselves with the whitest s�e�ts, 
will lie on their backs and go to sleep around the hole. The dlvme 
force of the heavens, which they worship, and the sea and earth, 
which they have just propitiated, will now ebb and flow thro�gh 
them without disturbance and with purificatory and healIng 
power. When we return to their sacred precincts behind raffia 
walls inland on the outskirts of Cotonou, we see other people 
lying ' out on the ground on mats with a lig�ted candle burning at 
their heads and pineapples and other frUlt around the candle. 
These Celestial Christians see themselves as channels between 
sea earth and sky. They are healed and rendered whole when 
the� expe;ience themselves as pure and perfect conduits who .do 
not in any idiosyncratic way impede the flow of these overarchmg 
and underarching forces in their endless circulation. 
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Next, picture the thick equatorial forest of Gabon, Western 
Equatorial Africa, and a long narrow village with two lines of huts 
facing each other. The village was slashed out of that forest some 
time ago, and the vegetation is starting once again to lean back 
over the village. At one end of the village, close by the forest, is 
the chapel of the Bwiti religion . During the day, when the sun 
beats down on the dusty courtyard, at precisely 3 :00 P. M . ,  a 
phalanx of the membership, in rows of three abreast, in a series of 
entrances, dances from far out on the peripheries of the courtyard 
into the center of the chapel . They are dressed in red and white 
flowing uniforms-white on the pure upper half of their bodies 
and red on the impure and passionate lower half. Men and women 
are dressed exactly alike, with two exceptions: the leader-The 
Parrot's Egg, The Great Hunter-of the chapel is dressed all in 
red , and the guardian of the chapel as well as the player of the 
harp are dressed all in white. The leader, who takes away the sins 
of the members, dances on the left side of the phalanx, the female 
side; the guardian of the chapel, who maintains the purity of the 
night ,  dances on the right side, the male side. This sidedness is 
repeated over and over again in the all-night ceremonies, for there 
is a male side of the chapel and a female side, a men 's secret 
chamber and a women's. Further, a totality of worship can only 
be obtained by dancing on both sides of the chapel and by coun
terdancing men on the female side and women on the male side. 
We must also know that the chapel is visualized as a sacred body 
that can only be brought into being-embodied, as it were-by 
the totality of these entrance and exit dances. The exercise of the 
orifices of this microcosmic chapel , the interactive celebration of 
its parts, its sidedness, together create the religious macrocosm. 

We must picture as well the vertical dimension: the red
barked adzap tree, the loftiest tree of the equatorial forest, in a 
grove not far behind the chapel. This tree is the route of the ances
tors: they proceed to and fro between the above and the below. 
Their route and this tree are represented by the central pillar, one 
that is laden with symbolic meaning thick with sculpted represen
tations whose full reading-a reading of all available associa
tions-would virtually lead out to the Bwiti universe. During the 
night dances, members frequently touch this pillar, for it keeps 
them in contact with the below and the above, just as their en
trance dances and counterdances keep them in contact with the 
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two horizontal dimensions of their quality space. Exactly at mid
night, just outside the chapel, the members gather in a long li�e, 
each holding a candle. Slowly, led by the cult harp, they dance m 
file out into the thick forest along precut paths . They are soon 
swallowed up by the forest, and all we can see and hear is an 
occasional glimmer of a candle, a floating chord from the harp. 
Later they return; and proceeding just within the �ntranc� and 
beside the central pillar, they begin fifty strong to wmd a tIghter 
circle until all members are pulled together and the candles now 
held above their heads form one large dancing flame. This is nlem 
mvore one-heartedness, one of their main images of the wholeness 
of their communion-an experience otherwise achieved by the 
dancers as they dance together into one whole village and forest, 
microcosm and macrocosm.  Worship ends with a final circle j ust 
before the sun rises. And then the members gather in a thatched 
pavilion in a state of high euphoria and conviviality for a morning 
meal of manioc. . Finally, we move to the seaside savannah and the semlUrb�n 
zones of Natal Southeast Africa. This is Zululand, although m , 

. .  
the city of Durban the Zulu do not have permanent permIssIOn to 
reside. On Sunday afternoon, gazing out on the vacant spaces of 
that city, not yet built on or since abandoned, we see �ountless 
small groups of Zionists setting up their blue and whIte fl�gs, 
which whip about in the constant I ndian Oce�n br��ze, beSide 
dusty circles worn deep in the grass. The mam spmtu

.
al force 

these Zionists seek to evoke is the Holy Spirit, Umoya Oymgwele, 
or Holy Wind; they do so by running breathlessly for long periods 
around these circles. If the runners are pure, they are eventually 
drawn into the center of the circle for final purification and incor
poration with that powerful win� ; but

. 
if they a�e impure, they are 

cast out of the circle into the penphenes often m a state of posses
sion, and must be purified before they can �egin to run �gain i? 
the circle. Eventually, with any luck, they Will return as m prev

.
I

ous weeks to the center of the circle. The whole worship arena IS 
an image of the Zulu kraal. Here, too, as in West Africa, members 
periodically go to the beaches for baptism in the crashing surf of 
this active ocean. Far out into the water they go--every year some 
drown-for complete immersion, for the ocean is the home of the 
Holy Wind and those immersed in it become, like those drawn 
into the circle, at one with this holy agency. Later, the group 
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gathers on the shore in the image of the Impi, the Zulu regiments 
of yore. Chanting and stomping on the beach in the pincher-like movement that is characteristic of the Impi, they surround those members of the congregation with especially resistant illnesses, 
fixing them at the center of this military encirclement so that the 
leader may lay his hands on them in the name of the community 
and with special power-the powers of the multitude of purified 
eyes focused on the afflicted one in the shadows. 

It is important to my argument to thus visualize selected as
pects of these movements. It gives us some of the basic images 
with which these movements revitalize . . .  with which they recon
stitute their world. I t  is true that from the perspective of the dis
covery procedures of a normal science of behavior, pictorialization 
may appear to be inadequate; we might expect instead to be 
shown the elementary ideas behind these images and their as
sociated behaviors. It is my argument, however, that these very 
images are elementary and primordial. 

THE MIX OF ELEMENTARY POSTULATES 

Despite some feeling that the notion of elementary thought, 
Elementargedanken, like the notion of mystical participation, is 
nineteenth century in locus, it  persists in various forms in the an
thropological literature, whether as " themes" ( i .e . ,  "underlying 
dynamic affirmation" ) ,  " motifs" ( the basic units of folklore ) ,  or 
"basic premises," "cultural axioms," or "existential postulates ." 
In a more formal vein, with both Levi-Strauss's "my themes" and 
folklore models in mind, Dundes ( 1963) advances the "motifeme" 
as the basic unit. Subsequently and more relaxedly, he refers to 
"folk ideas" (Dundes 1971 )-such things as the idea of linearity, 
the idea of circularity, the idea (Dundes prefers that word to 
"image") of limited good-as the basic units or building blocks of 
world view. More recently, Witherspoon ( 1977:5) has argued in 
connection with his study of the Navajo universe that " all cultures 
are constructed from and based upon a single metaphysical prem
ise which is axiomatic, unexplainable and unprovable."  

Such elementary postulations are characteristically out  of 
reach for ethnographic interview, but I would argue that the 
search for Elementargedanken, if not misplaced concreteness, in
adequately assesses the experience of coherence and wholeness, 
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which is an experience both horizontal and hierarchical, 

peripheral and central, interior and exterior-an experience of affi

nity and consanguinity, as it were. At the least this kind of inquiry 

assigns to deep thought processes--or to those thought processes 

having to do with relatedness-an ideational explicitness and clar

ity they do not possess. Participants may be within reach of such 

ideas, but their reach inevitably exceeds their grasp. Such things 

are inchoate. From the anthropological perspective, the search for 

elementary ideas risks being a schoolmasterish kind of inquiry if 

it presumes that such formulations are causal or controlling. I n  

fact, they are emergent and consequent t o  a stimulating thickness 

in experience-to primordial forms of postulating and participa

tion in which by subsequent abstraction supposed elementary 

ideas can be discovered to be embedded, but mostly by people of 

thought.  Those actors in the revitalization movements I studied, 

whether under the pressure of my inquiry or the problema tics of 

their situation, resurrected from the depths of their experience pro

totypical images that were persuasive to their well-being or apt 

for statisfying performance. 
Of course, the search for Elementargedanken is understandable 

because the primary problem, if we are to understand any kind of 

formal or structural study, is to "find operational units which can 

be manipulated and on which logical operations can be performed 

(cf. Fernandez 1979) . Since most well-schooled individuals in the 

modern world are intensively taught to perform operations on 

things ( i .e . ,  to be competent) , it is understandable that we are 

driven to search for elementary ideas . But as Durkheim has 

shown, it is arguable-and particularly so if we are concerned, as 

we are here, with experience-that ideas are always emergent. We 

squeeze them out of embeddedness, out of participation, out of a 

relatedness of men and women. They do not have experientially 

the primacy we seek to give them. To make a much longer argu

ment short (see Fernandez 1974) , in my view the elementary forms 

are, in experiential terms, first the personal pronouns that point 

at the unities of our experience, and second the sign-images 

(metaphors and other tropes) that are predicated on them to 

give them actionable identity. These predications, in all their 

variety, are the elementary postulates that formulate and stimu-

late experience. 
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.
I n  

.
respect to the religious movements we have been looking 

at, It IS easy to re�ognize certain recurrent tropes-mostly 
metaphors but sometImes metonyms-which, since tropes are 
not 

.
only assert�d

. 
bu� can be performed, satisfyingly organize 

consIderable actIvIty tn
. 

the particular religious community. Ta
ble I presents the partIcular predications and the performative 
consequences of these movements. Earlier on in my thinking about 
th: place of tropes in religious revitalization, I tended, like 
Wltherspoon�though I was specifically influenced by Pepper's 
Jtbrld Hypothem ( 1942)-to argue for ultimate organizing meta
phors. Remember that in Pepper's ( 1942: 107) view there were 

TABLE I 

Metaphoric Predictions 

For the Apostle's Revelation Society: 

We are the tribes of Israel . 

We are Christian soldiers. 

For Celestial Christianism: 

We are the conduits between 
sea, earth, and sky. 

For Equatorial Bwiti: 

We are people of the forest 
threshold .  

We are lost hunters of the forest. 

We are one heart. 

For Zulu Zionism: 

I am the bull who crashes in 
the kraal. We are the regiments 
of the holy wind. We are the 
cattle of the Lord. 

Perfimnative Consequences 

Each group, by manifesting its 
particularity, shows that i t  is part 
of a whole chosen people. 

By marching to and fro, we mili
tate against devilish forces without 
and devilish disorder wi thin. 

By living purely and in tranquility, 
we will not disturb the forces 
which flow through us. 

By gathering the forest around us 
and ceremonially making our way 
out into the forest, we can be 
reborn. 

We separate individuals can 
recapture our family identity. 

By moving faster and faster in 
tighter and tighter circles, we can 
recapture our inner purity and the 
security of supernatural tutelage. 
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four basic philosophical world views, each of which had one unde�-
k "fc ' " '' ganI 

lying hypothesis or metaphor to wor
. 

o�
,
t : ormIsm, or 

.
-

cism," "mechanism," and "contextuahsm. He argued for the m

stability, dynamism, and eventual collapse of any sys�em that 

mixed metapq.ors. More recently, however, I have reexa�med that 

presupposition and the search it im�lied �s bemg 
. 
overl� 

philosophical in inspiration. The underlymg UnIty found 10 reh

gious culture cannot be expre�sed satisfactorily in any . on� 

metaphor. Religious movements, If not any act
. 
of cultural revltal

.
I

zation and returning to the whole, always mIX metap�ors . I� IS 

the dynamic interplay of these metaphors that is most mterestmg 

and consequential and that gives the impression of coherence�f 

the return to the whole. We turn now to thi s  play of tropes-thIs 

grammar, if by grammar we mean a series of pred
.
ications on p�o

nouns whose consti tuents are in both syntagmatic and paradIg

matic relation (see Fernandez 1974) . 

THE PLAY OF TROPES 

In considering how metaphors are mixed in  revitaliz�tion--or bet

ter yet ,  how tropes are mixed because metony�y IS present,  as 

well as occasional irony-we begin to make musIC. Or at least �e 

begin to see the music in our subject . I t  is comple
.
x poly�honIC 

music the score of which can be difficult to follow m publIc pre

sentation if we are not used to sight-reading this kind of music. 

Here we are moving from simply "tuning-in"-referring back to 

Schutz's use of the musical metaphor to get at the fundamentals 

of relatedness-to something more symphonic: the symbolic sym-

phony, if you will, which returns to the wh�le. . . 
There are as many kinds of polyphOnIC compOSItion a

.
s there 

are varieties in the play of tropes. Levi-Strauss, 10 the 

Mythologiques, develops the possibilities of this variety with charac

teristic verve and resourcefulness as he begins The Raw and the 

Cooked ( 1969) with an overture and conducts the reader through 

arias recitatives, variations, interludes, and the coda of Boror?, 
song.' He presents a "Good Manners Sonata," a "Caitatu Rondo, 

"0 C t "  "We1J-
a "Fugue of the Five Senses ,"  an ppossom an ta a, a . 

Tempered Astronomy,"  a "Toccata and Fugue of the Pleaides and 

the Rainbow," and finally, a "Rustic Symphony in Three Move

ments Including a Bird Chorus"-a symbolic symphony indeed. 
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But we cannot be interested here in such variety or in such 
adventurous use of the musical metaphor. Rather, our interest lies 
in the usefulness of music and, more specifically, in orchestral per
formance as a metaphor for ri tual sequence and the conviction of 
totali ty.4 In its own way this is profoundly structural, but let me 
alert the reader to two differences of approach .  While most struc
tural analyses regard myth or ri tual as being generated primarily 
to solve a culture's problematic and unwelcome contradictions of 
a cognitive, sociological, or technological kind-it is ,  after all ,  a 
method intent on setting up and solving such contradictions-we 
will regard them, or at  least we will regard the African revital iza
tion rituals, as having two intentions: the intention to give defini
tion to the inchoate, and the intention to return to the whole. At 
the same time we do have a structuralist sense of how the permu
tational dynamics of expressive statements are to be understood . 
This sense is in contrast with a narrative-oriented analysis in 
which the syntax of the narrative looms large and the agonistic 
surface arguments and denouncements are primary. Mine is a do
main-oriented analysis in which paradigmatic shifts in the domain 
of interest are primary and, in the end , taken to be (experienced 
as ) wholly convincing. 

The sigh t-reading for this subject rests on the very old but so 
often poorly understood distinction ( basic, in my view, to any an
thropology) between associative relations of contiguity and as
sociative relations of similarity. This is essen tially the Frazerian 
distinction between contagious and sympathetic magic, that mix 
of manipulations that together move the whole realm of the  un
seen. It is essentially what is involved in the distinction between 
consanguinal and affinal relations, that mix of relations that to
gether constitute the whole kinship system. Pertinent here are 
those phrasings of Jakobson and de Saussure. Jakobson ( 1 956) 
clarified for us the way that metonym is an assertion of an associa
tion based on contiguity of relations, and metaphor is an assertion 
based on similarity of relation. De Saussure ( 1 966) meant much 
the same thing in distinguishing between syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic relations in language communication, though the 
language-oriented understanding of contigui ty-similarity relations 
to some degree inhibi ts our understand ing as far as ritual se
quences are concerned, which themselves are arguments of images 
and not fully syntactical in the l inguistic sense. 

: 1  II i l  
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I n  music, the same distinction is afoot in the contrast between harmony and melody. Melody is the sequential contiguity 
of notes, while harmony is the paradigmatic association of differ- .•. ent instruments or voices playing with their respective pitches and registers . In  symphonic music we are familiar with different instru
ments, which may have been all along in background accompani
ment, being brought into focus as the melody progresses and even 
with shifts in key to suit these instruments. This is comparable to 
what happens in similarity-contiguity relations. We can choose or 
are forced to see from another perspective what is contiguous in 
our ongoing experience-in musical terms, we choose another key. 
A contiguous or syntagmatic sequence can by transformed , by 
paradigmatic permutation, into another mode of expression, and 
vice versa. This metamorphosis, this transformative interaction of 
syntax and paradigm, metaphor and metonym, is fundamentally 
what is at play as parts are related to wholes, universalizations to 
particularizations. And it is in sum whol1y convincing. I t may be useful to remind ourselves of the Levi-Straussian 
analysis of these matters, which addresses itself to sequential 
and paradigmatic arrangements of myths-a narrative-oriented 
analysis. This method takes the contiguous narrative and first 
breaks it up into a sequence of episodes. These episodes are then 
arranged in such a way-into a paradigm-as to reveal the unwel
come contradictions being wrestled with and the transformation 
of these contradictions being effected . Hence the paradigmatic per
mutation that underlies the myth .5 

The particular approach I take to the symphonic play of as
sociations assumes that the nether regions of the mind, whatever 
structures it may have for organizing subsequent expression, are a 
repository of images of former sociohistorical experiences actively 
lived through or vividly described . Such an approach contrasts 
with the usual structural approach in which the nether regions 
are "always empty" or at least "alien to mental images"-merely 
there to impose structural laws on inarticulated elements originat
ing elsewhere. These images in their nether repository carry posi
tive or negative signs according as the experiences associated with 
them were positive or negative, gratifying or deceiving. And they 
can be brought forward and predicated on the subjects of religious 
experience and become the basis of ritual performance. I have 
attempted to pictorialize some of these enacted images: the image 
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h Zulu kraal or the Zulu I mpi; the image of the threshold of t e . '  
f I I 

. f the Fang religious forest; the Image of the tnbes 0 srae m tree 
0 . . . f Ch " I_ . Il harmomous production' the Image 0 nstlan so organlca y ' . . . d . . the image of religious men and women medlatmg, mterce -diers , 

I f h '  . ' th . b tween earth sky and water. Al 0 t ese Images m el er 109, e " . 
h 

. 
d £' autochthonous or creatively synthesIZed and sync romze 10rm 

b ought forward and, as ritual metaphors or metonyms, made are r . 
f h 

. I '  the basis of ritual performance. Practically any 0 t ese �evlta Iza-
tion rituals can be seen as acting out a number of these Images at 
various levels of attention (see Fernandez 1977) . 

. The consequences of the production and, often, the acting 
t of these images is cosmological. That is, it returns to the whole au 

f l" in at least three ways: by iteration, by the discovery 0 rep IcatlOn, 
d by the creation of novel semantic categories of wide cIassifica-an 

h" d 
. 

tion. Here it is important to keep in mind that t IS IS a om�m-
oriented approach. For each of these 

.
images derives f�om or IS a 

pictorialization of a domain of expe�lence-the domam of f�rest 
life, of domestic life, of military affairs, of supernatural r�latlOns. 
Acting out these images restores vitality if o

.
nly in

. 
expressive form 

to that domain of activity, which has fallen mto disrepute or ques
tionable participation because of such transitional a�icti�ns 
associated with revitalization movements as status depnvatlOn, 
material exploitation, cultural deprecation, and so on. The perfor
mance of these images revitalizes a domain of experienc� a�d p�r
ticipation. The performance of a sequence of images revltahzes, m 
effect and by simple iteration, a universe of domains, an accept
able cosmology of participation, a compellin� whole. 

. 
To understand the second sense in which the actmg out of 

these images is cosmological, we must understand something more 
about the way in which images are associated analogically and 
the concept formation that goes on in this association. I:Ier� we 
return as well to the interplay of melody and harmony, which IS to 
say the interplay of similarity and contiguity. Sometimes the as
sociation of images in ritual performance is that of continuous 
analogy : A : B :: B : C : :  C : D . . . -people are to trees as trees are 
to the forest as the forest is to the world . . . .  But more often, what 
We find is the production of a sequence of domains of performance 
by discontinuous analogy: A : B : : C : D. Here the relational struc
ture-the contiguities-existing in one domain of experience 
suggests by analogy the relational structure existing in another 
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domain of experience: a person's relation to his or her clan is as 
the tree's relation to the forest; or, the heart is to the body as the 
center of the circle is to the circle, as the cattle kraal is to the 
Zulu homestead. In the play of discontinuous analogies in ritual, 
what occurs is that in performing the contiguous experiences of 
one domain, a sense of resonance or relation by analogy arises 
with some part or related parts of the contiguous structures of 
another domain . This produces, first, a shift from one domain of 
performance to another and, second, a sense of the coherence be
tween domains-coherence by reason of analogous relational 
structures. In brief, the Order of Things in one domain comes to 
be perceived as somehow similar to the Order of Things in 
another. The expression "order of things" reminds us of Foucault's 
( 1970) book by the same name-his historical archaeology in 
which he demonstrated at successive levels of historical time simi
lar synchronic structures of ordering-epistemes-in the various 
domains of culture. It is the falling apart of these relational struc
tures of ordering-these "structural replications" (Vogt 1965) in 
different domains-that produces the epistemological crisis that is 
one of the chief motives for attempts at revitalization by returning 
to the whole . 

The third way the play of tropes returns us to the whole is 
through the "commanding image" ( Read 1951 ) or the novel 
superordinate semantic category (Basso 1976) . This commanding 
category is brought about by metaphoric predication of images on 
the inchoate subjects of our interest-the predications we have 
been speaking about. Metaphor, of course, is the statement of an 
association between things that are normally categorized in sepa
rate domains of experience. This association cannot be based on 
designative or literal defining features but rather on the figurative 
or connotative features the two things have in common. Connota
tively there is something elephant-like about Frank and something 
Frank-like about an elephant-they are both ponderous, deliber
ate, and unforgiving-although literally they belong in different 
domains. When we make these associations on ostensibly connota
tive grounds, however, we also create, as Basso ( 1976:98- 1 1 1 )  ha

.
s 

shown, a superordinate semantic category to which both the anl
mal (elephant) and the human ( Frank) belong. This is a category 
characterized by the designative features "living being," "warm
blooded earth dweller," and so on. 

Fernandez: The Argument of I mages 

The entities of daily experience ·1 
ENTITIES OF ATTENTION 

""·1 (archetypal) 
inert beings· 

. living beings 

earth dwellers / " sky dwellers • • 
walkers ./ �tiles ·�e�.birds / '  (crawlers) / "'-

two-legged . ·four-legged otprey ".of song 

humans / '·apes Singers·/ ".talkers 
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leaders /.'. . ./ " day ., followers mght /.", ./ ·guardians toucans· • prophets parrots I ! EKANG ENGONO EGG . 

Figure 1. The Prophet as Parrot's Egg (Bwiti Religion) 

One way-it is not the only way-to show the creation by 
metaphoric predication of a superordinate semantic category is by 
reference to a lexical hierarchy, or semantic tree (Figure I ) ,  where, 
for example the referents of prophet and parrot, to take the leader 
of one of the revitalization movements, become members of the 
same domain at a very superordinate node of the hierarchy. The 
concept formed by metaphoric predication is always more inclu
sive than either of the categories involved in the predication . 
Metaphoric predication produces exceptionally wide classification 
and "symbolically coerces into a unitary conceptual framework" 
(Basso 1976: 103) that whose designation was previously quite 
separated in our experience. The experience is of the collapse of 
separation into relatedness; it  is the "shock of recognizing" a 
wider integrity of things, the recognition of a greater whole. 
Metaphoric predication, this central form of the argument of im
ages, thus in its very nature impells a return to the whole, or at 
least to some whole that is significantly greater than the parts, be 
they elephants and hominids or parrots and prophets. 

I must emphasize again that this wider classification is emer
gent and is not underlying in any behavioral sense. What we have 
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from the behavioral view is the experience of the separation (or at 
least the variety) of domains into which we have classified experi
ence and, at once, certain similarities, connotatively speaking, that 
exist between the members of separated domains. There is a state 
of tension in our experience. Because of the inadequacies of literal 
language-its constricted view of experience and the lexical gaps 
characteristic of i t-we turn to metaphoric predication. The shock 
of recognition arises because, in making these predications, we 
suddenly become aware of a wider classification of things hereto
fore only implicit and embedded in experience. Particularly in 
times of stress when literal routines break down and we are Con-, 

. 

strained by false or moribund categories, do we turn to figuratIve 
language and the argument of images for .a wide� and �ore �ran
scendent view of things. These are the tImes wIth whIch rItual 
and revitalization are most associated. It is important to recognize 
how the play of tropes and the metaphoric language characteristic 
of these times of stress, by their very nature, return us to the 
whole. 

To take up the musical metaphor again, the shift from do
main to domain is like the shift from instrument to instrument in 
orchestral performance, each in their domain following the basic 
melody-the overall order of things in that culture-b�� each ad�
ing the different properties, the complementary qu�htles o� theIr 
domain of expression. No instrument and no domam can make 
music" alone, but performing together they create a vital--or re
vitalized-cosmological harmony out of iteration, replication, and 
wide classification. 

SIMPLE AND COMPLEX WHOLES 

I have been speaking about the conviction of wholeness obtained 
by the play of tropes--obtained, that is, by .a complex tr��sforma
tive system of figurative predications on mchoate entltle� . . The 
overall effect of these predications is to give these entItles a 
plenitude of experience they could not otherwise achieve. In short, 
I have been speaking about a "complex whole," or at. least a 
whole complexly achieved. We may wish to contrast thIS w.hole 
with the simple whole of the "communitas" experience of VIctor 
Turner ( 1969: chap. 3) in his elaboration of the "liminality" ph.ase of the rites of passage. Communitas is that " irrefragible genUIne-
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ness of mutuality" ( 1969: 137) ; that undifferentiated experience of 
communion, equality, poverty, openness to the other; that recogni
tion of the "essential and generic human bond" that periodically 
occurs as an antistructural reaction to the hierarchical, differen
tiated and invidious relations of the s tructured everyday world . 
Turner ( 1969: 107) contrasted the simplicity of communitas with 
the complexity of the status system in the structured world of 
everyday life. Communitas is an experience spontaneous and ele
mentally existential. 

However the final experiences of wholeness are to be com
pared, and Turner only in passing considered the "wholeness" in 
communitas,6 here I have regarded the experience not as spon
taneous or as instant and oceanic but as more elaborately 
achieved in an argument of images. In such an argument there is 
a productive tension between differentiated domains, on the one 
hand, and their collapse into wide classification, on the other. I t  
may very well be that there are two kinds of wholes to which we 
return-the simple and the complex. Or it may be that Turner 
was approaching the communitas experience at a different point 
of i ts appearance. Or it may be that the communitas argument, 
in dichotomizing the structural from the antistructural experience, 
makes apparently spontaneous and not sufficiently emergent what 
is processually achieved in experience by complex argument (see 
also T. Turner 1978) . Indeed, at several points in his discussion 
Victor Turner recognized the terms in which the argument for 
communitas must be cast-that is, in an argument of images: 
"Along with others who have considered the conception of com
munitas, I find myself forced to have recourse to metaphor and 
analogy" ( 1969: 127) . I t  was true, he noted, of the great figures 
such as St. Francis of Assisi who argued for communitas among 
their followers: "Francis is like many other founders of com
munitas-like groups . . .  his thought was always immediate, per
sonal and concrete. Ideas appeared to him as images . A sequence 
of thought for him . . .  consists of leaping from one picture to the 
next" ( 1969: 141 ) .  Indeed, Turner resisted any notion that com
munitas is merely instinctual. I t  involves consciousness and voli
tion. It is, he said, quoting Blake, "an intellectual thing" 
( 1969: 188) . Insofar as this is true, communitas is to be understood 
as a complex whole. 

In any event, the "intellectual thing" in the return to the 
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whole is what I have tried to illuminate here. And more specifi
cally, since mind is animated by adaptive intentions in specific 
contexts, I also must seek to illuminate the strategic element in 
the play of tropes and the return to the whole. 

SYMBOLIC STRATEGIES 

Wholeness, holiness and adaptiveness are closely related 
if not, indeed, one and the same thing. 

Rappaport, "Sanctity, Lies and Evolution" 

Until recently the very phrase "symbolic strategies" would have 
seemed a contradiction in terms, for symbolic matters tradition
ally were seen as mainly expressive and adjustive, as epiphe
nomenal. But this has changed, and the presence of symbolic 
constraints has been shown for both common sense (Geertz 1975) 
and practical reason (Sahlins 1976) . The neo-Marxists, in their 
effort to give us a more adequate grasp of the superstructure/in
frastructure interaction, deprecate the old "vulgar materialism" 
(Friedman 1974) , with its exclusion of the symbolic, and make 
common cause with the neo-structuralists (Hastrup 1978) , who 
arise out of the most symbolic of traditions. Even in such a pre
serve of positivism as medicine, the importance of the placebo 
effect-symbolic healing, surely-is being reemphasized (Moer
man 1979) . 

When we think of symbolic s trategies, we usually think of the 
use of symbols to manipulate persons and groups, most often for 
deceitful, self-serving purposes. We are surrounded by an advertis
ing environment that seeks to symbolically associate questionable 
products, whether cigarettes or oversized cars, with desirable 
milieus of activity or belonging. And many of us have lived 
through catastrophic periods of history in which torchlit stadiums 
and Wagnerian symbolism were used to animate a sophisticated 
people to primitive deeds. In a later period, and in our own coun
try, authentic symbols of the frontier were used to animate a far
off and irrelevant war. We are, in fact, well aware of flag-waving 
and pseudo-patriotism of all kinds in which symbols are used to 
dominate and deceive. 

But what about the ritual complex of symbols, the symbolic 
symphonies I have been talking about? Rappaport's Pigs for the 
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Ancestors ( 1975) and subsequent studies influenced by it have been 
revelatory in tying ritual activity directly into systems mainte
nance. Flow charts drawn up on the basis of Rappaport's data 
integrate symbolic representations and ritual activities into the 
ecological model where they play their important part in prevent
ing the Tsembaga system from passing beyond thresholds of carry
ing capacity and into a consequent production-population col
lapse (Shantzi and Behrens 1973) . Thus, there is a whole set of 
activities involved in or generated by ritual that are adaptive for a 
society in i ts milieu and are strategic in the most crucial sense . 

. I t  is not really this action or systems adjustment aspect of 
ntual, however, that we have been concerned with here. Rather 
our interest lies in the cosmological aspect-the reconstruction, 0: 
at least the intimation-{)f wholes accomplished by our symbolic 
symphonies. Could this reconstruction be strategic as well, or at 
least strategic in the adaptive sense? The epigraph for this section 
implies that it is and that, in fact , wholeness and adaptation are 
in significant relation. 

In the separated (though really mutually nurturant) cells of 
our modern organic ( to use the Durkheimian metaphor) forms of 
solidarity, individual reality looms very large and the s tudy of 
s�rategy tends to be the study of " the manipulative ploys of indi
vld�als" rationally elaborating stratagems and enjoying spoils 
(Ball�y 1969) . �uch an approach is even more persuasive for any
one Imbued with a market mentality. Returning to the whole 
see�s. somehow beyond our reach, something that pertains to 
socI.etles characterized by mechanical forms of solidarity, by strong 
feehngs of consanguinity and affinity, and by real possibilities of 
mystical participation. And this would appear to be so. At the 
same time, we moderns feel ourselves faced with the " tragedy of 
the commons" and argue for holistic healing and the "whole 
earth : " There are those who despair that analytic reason alone is 
suffiCient to temper the ambitions of separated men and women 
so that they may subordinate themselves to such common in
�erests. And those who are impressed with the reality of common 
mterests ten.d to find just as i llusory the self-sufficiency and au
tonomy ascnbed to our individuality. 

Rappaport ( 1979) , whose touchstone is adaptation and con-
seq 1 

. 
1 

. . uent y surVlVa , IS Impressed by these issues. He argues that 
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the "ultimate corrective operation inheres in systems as wholes" 
and that, in effect, the ultimate strategy may be that of returning 
to the whole: 
Although humans are metabolically separate from one another: and al
though consciousness is individual, humans are not self-suffiCIent and 
their autonomy is relative and slight. They are parts of larger systems 
upon which their continued existence is contingent. But the wholeness, 
if not indeed the very existence, of those systems may be beyond the 
grasp of their ordinary consciousness. Although consc�ous reason is in
complete, the mode of understanding encouraged by liturgy may make 
up for some of its deficiencies. Participation in 

.
ri�uals may e�large the 

awareness of those participating in them, provldmg them wIth under
standings of perfectly natural aspects of the social and physical world 
that may elude unaided reason. ( 1979:236-37) 

When we read such a passage we may be inclined to take it 
as a religious statement. Inasmuch as Rappaport began his field 
research nominalistically in counting the flow of kilocalories, there 
is a tendency to see signs of a conversion here. But in what way, 
really, is Rappaport's system allegiance any different .than the sys
tem allegiance of those of us who, say, study symbohsm as a cul
tural system? Is the cultural system we affirm more graspable to 
ordinary consciousness, more accessible to unaided reason, than 
the system Rappaport affirms? Perhaps it is, and certainly here I 
have tried to give a graspable account of the mechams�s by 
which revitalization movements return to the whole. But it may 
well be that I have only succeeded in giving a partial account, 
that I have only pointed at the whole but have not really g�asped 
the nature of it not to mention the experience of it. And i t may 
be that the wh�le is never fully graspable. It is there, implied in 
our symbolic activity but inchoate. When we say "cultural sys
tem," then, perhaps we are making a symbolic statement, not a 
scientific one. 

In any event allegiance to system is a characteristic of almost 
all anthropology and most of social science. Our discipline beg�n, 
after all as the opening epigraph indicates, with the affirmatlOn 
of a "c�mplex whole" to whose study we were dedicated. Of 
course there have been periods of seeing culture as a thing of 
shreds ' and patches, periods of concentrating on isolated traits and 
their diffusion. But the overall strategy of most anthropology 
is to take the students' much individuated awarenesses and dem-
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onstrate system to them-in some sense to return them to the 
whole. And this is often to revitalize them. 

With the concept of revitalization in mind, let me reem
phasize finally that the play of tropes I have been speaking about 
here are those of "revitalization movements"-movements with a 
special and more open opportunity for creative ritualization, for a 
relatively unfettered argument and performance of images than is 
characteristic of most human situations, committed as they are to 
well-worn routines and the inertia of institutions. These move
ments are strategic in a special sense. Wallace ( 1956:265) ,  who 
coined the phrase and identified the phenomena, clearly puts their 
strategy in terms of system allegiance: 

A revitalization movement is defined as a deliberate, organized, con
scious effort by members of a society to construct a more satisfying cul
ture. Revitalization is thus, from a cultural standpoint, a special kind of 
culture change phenomenon: the persons involved in the process of re
vitalization must perceive their culture, or some major areas of it ,  as a 
system (whether accurately or not) ; they must feel that this cultural sys
tem is unsatisfactory; and they must innovate not merely discrete items 
but a new cultural system, specifying new relationships as well as, m 
some cases, new traits . 

It must be clear as well that these movements arise from, 
and their strategies derive from, deeper prototypical levels of 
awareness than is characteristic of the daily routine and the every
day life we know in the space-time object world out there-the 
mastered world, that is, to which strategic understandings nor
mally apply. Revitalization movements are responses to the hyper
and hypo-arousal associated with the collapse of accustomed 
masteries and the frustration of received strategies once applicable 
within and between the various domains of that object world. In 
such si tuations of epistemological crisis, dreams, visions, and 
deathlike excursions occupy an incipient and central part . They 
rise from the depths of experience with old or newly rehabilitated 
images with which to reclassify and reintegrate a world in which 
the personal pronouns can once again confidently move with the 
fullest sense of both the consanguinities of their context and their 
powers of transformation into something more-something more 
Whole-than they are. 

My argument has 
times-forgotten depths 

I 
been that in these-during masterful 
of our experience there are always a 
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plenitude of entities we can retrieve, entities with which we can 
construct an imaginatively integrated context-a stage-for satis
fying performance. Such retrieval and construction is the ultimate 
and recurrent s trategy of the human experience. I t  is the experi
ence of returning to the depths-that room full of mirrors in which 
we can see ourselves-in order to return to the whole. 

NOTES 

This is a revised version of a paper presented at the anthropology section of the 
New York Academy of Sciences on May 19, 1980, entitled "Symbolic Symphonics 
and Symbolic Strategies: The Reconstructive Play of Tropes in Culture Revitali
zation."  I have profited from comments made on this paper in the several places 
I have delivered it: at the New York Academy of Sciences, at Princeton Univer
sity, at the University of Rochester, and at Indiana University. I thank particu
larly Warren d'Azevedo, Charles and Bonnie Bird, Hildred Geertz, William 
Green, Grace Harris, Michael Herzfeld, Ivan Karp, Daniel Moerman, James 
Spencer, and Aram Yengoyan. 

I. The basic statement of the theoretical position I am taking here can be 
found in Fernandez ( 1974) .  Some parts of that argument concerning the mission 
of metaphor in culture were in need of clarification or amplification, and in sev
eral subsequent papers I have sought to do that: Fernandez ( 1977) clarifies the 
notion of "quality space"; Fernandez ( 1982) clarifies the relation of metaphor to 
the inchoate. This paper, therefore, is part of an ongoing argument and should 
not be read as a complete statement about all aspects of the revitalization move
ments discussed nor a denial of the celebration of parts even of the "unwhole
some disorder" which occurs in phases of these movements. Indeed, I argue that 
it  is the interwoven and alternating celebration of parts and wholes that consti
tutes the "total" symphonic experience of these movements. 

2 .  This distinction has been made, however, for a much different culture (see 
Marriot and Inden 1974) . 

3. One shouldn't ignore the fact that there are differences among us. Some 
of us are visualizers, more readily convinced when we are shown a picture; others 
of us are verbalizers, anxious to be given by formal processes of argument those 
powerful concepts necessary and sufficient to the logic of our own theoretical 
vocabulary. 

4. The usefulness of this metaphor is pointed up in Leach ( 1976:chap. 9) .  
5. Levi-Strauss ( 1955) has produced a quasi-, or perhaps only pseudo-, 

algebraic formula to describe it involving Proppian functions. It has sub
sequently been an algebraic bone of contention, to say the least. The Marandas 
( 1971 ) have offered an interpretation-really a considerable reinterpretation
which involves a mediating personage or type who brings about a transformation 
in the revealed contradiction. Crumrine and Macklin ( 1974) have applied the 
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Maranda interpretation to Mexican folk religious narratives and, in their 
paradigmatic rearrange�ent, discover the unwelc�me con�radic�io� to .be t?at of 
death in the midst of lIfe. Of relevance to our mterest m revItalIzatIOn IS the 
transformation wrought by a prophetic mediator who sacrifices personal vitality 
to restore life to society. 

6. He wrote, " For communitas has an existential quality; it involves the 
whole man in his relation to other whole men" ( 1969: 127 ) .  
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Performance 

and the Structuring 
of Meaning and 

Experience 

BRUCE KAPFERER 

When R.  D. Laing stated in The Politics of Experience ( 1967) that i t 
is impossible to experience another person's experience, he was 
repeating one of the central problematics of much phenomenologi
cal and existentialist philosophizing and theorizing. This prob
lematic concentrates on the essential aloneness and soli tude of 
human beings in the world as lived. Phenomenology, taking sol
itude as a fundamental basis of human existence, directs much of 
its analytic attention to the processes whereby individuals over
come or transcend their aloneness in the world and come to share 
their lived experiences with others. It is an approach which both 
attends to the particularity, individualness, or uniqueness, of 
human experience and to it universalizing character. The relation 
of the Particular to the Universal and vice versa is a basic dimen- . �  

sion of the dialectic of phenomenological analysis. Of course, 
phenomenologists share this concern with a great many others, 
among them anthropologists and sociologists, who do not neces
sarily pursue the same theoretical orientation. I 

But let me return to Laing's postulate. If, as he claimed, i t  is 
impossible to experience another person's experience-a position 
I will modify subsequently-it is true nonetheless that individu
als understand that aspects of their experience are shared in com
mon with others. The world as we live it is not founded on some 
kind of solipsism which views only the individual self and self
experience as real. The everyday world of human action is not 
constituted after the manner of Mrs. Christine Ladd Franklin, an 
eminent logician, who, as Bertrand Russell ( 1948) reported, wrote 
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in a letter that she was a solipsist-and was surprised that there 
were no others. The reality of oneself and the reality of individual 
self-experience---or to put it another way, a consciousness of being 
in the world-is formed within an experiential reality composed 
of consociates and contemporaries with whom individuals assume 
both a degree of commonality in experience and a shared 
framework of understandings through which they become aware 
of their own and other's experience. The basis of Mrs . Franklin's 
not unexpected surprise rested on the fact that the validity of her 
position depended on its being shared by others, an expectation 
that was contravened by the very position she took but that 
paradoxically confirmed her as a solipsist . 

The structuring of social action and relationships constituted 
as these are by and within culture limits the likelihood of individu
als sharing the same experience. Culture, as it relates to the order
ing of life in mundane situations, is both particularizing and uni
versalizing. It mediates the relations of individuals both to their 
material terms of existence and to each other. It is particularizing 
in the sense that the structuring of relations between individuals 
in terms of a framework of cultural understandings variously lo
cates individuals in the mundane orderings of everyday life. I t  
differentiates them and makes possible a variety of individual per
spectives and standpoints on the everyday world. Individuals ex
perience themselves-they experience their experience and reflect 
on it-both from their own standpoint and from the standpoint of 
others within their culture . This is what gives to the practical ac
tivity of everyday life some of i ts movement and process. Further, 
I do not experience your experience. Paradoxically, your experi
ence is made mine; I experience my experience of you . The expres
sions revealed on your face, in the gestural organization of your 
body, through the meeting of our glances, are experienced through 
my body and my situation. " In being looked at by the other, I 
find his 'expression' not so much on his face as through my situa
tion-in feeling admired, in sensing coolness, in apparent indiffer
ence, in being shamed or humiliated" (Natanson 1970: 140) . 

. Even so, the point remains that human beings as social actors 
In their cultural worlds take for granted that they are acting in 
relation to others who share a history and a set of common experi
ences and understandings of experience. We tend to others as fel
low human beings, who are like us and unlike us in the cultural 
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worlds we inhabit. Culture is universalizing even as it particular
izes and differentially situates and roots our experience. As G. H. 
Mead ( 1934) argued, I become aware of myself, of my experi
ence, and of the possibilities of my Self-hood, through the act of 
standing outside myself and reflecting my action through the per
spective of another person-by taking the attitu�e of the c:>ther 
and organizing this, processually, in accordance with rules of mter
relation and of appropriateness, what Mead termed the Gen
eralized Other. This Other profoundly influences our personal 
experience as it enters our awareness in the refle�tive act, such 
acts continually orien ting and reorienting our ongomg and future 
action. While I understand my action and the experience of my 
action and the action of others through my situation in the world, 
the nature of my experience and what I might understand to be 
the experiences of others reaches clarity through a range of cul
tural and social typifications and idealizations of experience. This 
is the universalizing character of culture to which I point. What
ever uniqueness there might be in my experience is generalized 
and lost in a set of culturally constituted constructs, concepts, or 
typifications. These stand between me and my fellow human be
ings, between the immediacy of my experience and the experienc� 
of that other person. I understand the experience of the other ?I
rectly through my experience and indirectly through the medIa
tion of a variety of cultural constructs. These constructs, through 
their mediation, are vital both in the constitu tion of sociality an? 
for what has been termed the intersubjective sharing of expen
ence. What is shared, however, is not the experience of the other 
in its full existential immediacy. Rather, the sharing takes place at 
another level, at a degree removed from any immediate individual 
experience. The various concepts, constructs, and typifications, 
that are engaged in the action of sharing experience are about ex
perience, integral to its comprehension and understanding rather 
than to the experience itself. 

This entire discussion lends support to Laing's postulate con
cerning the impossibility of experiencing another's experience, but 
it is restricted to experience as comprehended and realized in the 
mundane world of everyday life. My argument now turns to the 
possibility of mutual experience in the sense of experiencing to
gether the one experience. Such a possibility is present in many. of the cultural performances we and those in other cultures recognIze 
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as art and ritual. Art and ritual share potentially one fundamental 
quality in common: the Particular and the Universal .are br

.ough.t together and are transformed in the process. The Particular IS UnI
versalized beyond the existential immediacy of the individual's 
situation so that it is transcended, even while i ts groundedness 
and specificity are maintained, to include others in what is essen
tially the same experiential situation. Concurrently, the Universal 
"is given a focus, an experiential content, in the immediacy of the 
individual's situation" (Natanson 1970: 126 ) .  The process that is 
actualized and revealed in art and ritual as performance, the univer
salizing of the particular and the particularizing of the universal, 
is one of the factors accounting for the frequently observed close 
connection between art and ritual and the common recogni tion 
that much ritual is art, and vice versa. 

What is most often glossed as "ritual ," as with the variety of 
arts in their independent formation in numerous cultures, is a 
complex compositional form as revealed through the process of 
performance. I stress this because the word "ritual ," as applied to 
a completed cultural performance, such as the grail-like an
thropological concern with discovering a unifying definition of 
ritual , often denies or obscures the significance for analysis of the 
many different forms that are actualized in what we call ritual 
performance. A great number of the rituals recorded by an
thropologists are compositions that interweave such forms as 
(labeled here for convenience) the plastic arts, l iturgy, music, 
song, narrative storytelling, and drama, among others . These 
manifest in their performance varying possibilities for the constitu
tion and ordering of experience, as well as for the reflection on and 
communication of experience. Within specific cultures, and possi
bly across them, they are tantamount to different languages of 
expression and communication. But in addition, and apart from 
the communicational dimension of ritual, which has received the 
greatest emphasis in anthropological discussion, the languages of 
ritual contain varying potential for bringing together the Particu
lar and the Universal. In the extent to which this is so we find the 
possibility for those organized in relation to them to commune in 
the one experience.2 

At this point the concept of performance becomes critical to 
my discussion. I wish to go beyond the term in one of i ts major 
commonsense usages, that is, performance as the enactment of 
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text. A commitment to an understanding that there is an essential 
separation between the text and its enactment lies at the root of 
much anthropological debate. It opposes some structuralist and 
semiological anthropological approaches to other anthropologies 
which stress �n attention to the description and analysis of cul
tural and social action through the actual experiences, dynamics, 
and processes of cultural worlds as these might be lived and ob
served . Either way, exclusive attention to the properties of the text 
(e.g. , as a complex of signs and their structural interrelation) ,  or 
a focus on enactment independent of its formative or structuring 
aspects, risks a reduction. As Ricouer ( 1976) , among others, has 
stressed, the structuralist analysis of a text loses key aspects of 
that text's meaning as it is communicated and experienced. The 
way a text reaches i ts audience is no less an important dimension 
of its structure. Similarly, a concern with enactment at the expense 
of the structural properties of the text as actualized through the 
specific mode of i ts enactment will likely overlook some of the sa
lient constitutive properties of the particular enactment i tself. Fur
thermore, such concern risks a retreat into subjectivism, in which 
the meaning and the nature of experience are simply the sum total 
of individual interpretive responses, the only constraining factor 
being the limits of the broad cultural world in which individuals 
are placed. A concern with the bones ignores the flesh and the 
blood, the spirit and vitality of form. But a concern with the spirit 
alone disregards the skeleton around which the form takes shape 
and which directs but does not determine the character of spirit 
and vitality. In my usage, "performance" constitutes a unity of 
text and enactment, neither being reducible to the other. More 
properly, it is what certain philosophers of aesthetic experience 
refer to as the Work, irreducible to its performances and yet grasp
able only through them or, rather, in them (Dufrenne 1973 :27 ) .  

Additional and integral to my specific use of the term "perfor
mance" is a concern with the interconnectedness of the direction
ality of performance, the media through which the performance is 
realized, and an attention to the way it orders context. Perfor
mance always intends an audience, and in ritual this might in
clude supernaturals as well as those from the mundane world
performers, ritual subjects, and spectators, among others. The 
media of performance, whether music, dance, drama, or a particu
lar combination of these, for example, have certain structural 
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properties which, when realized in performance, order in specific 
ways those eng:lged to t.he performance. The directionality of per
f�rmance and the medIa of performance are structuring of the 
ntual context; together they constitute meaning of the ritual, vari
ousl� ��able the communication of its meaning, and create the 
pOSSIbIlIty for the mutual involvement of participants in the one 
experience, or else distance them and lead to their reflection on 
experience perhaps from a structured perspective outside the im
�ediacy of the �xperience. The approach I adopt here is broadly 
m agreement wIth Dufrenne's ( 1973:59-60) analysis of the work 
of art: "The work has the initiative. And forbids any subjectivism. 
Far from the works' existing in us we exist in the work . . . .  The 
i�eas it suggests, the feelings it awakens, the concrete images-An
sl�hten, as Ingarden calls them-which nourish its meanings vary 
WIth each spectator. But they vary like perspectives which con
verge at the same point, like intentions which aim at the same 
�bject. ,�ll these views only display or exfoliate its possibili
tIes . . . .  

The elaborate exorcisms that Sinhalese perform in the south 
of Sri Lanka provide some grounding, as well as extension, of my 
argument . These rites continue throughout the night, from dusk t� dawn, and are directed toward severing the malign and indi
VIdually disordering and disorienting attachment of demons to a 
p.atient . Paradigmatically, the logic and structural process of exor
CIsm rit�al is constitutive and reiterative of principles that are cen
tral t.o Smhal�se Theravada Buddhist culture. The key dimensions �f thIS para�lgm underpin the structure of every key ritual event, 
�n the orderIng of symbolic articles and actions within them, and 
10 the a�rangement of events in the diachronic and syntagmatic 
�rogresslon of an exorcism performance. Thus, at the paradigma
tIC level and in accordance with the Sinhalese cosmological view 
and .worldview, demons and ghosts are at the base of a hierarchy 
dommated by the Buddha and a host of major and lesser deities. 
The organizing principles of this paradigm, purity and pollution 
att h d ' ac ment an nonattachment, knowledge and ignorance to 
nam b Ii '  . . ' e ut a ew, artIculate the cosmIC hIerarchy and variously lo-
cate supernaturals and human beings in its order. In terms of a 
s�ructuralist analysis wherein the exorcism as a whole or each 
fI t I "  

' 
ua event m a syntagmatIc progression, is examined at its 

deeper level, as an abstract system of signs, few transformations 
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in structure or in meaning as a function of the structural interrela
tion of signs would be detected. As they progres� exorcisms effect 
a reversal in the relation of demons to human bemgs. Throughout 
much of the rite, human beings-exorcist and patient-give de
mons offerings to signify their subordination to them. But at the 
close of the rite the demons give offerings to deities and to human 
beings, thus signifying the culturally agreed proper.relatio.n �f sub
ordination of demons to deities and to human bemgs wIthm the 
cosmic scheme. This need not necessarily be interpreted as a 
transformation at the level of the deep structure of the rite. Rather, 
it is a final and completed revelation of the paradigmatic st�uct�re 
of the ritual action which has continually informed the logiC of Its 
progression. At all points in the rite the offerings given .to �emons 
are conceptualized as dead and polluting. The reversal l� slmp�y .a rendering, as consistent, of the structural logic of the nte as It IS 
present from the very beginning. . I definitely am not arguing that shifts and transformatIons 
do not occur in exorcisms. Their overt purpose is, after all, de
cidedly transformational. Exorcists, patients, and others assem
bled at exorcisms understand them to be effective ways to sever 
the malign relation between demons and patient, to move t�e. pa
tient from sickness to health, and to achieve important defimtIons 
and redefinitions by the patient and others of the reality in which 
they all are placed. Instead, I am directing attention to the l�vel 
at which shifts and transformations in meaning, understandmg, 
and experience are achieved. This is not at the le�el �f the text, 
here identified as a combination of the structural pnnCIples order
ing the rite as a whole and the rules governing both t�e syntagma
tic progression of ritual events and t�e manner of t�elr enactment. 
Rather, important definitions of realIty by the p�tIen� and others 
assembled for the rite, and shifts and transformations In these defi
nitions, are possible through the structure of performance. . I isolate two aspects of performance: as the structunn� of 
standpoint and as the structuring of context t�rou�� the medmm

_ of presentation. The analysis of both aspects IS cntICal to an un 
derstanding of how ritual establishes and transforms meaning and 
experience for participants, and for. unders�a�ding �ow ritua� 
might create the potential for en?agmg �artlclpants m th� on 
experience as well as enabling their reflectlOn on that experIence. 
Although I have distinguished analytically the structuring of 
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standpoint within performance from the medium of performance, 
both are closely related in any one observed performance. Thus, 
Sinhalese exorcisms comprise a complex interweaving of perfor
mance modes-music, song, dance, and comic drama, to name 
but a few-and it is the nature of their interweaving, as well as 
their constituting properties as forms actualized through, and only 
apparent in, performance, which is integral to the structuring of 
standpoints and to the constitution of context. Through these as
pects of performance, too, specific possibilities for the realization 
of experience and meaning, and their transformation, are created. 

Major Sinhalese exorcisms vary from performance to perfor
mance, and this variation is related to the particular demands of 
clients and the exorcism tradition to which the exorcism specialists 
belong. Within the area I worked, however, there are certain in
variant aspects of the performance structure which are apparent 
at the level of each specific performance. All performances, for 
example, regularly move members of the ritual gathering from 
positions in which their standpoints are largely structured in con
texts external to that in which the patient is located, to positions 
within the context established around the patient. I n  addition, all 
major exorcisms concentrate specific media of performance at cer
tain periods in the ritual progression. Thus, the elaborate perfor
mance of music and dance is most marked in the period known as 
the midnight watch-when the demonic is made present in its ful l 
dominating power and becomes manifest in the entrancement of 
exorcist and patient. Later in the midnight watch, usually after 
the entrancement of the patient, and throughout much of the 
morning watch, when the exorcism draws to a close, comic drama 
is the dominant medium of ritual presentation. This form often 
involves exorcists appearing in the masked guise of successive ap
paritions and demons. 

In Sinhalese cultural understandings a demonic victim ap
proximates what I refer to as an existential state of solitude in the 
World. The demonic as conceptualized by Sinhalese is similar to 
that which Goethe recognized from within the worldview of Euro
pean culture as ultimately everything that is individual and sepa
rates one from others. Demons attack individuals who are under
stOod to be in a state of physical and metal aloneness. Solitude 
and its correlate, fear, are among the key essences of the demonic. 
EXorcisms represent these as the condition of the patient and can, 
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as a logical possibility of the structure of their performance, repro
duce and actualize the experience of the demonic in a patient and 
in other participants. 

The early phases of an exorcism involve exorcists in summon
ing the demons to the ritual site and in the cons�ruction of that 
reality in which the patient is understood to be Immersed . The 
patient is isolated from others in the ritual gat�ering, and the 
ritual action is directed and focused almost exclusively on the pa
tient · other members of the ritual gathering are virtually irrelevant 
to the ritual process orchestrated by the exorcists. While the pa
tient is engaged in a reality in which the powers of gods and de
mons are invoked, the others who assemble at the rite are involved 
in everyday action contexts. Some drink and play cards, while 
others renew friendships and share everyday gossip and informa
tion. The maintenance, and to some extent development, of con
texts of meaning and action outside of that in which the patient is 
placed, but within the immediate setting of a performance, is �n 
part a product of the way exorcists organize their performance 10 
this early period . What I must stress here is the difference betw.een 
the standpoint of the patient, on the one hand, and the possible 
standpoints of the rest of the participants, on the other, as these 
are structured through performance. Patients are not just isolated 
in a world of the exorcists' construction but are limited in move
ment. They are expected to remain seated, to refrain from conver
sation with others who attend the proceedings, and to concentrate 
on the words and actions of the exorcists. Patients are limited in 
the number of standpoints outside their immediate experience 
which could be taken on the action. Indeed, they are restricted to 
the standpoint of demonic victims as this is culturally �efined. 
What is understood to be the subjective world of the patIent be
comes objectified in the ritual action-the subjective is also ob�ec
tive, and vice versa. Imprisoned in a subjective world of strugghng 
supernatural forces in which Life and Death are held in balance, 
and impelled to reflect on this world from a position within them
selves, it is no surprise that patients should occasionally ex�ress 
outward signs of terror and occasionally lapse into unconscIOUS
ness or manifest trancelike behavior. 

In  terms of the structure of performance, what is experien
tially possible for the patient is not so for those. gathered for the 
occasion. The other participants are placed outSide the context of 
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the patient and, furthermore, are enabled to adopt a variety of 
standpoints on the ritual action in terms of rational, everyday con
structs and understandings. Members of the ritual gathering are 
not confined within their own experience and understandings, but 
by their interaction they are able to stand outside themselves and 
interpret their experience through shared constructs and under
standings constitutive of an everyday world not determined by de
monic malevolence. Their experience, insofar as it is reflected from 
their own situated and reciprocally shared standpoints outside 
that of the patient, is made distinctive of the patient's, through 
the structure of performance. The patient's behavior, in that it is 
perceived through the particular experiences and structured 
standpoints of audience members in the world, is rendered poten
tially quite strange. The meaning of the patient's behavior might 
be conceptualized through constructs and typifications of the de
monic, but members of the ritual gathering do not share in the 
immediacy of the patient's experience. 

A significant shift in the structuring of contexts through per
formance occurs from the start of the elaborate presentation of 
music and dance in the midnight watch. For the first time exor
cists use the entire performance area and direct their action in
ward to the patient and outward to the audience. What usually 
occurs is that most members of the ritual gathering become di
rectly focused on the action and thus become individuated and 
separated from those mutual engagements in which everyday con
texts of meaning and action were sustained. This change in the 
structuring of performance is one means whereby everyday con
texts, hitherto part of the performance setting, can be suspended 
and members of the ritual gathering recontextualized within fun
damentally the same context as the patient. Through their indi
viduation, members of the audience are located in essentially the 
same relation to the central events as the patient. And by virtue 
of relocation, one condition is established for the potential engage
ment of audience and patient in the one experience-a common 
isolation in the world of experience. 

Through the media of music and dance, members of the 
r�tual gathering are further impelled in the direction of the pa
tient's experience. The reality of experience constructed in music 
and dance reaches the senses directly through these media as aes
thetic forms and in much the same way, given the extent to which ' I:i 1 :1 I Iii 
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members of the gathering are uniformly indiv�duate� and re
stricted from adopting standpoints outside the Immediate expe
riential realm constituted in music and dance. Those w�o are 
directly and immediately engaged in the realms of musIc and 
dance experience in different ways. H0:-vev�r, t�is abi�i ty to reflect 
on music and dance in the act of expenencmg It reqmres, I would 
suggest, some capacity for individuals t� disenga�e themselves 
from the experience while it is being expenenced: It IS large.ly only 
when the music or dance stops, or in some way mterrupts its OW? 
flow and movement, that reflection and the treatment of expen
ence as an object-a vital element of all reflection-becomes fully 
possible. Musical and dance for.m, as revealed in perfor�an�e, are 
constitutive of subjective expenence; they mold all subjective ex-
perience to their form. . . , 

A concern with the internal structunng properties of musIc 
and dance as forms revealed in performance makes possible some 
statements as to the parameters of experience constructed through 
them. Music and dance, for Sinhalese exorcists, are clos�ly con
nected . The basic sounds out of which the structure of Smhalese 
music is built also correspond to the fundamental body gestures 
and steps of the dance. In the Sinhalese. �yste�, dance fills out 
the time-structure of music and makes vlSlble I tS moveme�t and 
passage. An essential property of �he time-structure of. musI.c an� dance is that it constitutes a contmuous present. MuslCal time IS 
movement and passage filled out in i ts existential im�ediacy. Be
cause of these aspects, members of the ritual gathenng who are 
engaged within the musical context of the. p

at�ent can sha.re t�e 
same vivid and continuous present, WhICh IS an ex�er.IentI�1 
possibility of music. Musical time is reversible, and i t  IS. m thIS 
reversability that the structure of music and dance finds It essen- , 
tial coherence. The time-structure of music and dance tends both 
forward and back in the very moment of i ts presentation to 
the senses . 

I . n The structural hierarchy of the Sinhalese cosmo ogy IS co -
. b ' 1 sub-tinually present in an exorCism. Demons are unam IguOUS Y 

h . ordinate within the cosmic order. I t  is through the power of t e 
Buddha and the deities that the demons are summoned to th� 
rite that their hold over the patient is progressively broken, an 
tha� their polluting and illness-causing ess.enc� i� withdra�n. fro�_ . the patient's body. The attitude of demOnIC VictIms, as thIS IS CU 
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turally typified, denies the cosmological order. Patients are understood to see their reality as crowded by demons who determine their action and who vie with the powers of the gods. Contrary to the view of healthy Sinhalese, demons are seen to be in the same phenomenal plane of existence as the deities, and they evidence a similar relation to human beings. 
The time-structure of music and dance, and their internal coherence in performance, contain the potential for creating such an experience for the patient and for extending this experience to the members of the ritual gathering. Music and dance, through their structuring capacity, can render as copresent and mutually consistent those dimensions of experience that might appear as distinct, opposed, even contradictory, from the rational perspective of the everyday world. In the music and dance of exorcism, both deities and demons are constituted of the same fundamental units of sound and gesture. They are made coexistent in the single and continuous flowing motion of music and dance. In the reversible time-structure of music and dance the deity can rise in the midst of the demonic, and vice versa. Through the form of music and dance the relation of the demonic to the deity is uncertain and unstable. At one moment one might appear to dominate, only to give way to the domination of the other. 

In the music and dance of exorcism the Particular is universalized and the Universal is particularized; and the culturally understood subjective world of the patient finds external form. This subjective world, in turn, insofar as music and dance order the context of experience, is rendered capable of entering directly into the experience of the spectators who have hitherto stood outside the patient's experience. It is in the individuation of members of the ritual gathering in relation to the central ritual events and through the media of music and dance that the experiential state of the patient, alone and terrified in the world , is most nearly approached. The drama of exorcism which follows ends this isolation and destroys that particular accent on reality which is a potential of the structuring of context through music and dance. �rama, and especially the highly comic form it assumes in exorCism, can achieve this by virtue of its own structuring properties as revealed in performance. In its dialogic mode, and in contrast t� music and dance, drama is intersubjective rather than subiec-tlY . . J e 10 Its process. I t does not appear to the senses so much di-
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rectly, as in music and dance, but rather organizes i ts meaning
for the characters portrayed in i t  and for the audience-indirectly 
and at a distance, in accordance with the different structured 
standpoints the characters in the drama assume. Both the charac
ters and their audience are enjoined to adopt perspectives outside 
their own particular subjective standpoint and to reflect on them. 
Drama is quintessentially reflexive as a property of i ts own inter
nal form. In  the drama of Sinhalese exorcism, the ritually con
structed world of the supernatural is joined to the everyday world 
of Sinhalese action and understanding. Exorcists who appear in 
the masked guise of demons, for example, not only act these roles 
but also those of characters who figure in daily experience-politi
cians, police officers, government administrators, girls in search of 
lovers, schoolteachers, and so on. The drama of exorcism is con
ducted in the discourse of everyday speech, not in the specialized 
verbal forms apparent in the earlier phases of the ritual. 

It cannot be overstressed that the drama of exorcism is comic 
in form. Through comedy, various meanings which lie within the 
structure of exorcism and which inform its process, but which are 
variously hidden or suppressed through the structuring properties 
of such performance media as music and dance, are revealed and 
subjected to examination . Comedy and the discovery of the comic 
finds i ts specific movement and process in the juxtaposition of op
posites, in the linking of categories of experience and knowledge 
which in the everyday cultural world are understood to be located 
in different domains, and in the realization of contradiction. Of , .  
course, these are also features of other modes of discourse and 
symbolic action. The distinctiveness of comedy, however, is that 
even while engaging in these processes i t invites those who attend 
to i t to see such juxtapositions, oppositions, and contradictions 
for what they are: as absurdly, impossibly, and inappropriately 
linked in terms of the everyday typifications and understandings 
of the cultural world . Comedy finds its form in inconsistency as a 
guiding principle; and the enjoymen t  i t  can evoke is dependent on 
the realization by the audience of this essential inconsistency. The 
comic process i tself reveals this inconsistency, but the recognition 
by an audience of the full potential of the comic is dependent o� 
their being conscious and committed to their everyday world as It 
is culturally and socially typified. Patients are enjoined by exor
cists and by other participants to laugh, and their laughter in the 
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company of others is taken to be a sign that they have reentered 
the world as experienced by the normal and the healthy. To laugh 
at and with the comedy, as do all audiences in the comic drama 
of exorcism, is to share in a universally typified and com
prehended world. 

The comedy of exorcism, as a central structuring dimension 
of i ts performance, plays in word and action with structure order
ing and reordering of the categories and relations in terms of 
which experience is understood and meaning is generated. If com
edy is disordering, it is ordering at the same time, for in discover
ing and bringing to realization the absurd, i t  also points to that 
culturally defined proper order of things. The comic drama of 
exorcism is both an attack on limiting form--on that which hides, 
obscures, and restricts-and an attack on falsity and illusion, the 
handmaidens of limiting form. Demons, who in themselves are 
masters of falsity and illusion, are harbored and nurtured in the 
limiting form of music and dance and by the restriction on 
standpoint produced through the realization of these forms in per
formance. The comedy of exorcism breaks through such limita
tions, however; it frees individuals from the solitude of subjective 
experience, links them to others through the mediation of shared 
constructs and typifications, and demands that they take a variety 
of standpoints on the world as experienced and as it achieves i ts 
diverse meanings. 

Demons and the demonic cannot live in the expanded world 
of everyday understanding created in the comedy. They represent, 
as part of the comic and in their own essential absurdity, a failure 
to unify to their being the world as experienced in i ts diversity of 
context and in i ts movement and process. And so the demons ap
pearing in exorcism retreat from the stage of human action, and 
in their failure to unify they are replaced in their subordinate posi
tion in the cosmic schema. Through the comedy of exorcism the 
particularlity of individual subjective experience, and the danger 
of the solipsism of the demonic, is transcended and to some extent 
lost in the universality and legitimacy of agreed and shared cul
tural understandings. 

Sinhalese exorcisms exhibit an essential joke form with de
mons as the ultimate butt, as Mary Douglas ( 1968) has noted 
more generally for ritual. A broad conception of exorcism ritual, 
one not too distant from that which exorcists themselves hold, 
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might be that of a magnificent trap in which Qemons are ensnared 
only to be repelled for the moment from the cultural world of 
human beings. This trap is elaborately set through the various 
illusions created by form realized in performance. Demons and 
human being� are subject to these illusions of form, though in 
different ways. Yet when the illusions are finally dispelled, the de
mons are caught and subordinated in the very cosmic reality they 
have sought to subvert, and human beings are freed from their 
capricious control. 

If there is one general point underlying my argument it is the 
critical importance of performance in the analysis of meaning and 
experience. Performance as the unity of text and enactment is 
realized in a variety of forms, aesthetic and otherwise, which carry 
with them, as a potential of their structure, their own possibilities 
for the realization of meaning and experience. They are not neces
sarily reducible one to the other. 

Performance, in my view, is the structuring of structure, and 
it is this critical feature which makes performance essential to the 
analysis of ritual and other modes of symbolic action. Natanson 
( 1974) has recently noted that the difference between some 
phenomenological approaches, on the one hand, and some Marx
ist approaches, on the other, was that while blood flows for the 
Marxist, the phenomenologist contemplates the essence of gore. 
Add a structuralist to this macabre gathering and we might have 
a person who cleans away the blood and gore only to reveal the 
bones. I t  is conceivable that in the analysis of performance all 
these approaches could combine to increase our understanding of 
the complexities and wonders of the cultural and social worlds of 
human beings. 

NOTES 

I .  Theory in anthropology and sociology has continually been drawn to the 
central issue of the relation between the Particular and the Universal. It was one 
of the major concerns of Durkheim and underlies his final great work, The Elemen
tary Forms of the Religious Lift ( 1915 ) .  Enduring debates in anthropology revolving 
around cultural relativism, cultural determinism, and questions of individual 
freedom and the degree to which individuals exercise choice and control over 
their own action and experience, are all instances of this central concern. 
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2 .  Ritu�1 is not just .communication; it is many other things as well. The 
rec�nt work m herme�eutlcs and phenomenology, particularly in the area of nar
ratIve form and poetlcs, has much to add to the anthropological analysis of 
ritual .  
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Reflexivity 



9 
Play and the Problem of 

Knowing in Hamlet: An Excursion 
into I nterpretive Anthropology 

PHYLLIS GORFAIN  

"In  Dreams Begin Responsibili ties"-a short story by 
Delmore Schwartz, 1938 

"In  Dreams Begins Responsibility"-the epigraph for 
Responsibilities, a book of poems by William Butler Yeats, 
1914 

"In  Dreams Begins Responsibility"--old play, no date 
(the source given by Yeats for his epigraph) 

Anthropologists may take Hamlet as an important cultural text, 
since Hamlet has become for readers the epitome of their deepest 
aspirations for self-knowledge, of their quests to penetrate the hid
den truth of appearances, and of their sense of responsibility to 
right a world made corrupt by uncertainty. They may, however, 
overlook Hamlet as a mirror of their own anthropological enter
prise-that of probing actions for the truth of their meanings but 
finding instead only other images of text making. As a text about 
the unclosable distance between behavior and its meanings, be
tween the immediacy of experience and the shaping of experience 
into transmittable forms, Hamlet may mirror to anthropologists 
their own processes and those of the people they study. It depicts 
an unremitting series of inquiries and representations-reports, 
narratives, pretenses, games, dramas, rituals, and punning-as 
Hamlet attempts to close epistemic gaps between the past, pre
sent, and future, to secure the truth and authority of experience, 
and to direct i ts power through symbolic action. Yet no character 
can seize the original event behind any performance; each search 
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yields only another shadowy text, a resemblance, a memory. Like 

Hamlet, anthropologists also find themselves poised between a re

flexive knowing that their "knowledge" of society is always a kind 

of text, a construction based on constructed social forms, and a 

feeling that they bear a responsibility to penetrate beyond the ap

pearances of social life to the truth of ex�erience. �ut beca�se 

meaning is always based on appearances, IS always InterpretIve, 

and is never fixed or final, anthropologists can find in Hamlet a 

master text of their desire to know what they also learn will al

ways elude them. Just as Geertz ( 1972:24-26) has e�plained how, 

for the Balinese, the cockfight may be read as their Macbeth, I 
wish to explain how, for anthropologists, Hamlet may be read as 

their Balinese cockfight .  
I i suggest that Hamlet i s not only an expressive text through 

which' our culture tells i tself about itself, but also a reflexive text 

which anthropologists can study as a story about themselves as 

both makers and students of the texts they examine. I do not 

claim that Hamlet, or my reading of it, can show field workers h?w 

to do ethnography or instruct theorists how to define a reflexI�e 

anthropology. As an inquiry into interpretive anthropology, this 

essay aims toward an anthropology of interpreting texts. T�at ef

fort becomes a central exercise in the anthropology of expenence, 

a humanistic science which interprets experience seen as, and in, 

texts . Such an anthropolgy tends to "read" experience (Geertz 

1972, 1980) . It postulates that experience becomes knowable o�ly 

in performances and accounts; these productions are seen. as m

terpretations which cultures present to themselves, and whICh t?e 

anthropologist then must interpret (Geertz 1972 ) .  Because denv

ing meaning requires making differences, we note the cult�ral 

choices that constitute meaning. We study how performers SWItch 

genres select details, omit references, shift perspectives, or even 
, . . the 

transform ontologies, as they do when they move actIOns mto 

domain of the play. The "difference that matters" may, however, 

be experienced as the veil that always seems to fal l between an 

authentic reality and a mere "version" of it . We may view �he 
. . f r Im-

versatile differences which produce meanIng as signs 0 ou 
. ' h 'gnal 

penetrable complexity-as the drawn curtams m a t  eater Sl 

that a stage action will be just a fiction . . But �i�erence may a.lso . 
signal an ongoing drama of inquiry. Seen In this hght, the pr.obln� . 

of culture becomes not a matter of truth or proofs ,  not a review 0 
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discrete events or fixed realities. The illusion that reality is set, or 
even a set of rules, dissolves before a sense of culture in pro
duction. 

The interpretive method for studying culture as a process re
lies on paradoxes of reflexivity, for we must inevitably confront 
our own processes of interpretation when we deny that we can 
finally locate the "head and source" (Hamlet, 2.2 .55) of our condi
tion .l Promises that social truth may be found " though it were 
hid indeed / Within the center" (2 .2. 159-60) are made only by one 
as foolish as Polonius and are believed only by those with fatal 
purposes, at least in Shakespeare's drama. By contrast, Hamlet val
orizes the playfulness to experiment with uncertainty and the 
courage to learn through not knowing. 

As a mirror which exalts our own image yet also reflects its 
inability to provide no view beyond itself, Hamlet presents us with 
a consoling answer to this tautology, but Hamlet's consolation de
pends on the paradoxes of reflexivity. This reflexivity entails not 
just self-awareness or self-reference; it requires a consciousness of 
our means of self-consciousness and of our uses of self-presentation 
(Ruby 1980: 156-57) . 

Like epistemology, reflexivity does not address what we know 
but how we think we know (Myerhoff and Metzger 1980: 103) . In  
reflexive examination we probe the techniques by which we reflect 
ourselves to ourselves: our stories and projections, our portraits 
and mirrors, our journals and novels, our games and pastimes. 
We study our reflections and speculations (Fernandez 1980) and 
thereby become the objects of our own subjectivity (Babcock 
1980b: 1 -3) Such duplicity examines not only the objects in which 
We become objectified to ourselves but also the methods by which 
We see ourselves making ourselves in them. When we thus turn a 
mirror on the mirror, to examine mirroring, we create a sense of 
tnov.ement, of resonance, of process . The exercise can produce the 
vertIgo of infinite regress or an ascent into transcendence. In fact, 
the language of reflexivity is replete with metaphors of affect and �patiality. When we speak of a "meta-level" of self-knowing 
above" "b d" h I I or eyon t e eve we may at first have taken as real 

Or privileged, reflexive positions may seem superior. But these con
structions may also seem like the dreams from which we must :W,�ken to live. If we imagine, spatially, that we have "jumped 

p a level in metaphysical consciousness, we may feel that reflex-

I '  , I  
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ive insight arrives at the "higher truth," in which case the dream 
is paramount and "life" is just the shadow (Herz 1977 :390-93) . 
Temporally, a distance seems to widen between the past we recall 
in present objects-those we use to fashion the future. T�us, we 
may seem to stand at the very junctures of ontology and tim:, at 
a moment so interstitial that we may feel we partake of etermty. 

Because reflexivity promotes such paradoxical awareness 
through open artificiality, it makes sense that works of art regu
larly employ reflexivity. Since they already operate within the 
clear zone of artifice, fictions seem to illuminate, rather than deny, 
our sense of reality. For this reason fictions may most profoundly 
convey the double dimensions of reflexivity. Fictions that confess 
their own feigning do not so much threaten our faith in appear
ances as allow us a holiday; we are freed to play with the translu
cency of culture. The seeming opacity and permanence of social I 
arrangements become refractable in the prism of a fiction or re
flexivity. Even a tragedy can painlessly expose to us the limits and 
powers of our fabrications. 

Hamlet acknowledges the epistemological dilemmas of any re
flexive undertaking and also instructs us how to read both itself 
and the world . A reflexive reading of Hamlet, for anthropologists, 
might proceed first with a consideration of the drama as a fiction 
and then with a consideration of what happens in the drama. I t  
resists the absurdity and despair which can beset us when we 
realize that our knowledge of social motives, meanings , and truths 
is confined within the scope of our languages of social meaning. " 
But to understand the consolation Hamlet holds out to interpretive .. 
anthropology, we must learn more from Hamlet about the para
doxes of using texts for knowledge. 

THE PROBLEM 

My aim is twofold: to show anthropologists something about t�e 
f fl . .  d Ill-relevance of fictions and play to problems 0 re eXlvlty an . 

terpretation in anthropology; and to show how anthropological 
theories can clarify lasting puzzles in the interpretation of Hamlet . .. 
Both efforts can demonstrate the pertinence of fictions to a.n- . 
thropologists as players-readers and the power of anthropology In 
reading. One question, for example, concerns what we might �an 
Hamlet's indeterminate madness. Is he mad, or is he feiglllng 
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madness? And why are we made so uncertain about his inten
tions? Another question notes the peculiar ending of the play, in 
which a fake fencing match resolves the plot instabilities. Why is 
this game which is not a game so apt an ending for this play? 
How does the play teach us to think about fictions, such as games, 
and deceptions, such as con games? We also must wonder why 
Hamlet engages in this game when he must, by then, suspect it 
may not be a game, and when he in fact senses that the game, 
even as a game, may be potentially lethal. In this regard I will 
connect fiction making and reflexivity to processes of play. This 
configuration of concerns raises fundamental questions about the 
relationship of fictions to making meaning and to undertaking acts 
of responsibility. 

HAMLET AS A FICTION 

Hamlet assures us that we can use fictions to play with-to refor
mulate and master-our problems of semantic penetration, discov
ery through mistaking, and the multiplication of meaning through 
indeterminacy. These are the problems anthropologists make more 
and more the objects of their analysis and theory, whether they 
look at their informants or themselves constructing semblances of social meaning. Indeed, anthropologists do not need Shakespeare's depictions of social ingenuity to admire how cultures fabricate worlds of openly artifactual events, reflexive situations, liminal processes, reframings, deceptions, and fictions. We hardly require a reading of Hamlet to recognize the virtuosity with which humans re-present reality to themselves in one imaginative substitution of experience after another, how we turn the flux of experience into narrative, narrative into drama, plays into replays, and use all these means of interpretation and reinterpretation to maintain and invent roles, generate power in spectacle and symhoi, refashion expectations, and question the "givenness" of rules and institutions. Readers of culture, like readers of literature, know it is as difficult for social researchers as it is for Hamlet to " I p uck out the heart of . . .  mystery" (3 .2 .366) ,  to seize "what is Out there,,,2 to bestow on posterity their own versions of the prob-lem of k ' . I "  I' " B  . I . . nowmg socia rea I ty. ecause some sOCIa SCIentIsts, �uch as the contributors to this volume, examine the works of Imagination with which people organize and reconstitute their ex-

I I:' 'Ii I' 
I' 
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perience, they also increasingly take up literary methods and 
metaphors to characterize the ways they and the people they 
study make meaning in their lives (Geertz 1980) . 

Shakespeare successfully bequeathed to us his version of that 
problem, for Hamlet teaches us about our w.ays of t�king occasi.ons 
as texts, of making texts into means for social learmng �nd actIOn, 
and of using other works of art to master those techmques. Yet , 
great works of art, like the myth of �arcissus, �arn us that they 
may reflect on only their own reflectmg, suffermg the same out
come as Narcissus (DiSalvo 1980) . So, too, does Hamlet enclose 
mirror within mirror story within story, play within play, to 
suggest how works of culture and art express an ever-receding 
virtual reality, which fictions can bravely portray yet never 
really betray. . In  his essay in this volume, Bruner argues that ethnographIes 
may be best understood as narratives that anthropologists l�arn 
and tell as a means to organize and interpret events over tIme. 
The structure and ideology of dominant narratives, as Bruner 
shows, give informants and ethnographers a structure of dis�ourse, 
roles, and sources of power in which they can locate theIr own 
significance in relation to the differences in a p.a�t-present-future 
to which narratives give shape. But these narrativized accounts of 
change and significance are not open fictions; that is, the� may be 
taken as texts as narrative structures, but not as admItted fic-, 

. tions. Ethnography may be predicated on theoretical models or It 
may perceive events in terms of conventions about �ocial behavi�r " 
which anthropologists teach each other and acqUire from dom�
nant discourses of knowledge (Bakhtin 1981 ; Foucault 1978) ; but It 
is taken as a descriptive and analytic account of life "as it is," �ot 
as a representation of life "as if." Ethnography is taken as fac�lVe, 

. not fictive. Anthropologists frequently interpret play and fictIOnS 
within ethnographies, however, and they often regard such expres
sive events as arteries reaching to the very heart of a culture-to 
its imagination of itself. 

At one level, as a fiction Hamlet invites us to use it to see 
ourselves' at another level it forces us to question that very proc�ss ' , 

If fl ' h�h by a process of self-reflection. Because of that se -re ectIOn, w . " 

produces paradoxes about its own powers, Hamlet both exploIts , 
and assaults our faith that dramas, like mirrors, disclose the real-
ity of social life. 
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When we read the text of this Shakespearean play, or watch 
it performed in the theater, a system of conventions about taking 
such experiences as "play" comes into operation. We assume that 
the events taking place on stage, or the incidents we read about, 
are not "the events themselves," nor are they a transcription of 
the actual occurrences. The words on the page and the enactments 
on the stage are taken as representations of imagined actions, so 
that the actions depicted are not themselves assumed to be "real ." 
We take fictive actions as imitations of actions which might at 
some time occur, given what we know about human possibility 
(Smith 1978: 14-40) .  

Hamlet, for example, is an artwork that uses the past (or 
rather, certain ideas about it) as a setting but does not offer itself 
as a reproduction or investigation of the historical truth of that 
past, irrespective of whatever history there may be about a Prince 
Amleth in Denmark is A.D. 600.3 Fictional drama is unlike a 
ritual, which we place in sacred time and is taken as "real," as 
doing work-producing or recreating actual occurrences. Rather, 
fictional drama is taken as a fabrication of events placed in a rep
resentation of time and place. Although the performance or the 
reading takes place in a historical moment in a specific place---on 
the Globe platform in the summer of 1600, or in an Oberlin 
armchair in the summer of 1981-the world depicted by the 
drama is one the audience must conjure up, beyond the stage or 
the page. The virtual world of Hamlet (as distinct from the rocky 
ledges of the real Amleth) remains an imagined zone. The hetero
cosm created in a fiction is a realm that imitates existing or possi
ble worlds but also remains an alternate "made" world . Designed 
both by the "poet's eye" and the imagination of the audience, 
which must "piece out" and "amend" that vision,4 fictional worlds 
always remain incomplete and detached from the realms they 
point toward. For its many actors, directors, readers, and audi
ences in performances, rehearsals, rereadings, and parodies over 
the last four hundred years, Hamlet shows not the events of �mleth, Feng, and Horwendil in seventh-century Jutland; instead, 
It enacts a set of incidents placed in a fictive domain which resem
bles or refers to that period and locale, yet it can also pertain to 
other contexts because of its fictional dislocation and atopicality. 

Fictions build believable worlds for us, but never ones we 
take as actual. The virtuality of the mimetic world may render it 
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no less compelling or even less convincing than the actual world, 
though it always remains, at some level, distinct from that world. 
Smith ( 1978:33-34) explains the difference: "Shakespeare com
posed the play, let us say, in 1603, but in what year did Hamlet 
kill Claudius? In one sense, he kills Claudius every time the play 
is performed,

l 
. . .  but in another sense the slaying of Claudius is 

an act that never did, never will, and never can occur in the histori
cal world. " In Bateson's ( 1972) language, when we class an event 
as fiction or play, we designate something about how we take the 
event. When we indicate " this is play," we make the event a 
metacommunication which "says" we are to "take this signal to 
signify what X commonly signifies and take this signal to not sig
nify what X commonly signifies ." Moreover, we also assume that 
what X commonly signifies may itself be imagined. Observing a 
puppy's behavior, Bateson could see that the puppy knew a "nip" 
did not signify what a "bite" does; and the nip represented "a 
bite ," though not an actual, particular bite ( 1972: 179-80) . 

When Hamlet stages a play of murder as a court interlude, 
he reassures his royal audience that the actors only play at mur
der: "They do but jest-poison / in jest-no offense i' th' world" 
(3 .2 . 134-35) .  He makes the obvious point that in a play the ap
pearance of murder does not signify what the appearance of mur
der commonly signifies; and the audience may also safely assume 
that what this appearance of murder signifies may be a fictive 
event. The play does not mime any real murder; or, at any rate, it 
may be taken as if it doesn't .  For the audience watching it , the 
sight of murder becomes a pastime; the immediate issue is, ":hat 
the image of murder means. Yet for those who watch Hamlet s Jest, 
a murder of just this sort has been committed. That "extradrama- . 
tic" fact adds a brilliant irony in the larger dramatic world which . 
encloses the entertainment. There, the king who watches a fiction 
of regicide has himself committed an act of regicide and has used 
deception to cover the offense. Hamlet uses art to suggest "no 
offense i' th' world ." But, of course, Hamlet also hopes his play 
will offend-not the body but the conscience. He aims the play as 
a jest and as a moral barb. 

Later I shall discuss the expanding meanings of this scene 
within a scene, but for now I wish to point out the level on which 
Hamlet's disclaimer is true. For those whose consciences enable 
them to play, for those whose imaginations can take play with a 
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playful spirit, drama is a jest, a gesture, incomplete, a sign about 
signs . The metacommunication "made by" fictive statements is, 
in fact, one the interpreter places on them. Play is a process of 
interpretation, not a matter of the intrinsic conditions in a situa
tion or thing. Therefore, we cannot list the events we take as play 
or the objects we treat as toys. We make play by the way we frame 
an action as play. In terms of communication, a statement is being 
made on one logical level; at another level we take the discourse 
to be a representation of discourse. To put it another way, we un
derstand the event framed as a play event. The metaphor of a 
"frame" suggests that a boundary defines the incident as mimetic. 
But the event includes its frame, so to speak. The double discourse 
of play makes communication double; the doubling occurs in the 
form of a metacommunication about meaning. As a discourse 
about its own meaning, play then centers not on any specific 
meaning but on the general issue of meaning, which it foregrounds 
as a playful problem. 

Play events, then, produce a special process of interpretation, 
a process which uses the same means for interpretation that we 
use to understand natural events, but which are distinct from that 
process. We do not interpret a fictive statement to uncover a 
speaker's actual intentions or to formulate choices for consequen
tial action. "No longer mourn for me, when I am dead" is not a 
request from Shakespeare (Sonnet 71 , line I )  to be acted on when 
we read his words. We do not probe into the historical context of 
the utterance to ask ourselves if the writer-as distinct from the 
persona who fictively "says" this-was at that moment afraid he 
Would die. When we begin the open-ended interpretation of this 
utterance as a fictive utterance, we construct a series of plausible, 
yet imaginary contexts into which we can situate a variety of read
ings of the lines, as spoken by a fictive poet/lover. This process of 
hypothetical readings makes the interpretation of fictive speech a 
process that, like the interpretation of everyday speech, considers 
Speech in relation to speakers, social contexts, and consequences, 
though the contexts remain fictive. The process of interpreting a 
play event, then, plays with the process of interpretation used in 
"natural speech" (Bakhtin 1981 ; Smith 1978) . We engage in a series of inconsequential conjectures. 

Play interpretations also free us from making responsible 
choices based on the acts that are enacted or on the fictive utter-
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ances that are spoken. Unlike the way anthropologists might re
spond to overhearing informants recall a deception they have per
petrated, we do not ask, after a play is over, "What shall we do 
now that we know what happened?" What we learn about what 
happened from "overhearing" Hamlet is something we use to en
rich our understanding of what happens in the world. We do not 
add it to our store of information of what has happened to actual 
people. Moreover, we do not think that Hamlet requires us to m�ke 
judgments or choices in our world; we do not feel we mu�t deCide 
if the real Gerutha of history knew that the real Feng killed her 
husband before she married him. Our uncertainty about Ger
trude's complicity, in Shakespeare's play, is not experien�ed �s a 
problem in judging a historical person for the sake of hl�ton.cal truth. Instead, we enjoy the problem as a means for consldenng 
general processes of suspicion and self-delusion, an illustration of 
our lasting obstacles in knowing fully the motives of others . The 
problem in the play world becomes the representation of real prob
lems with knowledge in our world; the fictive problem enables us 
to contemplate those problems in a specific setting but indepen
dently of any need to make "responsible" interpre.tive .or mor�l 
choices. The play becomes a mirror of problems of mqUlry, but I t  
does not make an inquiry itself. Our interpretation of fictive events 
is then a process of play, resting on both the play of what is pre
sented and the play of judging and choosing among the meanmgs 
of what is shown. Play events create a process of both interpreta-
tion and judgment which is itself playful. . . Anthropologist who interpret the appearances of quotldl.an 
activities inevitably confront the same indeterminacy in social hfe, 
but their understanding becomes a matter of consequentiality and 
negotiation: 
In any social relationship, including the anthropologist/in�ormant 

.
one, 

actors constantly test the accuracy of their inferences and ImputatIOnS, 
and the process by which they do so is extr�o�dina

.
ril� complex. T�ey 

read other peoples' behavior as meaningful activity, plckmg and choosmg 
among different possible interpretations of it available to them. I f  the 
parties to the interaction create widely �iverge?� interpretations . . .  ; th�r. 
can nevertheless continue to think theIr defimtlons are shared until e 
dence to the contrary no longer fits a hypothesis of consensus. At such 
points, actors can either renegotiate a consensual definition . . .  or they 
can terminate the relationship . . . .  (Karp and Kendall 1982:263) 
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Reducing uncertainty, locating intention, and deciding on mean
ing in social acts, for both participants and analysts, is not the 
playful art of reading fictions, however. Fieldworkers who may 
marvel at the meanings generated by the deliberate ambiguities 
and multivocality in everyday events differentiate this engagement 
with hermeneutic potential from the paragrammatic possibilities 
invited by fictive events. Hamlet is not simply a recreational and 
reflective version of doing anthropology or puzzling through life. 
As a reflexive engagement with knowing, this play helps us to dis
criminate between the problems of interpreting events and those 
of using fictions. Thus, it discloses the special ways in which fic
tions clarify the indeterminacies in all that we imagine we know. 

Hamlet permits us to play with, to manipulate and reconsider 
without the consequences of mistakes, the very problems that 
beset a reflexive and interpretive anthropology. In both Hamlet and 
anthropology the problem of truth remains indissoluble. But in 
the playful process of interpreting a fiction, the process of pursu
ing meaning becomes a source of grandeur. As a character like 
Hamlet shows us the nobility and necessity in our searches for 
authority, we gain both a sense of our omnipotence over and the 
dangers inherent in the semantic worlds we construct. Mistakes 
about meaning and worth in the fictive world become matters of 
expansion and possibility, even as the fictive world pictures for us 
how mistakes in our world can be fatal and irreversible. Hamlet 
thus brings us closer to the chaos from which it protects us, even 
while it displays the epistemological paradox it presses: knowing 
through not knowing. 

This knowing-not knowing paradox is related to the paradox 
of reflexivity (Babcock 1980b) . When we use a play like Hamlet to 
create an "objective" or "other" self by which to see ourselves, 
and when the play helps us to examine that same process, the 
examination is conducted by the same faculties we hope to 
examine. The inquiring subject become the scrutinized object; the 
object becomes the subject. When the process involves a fiction, 
the problem is even more acute. Borges ( 1964:46) writes: "Why 
does it disquiet us to know that Don Quixote is a reader of the 
Quixote and Hamlet is a spectator of Hamlet? These inversions 
Suggest that if the characters in a story can be readers or spec
tators then we, their readers or spectators, can be fictions." 

Bateson ( 1979:8, 9) addresses the opposite, but structurally 
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identical, problem in terms of play. Explaining that play is "com
munication about communication," he elaborates: 
Now, what we began to discover is that the word "play" is a classifying 
term within the life of the creatures--or the natives, or whomever you're 
going to talk about; ourselves. If that is so, then of course it is quite 
different, from the acts which constitute it; or if it is not different, if the 
message, "This is play," is itself a playful message, then the roof blows 
off and you don't know where you are and somebody is either going to 
laugh, or be hurt. 

You will create the Paradox of Epimenides when the message, "This is 
play," becomes itself playful. This is the hazing common in initiations, 
when initiators may conceal the fact that the message, "This is play," is  
playful, and may make it into a pretense of discipline. 

Conversely, play may be the pretense, and under its cover real 
discipline may be perpetrated. For example, you might disarm an 
opponent by inviting him or her to join in a surrogate form of 
conflict-say, an organized game such as a fencing match-but 
then abrogate the play message by "playing for keeps" with a se
cretly untipped sword. This sort of cheating does not play with the 
"play message," however. A fake game destroys, rather than 
parodies, expectations and conventions; hence the violation of 
play at the finale of Hamlet. Laertes, the son whose father Hamlet 
has killed, tries to avenge his father's murder by pretending to 
engage in a fencing match with the prince. Laertes covertly wields 
an unbated and poisoned sword, but when the foils are acciden
tally exchanged during a skirmish, he kills not only Hamlet 
but himself. 

I n  actual life, this kind of fraudulent play produces horror; 
its effect is not primarily a playful meta-metacommunication 
about play and pretense. In the drama, however, we can react 
with both regret and ironic understanding. The event is viewed 
with the protective lens of fiction, as a play message about play 
and deception. While someone in the dramatic world does, in
deed, get hurt, no wounds are made in our world. Hamlet, if not 
the fencing match, remains intact as play. However, Shakespeare 
then turns the tables on us in another way, so that the frame of 
the drama itself is played with. Within the play the spectators to 
a game of death become witnesses to acts of murder; outside the 
play we may realize that we are watching a work that is playing 
with death and that could, like the fencing match which is con
cealing a duel, be just the appearance of a fiction. 
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The new meta-metamessage does not make the fictive action 
real, however. No actual murder is committed before us, as it is 
before the dramatic characters. Rather, the new cognitive level in
troduces a new frame of reference-in effect, the "roof blows 
off'-and we experience the exhilaration and sense of transcen
dence that such reframings and play may induce. The boundaries 
of fiction open up to include our action of spectating within the 
class of play. We then see both ourselves watching the play and 
the play together sub specie ludis. 

By identifying our irresponsible position outside the play 
world with the position of witnesses to a disrupted play world 
within the play, even while distinguishing the two zones ontologi
cally, Hamlet maintains its play-ness and yet implies how play be
comes consequential. It also suggests that our "real" world has 
ludic character as well, for we begin to watch our own watching 
with the same kind of attention and analysis we bring to the 
drama. If we sense that our world may be framed, we may wonder 
by whom. Who else than ourselves, we must answer. The meta
metacommunication dissolves any privileged position as more 
"real" by making us part of the play world, objects of our own 
play vision. Yet we stand outside the mirror, subjects of our play 
world .  It becomes now a world on which we can no longer gaze 
idly; we have been given a responsible engagement with our uses 
of fiction. We can see more specifically how this happens by look
ing closely at the drama.5 

LOOKING AT WHAT HAPPENS IN HAMLET 

The plot of Hamlet follows a course of events in the medieval 
Danish court following the sudden death of i ts warrior king, Ham
let. Prince Hamlet has returned home from his studies at Witten
burg to witness, within two months of his father's funeral, a wed
ding between his mother, Queen Gertrude, and his father's 
younger brother, Claudius. Hamlet watches his uncle assume the 
kingship and declare legitimate his marriage to the woman he 
publicly calls his "sometime sister" ( 1 . 2.8) . In Shakespeare's En
gland, a younger brother's marriage to an elder brother's widow 
Was considered incestuous if the elder brother left a surviving son 
(Rosenblatt 1978) . To claim the acceptability of this marriage, 
then, was tantamount to declaring Hamlet dead, since his exis
tence should have outlawed the marriage. Hamlet's presence thus 
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betrays the personally arbitrary quality of the king's rules
clearly, he uses them to serve his own will. But Claudius's sen
tences, state acts when pronounced by him as king, openly display 
that what should be absolute is really manipulable. He under
mines the fiction that social conventions are natural law when he 
shows that, especially for one who wields the sway of king, all 
rules are just rulings. Moreover, as Claudius redirects the conven
tions of mourning, marriage, and language to dictate new social 
proprieties, he shows that such systems are like the rules for , 
games. Yet like the fiction we watch, his verbal and political feats 
do not change brute facts: King Hamlet is dead; Prince Hamlet is 
not. Similarly, in our lives, Shakespeare's craft is no more potent. 
As convincing as we find their reality on stage, neither Hamlet 
nor Claudius lives or dies before our eyes . Claudius's actions, even 
if they are only "acts" he performs to disguise reality, can trans
form the way his world reads itself, however. Such craft, whether 
in the hands of arrogant rulers like Claudius or in the service of 
open fiction like Hamlet, can alter social reality as it portrays for us 
its roles, expectations, interpretations, and judgments of events. 

This world of fabrication leads Hamlet to view all appear
ances as shows and to be troubled when appearances he wishes to 
disbelieve are proved true. His discovery that social meaning is 
communicated in signs that may be merely acted is perhaps his 
most paralyzing insight, for he learns that even his behavior can
not be one with what it signifies. The gap between social expres
sions-clothing, gesture, visage, language-and what they mean 
becomes a hazard to a full interpretation of others and a block to 
complete communication of oneself Hamlet voices this realization 
in his initial speech, when we first see him isolated in the court; 
he is silent and the only person wearing black. His first statement 
to the court defends his mourning but also discloses one cause of 
his grief: his awareness that all behavior appears as sheer acting 
in a world of social theatricality. 

This is the same dramatic realization that anthropologists 
face when they recognize that "field workers do not observe sub
jects behaving; they interpret human actions" (Karp and Ken�all 
1982:261 ) .  For Hamlet, action becomes divorced fr�� meamng 
when his mother's hasty marriage cuts short the transItIOnal phase 
of mourning; that union which usurped the funeral rites ironically 
divorces motive and intention from behavior. Where play ques
tions rules, ritual orders them (Handelman 1977 ) .  So the "maimed 
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rites" (5 . 1 .219) of Denmark revert back to disorder and do not 
re-reverse reversal (Turner 1969) . Hamlet's sure sense of order 
then becomes corrupted into supposition and suspicion. Such frac
tures, not only in rites but also in social conventions and expec
tations, frequently create reflexive moments for the members of 
society and for those who study them. We examine the artifices by 
which we accomplish social order whenever appearances become 
evident as merely shows of social order (Goffman 1975; Babcock 
1980a; Bruner 1980; Karp and Kendall 1982; Handelman and 
Kapferer 1980) . 

I n  Hamlet, Gertrude evokes such reflections when she urges 
her son to "cast thy nigh ted color off" ( 1 .2 .68) .  She argues that 
Hamlet's apparel " seems" to mean his loss is "particular," as if he 
is the only son to suffer the death of a father. Hamlet seizes on her 
word "seems" to draw a metalinguistic and philosophical differ
ence between "seems" and "is"; the distinction becomes one be
tween appearance and reality. Hamlet's commentary on his lonely 
costume rips open all the seams between expression and meaning: 

Seems, Madam? nay, it is, I know not "seems." 
'Tis not alone my inky cloak, good mother, 
Nor customary suits of solemn black, 
No, nor the fruitful river in the eye. 
Nor the dejected 'havior of the visage, 
Together with all forms, moods, shapes of griefs, 
That can denote me truly. These indeed seem, 
For they are actions that a man might play, 
But I have that within which passes show, 
These but the trappings and suits of woe. 

( 1.2 .76-86) 

Rupturing our confidence in knowledge and questioning how we 
know become increasingly the method and subject of this play. 

Because " trappings" can so easily trap our understanding,6 
Hamlet's mourning generalizes into grief for all the values lost 
between what we note and what it can "denote . . .  truly." As 
Hamlet considers the same problem anthropologists do--how to 
determine " that within which passes show"-his melancholy 
leaves him unable to act. If acts become nothing more than "ac
tions that a man might play," the means to enact his own identity 
have become merely ludic. 

Hamlet's dubiety about meaning sharpens into terror when a 
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ghost appears, claiming to be his father, and tells him a ghastly 
tale of having been murdered by Claudius. Now Hamlet's suspi
cions about Claudius are proved true. Yet Hamlet's doubts about 
what "seems" are also confirmed, for he notes that "one may 
smile, and smile, and be a villain" ( 1 .5.108 ) .  Stricken by such dis
crepancies between acting and actions, Hamlet uses theatrical 
metaphors to understand the nature of life as staged. At this point 
he is burdened with an equally difficult moral charge, one that 
requires him to take action in accord with a set of conventions he 
finds as formulaic as an outmoded stage play. The ghost enjoins 
Hamlet to revenge, to kill the king to avenge his father's assassina
tion. This terrible injunction raises even deeper questions about 
the authority of the ghost, whose disclosure reveals the falseness 
of Claudius's reports about King Hamlet's death yet may itself be 
no more valid. A ghost's ontology and reliability were both prob
lematic in an age that raised doubts about one's perceptions of 
evil and at the same time warned of the manifold and misleading 
forms evil might assume. The ghost itself could be a deceptive 
appearance, no more reliable than a stage illusion; and its author
ity might not be that of Hamlet's father but as counterfeit as the 
assumed authority of the usurper, Claudius. 

Both ambiguity and contradiction press Hamlet's uncertainty 
about appearances into a profound epistemological and moral di
lemma. His problems in knowing match and lead to his problems 
in responsibility, where he is caught in another structural con
tradiction: the ghost extracts from Hamlet a pledge to exact re
venge, which sacred law reserves for God alone, at least in Renais
sance cosmology. As a result, Hamlet encounters a double bind 
(Bateson 1972: 194-308) created by a supernatural obligation to 
his father's ghost and a superordinate rule which contradicts that 
charge. He responds in a way appropriate to his equally double 
awareness that all acts are just acting and rules are just rulings: 
by engaging in what he warns his friends is an "antic disposition" 
( 1 .5 . 173) . 

From the perspective of Bateson's theories of play, this role 
uses the paradoxical structure of play as communication operating 
on two logical levels, each of which negates the other. Like the 
paradox of the Liar, the antic disposition creates endless puzzles 
about how to assess the truth of what is said within a metames
sage that denies itself as well as the member of the class to which 
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it belongs. If I say, truthfully, "Everything I say is a lie," then my 
statement must be a lie for it belongs to the class of "everything I 
say"; but if it is a lie, then I am telling the truth and lying at t?e 
same time. Only if I am telling the truth is the statement a he. 
This produces an impossible logical contradiction, but it is the 
kind of paradox we love to play with. 

Similarly, the Fool's statements, because they are wise and 
true observations about the foolishness of others, can be spoken 
outright only by a fool. So, too, the truth of the mirror the Fool 
holds up to us, in which we see ourselves as fools, is always ne
gated on the logical level, for we see that the mirror is held by a 
fool. The utterances of the Madman, even if they are true and 
wise, are always logically framed, as are lies and play and foolish
ness. Logically, if Hamlet is mad, then his statements cannot be 
taken as sane and thus can be discounted. But if he only acts 
mad, then the court is uncertain how to take his statements. His 
indeterminate madness and foolishness play with the paradox 
frames of play. Socially, Hamlet doubles the problem, making i t  
one of identi ty. If he is mad, then he is "not Hamlet" ; it i s  a 
madman who speaks. The Fool and the Madman become "sym
bolic types" (Grathoff 1970; see also Handelman 1979, 1980; 
Handelman and Kapferer 1980) , which, along with the Clown and 
the Demon, emerge at fractures in social expectations and order. 
Person and role become absorbed in a pure symbol, which does 
not represent another figure but penetrates the immediate cultural 
construction to make a "direct superimposition on social ac
tion . . .  and through this medium, social discontinuities are objec
tified and recontextualized" (Handelman 1979:86-87 ) .  

Hamlet uses such a mode to transform both himself and the 
very context in which he finds himself; under his constructions 
the court becomes a theater in which deception and uncertainty 
are exposed. In the licensed position of Madman and Fool, Ham
let can speak the truth and test it with safety; he is not held liable 
for his acts . At the same time the court can absorb his acts, 
equally free from punitive response by the allowances accorded 
the Madman. Just as play operates within a metacommunicative 
system which communicates that it does not count, actions taken 
as mad are judged according to superordinate rules which deny 
the force of ordinary sanctions, interpretations, and reactions (Raz 
1975) .  The fact that there is "such method in't" (2 .2 .208) makes 
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Hamlet's antic disposition as dangerous for the court as the crimes 
of the court are impenetrable for Hamlet. Like play, and like the 
dilemma of revenge, his indeterminate madness creates a duplex 
discourse, the structure of the double bind. His acts become just 
"acts," whicq implicitly refer to themselves as well as what . they 
seem to refer to. Hamlet's puns, disjointed speech, insults, InCO
herence and impertinence speak of the world and of himself speak
ing. AS' a result, Hamlet's play and �ha�espe�re's Ham�et refer to 
their own meanings, thus calling meamng Itself mto questIon. 

Nardo ( 1979) has analyzed Hamlet's antic disposition using 
Bateson's theories of play, but her approach emphasizes how 
Hamlet uses the ludic stance to mirror back to the court the fact 
that it faces the same epistemological questions he does. Ludic 
behavior becomes what Schwartzman ( 1978) calls "saying play": 
play which is communication both about i tself (as communica
tion) and about the world it transforms in play. From this per
spective, we may see more precisely how Hamlet's in�eter�inate 
madness plays with what is real. He both says and dIsclaIms re
sponsibility for saying that he is at one wi�h a co�rt t�at only 
pretends to be what it seems. Hamlet's �uestlO?able IdentIty then 
allows him to test how identity and social reahty are constructed 
and changed. . . Handelman ( 1979: 1980) discusses such ludic behaVIOr as a 
transparent mask that admits a view of what it seems to .hi�e. 
Donning the mask suggests a similar masked or illusory q�ahty.m 
the behavior with which i t  is in dialogue. Since I am playmg With 
YOu you must be playing with me. Schwartzman ( 1978:232-47) , . h ' b ut also considers playing roles as a way of saymg somet mg a 0 

1 . esS the roles and powers of players. She presents p aymg as a .proc . of negotiations in which players both deny and express theIr socIal 
identities. When Linda (a young informant) organizes her play-

h If " h " she mates to play house, and makes erse t e mommy, '. 
. 1 d h '  her col- , expresses her powers as a SOCIa manager an t eirs as \ 

laborators ' in her role as "mommy" she also becomes the "not- · 
Linda" who is within her. Vygotsky ( 1979) ruminates on the W�ys ' 
playing with reality denies, and thus comme�ts on, the organ�:; 
tion of reali ty. He analyzes the play of two sIsters who play t . they are sisters. In such play the girls can pret�nd that they are 
not sisters , and their behavior thereby commumcates the rules 
being sisters, not that they are sisters. 
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Thus, on the one hand, Hamlet's antic disposition denies his 
identity and qualifies the meaning of all that he says, while on the 
other hand it amplifies his identity and discloses the equally ludic 
quality of the entire court. His "madness" uses ambiguity and 
paradox to occupy a ludic position from which he can assert, in "saying play," the illusory nature of court behavior as the counter
part to his own masked mode. In  this context of political, moral, and cognitive contradiction, Hamlet's use of the liminal institu
tions (see Turner 1969, 1974) of Fool and Madman addresses the disorder of his world. 

When a group of professional players arrives at the court, Hamlet finds in their performances and roles another set of re
flections on role playing and a new means by which to test, and reflect, court appearances. The genres of drama, the process of rehearsal, the manipulation of revisions, the study of audience responses-all become additional techniques in Hamlet's use of play as a means for control, discovery, and escape. Not unlike the disrupting ghost, this company of actors arrives in Elsinore, unbidden, from another plane of reali ty (McDonald 1978) . With the other interruptions, and with the maimed rites and mistakes, which will increase, these figures make a liminal opening in the organization of time and space. And on that edge the play of meaning may be placed. 

As a court entertainment, Hamlet asks the actors to stage an old play, "The Murder of Gonzago," an I talianate court intrigue of royal murder and queenly remarriage. The performance of this piece for the Danish court creates for them a mirror of their own doings and for us a play-in-a-play with a complex set of metad.ramatic and metaludic statements. The play depicts events preCIsely like the ones in the ghost's tale, and so the inner play ma.tches the court world, the ghost's story, and Shakespeare's play, whIch we are now aware of as a play. To us, i t reflects not our crimes but our playing. 
At the same time, Hamlet is showing the court i ts own masks. �haracters may not be who they seem. At one point Hamlet identifies the murderer of the Player King as "one Lucianus, nephew to the King" (3 .2 .250); we may have taken the poisoner to be ClaUdius, brother of the king poisoned. Seeing the regicide as nephew to the king suggests that he may (also) be taken as a re r P Ica of Hamlet, present nephew of the present king. Here Ham-
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let uses the mirror play not only to investigate the truth of the 
past, by observing the guilty reactions of his audience, but also to 
shape a view of the future, by warning his audience about a possi
ble world. Because the image contains such ambiguities in i ts mul
tiple referentiality, it serves both for retelling and tore telling. The 
play reinterprets the past and shapes expectations about the fu
ture. Thus, it becomes more than a mirror and more than a re
hearsal: it is an active means for constituting the future through a 
process of expectation. 

Dubious about the meaning of this mimetic event, the king 
initiates a new series of deceptions. He has Hamlet summoned to 
his mother's dressing room for a seemingly private interview. But 
the intimate conversation becomes a performance, watched by an 
audience-a spy the king has placed in the room.  Throughout the 
play the meaning of events takes on new perspectives as we see 
them watched, overheard, and directed. The events become 
scenes, the actions performances, as nearly all "by indirections 
find directions out" (2 . 1 .66) . The analogies between fiction, con
ventions in social life, and deception do not identify all social en
terprises as isomorphic likenesses. And we note the differences 
that matter, for mistakes about what genre of situation you are in 
and who is filling what role can be fatal. At one point during his 
interview, Hamlet angrily threatens his mother, and the old cour
tier, Polonius, stationed behind a curtain, calls out, "What hot 
Help!" (3 .4.23) Taking the ambiguous appearance for the king, 
Hamlet impulsively stabs the shape behind the screen. This mis
take is played on in Hamlet's ironic compliment to his unintended 
victim :  " I  took you for your better" (3 .4.33) . All the problems 
of taking that which is cloaked behind the interventions of signs 
are here revealed. Can any inquiry penetrate the other side of 
the curtain? 

"I took you for your better" reverberates with ironic meaning 
at several levels; it becomes a hermeneutic statement about " tak
ing," about differences and identifications between likenesses. As 
a moral judgment it might indicate that Hamlet had expecte� bet
ter or more, of Polonius than this trick; that he had taken him to 
be ' a better man than he proved himself to be by standing in for 
the king. As a social statement it refers to rank, not morality; the 
mistake about social difference rings another irony in this state
ment about mistaken likenesses. That Polonius is a substitute for 
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the "rightful king" creates an almost farcical version of the tragic 
usurpation Claudius commits. But at some level Polonius, as the 
king's surrogate, is not so different-and he has made himself li
able by "standing in" for one who himself is a stand-in. So Hamlet 
has " taken" Polonius in the most fundamental usurpation of all, 
an usurpation of his life. Hamlet's language emphasizes to what 
extent he has aimed at a shadow, in aiming at Polonius's "bet
ter"-whatever that may be. Hamlet's efforts at a resolution of 
knowledge have instead hit a man, one whom Hamlet nonetheless 
takes, even now, in relation to what he is not. Once the rightful 
king is dead, we are left to measure value by difference and mis
take. Such is the process of knowing. 

Hamlet's pun on "taking" emphasizes the tragedy of mistakes 
which has now begun, for this is the turning point in the drama. 
If the Greek term for hamartia is best translated not as " tragic 
flaw" but more literally as "a mistake," having "especially to do 
with the identity of the person with whom the action has to do" 
(Else 1957 :378-86) ,  then Hamlet's misfired aim quintessentially 
embodies such tragic acts. They do not necessarily begin in some 
moral defect of character but result from active choices and 
interpretations which, like the aiming of an arrow, can easily 
miss their mark. A tragedy of knowledge is a tragedy of mistak
ing, a work which confronts our predicaments of uncertainty 
and ambiguity. 

Earlier Hamlet's puns, as part of his antic disposition, 
created a comedy of mistaking. As a form of play with speech, 
puns take mastery over problems of ambiguity by making confu
sion deliberate (Philips 1975) . They also create, by linguistic 
doublings, an awareness of simultaneity and indeterminacy in our 
making of sense{s) , in several senses of that word . When we pun 
we both speak, using language, and play with speech, using the 
rules of speech. The simultaneous doubleness in punning then 
joins the stasis of interpretation with the movement of actions. 
Thus, Hamlet's puns exaggerate and discount the potentially 
dangerous problems of slippage in language as a system and of 
manipulating meaning in social exchange. By pressing his points 
in play, his puns allow him, with impunity, to "speak dag
gers . . .  , but use none" (3 .3 .404) . Moreover, many of the puns are 
themselves reflexive about punning, as they implicitly comment 
on their own toying with mistaking and control. Yet Hamlet's rash 
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act, however mistaken, is one of murder; he uses a dagger, not 
speech. Death cannot be reversed by the fictions of play. The 
redirection of values he attempts in his pun on " taking" and in 
the ironies of "better" finally display, but cannot rectify, the finali_ . 
ties of death. Here lies the tragic problem of action which the 
drama confronts. 

The irreversibility of death, despite the reversibility that play 
represents, makes Hamlet the object of a new revenge plot. 
Laertes, the son of Polonius, now becomes Hamlet's "foil" 
(5.2 .256) , as Laertes becomes another revenger of a father's mur- •. 
der. By murdering Polonius, Hamlet also pushes the king into a 
lethal exchange. Claudius can no longer simply spy on Hamlet; • 
reconnaissance becomes absolute, for Hamlet's intentions are 
now clear. His sudden act of murder makes him the object, not 
just the subject, of revenge. The king's indirect pursuits of knowl
edge become indirect pursuits of murder; Hamlet, too, passes 
from playing as a means of knowing into an active engagement 
with death. 

Meanwhile, Laertes mistakenly suspects that the king has 
eliminated his father, and he pursues his own revenge by rushing 
directly into the king's chambers, threatening to assassinate 
Claudius. But the wiley monarch quickly deflects Laertes's anger 
into an action that will substitute covert murder for open revenge: 
he redirects Laertes's course against Hamlet. Claudius asks 
Laertes to "be ruled by me," thus subordinating familial action to 
a state service, replacing the father with the king. Specifically, 
Claudius proposes that Laertes fight Hamlet in a deceptive fenc
ing match, using court entertainment to disguise a duel. In  place 
of the tipped foil used in fencing, Laertes will insinuate a bare 
blade. For double assurance Laertes offers to "anoint" his sword 
with poison. In a condensed mode, the strategies for a false game 
become the means for perverting life and rule, not for recreation. 
Once again the king has found a surrogate for his desired aggres
sions . He intends to use the social institution of play to escape the 
consequences of his legal act. The creativity of his wrongdoing 
perverts the structure of not doing in play. Claudius's plots do not 
play with reversibility but instead work actions which cannot 
be undone. 

The fencing match, like the play we watch, should play with 
death, but it becomes a hidden duel which literally acts out the 
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figurative fencing throughout the play's action. The game thus en
capsulates the agonistic acts of the court which thus far have been 
masked as playful interrogations; the match, as a counterfeit game 
which only seems to be a representation, summarizes all the other 
counterfeits at court. In the duplicity of lies, the con game mocks 
and illuminates the double language of play. The paradoxes of 
play are reversed in the paradoxes of action masquerading as 
a game. 

To assure even more certainly that the fraudulent game will 
do its work, the conspirators plan that if its moves do not occasion 
death, then the scoring procedures will . Scoring creates the differ
ence between hits in a fencing match, where the hits are tallied 
because they "don't really count," and those in a duel, which 
count in more bloody ways. The king arranges that when the 
scores are made, social interludes will be added: they will take 
time out to toast the first two hits made by Hamlet. Into Hamlet's 
goblet the king will drop a disguised poison, and thus a salute to 
Hamlet's hits will ironically strike him down. If not by sport then 
by its celebration, the player-prince will be de-luded, killed by an 
illusion of playing. 

Claudius works with a contestive, outcome-centered game to 
disguise the act of murder, while Hamlet commits himself to the 
free spirit of play. Each of these approaches to the ludic mode 
demonstrates something about their characters and about the 
ways in which game and play may figure as different world con
structs. The organized play of a game proceeds according to stata
ble rules; by contrast, informal conventions govern the improvisa
tional process of free play. The formal rules of games perform 
many functions, but ultimately the most essential rules create ( I )  
a contestive structure, with two sides (even if one plays against 
oneself, or a goal, or some time limit) , and (2) a measurable out
come with either a winner and a loser or some other interpretable 
ending (Avedon 197 1 ) .  Through scoring, timing, and a series of 
moves, games model an end-centered world construct which con
trasts sharply with the open-ended flow of play. Claudius hopes 
that a game with death will legitimize and disguise an act of 
death; his scheme leads to the resolution of the action in a way 
that Hamlet's metacommunicative stories, dramas, puns, indeter
minate madness, and other ludic modes of free play could not. 
Claudius uses the appearance of a game to accomplish an irreversi-
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bLe act; Hamlet uses the freedom of play to explore, without conse�
quence, the meanings of action. Ironically, Hamlet's interpretive
mistakes become irreversible actions, and Claudius's attempts to
control life with games confront the uncontrollable aspects of play. 

Waiting with Hamlet for the start of the fencing match, his 
friend Horatio warns the prince: 

HORATIO: You will lose this wager, my lord. 
HAMLET: I do not think so. Since he went into France 

been in continual practice. I shall win at the odds. 
But thou wouldst not think how ill all's here about 
my heart. But it is no matter. 

H O RATIO: Nay, good my lord-
HAMLET: I t  is foolery, but it is such a kind of gain-giving as 

would perhaps trouble a woman. 
HORATIO: If your mind dislike anything, obey it .  I will forestall 

their repair hither and say you are not fit. 
HAM LET: Not a whit, we defy augury. There is special provi� 

dence in the fall of a sparrow. I f  it be now, 'tis not to 
come; if it be not come, it will be now; if i t  be not 
now, yet it will come. The readiness is all. 

(5.2 .210-24) 

In taking this existential position, Hamlet renounces control of 
universe he declares as beyond human certitude. He rejects a sys
tem of augury by which we can read events as signs about th
future . In denying a readable universe, however Hamlet does not
predicate a universe without a plot. I f  a "special providence
makes the fal l of a sparrow no accident, then Providence account
for all outcomes. But the operations of Providence cannot be
explained by our discourses or ordered by our interpretive sys
tems. In this view, outcomes simply are. Understanding must 
only on the facts of outcomes, and choices must not rest on the
illusion that we can ensure endings . 

Hamlet's entry into the fencing match now becomes not 
a substitute for revenge but also an engagement with the 
quality of the universe. His choice to pLay a game, moreo:er, 
comes identical with his choice to act, no matter what the 
minacies are, no matter how unpredictable and uncontrollable 
outcomes. Hamlet quietly embraces a universe he treats like a 
game-with an outcome that cannot be plotted. His view of 
game, and of the universe, differs radically from Claudius's, 
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ever. The false ruler uses rules to abuse power rather than accept
ing play as a means to refashion power. Using games to usurp 
rules rather than as models of order and disorder (Sutton-Smith 
1976) ,  the king's game becomes a con, to defy the open-ended 
universe Hamlet accepts. Each of their constructs defeat the other, 
yet both models remain compelling readings of the way the world 
goes. Shakespeare's drama uses the game to clarify two modes of 
responding to death and desire. 

Once the fencing match begins, Hamlet confounds the script 
implicit in the king's plot; he defers drinking his wine and instead 
insists on uninterrupted play, and goes on to make a second hit. 
Hamlet's mother, warm with pleasure in her son's skill, toasts 
him with his own glass. Quickly Claudius tries to prevent her from 
drinking the lethal cordial, but she insists that she will honor 
Hamlet and swallows the poisoned drink. Helpless, the king 
watches the show, which he no longer directs. The game he has 
tried to fix remains, at some unfixable level, a game with its own 
momentum and an unpredictable outcome. Trapped by his safety 
as a spectator, the hidden author of death is ironically confined 
by his role as audience. The game exposes the limits to our con
trolling either outcomes or meanings. Claudius cannot prevent 
Gertrude's death without betraying his own treachery. The open
ended process of this false game displays the more open-ended 
character of authentic games and the analogous unplottability 
of life. 

While life and games are open to subterfuge, cheating and deception may, in turn, be subverted by accidents. Indeed, at this juncture Gertrude's mistake may propel Laertes into one of his own, for he rushes at his opponent, inflicting a wound, and in the unruly scuffle their weapons are exchanged. The order of the false game now gives way to an open duel . When Hamlet discovers that he has wounded Laertes with an untipped sword, the spectators call out, "They bleed on both sides" (5.2 .305 ) .  The audience to this sport becomes a witness to murder. Hamlet realizes that Laertes was wielding a real, not a tipped, sword, and he also learns that his mother has died, poisoned with a drink intended fo h' " r  1m.  Calling for the doors to be closed, Hamlet announces, !reachery! Seek it out" (5.2 . 3 12) . Once again the search for origIns and truth begins. The openings are now closed, but the initial fact and crime are made no clearer. Laertes delivers his version of 
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the s tory: Hamlet holds the treachery in his own hands; his sword 
is unbated and envenomed; he has no more than half an hour's 
life remaining, and Laertes soon will die as well. "The King's to 
blame" (5.2 .321 ) ,  his pawn concludes. At last Hamlet stabs the 
source of treachery with the poisoned blade and forces Claudius's 
own medicine down his throat. "Exchange forgiveness with me, 
noble Hamlet" (5 .2 .330) , Laertes offers with his last breath. The 
two revengers thus find release from the code of vengeance in the 
ethics of forgiveness. 

Even while all the plots spring back on their makers' heads, 
the play folds over on itself. The fiction becomes an event, the 
actual admission of i ts own enactment of a s tory. At the same 
time the boundaries of the fiction expand to include our event of 
watching this enactment within the story itself. Following the 
death of Laertes, the dying prince turns to "You that look pale 
and tremble at this chance, / That are but mutes and audience to 
this act" (5.2 .335-36) . He wishes to give them (and us) his ac
count, but death, "a fell sergeant" (5.2 .337 ) ,  allows him no time. 
Turning to his friend Horatio, whose name indicates his functions 
as orator, Hamlet notes the crucial difference between life and 
death as the ability to rectify the past: 

Horatio, I am dead; 
Thou livest; report me and my cause aright 
To the unsatisfied. 

(5 .2 .340-41 ) 

Horatio seeks his own satisfaction in death, reaching for the 
poisoned cup, but Hamlet beseeches him: 

o God Horatio, what a wounded name, 
Things standing thus unknown, shall live behind me! 
If thou didst ever hold me in thy heart, 
Absent thee from the felicity awhile, 
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain, 
To tell my story. 

(5 .2.345--49) 

Witnesses to death become once again an audience to a per
formance. As the play imitates it own fictive origin, the audience 
is made aware that it has become witness to a drama that is an 
open action, a drama that examines i tself as a dramatized telling 
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of Hamlet's story. Although those present, including the audience, 
have seen the very event, Hamlet cannot trust them to truly know 
it, for they (we) do not know its cause. His name will be as 
wounded as he is without the remedy of truth-of motives, of 
"that within which passes show." Like a ghost, Hamlet bequeaths 
to his survivors a legacy, but not a call for revenge; he wants the 
"time out of joint" to be made right in a report. The revenger 
begs the orator to become his surrogate, a storyteller. 

The epistemic problem is at once evident. The report that 
Horatio has been enjoined to tell has just been dramatized in the 
play, now clearly the latest version of his account, if �ver such a 
one as Horatio told the story. Drama does not reveal I ts teller, as 
does a tale; actors' creations of enacted incidents produce fuller 
illusions of reality than does the storyteller's narration. Genres are 
not identical; differences matter. But this drama seems to unfold 
its connections to tellers and sources. Behind the compelling illu
sions of this play we seem to discover the truth. But all we have 
really seen are images of such truths, reminders of our quest. Ham
let again portrays how we make fictions of authority and origins. 
Yet, in its open admission of its own fictionality and of our uses of 
fictions, the play does achieve a paradoxical authority. It is a self
declared image of our searches for origins, sources, parents, truth, 
motives-and of how we find them in stories and in play. 

Even as the plot seems to come into focus when Hamlet calls 
for it to be told as his story, a motive for the story is revealed: to 
right the past for "the unsatisfied ." Yet surely that unsatisfied au
dience has persisted, and it includes us. We have learned how un
certainly fictions may fix outcomes or meanings; we have seen how 
feebly they control the future. If we have learned as well that fic
tions may shape expectations and constitute reality, then we may 
see again the blankness between certain knowledge and the origin 
of action. In fact as soon as Horatio begins his tale, 

. . .  let me speak to th' yet unknowing world 
How these things came about. So shall you hear 
Of carnal, bloody, and unnatural acts, 
Of accidental judgments, causal slaughters, 
Of deaths put on by cunning and forced cause, 
And, in this upshot, purposes mistook 
Fall 'n on th' inventors heads . . .  

(5.2.380-86) 
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we feel the abstraction and partialities of the telling. Our theatri
cal experience of the original events of Hamlet now becom�s just 
a story which we imagine has become the drama Hamlet. StIll, all 
remains enclosed in the fiction of Hamlet; the world remains yet 
unknowing. The fiction now becomes one which includes �s ,  its 
audience. Through the retelling and replaying of the past-m the 
critically different forms of drama, story, pretense, or ritual-we 
participate in making both history and understanding. We �o not 
recreate original events, but we do create a genealogy of audIences 
by making meaning through re-visions. In Hamlet we contemplate 
ourselves alongside the survivors of Hamlet, united with them in 
the role of audience and witness to both the world of play and the 
world as performed. 

Our inclusion in the heterocosm of play, however, does not 
nullify our sense of reality. We see ourselves all the more clearly, 
although in a ludic light , as we consider the audience in the play 
to be our counterparts, though not ourselves. A double conscious
ness separates us from them and thus permits us to contempl�te 
both. Somewhere between the fiction we watch and the fictIVe 
world it depicts hangs the shadow of an unknowable past that 
can be imagined but never retrieved. The cycle of repetition in 
representations may seem as unending and inevitable as the. �illing of kings and avenging their deaths. But the cycle of repetltl?n 
in art admits its differences from its references, acknowledges Its 
ontology as a substitution. Thus, drama makes i ts recoverie� .in 
an art of separation, which accepts, as Hamlet does, the mobIlIty 
of play, the cancellation of exchange in perfect forgivenes�, the 
possibility of learning through mistaking, and the rectificatIOn of 
understanding in the limits and freedom of play. 

CONCLUSION 

Hamlet shows us our desires to revoke the finalities of death, to 
domesticate the wilderness of desire, to captivate the flight of time, 
and to manage the fate of our social selves. These cra:ings are 
shown to be both noble and tragic, for they can be reahzed o�ly 

d ·  h r Its in the confinements of play, games, and dramas, an m t e 1m 
of social expression which may do no more than interpret and 
manipulate our views of reality. These means are powerful ; they 
can determine the course of life and death, but they cannot revoke 
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death. The order they make is the order of discourse. Hamlet 
recognizes the universe of discourse that play offers, and he finally 
submits to it rather than trying to plot it. In his submission we 
find a paradoxical release of freedom, which traces an arc of our 
aspirations for both reflection and action. Against that spirit 
stands the equally compelling truth of Claudius, whose transfor
mations seize the channels of social power to serve his individual 
will . Yet in the last act "he is justly served" (5.2 .328) . His asser
tions of control are no more lasting than the systems he destroys. 
Both figures compose our recurring human history, our dreams 
and our lives, and both must be comprehended in the texts we tell 
about ourselves. We are Hamlet and Claudius, or at least we must 
know both to know ourselves. Each represents a different version 
of using play and game; the drama shows us how to cherish one 
and to recognize the other. In the end, the play places us in the 
position of neither Hamlet nor Claudius; instead, we are their au
dience, playing our roles by judging them as versions of human 
possibility. The play presents them and their modes of play for 
evaluation, not just examination. By giving them to us in a play 
world where we are free of the consequences of making choices, 
the drama allows us a playful exercise in the use of both interpre
tation and judgment as forms of conjecture. 

Anthropologists may learn to fulfill their responsibili ties to 
know the limits of knowing in the spirit of Hamlet when they use 
the equally illusory and real aspects of both fictions and social 
life. The ruptures produced by ethnographic interpretation, by 
mistakes, rites, mirrors, stories, and plays, can create for us mo
ments of stasis. In these pauses for reflexive knowledge we may 
learn, as Hamlet finally does, how to overcome the paradoxes and 
paralysis of such self-knowing. Hamlet shows that the licensed 
learning of play becomes the basis of creative knowledge and 
action when we use the freedom of reflexivity to undertake conse
quential and committed interpretations, however mistaken or sub
ject to illusion such attempts at knowing may be. 

NOTES 

This paper is  based on earlier essays presented at  the American: Folklore Society 
rneeting in 1980 and the Association for the Anthroplogical Study of Play meet-
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ing in 1981 .  Both efforts were supported by a fellowship from the American Coun
cil of Learned Societies and partially funded by the National Endowment for the 
Humanities. I wish to thank Jack Glazier, Edward M. Bruner, Ana Cara Walker, 
Guneli Gun, Diana Kahn, Anna K. Nardo, and Sandra Zagarell for their help 
in this work. 

1 .  References are to act, scene, and line. This and all such quotations are 
from the 1963 Signet edition of Hamlet, edited by Edward Hubler and published 
by the New American Library. 

2 .  This phrase is used by Bruner in his essay in this volume. 
3 .  Various sources of Hamlet indicate that Shakespeare amalgamated many 

literary and oral traditions in his play, including a legend which itself combined 
many narrative strands and themes from Scandinavian and Celtic myth and lore. 
The major written source is an early thirteenth-century Danish history written 
by Saxo Grammaticus, in Latin. Belleforest's sixteenth-century Histoires Tragiques 
revised Saxo's story in French. Basically, the older versions give other accounts 
of very shadowy events set in seventh-century Jutland, where two brothers vie 
for power. Horwendil, Amleth's father, is killed by his jealous brother Feng (the 
spellings, of course, vary as do transcriptions of medieval Scandinavian lan
guages) .  Feng marries Gerutha, the widow of his brother and victim, and veils 
his crime with cunning. Amleth feigns dullness and an utter lack of wits to ensure 
his own safety at court. Employing his own cunning, he devises a way to kill the 
king and eventually does so, but only after a series of dangerous tests perpetrated 
on him to reveal his pose as a distracted half-wit. Amleth succeeds to the throne 
following a tricky means of achieving vengeance for his father's murder. See Bul
lough ( 1973), Hansen ( 1887) ,  Gollancz ( 1920) ,  Armory ( 1977) .  

4. These are phrases from Shakespeare's play A Midsummer Night 's  Dream, 
which also teaches its audience about their complicity in the creations of art. 

5. The summary and analysis that follow leave out some crucial incidents 
but none that are central to this study. Omissions include all mention of Ophelia, 
Fortinbras, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, and Hamlet's shipboard adventures. , 

6. The term "trap" becomes a central image and symbol in the play. Hamlet 
calls a drama he presents "The Mousetrap" (3 .2.243),  for "the play's the thing I 
Wherein I 'll catch the conscience of the King" (2 .2 .616- 17) .  In the end, nefarious 
plots in the play become fatal both for their victims and their perpetrators when 
"purposes mistook [are] / Fall'n on th' inventors' heads" (5.2 .385) . As one re- . morseful trapper admits, "Why, as a woodcock to my own spring . . .  / I am 
justly killed with my own treachery" (5.2.306) .  
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10 
Symbols,  Sylphs, and Siwa: 
Allegorical Machineries in 

the Text of Balinese Culture 

JAMES A . BOON 

Cultures operate in certain respects like texts. This now familiar 
proposition in symbolic anthropology pertains to institutions and 
practical life just as much as rituals and performative events. Any 
culture (even when it's not Bali) can be defined as a system-in-mo
tion of signs and symbols that establish senses of equivalence and 
contrast in diverse sectors of experience. These senses are neither 
pat nor static; rather, they are constituted through, not despite, 
the passage of time. 

Let me be more precise about signs and symbols . According 
to de Saussure ( 1966) ,  a sign is the connection between a signifier 
and a signified, each a position in an entire set of signifiers and an 
entire set of signifieds. The total set of signs comprises a language; 
thus , meaning in language operates by implicit contrast. Every 
signifier signifies every signified by being not the other signifiers 
that could occupy its position ( these form its paradigmatic set at 
the level of langue) . Likewise, every signified is the relationship of 
difference from the other signifieds that could occupy its position. 
Taking the province of color categories as an example: in a 
three-category system black means not red or white; and three 
categories establish discontinuities of color in a different way from 
four categories, or seven, and so on. Another example is the sound 
Continuum set into oppositional differential positions, such as "do
r:-mi-fa-sol-Ia-ti," or any other conventional "scale." In the exten
Sive elaborations of such differential relations that de Saussure 
calls language, the system is always changing; yet at any analyti
cally designated "moment," communication is presumed to occur 
as if the system operated out of time, that is, synchronically. 

239 
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According to Peirce ( 1955 ) ,  a symbol is something . that re
places something for someone. I would designate the entire. set of replaceables the "culture," whose symbols are most r�adtly ob
served in complex performances staged by diverse social actors . 
I n Bali, obvious examples occur whenever the choreography . of 
dance replaces the thematics of shadow theater, or when narrative 
replaces ritual, or when any institutional arra�gem�nt r�places 
another. But such special events are actually l�t�nslficatlOns of 
general cultural processes. And in �eirce's term.s , It IS less a matter 
of replacing than of two things bel�g conventIonally regarded as 
replaceable for each other: word for Idea; hochsprache for low, narra
tive for event, melody for mood, one language for an.other. 

The approaches to signs and symbols consohdated by de 
Saussure and Peirce, respectively, have greatly enhanced our se�se 
of complexity, specificity, and systematics in t�e com�arahve 
study of cultural meaning. I consider these two views of signs. (as 
contrastives) and of symbols (as replaceables) to be compatible. 
Yet the two views--one stressing the differential �emo:e of sys
tematic meaning, the other stressing its perform.atIve nchness
must certainly be distinguished . Here, I Simply Wish to defin� �ul
ture in general and Balinese culture in particul�r as the shlftmg 
system of signs and symbols that arti�ula.te eqUIvalence .and con
trast across different provinces of SOCial hfe: language, hterature, 
kinship, ritual, mythology, economy, polity, art . .  : at whatever 
level and whether present, future, or past . Indeed, signs and sym
bols are the means of constituting such provinces them�elves, as .. 
well as any sense of present-future-past �r other alter.natIves: eter
nal, cyclic, cycles within cycles, contrastmg rates of time. 

WORK/TEXT, MACHINERY/CULTURE 

To approach Balinese culture as a text is neither to pre�tify no��� . 
stabilize it-quite the contrary. As many rece�� theor�s ts of . 
tures and texts-including anthropologists, cntIcs, phl�osophers, . 
and historians-have insisted, a text is in a state of contmual prO-

If . 'd ' tse ' duction ' it is not a fixed re-production of somethmg outSI e I 
that it :nerely refers to (such as .life, event, context) .. Mo�eo:e�: 
text ( i  e a culture) is always mterpreted, never simpl) e . P rr. . .  , 

" d' '' I t .O .. enced, both by those " living" it and by observers rea mg . . 

take just one example of a serious reexamination of the nature 
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the text, consider the arguments of Barthes ( 1977: 156-59) ,  who 
opposed the text (Ie texte) to the work (I 'oeuvre) : 

The difference is this: the work is a fragment of substance, occupying a 
part of the space of books (in a library for example) , the Text is a 
methodological field . . . .  

. . .  the Text tries to place itself very exactly behind the limit of the 
doxa . . . .  Taking the word literally, it may be said that the Text is always 
paradoxical. 

. . .  the work-in the best of cases-is moderately symbolic (its sym
bolic runs out, comes to a halt) ; the Text is radically symbolic: a work 
conceived, perceived and received in its integrally symbolic nature is a text. Thus is 
the Text restored to language; like language, i t  is structured but off-cen
tered , without closure . . . .  The Text is plural . Which is not simply to say 
that it has several meanings, but that it accomplishes the very plural of 
meaning: an irreducible (and not merely an acceptable plural ) .  

A "work" i s  characteristically construed as a "fragment of 
substance" ;  i t  is typically explained by situating it in a process of 
filiation. I ts sources and influences are traced and its author is 
acknowledged as proprietor of his or her own work. Barthes radi
cally opposed to this exercise the interpretive reading of a text, 
"itself being the text-between of another text" ( 1977: 160) . The text 
reveals a "paradoxical idea of structure: a system with neither 
dose nor center" ( 1977: 159) . Or, to couch the matter in an inter
rupted aphorism: A text's unity lies not in its origin ( traced along 
a filiation) but in its destination. This view shifts the interpretive 
onus and opportunity to a work's language, or its readership, or 
the cumulative history of i ts readings, rather than leaving credit 
or blame with i ts presumable author. (One immediately won
ders what might be the analogous shift when cultures are treated 
as texts . )  
. I cite Barthes here to accentuate paradox, irreducible plural
Ity, decentering, text-betweenness, systems without closure, radi:al symbolics, and related properties. Many scholars in symbolic 
Interpretations, semiotics and semiology, and hermeneutics
Burke, Detienne, £co, Genette, Geertz, Levi-Strauss, Ricoeur, V. 
Turner, to name several at random-have stressed similar issues 
although in very different ways. Here I wish to sidle a concept of 
c�lture alongside Barthes's criteria of textuality to facilitate a re
View of symbolic dimensions of Balinese society and to hazard 
So the suggestions concerning its aspect as text . These textlike 
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properties do not pertain solely to. �he word.y side of �ali-to the 
shaped, selected speaking and wntmg contmuall� emItted (often 
with music) as ingredients of ritual and everyday hfe. Components 
of Balinese culture that many observers would wish to prove are 
text-external-its institutions, social arrangements, political 
strategies, infringed taboos, and actuated ideals-are as irreduci
bly plural, decentered, paradoxical, and therefore �egulated (sys
tems without closure) , as are i ts mantras, conversations, grammat
ical (hierarchical) speech, or conventionalized writing (which all 
writing is) . There is more to the text of Balinese culture than the 
culture's texts. And the best evidence of Balinese culture-as-text is 
not necessarily its most conspicuous symbolic expressions. 

Balinese culture contains things that are often taken for the 
culture itself; or they are taken for the religion, or the particularly 
symbolic sphere (al though still often construed as only moder.ately symbolic) ; or they are proclaimed as the center of myth and ntual, 
or the domain of the quintessentially Balinese. Readable scholars 
like Covarrubias ( 1937) have tended to designate the domain as 
Balinese "belief," or more vaguely as what "Balinese say"; things 
like: "The Balinese say that a house, like a human being, has a 
head-the family shrine; arms-the sleeping-quarters and the so
cial parlour; a navel-the courtyard; sexual organs-the g.at�; legs 
and feet-the kitchen and the granary; the anus-the pIt m the 
backyard where the refuse is disposed of' ( 1937:88) .  Clearly, many 
Balinese do say (and write) things like this, as do other Ind�ne
sian peoples who like to compare domiciles to crocodiles, S�IPS, 
selves, macrocosms, and other bodies. And even where saym�s 
(or writings) like this are lacking, certain kinds of scholars �tll 
themselves find things like this to say. Again, I cite Covarrubla� 

d· B h (whose work has influenced so many subsequent stu les on a ,  
my own included-it can ' t  be helped) :  "Like a continual under
sea ballet the pulse of life in Bali moves with a measured rhyt?m 
reminisce� t of the sway of marine plants and the flowing motIOn 
of octopus and jellyfish under the sweep of a submarin.e current. 
There is a similar correlation of the elegant and decorative people 

. f h · . I d sen-with the clear-cut extravagant vegetatiOn; 0 t elr SImp e an 
sitive temperament with the fertile land" ( 1937: 1 1 ) . . . . . k· f mde-When simile-makers make SImIles from the rna mgs 0 SI . 
makers i t  all starts to sound suspiciously figurative. Another van-, 

d· · · 1 ·  enta-ety of scholar tries to avoid compoun mg simi es; Its repres 
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tives designate things such as Covarrubias says the Balinese "say" 
as religion, particularly if such things are inscribed in writings 
employed by Balinese high-caste priests (pendanda) or in manu
scripts codifying rituals of other priests. A preeminent example is 
C. Hooykaas, longtime doyen of Balinese philology, who concen
trated on this seemingly patently symbolic domain in his vast 
commentaries on traditional Balinese manuscripts. Although such 
works were neither s tandardized by monastics nor thoroughly cen
tralized by a dominant court, Hooykaas sought something like a 
regimented canon and set l i turgies behind the products and ac
tivities of scribes. In  a summary study of Religion in Bali ( 1973) , 
he forthrightly deemed the domain as he perceived i t .  

I take nothing away from the domains that Covarrubias 
called Balinese belief or "saying" or that Hooykaas ultimately 
called religion; but I do insist that these domains-if they are do
mains-are neither the essential nor even a privileged arena of 
Balinese signs and symbols. Compare each domain or expression 
thereof to a work, not the text. Isolated as fragments of substance, 
such bits of allegory remain largely unread . To mistake such im
ages or their respective domains for what makes Balinese culture 
symbolic would avoid the fullest implications of construing a cul
ture-all of it : ethereal and everyday, subsistence and surplus, 
humilitas and sublimitas, written and oral, classificatory and instru
mental, traditional cum contemporary, conceptualized and 
performed, high caste and low-as text, as components of a decen
tered,  dialectical methodological field . I shall accordingly desig
nate fragments of such domains as neither belief, nor religion, nor 
other ultimate-sounding spheres; rather, I shall borrow a less sub
lime term from Pope ( 1960 [ 1712] :xi ) :  "The Machinery, Madam, is 
a term invented by the Criticks to signify that Part which the 
Deities, Angels, or Daemons, are made to act in a Poem: For the 
ancient Poets are in one Respect like many modern Ladies: Let 
an Action be never so trivial in itself, they always make it ap
pear of the utmost Importance. These Machines I determin'd to 
raise on a very new and odd Foundation, the Rosicrucian Doctrine 
of Spirits." 

The Augustan Pope thus explained how he attached an ap
paratus of Gnomes, Sylphs, Nymphs, and Salamanders from 
Earth, Air, Water, and Fire to the superficially inconsequential 
eVent of the "rape" of Arabella Fermor's lock of hair by Lord 

1, .1 , ' " 

, 
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Petre. The Machinery is the intricate set of simile and metaphor 
woven through any semantic fabric (like this one) . I t  is most �on
spicuously a level of personification, deification, or "demom.zation" situated (allegory-like) within, over, or under the actlOn 
itself. The Machinery projects into mirrored realms, both elevated 
and degenerate, the here and now. Pope lampooned the �ind of 
Machinery that prevailed in masques, dramas, and po�tlC con
ventions of an earlier day. For every trivial act and sentlment he 
devised a puffed-up concomitant in his mocking throwback to hu
moral theory. 

The Peer now spreads the glittering ForJex wide, 
T'inclose the Lock; now joins it, to divide. 
Ev'n then, before the fatal Engine clos'd, 
A wretched Sylph too fondly interpos'd; 
Fate urged the Sheers, and cut the Sylph in twain, 
(But Airy Substance soon unites again) 
The meeting Points the sacred Hair dissever 
From the fair Head, for ever and ever! 
Then flashed the living Lightenings from her Eyes, 
And Screams of Horror rend th' affrighted Skies . . . . .  

(Canto I I I, 2 . 147-56) 

For that sad moment, when the Sylphs withdrew, 
And Ariel weeping from Belinda flew, 
Umbriel, a dusky, melancholy Sprite, 
As even sully'd the fair Face of Light, 
Down to the Central Earth, his Proper Scene, 
Repair'd to search the gloomy Cave of Spleen. 

(Canto I V, 2.1 1 - 16) 

Now I would be the last to subscribe to Pope's mockery-the 
anthropoiogist in me rejects all aloof, moralistic, belletristic dis
paragements of such conventions. Nevertheless, we can employ 
the exaggerated sense of Machinery in the parodic Rape of the Lock 
to emphasize these devices and conceits. And we . might th�reby 
avoid the opposite extreme of isolating any allegoncal Machmery 

f "b ' " the sym-as the meaning of meanings, the essence 0 emg, or . k' " k" ft "t t " If. bolic system par excellence, thus mlsta mg wor or ex . " 
then, Balinese culture is our text (analogous to Pope's poem), " 
what might be said of its Machinery? . 

The Machinery, Madam (and Sir) , is abundant. Bah's under- ; 
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sea ballet virtually bubbles over with Machinery, even without the 
help of Covarrubias ian commentary. Like Majapahi t Java, ancient 
Polynesia, traditional India, and other highly ritualized, hierarchi
cal cultures, Bali's deities, angels, and demons bedazzle us. Every 
marriage is a little Siwa-Parvati; at burial, cremation, and re
cremation every corpse is divine king for a day. Each well-formed 
houseyard echoes principles of palace cosmography; each sector 
of activity-from wet-rice irrigation to human birth-through
burial; from local ritual space to islandwide politics-revolves 
around bespirited temple ceremonies. These, in turn, coordinate 
with Indic mythology, permutational and lunar calendrical sys
tems, ancestor worship, exorcism, and esoteric principles of the 
sacred-dangerous qualities of ironsmith groups and other ritually 
charged occupations. And they coordinate as well with dramatic 
forms realized as dance, shadow-puppet theater, visual icons, 
and sundry genres of manuscript, some embodying in their writ
ing or reciting socioliturgical forms in their own right, some 
regulating the proper manner of other such embodiments. A par
ticular episode of myth or epic, courtly legend, or folk narrative 
can thus materialize as choreography, speech, script, drama, 
or icon, often coordinated as well with the percussion, string, 
and song of gamelan orchestral cycles. But the episodes also 
materialize as social forms: ascendant ancestor groups, auspicious 
marriages, courtly intrigue. 

Like a thousand "Popish" parodies, Balinese institutions, 
rituals, drama tic arts, and scribal traditions allude to each other 
in a perpetual reflexivity, a process that Geertz ( 1973 :chap. 15) 
has aptly deemed metacommentary. Everywhere in Balinese ideals 
and practice we must look beyond any allegorical Machinery to 
the dialectical field ( the text) from which it emerges. I shall dem
onstrate this point in the province of spatial codes and sym
bols, after some illustrative remarks on s tatus. 

Studies of Balinese society long retained unexamined assump
tions that its indices of rank should add up to a fixed stratifica
tional scheme (cf. Boon 1977:pt . 1 ) .  Nineteenth-century military 
Ihen and missionaries, and twentieth-century colonial adminis
trators, construed Balinese hierarchy as work, not text. Their mis
take was to overemphasize one or another of the status 
Machineries littering Balinese life, including: ( 1 )  I Indic warna 
categories: Brahmana, Satria, Wesia, Sudra. (2) Historical legends 
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tying noble houses to heroic ancestors and many commoner 
houses to distinguished origin-points as well. (3) Titles that con
vey the corporate status of partly endogamous groups (some mem
bers typically make auspicious marriages with first or second patri
parallel cousin) .  A group holds rights t� sp�cial administrative 
and ritual tasks, either refined or pollutmg, m the well-ordered 
sphere of courtly influence. (4) Hosts of sumptuary laws regulat
ing appropriate temple heights and associated ritual regalia, often 
as Polynesian-looking as Indic. Traditionally, such regulations 
might be imposed locally by residential hamlet or irrigation soci
ety, by court officials, or by priests performing ritual duties for 
their clients. 

Complex sanctions supporting sumptuary codes continue to 
operate throughout Balinese society, particularly in competitive 
factions of temple memberships. An example demonstrates the 
system's complexities: Pesaji is the name of a group now residing 
in western Bali; their title (3) is I Gusti, although some neighbors 
refuse to so honor them. They lack a prestigious court task, but 
they have a story (2) tracing their predecessors to a northern 
Balinese district where they belonged to the Wesia warna ( I ) . 
Rights to attend specific temples sporting twice-born comp?nen.ts in architecture and ceremony (4) would confirm these claIms m 
their area of origin. 

Everything in Bali is tinged with rank: male/female, elder/ 
younger, wife receivers/wife providers, and so on. Yet Bali's plenti
ful Machineries of status symbols do not simply stack up; nor 
should we presume that they ever did. Rather, they seem made 
for contradiction and variable constructions to satisfy different 
parties, each interpreting to i ts own advantage. What rivals share 
is a set of hierarchical principles that form the ground rules for 
the ongoing cultural argument. As Geertz and Geertz ( 1975) have 
shown for Bali, contrary to conventional functionalist assump
tions such multiple indices are not "normally" congruent either 
in ac�ion or in ideal. Elsewhere I have documented status indices 
that operate like mythic contradictions, poetic oxymoron, drama
tic tension, social dialectics, or religious paradox (Boon 1977, 
1982a, 1982b, 1982c) . By any such standard a simple logic of 
mutual reinforcement cannot obtain. Balinese warna schemes and 
twice-born ( triwangsa) values, for example, radically distingui�h 
ritual purity from political power and declare them mutually Ir-
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reducible; in this respect Bali recalls Dumont's ( 1980) view of 
Indic hierarchy. In every activity characterized by Brahmana/ 
Satria-Wesia distinctions, the social category charged with nurtur
ing elevated purity (Brahmana) stands above the category 
charged with promoting political prowess. (Whether this latter is 
designated Satria or Wesia, or by the title Dewa or Gusti, depends 
on the kingdom and its legendary histories of origin from other 
kingdoms . )  The entire system of title-caste produces not a faulty 
scheme of would-be correlation but an irreducible logic (aesthet
ic?) of contradiction. Most generally: "Titles help establish the 
cultural problem of pragmatically earned versus divinely endowed 
status [a traditional topic in Balinese legend and cosmology] . I f  
the titles simply offered a redundant index of political power, they 
would ring hollow . . . .  Balinese titles, like Hindu varna categories, 
perpetuate a contradiction that would not be there unless they 
were" (Boon 1977 : 184) .  

Precolonial Balinese rank was probably never as rigid and 
permanent as Dutch officials made it appear. Nevertheless, certain 
Machineries, in particular the warna scheme complemented by 
principles of hypergamy, portray social strata as fixed. And the 
culture provides the parties espousing this view, both natives and 
outsiders, with materials to argue their case. My point is not 
merely that Balinese culture changes too, but that specific proper
ties of i ts symbolic conventions likely characterize other so-called 
traditional civilizations as well. However dynamic, expansive, and 
decentered the culture, when read from an artificially centralized 
"top" down, it will appear inflexible. Finally, I insist that no 
projection of social strata in Bali is a simple distortion of some
thing external, such as prestige, wealth, power, or ambition. 
Rather, the assortment of Machineries guarantees that status 
never becomes a singular quality; Balinese hierarchy has remained 
in this respect largely "unreformed." Neither prestige nor power 
can simply re-present each other. The Machinery produces 
paradox, systematically. 

THE DESITUATION OF SIWA 

Since the mid-nineteenth century, scholars have documented 
Bali's religious organization of space, which interrelates direc
tional qualities, geomantic and tell urian codes, the choreography 

I I ! ( 
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of ritual processions, and both horizontal a�� :ertical . cosmo
graphic axes. Space in Bali coordinates with �Ivlmt.y, particularly 
in a famous set of transformations: ( I )  a self-mcluslve panoply of 
distinctions as "center" (Siwa) ;  (2) two around a center ( tripartite 
Brahma/Wisnu/Siwa; (3) four around a center (lswara/Brahma/ 
Mahadewa/Wisnu/Siwa) ;  (4) eight around a center ( Iswara/Rud
ra/Brahma/Maheshwara/Mahadewa/Sangkara/Wisnu/Sambu/ 
Siwa) .  Now "center" is in effect � spatial way .to pos.e the Siwa 
factor in such schemes. I t  places Siwa at the logical-middle of the 
triad or at the conjunction of cardinal East, South, West, and 
North ' or at the heart of the lotus-like rose of the winds (East, 
South�ast, South, . . .  ). But other registers reveal that Siwa is not 
precisely "center" : rather, he is all-at-once, or what r:night more 
appropriately be called generic. Thus, the color eqUlval�n ts for 
the cardinal scheme (fivefold) and the lotus scheme (nmefold) 
make Siwa polychrome: all distinctions at once (but not blended) .  
On the other hand, as  part of the Brahma/Wisnu/Siwa triad, 
echoing the totality of the sacred a/u/m syllable, Siwa becomes 
white versus Brahma-red and Wisnu-black. This shift in color un
derscores the fact that Siwa recurs in every elaboration of the dif
ferential scheme and that the difference between tripartite Siwa 
(versus Brahma/Wisnu) and four-around-the-center Siwa (versus 
Iswara/Brahma/Mahadewa/Wisnu) is like the diffirence between 
white (versus black/red) and polychrome (versus white/red/yel-
low/black) .  . . Swellengrebel ( 1960:46) has argued that in the trIpartite 
scheme Siwa is not precisely a center, in the spatial sense: ."In 
this triad, then, the third element is less the linking, intermediary 
member than i t  is the higher, synthesizing unity of which the other 
two are individual aspects ." I would go further: Siwa is less syn
thesizer of unity than generic opposition. Siwa conveys the rela
tional creative/destructive properties of the polarized schem?s �nd 
generates the "shifts" across varying degrees of differen�latlO�. 
While Siwa implies all the distinctions, he can only be mamfest III 
a set of distinctions, each set straining toward another set-an . dd " ' t  " that odd "center" that as such can only vamsh; an 0 um y , , . b th ultimately can only be absent. This view, I should add, IS . 0 
logically and epistemologically distinct from conventlOn�1 

I "S' a IS philological summaries of these system�. For examp e, I": 
i-the all-encompassing unity. Brahma, Wlsnu and Iswara are md 

vidual aspects of his creative power" (Ramseyer 1977: 108) . 
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Such "spatialized" Machineries extend beyond divinities and 
colors to metals, directions, demons, descent lines, attributes 
(thunderbolt, snake snare, discus, lotus, etc. ) ,  musical tones, days 
of the cyclic weeks, numbers, and so on. Western scholars, and 
more recently Indonesian scholars concerned with rationalized 
Balinese religion, have often construed the Machineries as means 
to reduce one component to another: Brahma is red is paing is 
nine is seaward is copper . . . .  But consider the entire system of 
distinctions and its logic of transformation: all-difference-in-one; 
threefold, to fivefold, to ninefold, operated by Siwa's generic ca
pacity (plus the underworld and human-world analo�ies .of �very 
divine lotus ) .  Viewed as totalizers, none of the Machmenes IS re
dundant, yet each throws the other off a bit, and the whole set 
cannot precisely collapse into a united synthesis. At the risk of 
oversimplification , consider the following example : there cannot 
be a center (even a vanishing point ! ) of colors, any more than 
there can be a polychrome of space. Or consider color alone at 
the level of tripartite distinctions: white is the ultimate negative 
(not-red, not-black) ;  when transformed into five, white becomes 
one among the other negatives (not red, black, or yellow) , allow
ing polychrome to become the ultimate negative. Color, then, 
works in an inverse fashion to deity, where Siwa remains the ulti
mate level in both the tripartite and four-around-the-center 
schemes. Thus, the difference between color and deity can be rep
resented as the following shift: i t  takes two colors (white and poly
chrome) to fill the role of one deity (Siwa) in the transformation 
between tripartite and four-around-the-center schemes. Siwa re
mains the "center" because Iswara replaces him in the cardinal 
deities. White shifts down to the cardinal colors to be replaced by 
polychrome at the center. The Machineries establish not redun
dancy but interrelated irreducibles. 

My point, familiar to students of anthropological structuralism and symbolic interpretation, is that the multiple 
Machineries organize categories relationally and not substantively, or in Burke's ( 1970:24n) terms, their symbols are polar, not positive. Consider again the Brahma/Wisnu/Siwa tripartition. While Siwa can be put at the center-Brahma/Siwa/Wisnu-that does not make Siwa the substantive middle, or the compromised, consolidated sum and unity. Rather, the middle term is neither the first nor the third, just as the first is neither the third nor the second, and the third is neither the second nor the first. If I am 
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correct rather than privileging the middle as a substantive in
betwee� Balinese Machineries pose first, second, and third each 
as an in�between of the other two. I have developed this point for 
the related tripartite distinction of demonic/human/divine (or in 
cosmographic terms, underworld/earth/heaven) . !he human . 
world is not a blend of heaven and hell or some Mamchaean com
posite; rather, each category is the mutual opposition of the other 
two. This fact is pronounced in the province of kama/ artha/ dharma 
values that distinguish and interrelate demonic passion, political 
prowess, and ancestral duty (Boon 1983:chap. 6) . . . Such relational properties pervade spatial Machmenes as 
well . Just as locality in Bali traditionally was not perceived as 
territorial, so space i tself is not perceived substantively. Yet schol- , 
ars tend to slip into substantivist, even "territorial ," �iews �f ' 
space, even while appreciating polar codes. �n example IS Ta.n s , ( 1960) stimulating review of the cosmologIcal schemes behmd 
Balinese domestic architecture-priestly, noble, and commoner. 
Tan plots Heavenly/Worldly/Demonic components alon� wit� the 
ninefold plan, laid out as three-by-three squares, whIch yIelds 
three rows across by three rows down and eight squares around a 
center. Moreover, any division is itself so divisible, in an infinite 
regression of ninefolds. 

Although Tan does not make the point, we; can see that the ' 
architectural ground plan cannot precisely coincide with either 
deity or color. The idealized nine squares might ap�ear as actu�l, 
walled-off courts in fully elaborated palaces (pun) ,  or remaIn , 
merely implied by the placement of shrines and facilities related 
to the nine components of domestic life, including ancestor tem
ple, conjugal (and sometimes unmarried daughters' ) beds, pa�s
age rite site, guest quarters, kitchen and granary, �nd s� on (I�

. contrast to uncoordinated components such as mgestIon an 
bachelor sleeping) . Regardless, the scheme intrinsically code.s both 
three threes and eight-around-a-center. Polychrome cannot, I� and 
of i tself, doubly totalize in this way, but only by its conventIOnal 
association with the ninefold scheme. . . I would emphasize as well the shifting complexity of. SI�a. 

. ( . hmg cosmographically located as the mIddle square or ItS vams . center) , and ritually located as the northeast temple squar�, SIwa 
as generic deity actually implies the whole scheme, both nmefol� 
lotus and tripartite cosmography, whether horizontally or vert!-
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cally. That left/right and up/down is ultimately tripart�te (sq.uare� 
into threes) is true of male/female as . well . ThIS pomt IS 
aramount in tying cosmography to SOCIal structure. We can P
limpse this fact from Tan's ( 1960:449) comment on the kamulan g I . .  h· "E " ·fi shrine (here Siwa appears as swara, I . e . ,  m IS ast mam esta-

tion) :  "The sanggah kamulan is divided into three compartments, 
each with a little door, dedicated to the deified ancestors, who are 
sometimes identified with the trimurti, the trinity Brahma-Ishvara
Vishnu. Brahma is associated with the male ancestors, Vishnu 
with the female. This is the shrine a man builds himself when he 
marries . "  Ishvara is not a middle between male/female but a 
spatial embodiment (in the material of the kamulan� of �ale/ 
female distinction activated as Brahma on the one SIde, Wlsnu 
on the other. 

Further on, Tan ( 1960:457) continues a proclivity of many 
predecessors ultimately to substantivize space, particularly jux
taposed places: "The first attempt at a description of a typical 
puri was made by Moojen, amended by Van Romondt, and further 
revised for our present use. The ground plan is divided into nine 
courts, in this case not imaginary, but substantiated by high solid 
walls .  We recognize again the well-known triadic division into sa
cred, intermediate and profane parts. " This kind of sacred/inter
mediate/profane gloss is a Durkheimian formulation that was con
verted to more consistently polar terms by Mauss, other members 
of L'Annee Sociologique, and their successors. Such a gloss makes 
the central term a blend rather than a mutual distinction among 
three. For the case in point, the central row might be spatially 
intermediate, but cosmologically it cannot be merely intermediate 
because it is the generic heart of the ninefold lotus (and in royal 
houses the site of the king's ukiran pavilion) .  Moreover, the lower 
row is more than profane: it is categorically demonic, in polar 
distinction to both ancestral duty (upper row) and political prow
ess (middle row) . Even in space the center is tripartite-polar rather than 
intermediate. Propinquity or juxtaposition implies less intermediacy 
than another level of contrast (a point I could argue for temple 
layouts as well ) .  In cosmological terms, everything stretches 
across three extremes-Divine/Worldly/Demonic-not along a 
gradual continuum running from ordinary-profane, through some 
compromised sector, to ultimately charged-sacred. 

Finally, consider the famous three-temple clusters that repre-
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sent the ful l elaboration of Balinese organizational ideals: origin 
temple (pura puseh) ,  death temple (pura dalem) , and pura bale agung, 
often glossed awkwardly as "meeting house temple." The last is 
particularly hard for "rationalized" observers to grasp, because 
we think of political and civic sectors as secular rather than as 
another extreme, a liturgy, so to speak, in its own right .  Just as 
Balinese cosmography coordinates extremes of ancestral/demonic/ 
political prowess, so does Balinese locality coordinate origin, 
death, and civic-subsistence "liturgies . "  

SPATIALITY IN MOTION 

What may appear as arcane quibbling over symbolic meanings in 
fact pertains to fundamental issues in Balinese (and Indonesian) 
organization of space and topography. My view, again, is that no 
Machinery redundantly re-presents another; nor do they all sim
ply index something external. Just as status Machineries are not 
distortions of a uniform prestige, neither are spatial Machineries 
a contorted nature, nor a hit-and-miss geography, nor a quaint 
landscape geometry. Rather, they establish the interrelated 
irreducibility of directions, ritual landscape, and associated di
mensions. Like many Indonesian peoples, Balinese distinguish 
sunrise-orien tation/ sunset -orien tation (kangin/ kauh) and also 
mountainward/seaward (kaja/kelod) . Thus far no cardinal points 
are necessarily implied, however much we automatically tend to 
insinuate them. Let us isolate this scheme to ponder what it im
plies as a symbol system. 

Through the year the kangin/ kauh dimension will slowly shift 
with respect to geography. Similarly, the kaja/kelod shifts (direc
tionwise) perpetually as one moves through space (notoriously, in 
North Bali seaward is north; in South Bali seaward is south; etc. ) .  
Partial pan-Bali "standardization" of the kaja/kelod dimension can 
be achieved east to west only by switching mountains (as in fact 
kingdoms do) . The scheme produces a uniform, unfluctuating 
radial standard only when perceived from the center, as if Bali were 
a perfect circle with its sacred mountain as its central vanishing 
point, like a rose of the winds. But even then kangin/kauh would 
fluctuate. 

These aspects of Balinese Machineries prove troublesome to 
commentators who consider them cardinal directions manque-al-
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though patent cardinal points figure explicitly as Machineries in 
their own right (and, as usual, cosmological properties accrue: 
northeast is sacred, like mountain-ward; southwest is demonic, 
like seaward; etc . ) .  Scholars seeking "profound" symbolic redun
dancy inevitably adopt a centralized vantage of Balinese space, 
with the sacred mountain lying northeast. It is true that the 
Machineries can reinforce one another if posed from a bird's-eye 
pan-Bali vantage that sights (and sites) a capital (Bedulu, then 
Gelgel) along a southwest line from sacred Gunung Agung. But the 
Machineries do more than confirm a maharaja (Dewa Agung) and 
his court in proper relation to northeast ( Gunung Agung) as ulti
mate center and coordination of Balinese society. They simultane
ously guarantee that if we keep the same sense of "center, "  from 
any other vantage the Machineries are unhinged; yet by shifting 
the sense of "center," they can be realigned . 

I t  would seem that the fuller social and cultural significance 
of the Machineries is that no centralized synthesis emerges with 
any stability. The symbolic values of kaja/kelod, kangin/kauh, topog
raphy, and cardinal attributes (northeast sacred, southwest de
monic, etc . )  are ( I )  that exceptionally everything can mesh, and 
(2) that inherently everything does not. Recalling Barthes, the 
symbolic of such Machineries does not run out at topography, or 
geography, or rational cardinality (which would make them mere 
works) .  Rather, they establish, arguably, topography, geography, 
and cardinality as sets of convertibles. Moreover, they do so in a 
continual dialectic between relative center-mountain/periphery
sea, every point on a periphery in turn a conceivable "center. " 
Call such schemes not mere re-presentational "works" but the con
stellations of the text of what I have elsewhere characterized in 
ethnographic detail as Bali's "ever receding peripheries of Hin
duized time and space" (Boon 1977: 158) . 

To construe culture as text is by no means to eschew appa
rently pragmatic components of Machineries (although it is to 
deny isolubility of any patent pragmatics) . Pragmatic Machineries 
have all the symbolic importance of any other Machinery. Yet, to 
the discomfort of both functionalist and Marxist approaches (at 
least in the more utilitarian moments of both) ,  such Machineries 
cannot be reduced to materialist explanations. This fact is dear 
from Geertz's ( 1980) recent interpretation of the ritual, political, 
judicial, commercial, and irrigation functions across competitive 
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spheres of influence in the traditional Balinese s tate (negara) . Over 
time, influential court centers gravitated (almost literally ! )  toward 
an optimal point between sea drainage and mountain springs. The 
position apparently facilitated arbitration of conflicts along an en
tire irrigation sector (a macro-subak) , all of whose paddies, thanks 
to gravity and a complex traditional irrigation technology, re
ceived water from the same source, making lower-lying levels vul
nerable to interference with the water supply by higher levels. 

Now the pragmatics of location here coincide with other spa
tial Machineries; for example, the capital court between upper 
(mountainward) and lower (seaward) is in another register high
est (as center vs. periphery) . But culturally, pragmatics are never 
pure and simple. Geertz demonstrates how Balinese rituals of 
state, intertwined in spatial Machineries, established a politics 
that was non centralized while idealizing a center, that was nonter
ritorial while obsessed with the attributes of every locality, and 
that operated more through the competitive management of loyal
ties than any superimposed despotism-although this fact hardly 
makes Balinese rank or power a pretty, victimless picture. I would 
add that the many Machineries allow any particular develop
ment-say, the shift of a court or an ancestor group to a more 
advantageous location-to be nestled in sustained relations with 
past locations and its temple groups. Thus, the plethora of 
Machineries and their fundamentally disputatious significance 
helps to explain Balinese cultural dynamics cum traditionalism at 
every level, including local mobility, irrigation expansion, and an
cestor worship (Boon 1977 : 107- 15; see also chap. 4 and pt. I I ) .  

Finally, to demonstrate the importance of these points for un
derstanding everyday life and domestic routines in Bali, let me at 
once salute and question a recent account of Balinese ritual space. 
Hobart ( 1978:5,6) wisely rejects any static dualistic scheme in 
tracing "interesting connections between ritual purity and the flow 
of water." He occasionally allows for coordinated contrasts in the 
significance of symbolic schemes: "Appropriately, the burial site 
for the three high castes, triwangsa, lies slightly to the north-east of 
the commoners' graveyard, to the south of which a small group of 
Chinese tombs faces open ricefields. (Apparently, this satisfies 
both Balinese ritual and Chinese geomantic requirements simul
taneously ! ) "  ( 1978: 10) . (This kind of simultaneous satisfaction 
is more frequent in Bali, even between native social segments, 
than Hobart's exclamation point would suggest [cf. Boon 
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1977 : 134-40, 220; see also chap. 4] . )  Hobart reviews and expands 
evidence of an east/west axis (and kangin/kauh) tied to "the socially 
recognized stages of human life," with vibrant diagrams of the 
"movement between sites in rites of passage" and the consequent 
nine-vector choreography of ritual space linking death temple 
to houseyard: 
The proper place for birth, the rebirth of an ancestral spirit, and its 
attendant ceremony of pekumel is in the meten, even if this is not always 
practicable. As the descent group deities are worshipped from the 
sanggah, this implies a movement of the soul downwards and to the west, 
as divine essence is incarnated in humble and perishable human 
form . . . .  The site for the subsequent rituals-lepas aon, held on the fall 
of the umbilical cord ; ngerorasin, the twelfth-day naming ceremony; and 
kambuhan on the forty-second day, which terminates the mother's 
impurity-is moved due south and down again, as the pollution of birth 
sets in. From the 105th day onwards, the location is shifted yet again to 
the bale dangin.This coincides with the child's release from kumel. Only at 
this stage may a village priest, pemangku, officiate, for previous ritual is 
the duty of the less pure birth-specialist, balian manakan. The remaining 
ceremonies in life occur here, to ensure individual welfare and the repro
duction of the group, through birthdays, oton, tooth-filing, mesangih and 
marriage, mesakapan. The more subtle distinctions of status are expressed 
in the secular [sic] use of living space mentioned. Death should also take 
place in the bale dangin. ( 1978: 16) 

Hobart's valuable account shows how spatial Machineries 
imply ordered movement and sequence as well as idealized ground 
plans. Yet he stops short of the text, preferring to pose Balinese 
conceptions of space as works whose symbolic runs out. He ac
knowledges that kaja/kelod is radial and bears "little relation to 
the compass points" ( 1978 :7 ) ;  nevertheless, he calls the island's 
extremities (e.g. , due north where kaja is south) problems that 
�ust be "suppressed" for the system to work. For additional spa
hal axes Hobart ( 1978: 12) also reports "difficulties in interpreting 
tnovement and relative position," as if such "difficulties" were not 
the point of schemes that pose shifting position relationally and 
tnultiply. When plotting upstream/downstream, inflow/outflow, 
purity/pollution, male/female, and so forth, Hobart anticipates 
Congruence, avoiding points where Machineries produce their own 
Contradictions; for example, locales with lowly, noncremating Bali 
Aga, residing upstream, sometimes construed in special sacred
dangerous ties with headwater regions. I III: I I, 
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Surprisingly, Hobart ( 1978: 13) suggests that spatial attri_ 
butes-particularly upstream/downstream = purity/pollution_ 
may reflect or re-present natural phenomena: "Nor is this selec_ 
tion apparently arbitrary in a society which practices irrigated rice 
agriculture al1d is dependent upon water and sunshine for the suc
cessful harvests of i ts staple crop. "  Now, setting aside all those 
sunny isles that do not code upstream as hierarchical purity, how 
far might we go here? If symbols should be "good for" subsistence 
production, then why do Balinese conceptions deflect their atten
tion from the bounty of the sacred-dangerous sea, receptacle of 
corpse ashes (an antideterminism paradox celebrated by Covar
rubias himself)? Hobart borrows a notion of "natural symbols" 
from Douglas ( 1970), but he gradually eliminates any sense of 
oxymoron-vivid in at least portions of Douglas's works-from his 
view of symbol systems: "Nature may provide convenient objects 
by which to represent social values , or society i tself (Douglas 
1970) , but i ts symbolic significance may stem also from the fact 
that certain aspects are in no way dependent on society. Water, 
after all, does not flow downhill because some collective represen
tation s tates that it must" ( 1978:21 ) .  

Water merely flowing downhill is hardly the issue. I n  Bali, 
irrigation water indeed flows downhill-but through channels 
routing it, indirectly, from one paddy to another through water
works not individually owned-precisely because collective rep
resentations state that it must. And for similar reasons women 
bathe downstream relative to men. Nor can this fact be merely 
pragmatic for the upstream men, since the "purer" water they 
merit is in actuality the downstream outflow of a relatively up
stream village area. Water keeps flowing downhill; but the symbolic 
fact is that purity/pollution relations shift, to be reapplied relat�on- " 
ally at every point, despite the natural fact that the next punty/ 
pollution index lies absolutely downstream from one upstream. 
Moreover, that ultimate downstream-the sea-is a sacred
dangerous object of ritual attention in death rights; but i t  is also 
marked by the "purer" index of even demonic forces, the ocean 
temples (pura segara) . Purity/pollution may be like upst:ea�/ 
downstream, but if there is anything it is meaningfully not hke, it 
is nature's flow of water. 

Further on, Hobart ( 1978 :2 1 ) offers a more interesting ins.ight 
into water types and social types by paraphrasing a Balinese Ju�t
so explanation of hypergamy: Just as water cannot flow uphill, 
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semen cannot flow up-caste. No question here of a "natural fact," 
only of a simile from nature. But these Balinese Machineries, too, 
are more radically symbolic than Hobart implies. Connections be
tween Bali's complex typology of water and semen ( there are types 
here as well ) perhaps even relate to ideals of the mythic notion of 
transposing husband's ashes into brother's sperm in rituals that 
seem, retrospectively, to convert high-caste wives into sisters, in 
line with positive values on incest glimmering out of many 
Balinese traditions (Boon 1982a; 1977:chap 6) . To point even 
momentarily to the facts of gravity as "after all" some presumable 
base to all these symbols recalls comic comments by inveterately 
practical-minded servant-clowns in w�ang, who also like to pose 
cultural facts as disguised natural facts. 

Hobart ( 1978: 18) feels that high castes are carried on to "the 
conspicuous display of wealth and support," and few would quar
rel with this point . But do low castes differ except by degree; and 
at what point does Balinese ritual display become conspicuous 
(versus, I presume, "productive") ? Following theoretical sugges
tions of Bloch, Hobart wants to attribute a kind of false conscious
ness to high castes, or perhaps to Balinese ritual symbols in gen
eral . He talks about "obfuscations" in which "purity and pollution 
are presented as realities of the same order as life and death, with 
a legitimacy conferred by appearing as natural" ( 1978:21 ) .  Reluc
tant to name the culprit, he couches the quasi-accusatory charges 
in the passive mode: " . . .  emphasis is shifted . . .  , discrepancies are 
hidden . . .  , through this formalization a synthesis is pro-
duced . . .  " ( 1978:21 ) .  

Hobart contends that Balinese symbols disguise discrepan
cies. I contend that all these Machineries, rather than furnishing 
society with a "semblance of naturalness," usher nature onto the 
plane of symbolic discrepancies and irreducible codes, posed and 
counterposed in contests of advantages and rivalry. Of course, par
ticular Machineries advance ideologies serving particu
lar interests . But Bali's masses, we should note, play this cultural 
game too. 

CONCLUSION 

No culture is a mere "work" deflected from something natural or 
disguising true labor production. As components in a culture-text, 
the Machineries of Bali are reducible to nothing less contradictory, 
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indeed conflictual, than their symbols are: neither to brute power . , nor to pure prestige, nor to just productivity or redistribution, nor 
to the natural flow of water from mountain-high to ocean-low even 
as the celestial sun moves inevitably east to west . Moreover, in its 
institutions and performances Balinese culture ( this text) produces 
the means of exposing all of i ts allegorical Machineries, not as 
disguises (for there is nothing True underneath) but as masks. In
deed, everything is masks all the way down, and their symbolics 
never run out .  

Balinese Machineries, even construed as works, are interest
ing enough, for there are sufficient sylphs and gnomes to keep 
enthusiasts occupied for the foreseeable future. But I would insist 
that Balinese Machineries ushered into the moving methodologi
cal field of i ts cultural text are more interesting still. In conclusion, 
then, I offer four semiotic guidelines for discerning the culture 
( text) tacit in every Machinery (work) :  ( 1 )  Any Machinery, in
cluding societal ones, is inherently transposable or convertible into 
others . ( 2) Machineries involve not replication but contradiction, 
and their terms tend less to reinforce each other ( to stack up) 
than to offset each other in a meaningful way. (3) Machineries 
represent neither what an allegorically inclined people "believe" 
nor what they necessarily "say"; rather, they comprise the sym
bolic basis of a cultural argument engaged in by various parties, 
but never disinterested ones. (4) Any Machinery is bound to be 
grasped in different ways by various actors (and interpreters) ;  it 
is the implicit terms of their evolving discourse that consti tu te the 
culture as text . Thus, the Machinery becomes paradoxical, ir
reducibly plural, and both within and beyond Bali dialectic. 
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that I associate with Menippean satire, mythic and historical images of twinship, 

and the contrast between Balinese social forms and those of neighboring islands. 
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I have treated all these issues in those of my publications listed in the references, 

and particularly in two recent papers: "The Other-Woman: Comparative Sym

bols of Society Beginning with Balinese Twins" ( 1982b) and " In  Praise of Bali's 

Folly: Remarks on the History of Interpreting Performance in a Parodic Culture" 

( I 982c) .  
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1 1  
" Life Not Death 

• ,,\ T  • " In v enIce : 
I ts Second Life 

BARBARA MYERHOFF 

The whole earth i s  the sepulchre of famous men and 
ordinary men, and their story is not graven on stone, 
but lives on woven into the s tuff of other men's lives . . . .  

Pericles's funeral speech . 

The power of breadth of our own life, and the energy of 
reflection upon it is the foundation of the historical vis
ion. It alone enables us to give second life to the blood
less shades of the past. 

Dilthey, Pattern and Meaning in History 

I n  a recent article on " the refiguration of social thought, " Geertz 
( 1980: 178, 167) points out the growing vitality of interest among 
social scientists in " the anatomization of thought" as indicative of 
"a move toward conceiving of social life as organized in terms of 
symbols . . .  whose meaning we must grasp." How people make 
sense out of themselves, for themselves, and how we as an
thropologists develop our interpretive skills in unpacking their 
symbolic systems becomes a central concern in our discipline. 

One of the most persistent but elusive ways that people make 
sense of themselves is to show themselves to themselves, through 
multiple forms: by telling themselves stories; by dramatizing 
claims in ri tuals and other collective enactments; by rendering vis
ible actual and desired truths about themselves and the signifi
cance of their existence in imaginative and performative produc
tions . Self-recognition is accomplished by these showings and is, 
as George Steiner says, a "formidable, difficul t, and perpetual 
task . "  More than merely self-recognition, self-defini tion is made 
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possible by means of such showings, for their content may state 
not only what people think they are but what they should . have 
been or may yet be. Evidently, interpretive statements are mIrrors 
for collectivities to hold up to themselves; like mirrors, such state
ments may lie, reverse, and distort the images they carry, and 
they need not be isomorphic with "nature." 

In this paper, I will present two instances of cultural mirror
ing, one event which I call a "definitional ceremony," the other an 
inscribed text, a self-portrait of a collectivi ty. Both of these are 
found in a highly self-conscious community which continually in
terprets, depicts, and performs its self-determined reality; .both 
forms are strikingly symbolic and can be unpacked to elucIdate 
the community's understanding of itself; and both are reflecting 
surfaces and reflexive, demonstrating the creators' consciousness 
of their own interpretive work. 

The cases I cite, ceremony and inscribed text, were exception
ally successful in the persuasions about the reality they asserted. 
Their success may be judged by the fact that they reached beyond 
convincing and moving their own members about the claims they 
made. They succeeded in interesting and captivating outsider
witnesses as to the validity of their interpretations . These outsider
witnesses-anthopologist and the media-served as further 
reflecting surfaces, broadcasting, re-presenting what they had been 
shown, and thus enlarging the people's original interpretations and 
giving them a greater public and factual character than the� had • •  
in their primary form. By pressing into service others who.behe�ed, , 

,
.' 

to restate their versions of themselves, they amplified theIr claIms. 
The people involved eventually succeeded in bringing about actual 
changes, in reversing to some degree their political impotenc.e and 
invisibility, by the canny deployment of their symbols, conscIOusly " 
manipulated; by their skillful operation on public sentiment�; and ' 
by their sheer conviction that although they understood t�elr ma
nipulations ful ly, they were innocently, utterly co�rect. UltI�ately, 
they displayed "facts" of their life and their meamng, knowmg full 
well that the facts they portrayed were about life not as it was but 
as i t should have been. 

"LIFE NOT DEATH I N  VENICE":  BACKGROUND 

In 197 1 I began an anthropological study of ethnicity and aging, 
concentrating on a community of very old immigrant Jews 
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from Eastern Europe, whose social life was focused on the Israel 
Levin Senior Adult Center in Venice, California. ' My work 
there brought to my attention a singular and dominant theme: 
the people's severe invisibility and the consequent disturbing 
psychological and social consequences of being unnoticed. I t  is a 
truism that severely marginal people are s tigmatized and ne
glected by the mainstream society, subject to dismissal that is usu
ally not even the result of hatred or conscious disdain. Often, it is 
merely that such people are not seen; they are treated as invisible. 

Among very old people-those with fading sensory acuity, de
prived of natural intergenerational continuity, and hence unable 
to transmit their natal culture or personal histories to their absent, 
acculturated progeny-people who are facing death and utter dis
appearance, the problem of social inattention is especially serious. 
They may come to doubt not only their worth and potency, not 
only their value, but the very fact of their existence. I t  became 
clear to me that these particular elders were intent on presenting 
themselves to the world and being noticed; on interpreting the 
meaning of their history and culture to a wider outside world that 
would remember them after they had died; on possibly transmit
ting something of their lives to younger people . Many of their 
struggles were intractable: extreme poverty, poor health, in
adequate housing and transportation, insufficient medical care, 
dangerous surroundings, loss of social roles, and outliving spouses, 
family, and friends. But their invisibility proved not to be irreversi
ble. Through their own ingenuity, imagination, and boldness, 
aided by outsiders who publicized their activities, they learned to 
rnanipulate their own images, flying in the face of external reality, 
denying their existential circumstances.2 They displayed and per
formed their interpretations of themselves and in some critical 
respects became what they claimed to be. By denying their invisi
bili ty, isolation, and impotence, they made themselves be seen, 
and in being seen they came into being in their own terms, as 
authors of themselves . 

The elders had created an entire culture of their own making, 
one of great complexity and richness that was shot through with 
Contradictions, paradoxes, and fantasies . It had been buil t  up over 
the course of some three decades spent together on the beach in 
Venice. The had come to this neighborhood in their mid-sixties, 
after retirement, leaving the industrial centers of the North and 
Northeast , where most of them had lived and worked since emi-
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grating to America from Eastern Europe around the turn of the 
century. Here, in an age-homogeneous ethnic enclave, surrounded 
by the carnival-like life along the boardwalk, they revived some 
features from their childhood history in the cities and shtetls of 
the Old World . Particularly important was their return to their 
natal language and culture, Yiddishkeit, and to some extent to 
the religious practices they had discarded on arriving in America, 
when rapid assimilation for themselves and education for their 
children were their most singular concerns. 

The culture they had invented to meet their present cir
cumstances in old age was bricolage in the best sense-an assort
ment of symbols, customs, memories, and rituals, blending in a 
highly ecumenical spirit; they used something from all the layers 
of their history: Old World, Yiddish, Jewish, modern, American, 
Californian, secular, and sacred. They knew that improvisation 
and invention were essential, but like all people they also needed 
to convince themselves that these solutions were proper, authentic, 
believable, and occasionally traditional. Their need for such per
suasions, and for being vis ible, coincided with their naturally per
formative bent, resulting in a highly dramatic self-presentational 
culture that was extroverted and often touched with the frenzy of 
desperation . (And, of course, things had to be loud, clear, and 
exciting since most of these people were in their mid-eighties to 
mid-nineties; it was often difficult for them to see and hear some 
of the quieter displays . The way of life devised by these elderly 
Jews was a major accomplishment, one that proved successful in 
dealing with their everyday circumstances and with numerous in
ternally and externally generated crises. 

Exegesis and self-examination were ancient religious and sec
ular customs for the elders; textual analysis was taught them as 
part of the Scripture. A long history as pariah people, at least 
since the biblical Dispersion from Israel , in the Old World, and 
repeated now in their old age, further heightened their self-con
sciousness. Performance and self-commentary were natural to 
them. Life in a constructed world (one that they knew to be con
structed) was characteristic of their past as well as their present. 
The power of the imagination, when publically stated and collec
tively experienced, was understood by many to be a necessity, a 
gift, and a potential danger. 

Following a precariously contrived ceremony that wedded an 
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Old World religious event with a secular modern one (with which 
it had li ttle in common) ,  a great argument ensued among some of 
the Center's elders as to whether or not the ritual had been "prop
er " "successful," indeed, whether it had been "real" (Myerhoff 1980: 106) . "This is nonsense, completely made up. Nothing like 
this could ever happen, "  protested Shmuel. Moshe's comment was 
finally accepted as authoritative, however. 
This is a story I am getting from Martin Buber, the great Hasidic 
philosopher. I am showing i t  to the ones who say [the ceremony] was 
not proper. It tells about two men who are worried about the holiness of 
the Sabbath. "What is it that makes something holy?" they ask. They 
decide to make a test to see what happens when they have Sabbath on a 
weekday. So they make the Sabbath in the middle of the week. Every
thing they do is right, and it feels the same way as on Saturday. This is 
alarming, so they take the problem to the rabbi to explain. Here is what 
the rabbi tells them :  "If you put on Sabbath clothes and Sabbath caps it 
is quite right that you had a feeling of Sabbath holiness. Because Sab
bath clothes and caps have the power of drawing the light of the Sabbath 
holiness down to the earth. So you need have no fears . "  ( 1980:68) 

On another occasion, the dangers of a life lived imaginatively were 
discussed vividly by Shmuel, who described his childhood in a 
little town in Poland: 
Now it is strange to say that we belonged there . . . .  The beautiful river, 
forests, none of these are ours. What did we have but fear and hunger 
and more hunger? Hidden in a foreign land that we loved and hated. A 
life made entirely from the imagination. We say our prayers for rains to 
come, not for us here in Poland but for the Holy Land. We pass our lives 
to study the services in the Temple. What Temple? Long ago finished . 
Where do our priests make offerings? Only in our minds. We feel the 
seasons of Jerusalem more than the cold of Poland . Outside we are rag
ged , poor, nothing to look at, no possibilities for change. But every little 
child there is rubbing elbows with the glorious kings and priests of the 
Holy Land . . . .  In this we find our home . . . .  Would you say this is insan
ity? I t could be. If we lived more in Poland and not so much in the Holy 
Land, would all our people now be buried in pits along the river? 
( 1980:69) 

Here, then, are two illustrations of the group's capacity to 
describe their lives imaginatively and consciously, questioning 
their own inventions while proceeding to believe in and enact 
them.  Alongside their verbal reflections, however, was their often 
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startling capacity to shape their physiological lives no less 
their thoughts and acts. I t  was remarkable that they continued 
survive, as individuals and as a collectivity, far beyond the 
beyond predictions of sociology, history, and physiology. And 
a few proved l able to tailor their deaths as well as their lives, 
cording to their own designs, dying naturally but precisely in 
moments and manners of their choice. These people . 
their self-interpretations on the spaces and surfaces 
touched-walls, neighborhoods, media-sometimes even T\r'>"",,� 
their own bodies into service as statements of meaning, the 
final and most dramatic of all. 

DEFINITIONAL CEREMONI ES 

Definitional ceremonies are likely to develop when within a group
there is a crisis of invisibility and disdain by a more powerful 
side society. Let me state briefly why visibility was such a critical
issue among these people. As immigrants, they had no natural
witnesses to their past lives and culture. They lived in a world of
strangers who "had to be told everything." Moreover, since the
Holocaust had eliminated their natal culture, these elders felt an
especially great obligation to transmit their firsthand experiences
in Eastern Europe to others. They were the last ones who could
explain "what it really had been like ." And because their children
were assimilated into another culture, there was no one to receive
and preserve their memories and tales. Also, because they were
marginal, disdained people, outsiders knew nearly nothing about
them. The absent witness/missing progeny feature, then, was a 
serious, multidimensional problem. 

While marginality, extreme age and the proximity of death,
the shock of immigration and the loss of a natal culture (suggest
ing personal and collective obliteration) all contribute to a sharp
self-consciousness, pain and discontinuity are essential con
tributors as well .  Only through the assimilation of experience into 
a form that endows meaning can such a history be rendered bear
able. "Because both our fortunes and our own natures cause us
pain, so they force us to come to terms with them through under-
standing. The past mysteriously invites us to know the closely
woven meaning of its moments" (Dilthey 1961 [ 191OJ : 100) . But the 
sense of continuity, of being a member in a chain of being with an 
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. herited history that can be transmitted, may contribute as much In . . d I reflexive conscIOusness as rupture, pam, an oss. to 
l '  d '  . 3 . h This point emerged very clear y m a ISCUSSlon Wit some 

of the elderly artists who participated in the cultu�al f�stival 
( note 2) . Sherrie Wagner, a graduate student m hIstory, see 

f b '  " . h '  queried t�e artists about their sharp awareness 0 emg m IS-
tory, " saymg: 

One of the things that I often asked my grandmother was what she 

h ught about historical events, like Pearl Harbor, the Second World t o . 
b War and things like that. She never really had a sense of havmg een a 

part
' 
of history or a part of the important events of her time. I could 

never get her to talk about where she was or what s�e
. 
felt. It was as 

though they had no impact on her. But the people sIttmg here today 
seem to have a much clearer sense of history and I wonder if it is becau�e 
they are painting and sculpting and that makes them more awa�e? Or IS 
it being in this show? Do you now have a greater sense of bemg part 
of history? 

Ida Bernstein replied: "Well, to tell you the truth, I had it before, 
I always had this very strongly. This may sound very pompous, 
but I have to say I am very conscious of the fact that I have 
certain traditions, values that I can transmit ." 

Not being noticed by children or the outside "serious world" 
was exacerbated among these elderly by the loss of some of their 
sensory acuity. Clarity of consciousness tended to fade, memories 
fused with the present, dreams with desire, sleep with wakefulness. 
There were few kinesthetic cues as to their continuing vitality 
since there were no kin, spouses, or children to hold, and it was 
not their custom to embrace each other. Sensory deprivation was 
often severe . When both the outside and the inner world deprive 
us of reflections-evidence that, indeed, we are still present and 
alive, seen and responded to--the threat to self-awareness can be 
great. Definitional ceremonies deal with the problems of invisibil
ity and marginality; they are strategies that provide opportunities 
for being seen and in one's own terms, garnering witnesses to 
one's worth, vitality, and being. Thus, it was the custom for 
Center members to display and dramatize themselves in many 
forrns, informal and formal, planned and spontaneously: by 
storytelling, creating difficulties, making scenes; by positioning 
thernselves to be noticed, recorded, listened to, and photographed. 

Definitional ceremonies were the elders' most regular and 
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formal patterns of display. These were quite predictable, marked 
by considerable momentum leading up to a crisis, after which, 
when things had settled down, it appeared that nothing had been 
accomplished. No internal conflicts were settled, no social realign
ments made. At first these events seemed to resemble what Turner 
( 1974) described as social dramas-they had a natural sequence, 
a beginning, a middle, and an end, and there was the same pro
gression from breach of a norm to crisis and resolut�on, with dis
plays of common, powerful, binding symbols . Certamly th� style 
was agonistic; much adrenalin had flowed and a good fight mdeed 
offered clear-cut evidence of continuing vitality. Heroes emerged, 
pro- and con-, and there were antagonists, accessories, and always 
a sizeable chorus. Parts were discovered and developed so that 
everyone was heard from, seen, authenticated. And as with 
Turner's social dramas, the ends of these affairs were always 
marked by the enunciation of the participant's collective symbo�s, 
reiterating their common membership and deepest shared commIt
ments. That the ceremonies changed nothing was signal, and is 
what distinguished them from social dramas. It seemed, in fac�, 
that their purpose was to allow things to stay the same, to permit 
people to discover and rediscover sameness in the midst of furor, 
antagonism, and threats of splitting apart. . Here, the performative dimension of definitional ceremomes 
was the critical ingredient. Within them claims were made that 
were frequently unrelated to any palpable "reality," which �as • 

often evident to all of those involved. To merely assert such claims , .  
would be ludicrous and utterly unconvincing; but to enact them 
was another thing. Mounted as dramas they became small, ful l 
worlds, concrete, with proper masks, costumes, gestures, vocabu
laries, special languages, and all the panoply that made ther.n c.on
vincing rituals. Our senses are naturally pers�asive, convmcmg 
us of what the mind will not indulge. PresentatIOnal symbols have 
more rhetorical power than discursive ones ( the latter req�ire. exceptional skill and some veracity) ;  in. ritual, doi�g is behevmg: 
and we become what we display. Detail may substitute for artful 

d fi . .  I . as ness . Kenneth Burke might refer to e mtIOna ceremomes 
another example of "dancing an attitude." Like string quartets 
and Balinese cockfights, as Geertz ( 1973) points out, suc� �y.m
bolic dramas are not "mere reflections of a pre-existing senslblhty, 

" h  ,, ' . t " . the crea-analogically represented ; t ey are posItive agen s m 
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tion and maintenance of the subjectivity they organize into a 
proper, coherent t�le . Co?sidering the frequenc'y' with which t.his 
particular populatIOn engmeered such opportumtle� for app��rmg 
and enacting their dreams, we are tempted to descnbe defimtIOnal 
ceremonies as more like stages than mirrors. They did not merely 
show the people to themselves; rather, they provided scenes into 
which the people could step and play their parts. If others were 
watching, so much the better. Their attention, belief, and possibly 
recording would become evidence in the future of the " truth" of 
the performance, solid corroboration of what began as desire and 
through enactment came into the world as fact. If no one else 
noticed, the Center members watched each other and themselves, 
bearing witness to their own story. 

THE PARADE 

The boardwalk which the Center faces had been used for some 
time by bicyclists, though a local (unenforced) ordinance prohibits 
wheeled traffic. More recently, roller skating enthusiasts have 
joined the stream of bicyclists, making the boardwalk as heavily 
trafficked and dangerous as a major street. Several collisions have 
occurred; old people have been s truck down and injured. All of 
them were growing frightened and angry, but no one had suc
ceeded in seeing to it that the law against wheeled traffic was 
enforced. Old and young competed fiercely for space, dramatically 
enacting their opposing concerns in regular shouting matches: 

"This isn't an old people's home, you know!" 
"I worked hard all my life. I 'm a citizen. I got to have a place to 
put down my foot also." 

Thus the stage was set for the precipitating event that lead to 
a crisis. A bicyclist s truck Anna Gerber, aged 86, as she left the 
Center one Sunday morning. The youth who hit her was reported 
to have said in defense of himself, " I  didn't see her." His state
ment outraged the old people, for Anna evidently had been di
rectly in front of him. Clearly, it seemed a case of "death by invisi
bili ty." When Anna died as a result of her injuries, the Center 
members organized a protest march. The event was carefully 
staged and described in advance to the media, which appeared to 
Cover it. An empty, unmarked "coffin" made from a paper carton 
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painted black was in the middle of the procession. Members 
ried placards reading "S.O.S. = Save Our Seniors, "  "Let OUf 
People Stay, "  and "Life Not Death in Venice ." Two blind men 
the procession, and people with walkers and canes placed 
selves prominently alongside the coffin .  The members dressed in
particularly bright , nice clothing, "so as not to look poor or 
tic " said one member. , . . Roller skaters, bicycle riders, and the conceSSIOnaIres who 
rented skates and bikes all heckled the elders, who spoke up 
sharply to be sure that the television cameras and microphones
caught the moral outrage they articulated: "See this sign, 'Le
Our People Stay'? That goes back to the Bible, you know. We
were driven out from Europe already. We don't want to be driven
out from here ." The group proceeded several hundred yards down
the boardwalk, to the small orthodox synagogue that recently had
been acquired by a group of young people. The elders did not
regularly visit the synagogue because most were not observant and
many objected to the orthodox practice of separating women and
men during prayer, regarding i t  as " too old-fashioned, the kind of
thing we got away from when we left the Old Country. "  Now
everyone crowded into the little shul. Men and women were
seated together, Jew and non-Jew, young and old, members and
media people, as many of those who had joined the parade as�
could fit inside. I t  was a splendid moment of communitas, a pro-
found and moving celebration of unity, as the prayers were said to 
"bind up the name of Anna with the ancestors . "  .

The ceremonies did not end there, however. The members 
returned to the Center for an afternoon of dancing to celebrate 
the birthday of Frances Stein, aged 100, a woman of sing.u�ar 
strength, a symbol of successful longevity, always in good spmts,
clear-headed, unencumbered by cane, hearing aid, or illness. The 
continuity of life was acknowledged as vividly as the presence of 
death had been earlier in the day. " It's a good way to finish such 
a day," people agreed, clearly aware of the symbolic propr�et� of 
juxtaposing a funeral and a birthday to assert their contmUlng
vitality and power despite injury and loss. The ceremony had been
an enactment of their historical vision and their rejection of �he 
assigned position of helpless victim . I t  was a profoundly reflexIve 
occasion, the kind that, as the opening epigraph by Dil they notes, 
gives human experience i ts "second life ." 
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What were some of the specific symbols deployed in the de
finitional ceremony? Most were clearly identifiable with the 
caples' layered, long history, ranging from ancient times to the �ost recent developments. "Let my people stay, "  the reference to 

the Jews' exodus from Egypt, came from the oldest layer of his
tory, signifying their capacity to achieve freedom and leave slavery 
behind in a return to their homeland . Certainly the motto referred 
as well to the repeated form, a procession, or in recent terms, a 
protest march, a demonstration. That freedom in ancient times 
meant "going out" and in contemporary times meant "staying 
put" was a satisfying bit of opposi tion that gave that motto a pun
gen t, ironic flavor. The placard that became "the name" for the 
parade, "Life Not Death in Venice," similarly reasserted t�e l.ifeover-death message and was in response to a newspaper chppmg 
announcing the coming protest march under the heading "Death 
in Venice ." Some members became irate by this suggestion of de
feat and, recognizing i ts danger, used a counterslogan; they em
ployed placards, printed words speaking to other printed words 
( the newspaper headline) ,  as a means of erasing or out-shouting 
the statements made by outsiders about them. It was another in
stance of literally "making a scene" to make sure that their mes
sage was seen and heard. 

The use of the prayer for Anna, "binding her up with the 
ancestors," came from a historical layer that was equally old . The 
Jewish prayer for the dead, Kaddish, makes no reference to death. 
It  is a statement only about continuity and perpetuity; it elevates 
the individual who has died to the quasi-sacred position of the 
Patriarchs and Matriarchs, mythic figures with whom he or she 
becomes bound, suggesting the removal from history and time, 
sounding again the theme of renewal and transcendence, of death
lessness. Note as well that no official reference was made to the 
most recent and powerful historical episode of all: the Holocaust. 
While it was briefly, obliquely cited verbally, i t  was not used on a 
POster or displayed in any way. I t  is my impression that, as a rule, 
these people avoid using that experience or exploiting it , except in 
rare circumstances, and then usually to each other but not outsid
ers. The experience seems too s trong and sacred to put to im
mediate practical purposes. 

The note of renewal and denial of death were repeated in the 
ssociation of a coffin and a birthday party. The incorporation of 
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the synagogue into the procession was a fortunate choice, for 
symbolized the inclusion of all of Judaism in this local event 
touched the particular circumstances with sacrali ty. That 
ers and nonmembers were included within the synagogue was 
fine symbolic note that their cause went beyond them, . 
other Jews or old people. It was essential that outsiders 
brought into the protest for the definitional ceremony to s 
If it were limited to only those like themselves, there would 
been no audience to register the elders' message. While they .
have succeeded in convincing themselves, there would have .
been no hope of making the impact they aimed for on the au 
side world. 

Finally, within the procession the elders displayed the 
as symbols, dramatizing precisely how they wished to be and 
they wished to be seen. They exploited signs of their 
canes, walkers, blindness-but deliberately dressed well . They .
wished to be viewed as strong presences, angry but not defeated; .
yet they were too cagey to omit the message about their vulnera- .
bili ty and the implicit accusation it stated. At once they · .
dramatized strength and weakness in a brilliant, accurate 
paradox. Moral superiority and structural inferiority so commonly 
deployed by liminal people, as Turner has pointed out, was par- .
ticularly well stated here. . 

The comment made by the youth on the bicycle after he 
struck Anna was often repeated and called to the attention of out
siders as highly symbolic. All the old people knew why he hadn't , seen her; their determination to make themselves visible was the 
specific impetus for the parade. That they succeeded in alter�ng 
more than their own version of themselves was beyond questIOn 
when a few weeks later barricades appeared on the boardwalk, on 
either side of the Center, providing a four-block section wher� �he 
old people could walk without fear of traffic. A limited but deCISive 
victory. The elders had transformed their assigned role as helpl�sS, 
unseen people into their chosen one as people to be reckoned With. 
The definitional ceremony had defined them as such and was 
sufficiently convincing to outsiders as well . All entered into collu
sion to agree that the elders did indeed exist and should be seen. 

I t  was, of course, real or anticipated popular pressure that 
finally caused local politicians to erect the barricades. This pres� 
sure was generated by media coverage that amplified the elders 
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. ' bility, making it larger, clearer, and more public than it would VIS I • b . I d d '  h '  therwise have been . Hence, the media must e mc u e 10 t IS 
o lysis of reflecting surfaces. Publicity afforded by the parade ana 

d I ' I a significant mirror that showed the 01 peop e s cu ture to was 
h Id " d h rnselves and to outsiders. Nevertheless, t e e ers ongmate t e 
h "  h h h image that was broadcast, and i t  was to t elf Image t at t ey t e

d . . 
successfully drew their witnesses . They not only create an Imagl-

y existence for themselves but for those who watched them. �:ertz has described ritual as that form which allows t�e "d:eamed
f" and "lived-in" orders to fuse. Indeed, they fused 10 thIS event .  �he authors of the ritual stepped into the single reality made of 

the two orders and took part of their audience with them. 

THE CENTER MURAL: AN INSCRIBED TEXT 

Paul Ricoeur tells us that "inscriptions fix meaning." A social 
event read as a text is slippery, as though the words flew off the 
page before We' could finish reading the�. An. " i�scri?ed" �ocial 
text is easier to read, however. Like an object, It SitS st1l1 while we 
look at it; it allows us to re-present it to others, as I do here in 
discussing the meaning of the second symbolic form used by the 
group of elderly Jews in California. 

The Center members all came from a tradition that forbade 
portrai ture and the depiction of images. Nevertheless, many were 
attracted to visual art and themselves enjoyed painting. Their self
expression in this form was encouraged by their art teacher, Mrs. 
Betty Nutkiewicz, herself an Eastern European Jew and a refugee 
from the Holocaust, somewhat younger than most of the members 
but still what Americans would call a senior citizen. She organized 
some of the most enthusiastic students in her regular art classes 
in the Center to paint a mural the length of one hall there (see 
Figure I ) .  Many people participated in the project, but three of 
the members were the major designers and artists. Those who did 
not paint instead witnessed, criticized, kibitzed; and finally the 
painting took shape. It is not possible to determine precisely how 
many or who contributed particular themes and ideas, though 
Mrs. Nutkiewicz remembers some especially striking contribu
tions . The mural is unquestionably a collective self-portrait, show
ing the elders' social his tory freely interspersed with their myths. 

The mural begins at the west end of the hall with a drawing 
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of the Mayflower. An American flag flies on top, jutting out of the
confining frame. Mrs. Nutkiewicz notes: "This was Bessie Mintz
idea though I do not think that most people in this group carne
over on the Mayflower. She made the boat very big because it had
to carry so many Jews here. ,,4 The next scene depicts the Statue
of Liberty; like the American flag a beloved symbol to these im
migrants, marking the beginning of a new life of freedom. Mrs
Nutkiewicz comments: "You notice they made Miss Liberty a lit
tle heftier than usual. You might think that is because she is
strong. That's true, but also because the artist who made it
thought that women who were a little bit fat looked healthier
more attractive." 

A market scene in a village square, fusing New York and East
ern Europe, follows, prompting Mrs. Nutkiewicz to tell us: "What
is interesting here is that these little houses you wouldn't really
find in New York. They brought them from their past probably.
They carried these ideas and memories from their little shteds
and put them right up here on the wall ." The secular associations
of Yiddish and the sacred associations of Hebrew are eluded to by
two written signs in the scene: "Fresh herring can be bought here"
in Yiddish over one of the stalls in the marketplace scene;
"Synagogue" in Hebrew over the House of Prayer. She continues:
"This scene you would find in the Lower East side, all right, it's
mixed up with Europe. [The Center elders] identified themselves
with these people. Some had sisters, mothers like this, sitting all
day in front of a little pile of fruit, vegetables. And of course, there
are peddlers. You see one very talented artist made that horse, a
beautiful skinny horse, had to be skinny because it shows that
everyone was poor. " 

Next is a segment on the elders' middle years in America, in
the sweatshops where so many passed most of their working lives
and which represents a significant portion of their collective soci�l
history; whether or not experienced individually, the experience IS
"borrowed" as a historical moment and regularly incorporated
into accounts of personal histories. (The same is true for having
lived as a member of a shtetl rather than in a town or city. When
pressed, many members indicate that they were not actually born
or raised in shtetls, those largely Jewish hamlets and villages. of
Eastern Europe. Rather, they use the term to signify their chll�
hood experiences as members of a religious community of theIr
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Figure I .  Mural at the Israel Levin Senior Adult Center in Venice, California. 
The woman in the photograph is a member of the Center who refused to move 
for the photographer, so she has been included, which is in keeping with the 
spirit of this essay. Note that the ship is the Mayflower, which dates from 1620, 
but that it  is carrying an American rather than a British flag; also note that the 
flag breaks the frame at the top of the mural. This and the sequence of photo
graphs on the following pages are courtesy of Andrew Bush. 

own people, in contrast to their later lives in secular, pluralistic 
America . )  Mrs . Nutkiewicz remarks: "And this is, you know, the 
Liberation movement. It started to grow up at this time. Here are 
the suffragist women with their signs, 'Strike,' 'Fight,' 'Eight 
Hours of Work,' 'Arbeiten, ' all in Yiddish. You see, they are in 
long dresses, heels, the old-fashioned dress but they are modern 
people, fighting for the improvement of their working conditions. 
Because after the sweatshops come the unions. That was their 
doing. They fought for themselves, for freedom and social justice, 
but everyone benefitted." The merging of strikers and suffragettes 
is an interesting note, suggesting the peoples' identification with 
common causes for which they must struggle in their pursuit of 
freedom and social justice. Trade unions and the fight for women's 
rights merge here. That primarily women are depicted in the pro
test march is not unusual when we consider that all the painters 
of the mural were women. Clearly, it is the privilege of artists 
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everywhere to personalize and localize their great themes, embu
ing the Great Tradition with the specific forms and personnel that 
give the Little Tradition its vivacity. 

The portion of the mural that follows this displays the citi
zens as middle-aged people in the sweatshops. "This has a great 
history in the life of the Jewish people," says Mrs. Nutkiewicz. 
"Because you see here the worker sewing, in very poor conditions, 
on the sewing machine. And you see standing over them, the fore
man who is supposed to be very strict, selfish. You can see how 
hard everyone works. But at least we are together. " 

Then come the elders in Venice, already retired, dressed in 
modern American garb and seated outside the Israel Levin Center 
on the boardwalk benches. 
Here you see the people sitting on the benches. Look, one is feeding a . 
hungry dog. You see the woman is almost falling down but she didn't 
want to sit because she had to feed the dog. They painted this picture 
but they were unhappy with it because they identified themselves with 

this picture. You see they are a little apart from each other and they look 
kind of desolate. So what can we do to make the picture happy and the 
conditions happy? So somebody said, "Let's make the Israel Levin 

Center." And here we began to build a center. 

Now here is something interesting, I would say almost surrealistic. 

People walk through the Center and the Center became almost transpa
rent. You see one figure is inside, one figure is half outside. But they 
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show that they are going through the Center. Even the figure is still in 
the Center but we can see it. And naturally, they dance, the "eternal 
Hora" dance, and they're all happy. And it was Friday. We finish with 
the Oneg Shabbat (the welcoming of the Sabbath) with the blessing of 
the candles. The hallah (braided Sabbath loaf) is there, and the beautiful 
table cloth with fringes. 

The half-inside-half-outside figures are two individuals who are 
holding hands, drawn in outline, not colored , shaded , or given 
any detail. They look unfinished. Indeed I assumed that someone 
had simply failed to complete them, until I heard them referred to 
as the "ghosts" or "spirits" in the mural .  Explained one of the 
members: "We have here ghosts because, you see, even though we 
are old, we are not yet finished. We still come into new things and 
could change yet a lot before we die." Intrigued , I asked several 
othe� people about the possibility of ghosts , and there were vari
ous Interpretations: "These are not ghosts. No, i t's because you 
see, people don't come fully into their life without holding their 
comrades' hands. This we learn from our history. United we 
stand . You can see how lonely they look over there [on the 
benches] before they took hold of each other." 

A woman standing nearby overheard our conversation and 
cOuntered: "You always got to put politics into d�ings. It was �uch simpler. I know the woman who did this part of the paint
Ing. Esther Wolfe was her name. You would be standing outside 
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and so naturally you couldn't see the people inside the Center 
already. So you have to show them coming out into the worl?" 
which they couldn' t  do with. their bodies. �o t,�ey don' t ge� th�lr .bodies until they come out mto the sunshme. Mrs. Nutk.lewlcz •
didn't like the suggestion that these outlined figures were m any 
way "not real": 
Oh no! They are not ghosts or spirits. They're very real. 

.
They are 

.
th� 

people going through the Israel Levin Center. And our artists are pnml
tive I would say. They didn't know how to solve the problem to show , 

. . . 
h half in and half out; that the person IS InSide and you can see t e person, . . 

. if you are standing outside looking in.  But they are real. Real hvmg 
members of the Center, not ghosts, everything is real. I f  someone wants , 
to say they see ghosts, all right, but that would be gloomy. They are very

. much alive. 

Here's another thing. You can be naive but i t  doesn' t  mean you are 
ways realistic. Chagall would have a cow flying

, 
i� t�e sky. That

, 
make it senseless. So maybe if the people weren t Inside or weren t 

ing the Hora, they are pale, a little anemic you could s�y. They hl"
e

( :aIJil<i 
alive when they join hands and danced in a gr�u

.
p. Th�s could 

c�i 
' 

Esther said that in the Center when they partlclp�te In t
.
he a u 

they look much brighter. I thought this was very InterestIng. Yo 
. . 

one person inside is really pale, like a shadow, and the other one 
hands and became already colorful. It is like a little fantasy. 
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This carries over into the Oneg Shabbat. You see how everyone here is 
inside now. Everyone is together and peaceful and very happy. 

This is a significant set of comments. The overall discussion at several points makes explicit the elders' free interpretation of history, shaping and idealizing it, bringing it to the level of nearmyth. Many of their most strongly held ideals are portrayed, particularly working for others through social change and philanthropy, which is somewhat pathetically expressed by the woman feeding a hungry dog even though she herself was too frail and poor to stand alone. Another important theme is the returning to the peace of the Sabbath, the sacred, expressed primarily in the realm of women and the home, usually at a heavily laden table. The importance of community is another theme that is implicit throughout the mural. And Mrs. Nutkiewicz's statements are interesting for their near explicit claim that the mural does not merely reflect, it actually creates the peoples' reality: "They painted this picture but they were unhappy with i t because they l�entified themselves with this picture"; and later, by "making the Picture happy the conditions depicted are also made happy." The argument about ghosts is, however, the outstanding element here, establishing with certainty a truly reflexive attitude on the part of the creators of and witnesses to the mural. Their analysis and argument, sorting among the possible symbolic impli-
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cations of the empty figures, is a metatext, a commentary on the
original commentary. In more abstract terms, it is a second-order
signification. The mural becomes fully contextualized in this argu
ment, for we hear the creators' exegeses of it . Texts require multi
ple contextualization to be well read (see Geertz 1980: 176-77) . In
this segment we have such con textualization: the relation of the
parts to each other within the text; to the creators of the texts; to 
the realities lying outside the text; and to those associated with it.
What, then, is the meaning of the ghosts? All the suggestions
made are valid and germane: the people are unfinished; they con
tinue to grow and change and therefore have a future, for which
they need each other, coming fully into their humanity only when
they are seen in public, though they never stray too far from the 
place of their beginning, to which they always return-the Center
and all that is associated with i t :  Yiddishkeit, home, hiddenness,
and community. 

TH E PARADE COMMENTS ON THE MURAL, 
AND VICE VERSA 

Since both the parade and the mural are regarded here as sym
bolic statements, as texts to be read, it is suitable now to read 
each in relation to the other, intertextually. Do they merely repeat
the same message? Do they distort, contradict, reinforce, expand, 
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refine, or shift each other's messages? Do we find in them any 
information about differences between performed and inscribed 
texts? Since one is behaved and the other is a picture of ideas, can 
we draw any conclusions about the relations between action and 
ideas? Can we go beyond considering both as mirrors and attri
bute causality or influence of one statement to the other? Finally, 
can anything be said about the relations of these texts to the exis
tential circumstances in which they occur? These are some of the 
more interesting questions raised by the data, and they are worth 
noting, though not all of them can be fully answered or explored 
n depth with the materials on hand. 

Both statements, Parade and Mural, were made for the same 
purpose-self-knowledge, self-creation through display-and 
oughly by the same people. Presented diagramatically (see Figure 

2) , it is clear that both the mural and the parade have a parallel 
orm. In each case the members depart from the safety and famil
ari ty of home, here associated with childhood, family, and exclu
ively Jewish communities and made sacred through local custom 
nd deep embedding in culture . These are the profoundly familiar 
nd intimate settings in which daily life takes place. With all i ts 
imits, poverty, and conflict, unquestionably it is home in the fullest 
ense. The people depart for a zone of strangers, a secular world 
o which they do not truly belong but which they try to improve 
evertheless through protest for social justice. They are active, re-
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Figure 2.  Diagram of the Parade and Mural 

Departurefrom "home" 
Primary ties 
Exclusively Jewish 
Sacred; familial 

PARADE Center 

MURAL New York/shtetl 

Protestfor 
socia/justice 

Public activiry 
Secular, amid 

strangers 

March with 
coffin, placards 

March with 
placards 

Liminal ;cone 
Venice community 
Neighbors, lantzmen 
Strangers, intimates 

Synagogue 

Boardwalk 
benches 

Return "home" 
Primary ties 
Exclusively jewish 
Sacred; familial 

Note: I have begun this reading with the New York/shtetl scene instead of the Mayflowerl 
Statue of Liberty because of the fusion of New York and shtetl, New World and Old. The 
story which the mural tells is about America, but it suggests the peoples' reluctance to omit 
or I�ave ?ehi.

nd their past in Europe. Read as a pilgrimage, the mural suggests a set of 
nesting CIrcuits: from the Old World to the New, from the East Coast to Venice' and in 
miniature, the same form is enacted whenever they depart from the Center for an

' 
outside 

public event in which they enact their self-definition, and then return to the Center. The 
format and message are reiterated. 

solute, and performing. Then they pass into a liminal zone, be
twixt and between, partaking of public and private, strangers and 
intimates, in their made-up community in Venice where they live 
with neighbors and lantzmen (fellow immigrants) . They are mid
way between inside and outside, somewhat lost . The benches are 
not truly theirs, nor is the synagogue (for reasons too complicated 
to discuss here; see Myerhoff 1980) . They are described and de
picted as "desolate," sitting apart from each other in the mural, 
not yet having established the Center. In the synagogue they are 
similarly uncomfortable, partly because they are not habitual vis
i tors, partly because i t  is being used for secular as well as sacred 
purposes and includes a great many non-Jews. I n  both cases the 
elders are passive, witnessing the activities of others rather than 
performing themselves. 

The circuit is completed in both cases by a celebration back 
"home" in the Center. At the end of the march a birthday is 
marked, that of an exceptionally vital, exceptionally old person, a 
clear rejoicing in ongoing life. Similarly, the end of the mural 
shows a celebration, the Oneg Shabbat, a holiday customarily 
celebrated at home which includes women and children and is 
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associated with all that is intimate, safe, and loved. The Sabbath 
begins when the woman of the house lights the candles, bringing 
in the Sabbath and with it a foretaste of Paradise, for a Jew enters 
Paradise for this twenty-four-hour period.5 

Together, the mural and the parade sketch the same shape: 
birth, struggle, and death; movement from home, into the world, 
and returning home; a rite of passage showing separation, liminal
ity, and reaggregation. These are variations on the same theme 
marking the movement through the primary stages of life, indi� 
vidually and collectively, macro- and microcosmically. 

Clearly, we are justified in noting that the mural and the 
parade replicate each other; the mirrors show the same image. As 
texts, they are redundant. The performed text, the parade, was 
preceded in time by the inscribed one, the mural , which may have 
had some influence in shaping behavior. Certainly, no one con
sciously constructed the parade to conform to the mural. But re
member that these people spend all day, every day, within walls 
that broadcast messages about who they are, what they do, how 
the� do it, where they have come from, and where they are going. 
ThiS must make a silent, steady impact on them. One might say 
�h�t the idea of the mural shaped the behavior of the parade; but 
It IS more fruitful, I think, to see them both as symbolic state
men�s, performance and icons ricocheting off each other, dual re
flectIng surfaces that do more than merely mirror. The parade and 
the mural are mutual shapers of thought and action.6 

In these texts we see a group of people creating themselves. 
The inner world, the more real one, they know they have made 
up. I t is invisible to the outside world, sometimes even invisible 
to th f . . em, as many 0 I ts most Important features are shadowy 
memories from the remote past. The membrane that separates the 
real invisible world from the unreal daily world of the present is 
permeable, like the curtain that separates the Balinese Topeng 
danc fi h' d '  . er rom IS au lence, or the IndoneSian wayang kulit screen 
o? which shadows appear and dance, reflections of the "real" in
�Islble world of heroes, gods, and demons. Just before he leaps Into ' h 'T' d . View, t e .lopeng ancer danngly shakes the curtain that 
separates the daily world from the world of illusion. When he ;�:st� for�h, ,:e a�e reminded. of th: fragility of su�h boundaries. 

ImagInatIOn Incarnated III actIOn does not give us time to 
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pause and consent. I t  is palpable and must be addressed. No mat
ter how secular the setting, stepping from one world into another 
is a numinous moment, a hierophany, when the sacred shows 
through. 

These old Jews know exactly what they are doing. Their 
highly developed reflexive consciousness does not impede their 
capacity to believe in their creations. Long ago they learned to 
make hidden, safe, self-determined worlds from within . To quote 
Shmuel again on his l ittle town in Poland: " In  that little town, 
there were no walls. But we were curled up together inside it, like 
small cubs, keeping each other warm, growing from within, never 
showing the outside what is happening, until our backs made up 
a stout wal l ." This was an important lesson, one that serves them 
well in America in their old age. Here, they do not remain inside, 
however. By enacting their dreams publicly, they have altered the 
world in which they live . As a result of their ceremonial parade, 
something has changed externally; through self-display, their com
mentary has persuaded outsiders to their own truth . Skillfully 
using strong symbols drawn from relevant, abutting social fields, 
the old Jews have managed to convey their statement to outsiders, 
to witnesses who then amplified and accredited their claims. Quite 
literally, they were taken in. A self-fulfilling prophecy and then 
some: the reality created by the elders' imaginative statements is 
not limited to their own minds and beliefs but has become true 
for nonbelievers, for nonmembers . As a result, the real world has 
been brought into conformity with imagination, by means of imag- , 
inative statements. 

Lansing (n .d . ) describes the Balinese as remarkable for their 
ability to "make up an invisible world, watching themselves make 
it up and still believe in it so strongly that they can enter it." 
These old Jews do likewise, separating the curtains between real 
and unreal, imagined and actual, to step across the threshold and 
draw with them, pulling behind them, witnesses who find, often 
to their surprise, that they are somehow participating in someone 
else's drama. They may not "believe" in the claims being made, 
nevertheless they are incorporated. Having stepped over the 
threshold, they become the "fifth-business, "  witnesses who push .a plot forward almost unwittingly; their story is not wholly theIr 
own but lives on, woven into the stuff of other people's lives. 
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NOTES 

This project was part of a larger study entitled "Social Contexts of Aging," 

funded by the National Science Foundation and administered through the An
drus Gerontology Center of the University of Southern California. A full  descrip

tion of the group appears in Myerhoff ( 1980) . A film about the group, entitled 
"Number Our Days," was produced and directed by Lynne Littman for public 

television station KCET, Los Angeles, based on my fieldwork. The cultural festi
val referred to in note 2 was entitled " Life Not Death in Venice," after the 
parade. I would like to acknowledge the people who made it possible and to 
thank them for their generosity in helping to produce the festival and for assist
ing me in gathering the written and visual materials I needed to do this prelimi
nary analysis. At the University of Southern California, Center for Visual 
Anthropology: Alexander Moore and Denise Lawrence; College of Continuing 
Education: Barbara Perrow; Department of Anthropology: Sherrie Wagner and 
Vikram Jayanti. Partial funding for portions of the festival was provided by the 
Ford Foundation and the California Council for the Humanities. 

After much deliberation I decided to use real names in this paper, for the 
Center, the community, and the pertinent individuals. This is not consonant with 
general anthropological practice, which seeks to preserve the anonymity of the 
populations it  studies . In this case, however, the groups' urgent desire to be 
recorded suggests that it is appropriate to name names; it is also consistent with 
the approach that they have pressed me to take and that I have agreed is suita
ble. In view of the wide distribution of the film about them, anonymity is not 
genuinely possible, in any case. Since I live in close proximity to these people 
and continue to be in contact with them, I regularly submit my writings and 
photographs to them for comment. There is usually some disagreement about 
my interpretations; sometimes ] amend the original statements, sometimes ] 
merely note that our views do not concur. 

I. When I first began my work here, there were approximately ninety official 
members, though a great many more used the Center. At present there are close 
to four hundred members, due in part to increased publicity and activity and in 
part to the Center's relatively recent provision of daily, hot, inexpensive meals. 
At its farther reaches, the community of elderly Eastern European Jews within 
walking distance of the Center is estimated at between three and four thousand ' 
thirty years ago there were approximately eight to ten thousand . Inadequat� 
housing has helped to diminish the population and prevents others like them 
from moving into the area. The recent surge in membership of the Center does 
not represent recruitment either of people outside the neighborhood or of �ounger people. New members seem to be formerly peripheral individuals, non

Jomers, and the like who have decided to become affiliated for a variety of 
reasons. 

2. Aware that these people sought attention above all, my own efforts were �aturally directed toward promoting their visibility within the community and 
In relation to the outside society. By establishing life history classes and the like 
at the Center, I was able to offer additional arenas for them to present themselves 
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to each other. By sending my students to work with them, further channels for 
publicizing themselves were opened. The publication of my book about them 
helped, as did the "Life Not Death in Venice" art and cultural festival held at 
the University of Southern California in 1980, where the elderly and their art 
works, and scholars and artists who had worked in the same Eastern European 
cultural traditiorls, were brought together. The older people served as docents to 
their art works, and their l ife histories, collected by students, were presented 
along with the art. The subtext of this festival was to provide circumstances not 
only for the elderly to be seen and appreciated , but for them to be there when 
this occurred, seeing the public, artists, and scholars seeing them, thus assuring 
them of some of the cultural transmission which they so ardently sought. Perhaps 
the most important aspect of this part of my work came through the KCET film, 
shown on national television several times, which portrayed this community of 
elderly Jews to the largest audience available. The film sensitized outsiders to 
their presence, their difficulties, and their accomplishments, but i t  did not give 
the members the direct experience of becoming visible in the eyes of people im
mediately around them; hence the arrangement for this offered in the festival. 

3 .  The discussion was organized and videotaped in connection with a grant 
from the California Council for the Humanities, to assess the impact of the artists 
and scholars involved in the festival on one another and to evaluate the effects 
on the artists of both themselves and their works being displayed in public. 

4. This commentary was recorded on videotape and transcribed for inclu
sion of excerpts in this essay. 

S. The association of fire, the lighting of the candles, with entering Paradise 
is very widespread. Here Paradise is clearly associated with a symbolic set: re
newal, the transcendence of time and change, illud tempus, the return to eternal 
beginnings and origins, completion, fulfillment ,  and finally death , at least in mor
tal, temporal terms. 

6.  In a Nov. I, 1982, letter to Ed Bruner, in response to his editorial sugges
tions, I wrote: "Certainly feel free to say that the parade and mural are not 
isomorphic-that is quite accurate. There is a metaphoric relation between them, 

with possible modeling of behavior-the parade-based on an image or story
the mural. Influence and metaphor, but not cause or isomorphism. And by all 
means do stress the openness and tension between these two forms of expression. 
That is indeed what makes it complex and interesting." 
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1 2  
Patronage and Control 

in the 
Trinidad Carnival 

JOHN STEWART 

Officially, the Trinidad carnival is a moveable feast which takes 
place annually on the weekend immediately preceding Ash Wed
nesday. However, this weekend is only the climactic period of a 
much longer season that begins with a few band fetes right after 
Christmas. During the weeks leading up to carnival Tuesday 
(mardi gras) , the fetes increase in size, variety, and number. Social, 
ethnic, cultural, and sports clubs, service and civic organizations, 
diplomatic units, and many individual citizens are the sponsors; 
while some fetes are small at-home parties catering to groups of 
relatives, friends, and selected invitees, others are mass events 
held in large halls, parking lots, and other open spaces. For some 
fetes there is no charge to the revelers; others are investment af
fairs on which sponsors plan to realize a profit. All feting is 
marked by abundant drinking, eating, and dancing to the season's 
calypsos, in an atmosphere of festive release. 

Along with the fetes, the carnival season is marked also by 
other display and performance events, several of which are com
petitive. Calypso tents are open nightly, beginning in the second 
week after New Year's. Here, in a concert-theatrical context, new 
compositions are rendered-performed . Tents compete with each 
other for patrons, and individual calypsonians compete against 
one another for popularity, acclaim, and nomination as the na
tional calypso king of the season. Lesser calypso competitions are 
also organized among schools and various employee groups. Or
ganized carnival costume competitions are held at both the child 
and adult levels. Children compete as individuals, as members of 
school bands, or as members of informally organized bands pat
terned after the main bands which take part in the national com-
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petition on carnival Tuesday. Many business and c�mmercial es
tablishments run "queen" competitions among theIr em�loye�s, 
in which individuals win honors for costume and personalIty dIs
plays . There is also a national carnival �i�g a.nd queen of the 
bands competition, featuring several ehmmanon �vents from 
which winners then go on to the final contest on carmval Sunday 
(dimanche gras) . A steel band competition-"pa�oram.a"-is simi
larly organized, with elimination rounds he�d m vano�s p�rts of 
the country during the season and those wmners playmg m the 
final competition on the Saturday of carnival weekend. I n  the 
rural areas where stick-fighting (calinda) is still performed, gayals 
open on the weekend after New Year's, and the drums then play 
every weekend until the grand Tuesday. When the. recently de
veloped series of "after-carnival" shows and entertamments--?e
signed mainly for tourists but heavily patronize� by local.s-w�lch 
extends into the middle weeks of Lent is taken mto consIderatIOn, 
it becomes clear that for almost one-third of the year carnival ac
counts for a significant share of all public events in T�inida� . . In 
fact carnival is unsurpassed by any other form of publIc festIVIty. , 

Preparation for all the various carnival competitions and per
formances constitutes a bustle of activity which begins long be�ore 
the opening fetes of the season. Costume design, the assem�l�ng 
of materials (much of which must be imported) ,  and. the m.oblhza
tion of necessary sculpting, tailoring, and constructIOn skIlls: the 
preparation of drums and the practice of perform�nce pIeces 
among steel bands; the preparation of sticks among stlck�en; the 
composition and arrangement of new .songs b� calypsoma�s and 
their specialist assistants; the productIOn of prmted matenals for 
advertising and other purposes; the organization o� �ime, space, 
and committees of judges for the various competItIOns-all . of . . . hiCh these involve much preseason and m-season actIvity w 
spreads the influence of carnival into time and performance con-
texts far beyond those of the actual celebration. 

There are those who regard each Ash Wednesday as the first 
day of preparation for the next carnival. Such extrem.is�s b�tray 
an addiction to the festival experienced by many Tnmdadlans, 
especially those who live abroad, to one degree or another. Wher
ever Trinidadians have settled in sufficient numbers-Toronto, 
Harlem, Brooklyn, London, the outskirts of Caracas-they have 
taken carnival with them. Yet great numbers troop back home 
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annually from these and other places for the master celebration. 
For them, carnival stands as a time of renewal, of self-affirmation, 
which can occur in no other way. To miss carnival is to be 
diminished. 

By contrast, an increasing number of locals, even while they 
enjoy the fetes, calypsos, and pageantry as social or aesthetic 
events, place neither psychic nor symbolic burden on the festival. 
They treat it as a series of happenings to be enjoyed, perhaps, but 
then abandoned--or ignored altogether-with no profound en
gagement of the self in the process . For them, to analogize carni
val as street theater (Hill 1972; Manning 1978) , the suspension of 
disbelief which lies close to the heart of theatrical success is not 
suitably attained . In the past, many Trinidadians who abstained 
from the carnival did so for religious reasons-it was licentious 
and therefore evil .  Recent withdrawal has less to do with religion 
than with a feeling of encroaching emptiness in the festival. 

A factor which may be contributing to this alternate way of 
experiencing the carnival, that of partial but uncritical with
drawal, is the increased politicization of the festival. The Trinidad 
carnival has never occurred in an atmosphere of political neutral
ity; but whereas in the past the festival construed an alternate 
context with reflexive and rebellious potentials, in recent times it 
has become more openly an extension of a moderating (moderniz
ing) process central to the overall objectives of current political 
leadership. These objectives may be summarized as follows: ( I )  to 
maintain control over leadership offices; (2) to manage public be
lief and sentiment toward a continued recognition of influence and 
power in these offices; and (3) to cultivate the imagery of a society 
transcending the culpabilities of racial, social, and cultural divi
siveness inherited from the colonial past. These objectives are not 
in themselves unique to Trinidad, but the particular historical and 
sociocultural circumstances underlying their adumbration in the 
carnival make for an interesting case. 

During the eighteenth century the Spanish, who had not ac
complished much in developing Trinidad as a colony, revised their 
immigration policies to allow Catholics from friendly nations to 
enter the island as settlers. Many colonists from Grenada, 
Guadeloupe, Haiti, Martinique, Dominica, and other French-con
trolled territories took advantage of this policy and relocated in 
Trinidad. French and Creole planters with their slaves, many free 

I I I . 
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colored, came m such rapid numbers that by the last decade of 
that century the Francophone settlers constituted more than 75 
percent of the island's populati�n (Pearse 19�6! -

Bringing with them a patOiS, a Creole CUIsme, and a generally 
vigorous level of economic and social activity, the�e settlers 
quickly transformed Trinidad from a backwater SpaOls� col�ny 
into a lucrative economic base, with a popular culture m which 
the "bon vivant" was idealized (Ottley 1974) . With the use of in
creased African slave labor they established several successful 
sugar plantations, and some assumed leadership roles in th.e busi
ness and civic communities. The French and Creoles were, m fact, 
the dominant cultural and civic force in the colony when the 
Spanish ceded it to the English in 1797 (Williams 1962 ) .  

Class stratification and a color-caste system were well-known 
features of the social structure in Franco-Caribbean territories dur
ing the eighteenth century (Leiris 1955; James 1963) . Along with 
the major color categories "white ," "black," and "gens de eauleur," 
whites were further subdivided into "grand-blanes" and "petit
blanes, " and gens de eauleur into as many as 128 subdivisions based 
on the degree to which white ancestry was integrated into a par
ticular lineage Games 1963 :38) . Blacks and whites wer� �ntegrated 
into the social system as economic, cultural, and polItIcal oppo
si tes ' the mulattoes ranged between these two poles Games 1963; 
Har;is 1964) . As Trinidad passed from Spanish to. Br�tish 
sovereignty, the population enlarged and became more dIv�rsified 
both racially and culturally. In the eleven years preceedmg the 
census of 1808 the African slave population more than doubled, 
from 10,000 t� 22,000 (Williams 1962 ) . In that same period a 
number of Chinese, Corsicans, Germans, and other Europeans en
tered the colony as laborers or settlers (Wood 1968) . They were

. followed in the next decade by small numbers of freed blacks from 
the United States, demobilized Creole and African recruits from 
the West Indian regiments, and emigres from Venezuela . (�au
rence 1963) ,  each group bearing its own set of ethnic tra?lUons. 
Even for the West Indies the ethnic mix in Trinidad durmg. �h� early nineteenth century was remarkable. I n  spite of the Bntts . h ' . t ' nat attempt to impose an Anglican culture th�oug mstltu IO _ 

means the island "was taking on the cosmopolItan, almost Levan , 
f S ' be-tine atmosphere which it has never lost and Port-o - pam ,:as t coming a restless Caribbean Alexandria where people of differen 

cul tures came together and where the texture of life was quite un-
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like that of Kingston, Bridgetown, Fort-de-France, or even 
Havana . . .  " (Wood 1968 :44) . In this milieu the caste system based 
on racial, religious, and national characteristics was nevertheless 
quite seriously maintained .  

Within the upper class, the British distinguished themselves 
from the French, whom they labeled as "foreigners" and "interlop
ers ," even though the French had a longer presence in the colony. 
Ascription was the prerogative of those in power, and the system 
of discrimination imposed by the British emphasized color-class 
discontinuities to a degree much greater than had previously been 
the case. This was felt particularly by the middle-class gens de 
couteur. They continued to hold themselves aloof from the blacks 
politically, socially, and culturally, but their own assumed inferior
ity provided a basis for successive British governors to systemati
cally challenge, and in some cases reduce, the rights they had en
joyed under the Spanish (Campbell 1981 ) .  The Chinese and other 
non black laborers fell above blacks on the color scale, but by vir
tue of their economic status and cultural differences were regarded 
as inferior by both whites and the colored middle class. At the 
bottom of the society remained the blacks, both slave and free, 
with the former a source of serious concern to the upper-class 
planters and property holders on the eve of their emancipation in 
the 1830s . 

Not only were the planters, English and French, concerned 
about the loss of property and labor which emancipation entailed, 
they were concerned as well over the potential loss of cultural con
trol in the colony. They had consistently advocated a process 
which through criminal labeling and other forms of intimidation 
had prevented African culture from attaining public legitimacy 
(Trotman 1981 ) ;  arid now, with emancipation would come a chal
lenge to the hegemony they had constructed (Burnley 1842 ) .  So 
serious was the fear of "savage retaliation" on the part of former 
slaves that authorities took armed precaution on the day emanci
pation was announced (Trotman 1981 ) .  Apart from a mild ga ther
ing in the capital city of Port-of-Spain, however, there was no mass 
violence following the official announcement. Instead, many of the 
freed laborers turned their backs on the sugar field and became 
independent squatters on crown lands (Burnley 1842) . To replace 
them as a reliable source of cheap labor, East Indian indentures 
were brought in. 

Between 1845 and 1917 approximately 142 ,000 East Indians 
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were indentured to various estates throughout the colony (Weller 
1968) . I nitially, they were restricted to the estates to which they 
were assigned and were housed, fed, and clothed in .a manner rem
iniscent of that endured by the former slaves. ThIs placed them 
immediately at the bottom of the social hierarchy. As latecomers, 
and also because of their racial and cultural differences, East In
dians were heavily disparaged and discriminated against by all 
other groups in the society. For their part, they return�d much of 
the discrimination. Unlike the black descendants of Afncan slaves, 
they were not generations removed from an or!ginal an.d. highly 
developed culture. Many had migrated from IndIa as .far.l11hes, and 
they had a sufficiency of population and cultural speCIalIsts to con
stitute themselves as a separate community. On the sugar estates 
where they were isolated both socially and politically, and as long 
as they did not constitute a "public nuisance," they were relatively 
free to maintain what they could of their own culture. 

After their period of indentureship, many Indians settled vil
lages of their own adjacent to the estates which continued to pro
vide them employment. Some became landed peasants. Together 
they maintained practically self-contained communities where 
their religions (Hinduism and Islam) , marriage and culinary .cus
toms, and to some extent their language and dress were retamed 
with much integrity. A few were converted to Christianity, but on 
the whole the East Indians maintained their own ritual calendar, 
celebrating festivals such as Muharram (Hosay) ,  .Diwa.l i , Phag�a 
(Holi) , among others Oha 1973 ) .  The pattern of IsolatIOn and m
ternal cultivation of an ethnic identity lasted well beyond the end 
of indenture in 1917 , and so the Indians thrived. By the 1950s, 
Indians comprised approximately one-third of the island's p�pu�a
tion. They had improved their economic and social statuses sIgn�fi- .cantly and had developed a strong religious-political leadershIp. 
An inspiration behind their development and im�rove��nt was

e 
a 

sense of themselves as isolated aliens in a hostIle mIlIeu . Th. y . 'fi ' . h h I d ' · "The m-maintained an intense Identl catIOn wIt mot er n Ia. . 
dependence of India in 1947 and the inauguration of the R�pubhc 
of India in 1950 was celebrated with jubilation by the I ndIans of 
Trinidad. Now that their mother country was free they would not 
suffer from an inferiority complex. Soon new Indian youth and 
other organizations were set up. Hindu and Muslim schools 
started teaching Hindi, Urdu and religion . . .  " Oha 1973:46 ) .  
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During the last years of the 1950s, the changes that would 
lead from a colonial to an independent government in Trinidad 
also came to a climax. A populist movement following World War 
I and then a strong union movement in the 1930s had succeeded 
in both organizing workers in the major industries (sugar and pe
troleum) and in providing a form of political representation for the 
working class who essentially had no voice in the colony's formal 
legislature . Adult suffrage, granted in the late 1940s further accel
erated the organization of politically oriented associations among 
workers and other in terest groups. By 1955 the popular appeal for 
a voice in government graduated to a call for complete indepen
dence from colonial rule. This independence movement, 
spearheaded by a cadre of black intellectuals, led directly to the 
emergence of a broad-based political party, the People's National 
Movement ( PNM) . Strong support among nonwhite Creoles 
throughout the society was quickly mobilized , but the main In
dian leadership and the Indian masses, as well as expatriate 
whites and other elites, either opposed the independence move
ment or were neutral . Several competi tive political parties came 
into existence, including one headed by the old union leadership, 
but the one that emerged as the best-endowed opposition to the 
PNM was the Democratic Labor Party (DLP) , a substantially I n
dian organization . 

With the coming of party politics, the quest for control of the 
political process led to a rallying of entrenched racial, cultural, 
and social antipathies. Politically, the society fissioned into three 
major factions directly linked to i ts racial, cultural, and social dis
continuities: an elite alliance including mostly whites with a few 
upper-class Asiatics and mulattoes ; an Indian faction integrating 
various economic and social classes but based on racial and cul
tural solidarity; and a nonwhite Creole faction including various 
classes but based on racial and social-cultural affinities. The anti
cipation of dramatic change within the society during the late 
1950s promoted a generally liminal atmosphere centered around 
the electoral process. Election campaigns were heated mixtures of 
Scholarship, demagoguery, and satirical debate. Racial slurring be
tween Indians and nonwhite Creoles was acrimonious and led in 
Some instances to outright violence. 

In urban and rural areas, neighbors who had quietly adjusted 
themselves to their place in the social, cultural, and economic 
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hierarchy under colonialism swiftly became antagonistic party 
supporters. Calypsonians composed songs extolling the character 
of certain political leaders and ridiculing others . In their public 
debates, political candidates adopted a folk-rhetorical style and 
language to emphasize their identification with the masses. Politi
cal parties "invaded" each others' neighborhoods and financed 
much fete and feasting. Motorcades crisscrossed the countryside, 
and flamboyant spokesmen entertained crowds with witty assaults 
against opposing candidates. 

When local control of the government was achieved in the 
late 1950s, the predominantly nonwhite Creole political party won 
the right to leadership. The Indian party formed the opposition, 
and the elites had already begun to withdraw from institutional 
politics. Political leadership in the newly independent but cultur
ally and socially plural state was confirmed as a sectional prop
erty. And while sectional integrity may have been a convenience 
during the colonial regime, it was clearly an obstacle to the image 
and achievement of independent nationhood . The black leadership 
therefore acquired at once the problem of protecting the offices 
they had achieved, in a mistrusting atmosphere, while promoting 
a belief system that could be the basis for widespread cooperation 
and development of a cohesive society. This is reflected in the 
phrase coined as a national motto in those early days : DISC I P�INE, 

PRODUCTION, TOLERANCE. This motto at once expresses an ideal 
and the pathway to achievement of that ideal. . ,  . The black political leadership has been able to mamtam itself 
in power for more than twenty years without interruption. Th� 
strategies underlying this dominance have often played on tradi
tional racial and social rivalries between blacks and Indians, par
ticularly since the opposition remains a predominantly I ndian 
party. At the same time, the effort has been to cultivate a national 
cultural presence based on remnant traditions and contemporary 
elements from African, European, American, and Asiatic sources. 
Functioning as the stem for this cultural alliance is the broadly 
Afro···based Creole heritage, and nowhere is this pattern more 
clearly elaborated than in the carnival . 

Social divisiveness, economic dependency, and cultural underde
velopment have long been recogni.zed as serious problems in We.st I ndian societies (Smith 1965; Mmtz 1974) . Absentee ownership 
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and multinational corporate control over the economy (Beckford 
1972 ) ,  a tyrannous but regenerate middle class (Guerin 1961 ) ,  
mental and psychological colonization (Fanon 1967 ) ,  and a de
bilitating ethnic competition over slender resources (Despres 1975) 
have all been postulated as explanations of the poverty, pluralism, 
cultural conflict, and political corruption observed in the region, 
as well as the tensions they manifest. Every West Indian society is 
challenged by racism, class and color discrimination, sexism, and 
alienation between the business and political leaderships and the 
masses. While tensions are not so wholly formalized in Trinidad 
as to rigidly oppose black against white or mulatto, Creole against 
Indian, rurals against urbanites, rich against poor, lower class 
against upper class, the mildly subterranean conflicts are 
nevertheless quite real and involve shifting discretions and al
liances linked to particular issues. For instance, Creole and Indian 
businessmen would combine their efforts to determine or defeat 
government regulations, while at the same time being very dis
criminating in their conduct-business and social-with each 
other on the basis of race, class, ethnicity, or color. Residential 
neighborhoods and schools carry class and cultural insignia, even 
though they may be interracial with no viable social contact be
tween races-except insofar as representation or defense of the 
unit may be at issue. Individuals prize and maintain great 
sovereignty over their allegiance and recognize separate interac
tional domains such as the personal, the intimate informal, the 
public informal, and the public formal, as contexts each with its 
own level of discretion. In such an atmosphere friendship stands 
out as a relational category which often transcends or balances 
the constraints of family, race, neighborhood, and background, 
but seldom class. Privately, Trinidadians often complain about the 
pressures they experience in negotiating their everyday lives. They 
complain of the constant need to be assertive, the constant vigi
lance they must practice to avoid being misused or abused, the 
unrelievedly ad hoc and competitive texture of their society. 

Fetes are a good and standard way to relieve this tension 
(Freilich 1970) . In the throes of a fete it is not unusual for Trinida
dians to assert, particularly to strangers, that theirs is a free and 
easy society, with no formidable hostility between races such as in 
the United States or South Africa; no religious intolerance such as 
in India or I ran; no ethnic wars such as in Nigeria or Southeast 
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Asia. They will point to the very ease with which the corruption 
that pains them takes place and goes unpunished in the society as 
evidence of its "open" nature, its "sweetness." Indeed, the ethos 
of openness and sweetness is � central cha�acteristic ?f the .fet�. Fetes are social events at which the expenence of fnendshlp IS 
enacted; they are events at which friendship may be initiated or 
vitalized. But they are also events at which pseudo-friendships 
may be instrumented on behalf of some p�actical need. I.f your child is having difficulty getting into a particular school,. give the teachers and other officials a fete. If you want to cultivate the 
support of a particular person or social group for business, social, 
or political purposes, give that person or group a fete. And so on. 
The fete therefore becomes an arena in which Trinidadians both 
endorse themselves and exploit each other. One's presence at a 
fete, while a satisfying experience in itself, may also produce an 
aggrandized awareness of oneself and one's value to others. And 
the grandest fete of all, that in which the �thos of an "open:' and 
"sweet" society is gloriously and dramatically presented, IS the 
carnival . 

When the carnival bands parade through the city streets of 
Port-of-Spain on carnival Monday morning (jouvet) , and th�n 
again on carnival Tuesday afternoon, they create a pa�oraml� 
view of thousands of men, women, and children, all beanng Afn
can, Asiatic, European, or mixed features, dancing to the �ame 
music. Obviously, not all of these people enjoy the same sOClal or 
economic circumstance, but they appear as a people who find t� 
great a joy in being themselves to entertain rancour agains� thetr 
neighbors. All racial and color groups are represented m �he 
parade. Dressed down or dressed up, in costume or casual �ttlre, 
they share food and drink, they strut, they "wyne," they Jump 

rfi d · and march to the beat of steel bands, brass bands, and amp 1 e 
recorded music chanting refrains from the season's calypsos . They , 

b . f d hug each other openly, and although miscues may cause n� �n 
minor altercations by far the greatest emphasis is on submiSSion , . ' . . . I ' The to the music, the dance, the motlOn of limmal conVIVla Ity. 
carnival has not always been this way. . I as According to the accepted records (Hill 1972) , carmva W 
brought to Trinidad by the French and French Creole settlers dU� 
ing the 1780s. Among them were planters, entrepreneurs, a� h bureaucrats who developed a comfortable colonial lifestyle, Wit 
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some pretensions to a gay and witty haute societe. Dividing their 
time between their rural estates and city residences, they dressed 
in the courtly or popular French manner, maintained salons, and 
toasted themselves with imported wines. They hosted lavish din
ners, balls, soirees, and hunting parties, and institutionalized the 
fete as the most important form of social entertainment (Ottley 
1974) .  

Between Christmas and Ash Wednesday they observed a so
cial season of ritual merrymaking and elegant divertissements 
which began with celebrations surrounding the nativity and culmi
nated with the mardi gras. The Spanish may have celebrated a car
nival prior to the influx of the French, but it was with the latter
and particularly as an aspect of their flair for good living-that 
the carnival developed into an event of consequence (Ottley 1974 ) .  
The fat days (dimanche, lundi, and mardi) were observed with exces
sive feasting and entertainments principally among the island's 
elites; carnival was essentially an urban festival of the salon. Mili
tary bands performed, and there were street masquerades in deco
rated carriages and on foot, but costumed balls and festive play 
took place mainly in private and semiprivate ballrooms and in 
the salons and courtyards of the leading citizens . Revelers engaged 
in comic buffoonery, witty verbal encounters, and other mischiev
ous play with one another (Hill 1972) . 

I n  this seminal period of the carnival, African and Creole 
slaves were barred from participating in the festival . The free col
ored were permitted to have separate celebrations, but these were 
limited to lesser imitations of the elite fetes . Costumes and dances 
borrowed from the European gala dominated the balls and 
pageant, although some individuals among the planter class did 
disguise themselves in the dress of their male garden slaves and 
their female servants. 

The negre de Jardin (garden slave) costume, consisting of rags 
(or fine garments converted into rags) decorated with bits of rib
bon, beads, and colored stitches, eventually became a popular cos
tume in those early days. The mulattress costume imitated the 
flamboyant extravagance of mulattress dress-a bright madras 
head-kerchief, colorful scarf, long-sleeved bodice, and long high
waisted skirt over several billowing petticoats trimmed with lace. 
Bunched earrings, strings of beads around the neck, and various 
bright pins completed this costume. While in real life the negre de 
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J�rdin was the human chattel whose labor made the earth produc_ 
tive, the mulattress was recognized as the arch seductress-the 
secret or not so secret concubine, the mistress of occult powers 
who could bewilder, bewitch, and dominate even the most astute 
man. 

Cannes bruiees, or runaway cane fires, were in real l ife alarming 
occurrences. Fire was used to prepare canefields for harvesting 
by removing excess cane blades as well as snakes, wasps, and 
other vermin which habitually nested in the fields. But fields that 
were burned before they could be promptly harvested yielded a 
net loss in sugar. The runaway cane fire therefore threatened not 
only the fortune of the individual planter but that of the society as 
a
. 

whole, since the general economy was based on sugar produc
tIOn . When such fires occurred, they precipitated a great deal of 
excit

.
ement: " . . .  slaves on the surrounding properties were im

mediately mustered and marched to the spot, horns and shells 
w�re blown to collect them and the gangs were followed by the 
dnvers cracking their whips and urging with cries and blows to 
their work" (Hill 1972:23 ) . Sometime in the early nineteenth cen
tury a performance which caricatured the canne brulie was added 
to the carnival . For this performance elite males wore the negre de 

Jardin costume and the women masqueraded as mulattresses. They 
danced to African drum rhythms and carried open torches 
through the streets in a nighttime procession (Hill 1972) .  

Following the emancipation of slaves i n  1838 , the laboring 
class developed a commemorative festival of their own which in
tegrated some elements of the elite fete with forms and perfor
mances that were discretely of slave or lower-class Creole origins. 
At this festival , which occurred in August, "kings" and "queens" 
were selected, religious ceremonies were performed, and the canne 
brulie-Iocalized as canboulay--soon became the centerpiece of a 
street parade. The commemorative festival itself came to be 
known as canboulay. In  this celebration lower-class blacks intro
duced the traditions of calinda, a plantation dance, and stick
fighting, a ri tual combat form grafted onto the calinda, into the 
public domain. 

While both men and women danced the calinda, stick-fighting 
emerged as a masculine ritual form, a medium thr6ugh which in
dividual men could express their power and dominance over 
others, I t is not clear whether stick-fighting was brought to the 
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West Indies by African slaves or whether it was borrowed fi 
A ' d' 

rom 
th

.
e menn lans. In  any case, combattants armed with hardwood 

sticks faced each other in pairs, and to the accompaniment of 
calinda chants and drumming strove to deliver the most tellin 
blow

.
s to their opponents' heads or other parts of the body. Stic; 

fightmg and calmda were combined into a single form within the 
canboulay; and the dramatic power of this combined form was great 
enough so that it tended to dominate the celebration. When, some
time i� the mid-nineteenth century, celebration of the canboulay 
was slufted from August to coincide with the pre-Lenten carnival 
the fighting and general misconduct among canboulay bands over� 
took the carnival. The upper classes complained, and steps were 
taken to curb the canboulay. 

The earliest government restrictions against canboulay bands 
wer

.
e passed during the 1 840s, and over the next forty years, by 

ordmance after ordinance, the police were empowered to prohibit 

�evelers from wea:ing face masks, blowing horns, playing noisy 

�nstruments, carrymg torches, stick-fighting, drumming, and sing
mg obscene songs. The canboulay bands did not readily submit to 
these prohibitions and instead vigorously struggled to maintain 
their style of celebration. Consequently, during the latter half of 
�he nineteenth century, carnival became a period marked by riot
I�g

.
a
.
s band� resisted the police who sought to enforce official pro

hibitIOns. ViOlence on carnival days made the streets truly unsafe, 
and by 1869 "the ruling class and the white community had taken 
themselves completely out of the carnival" (Elder 1966:97) . Seri
ous confrontation between the bands and the authorities came to 
a climax in a legendary "battle" of 188 1 .  Rebellious masqueraders, 
le� 

.
by stick-fighters, stood against a combined force of police, local 

mIhtary units, and soldiers from a visiting warship. Many people 

�ere severely injured. And although several stickmen fought val
I�ntly, the bands lost the confrontation. In 1884 canboulay was offi
CIally abolished . 

With the canboulay bands in check, the elites gradually re
turned to participating in the street masquerade on carnival days, 
but they remained aloof from lower-class elements. They turned 
out in carriages, cars, and as small bands in decorated lorries 
(Hill

. 
1972: 100) ,

. 
For the greatest part they returned to enjoying 

carntval as an mdoor event fashioned around masquerade balls, 
house parties, and social club affairs. British colonial officials were 
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prominent in this form of celebrating. Balls
. ,;�re le� b� th� gover

nor and his entourage, which included vlSlt10g dlgmtanes and 
military officers. Historical characters and court styles from the 
past reappeared at these costume a ffai

.
rs, �nd a staged pageant 

highlighted by a series of acts around hlstoncal or courtly themes 
eventually came to be a regular feature of this renewed elite 
carnival. 

Although canboulay bands were outlawed, the black laboring 
class did not give up participation in the carnival . They continued 
to enjoy their own fetes and developed a number of masquerades 
in street performances. The "midnight robber," the "jab-jab," the 
"pierrot," all masques whose performances emphasized competi
tion in speech and mock combat, became popular (Crowley 1956). 
So too did the "devil" masquerade in which revelers painted their 
naked bodies in black, red, or blue and wore tails and horns in 
fearsome caricature of the arch demon. Other supernatural 
characters such as the vampire and the diablesse made their ap
pearance. The stilt dancer (moko jumbie) also became a pop.ular 
street masque, and calypso came increasingly to be the musIc of 
street dancing (Elder 1966; Hill 1972) . . 

Like the canboulay procession before it ,  jouvet came to compnse 
the ritual opening up of the streets at dawn on lundi gras. T�e 
central inspiration in the jouvet was ribald mockery. Dressed 10 
rags, bed sheets, and banana leaves and other bran��es, players 
presented graphic caricatures of high-profile personahtles and offi
cials in the colony. Men dressed in women's clothes and women 
dancing in men's clothes parodied the relations between the sexe� . 
Others in diapers or ethnic garb parodied childhood and �thmc 
peculiarities . With the calinda drum banne� from

. 
the pubhc do

main (although the calinda itself had not entirely dlsappeare?, a�d 
stick-fighters with their drummers still played where the pohce �Id 
not disturb them) ,  jouvet bands accompanied themselves with I 

"bamboo-tamboo" (bamboo drums) or tin-pan bands. Upper

and middle-class bands also appeared in this parade. 
Despite the role reversals and other kinds of play acted o�t 

in the )"ouvet as a result of the actual separation between classes In , . d tWO the society, the early twentieth-century carmval develope on. 11 distinct planes: as a rowdy, superstitious, always potentia Y 
violent carnival of the masses, and as a carnival of glitter and 
stiff-backed decorum among the upper classes. With the latter, the 
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carnival continued to be approached as an extension of European 
culture; while among the masses, the forging of a locally based 
and nurtured celebration remained the dominant pattern. Among 
the "cultured" middle class, carnival reflected the cultural am
bivalence which affected them and came to be an important con
text within which this ambivalence could be addressed. From 
early on they had mixed attitudes toward the canboulay carnival, 
as indeed they had toward much of local culture .  The agony of 
this class was the discrimination i t  suffered at the hands of whi tes 
who ignored the coloreds' deep desire to be recognized as equals 
in both culture and citizenship. In accounting for the absence of a 
tradition of assertion among the colored middle class in Trinidad, 
it has been observed that, "On rare occasions they would make a 
protest and, the ultimate pitch of rebellion, go to the Colonial 
Office . They did not do any more because all they aimed at was 
being admitted to the ruling circle of expatriates and local whites. 
More than that they did not aspire to . . . .  For generations their 
sole aim in life was to be admitted to the positions to which their 
talents and education entitled them, and from which they were 
unjustly excluded" Games 1973:82) . 

In  the carnival, the Creole middle class could share in  the 
powerful spirit of fete as expressed by their social inferiors, but 
they balked at the extremes in expression. They had li ttle taste for 
fighting, bloodletting, and public eroticism. They were among the 
most virulent critics of these "vulgar" elements of the street festi
val . At the same time, an invitation to the upper-class ball was 
for many of them a social achievement. I t gave them the opportu
nity to locate, if only temporarily, in the social atmosphere to 
which they aspired. Others, considered by class affiliates as dere
lict or perverse, took their places in the street festival as players, 
band organizers, and on occasion as stick-fighting aficionados. 

Carnival was banned for a short period during World War I .  
I n i ts revival between 1919 and 1941, the separate levels of celebra
tion were maintained but the middle class took a more active role. 
Although they still appeared in thejouvet, their great concentration 
came in the carnival queen contest on dimanche gras and the fan
tasy and historical bands of the mardi gras pageant. I t  is in this era 
that the street celebration assumed a sequencing characterized as 
"acts" (Hill 1972:85) . Jouvet bands opened the streets on carnival 
Monday and dominated them until mid-morning; then followed 
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the traditional masques-clowns, minstrels, maypole dancers, 
etc.-parading in small groups or as individuals until  noon. Mili
tary bands and small bands wearing original costumes came Out 
in the early afternoon, followed by the big historical bands in fine 
satin costumes and the individual depictions extraordinaire, which 
dominated until dusk . From dusk until midnight, daytime bands 
partially broke up and throngs gathered around the best musi
cians for the night's "jump-up."  When eli tes and the "cultured" 
middle class participated in the street parade, they did so in bands 
comprised of their own cohorts. They seldom appeared

. 
in th: mid

morning or midday "acts ," and they seldom remamed m the 
streets for the night's "jump-up. " 

On carnival Tuesday there was no jouvet. Individual masques 
and small fancy bands came out during mid-morning, and by 
noon the historical and grand fantasy bands were on the streets. 
Beginning at dusk there was again a general "jump-up" which 
lasted until midnight .  During this last "jump-up," or las lap, par
ticularly, fraternizing between the classes approached i ts most dar
ing. Under cover of darkness and lost in the throng, people struck 
up acquaintances they seldom would have in other circumstances, 
and often promptly ceased to observe them once the carnival was 
over. Such fraternizing was a highly personalized matter; it seldom 
included expatriate whites and other eli tes but was �ainly an �f
fair of the blacks and mulattos from among the workmg and mId-
dle classes . . 

During World War I I  carnival celebrations were agam sus-
pended . Following their resumption in 1946, the �teel ba�d 
quickly replaced the "bamboo-tamboo" as the festival musIC 
among the lower classes . As with the earlier canboulay bands, steel 
bands came to be an organizational focus for black males, a 
mechanism for the expression of dominance and intimidation at 
both the individual and group levels. Neighborhood rivalries and 
the cultivation of individual reputations brought steel bandsmen 
into direct confrontation with each other in the streets, and once 

. 
fi h 

. H ·ly influ-again the festival was marked by serIOUS g tmg. eavi . 
enced by an American military presence on the island dUrIng the 

war, and by films depicting Allied heroisms, steel bands adopted 

" " "Th C f L · " " Invad-names such as Casablanca, e ross 0 orrame, 
ers " "The Fighting Free French,"  and "Tokyo."  Unlike the bat

ton iers of an earlier era who fought with sticks, these bandsmen 
fought with knives, cutlasses, rocks, and razors . 
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There was a general outcry against these bands, and as be
fore the police were called on to subdue them. Steel-bandsmen 
spent a good deal of their time in the late 1940s and early 1950s 
combating the police or facing the law in magistrates' courts. Old 
arguments which identified drum beating and working-class vio
lence as retardant hooIiganisms resurfaced, and it was several 
years before steel band music came to be broadly accepted . But 
this music, made initially from discarded oil drums, bits of pipe, 
and old car hubs, developed into an internationally accepted form. 

By the emergence of cabinet government in 1959, the steel 
band was being established as Trinidad's unique gift to the musi
cal world. Simultaneously, the calypso, that other lower-class mus
ical form associated with the carnival, was gaining in acceptance 
and respectabili ty. Acceptance of the steel band and the calypso 
was facilitated through local support by a few elites and profes
sional promoters, and by acknowledgment of both forms in En
gland and the United States as unique expressions of Trinidadian 
culture . Such recognition encouraged the local middle class to 
take pride in both forms and to claim them as expressions of a 
cultural genius belonging to the society at large. 

With their escalating acceptance as indigenous al ternatives 
to colonial culture, the steel band and calypso presented them
selves as the nucleus around which a cultural movement mirroring 
substantiating the political movement for national independence 
could develop. Both steel band and calypso came together in the 
carnival. Therefore, the shift in cultural taste, as well as the politi
cally charged context of the carnival itself, had an important bear
ing on both festival policy and performance as these developed 
under the independent political leadership. I n  the late 1960s the 
Trinidad government recognized that " there is also lacking institu
tional means of strengthening the psychological and cultural iden
tity of the people of the Nation, such as indigenously owned and 

�ontrol1ed mass media, publicly sponsored institutions for promot
Ing indigenous culture, a distinctive architectural style, etc ." 
( Third Five-Year Plan 1970:3) . 

I n  the policy designed to correct this deficiency, bolstering of 
a national cultural identity was pragmatically l inked with develop
tnent of the tourist trade. Local culture was conceptualized 
as both industry and commodity within the entertainment field, 
and government planners were confident that this approach would 
produce enviable results: "With our unique and vibrant culture, 

I ;:; I ! 
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it is not too much to expect that over the years Trinidad and To
bago will become as noted for i ts Annual Festiv.als a� other 
places" (Third Five-Year Plan 1970:264) . Under thIS pohcy, t�e 
main annual festival, carnival, was to be pursued as a venture 10 
cultural patriotism under the direction of a central carnival de
velopment committee (CDC) .  

The success of the centralized CDC has had an undeniable effect 
on carnival as a national experience . During its twenty-five years 
under this committee's guidance, the national festival has evolved 
into a series of staged, competitive performances for both adults 
and children. There are islandwide competitions for steel bands, 
costuming, and calypso singing. These competitions begin �ith 
preliminary or elimination contests weeks �ef�re th� carmval 
weekend, and preliminary winners must also w10 10 semIfinal com
petitions before advancing to the finals, which are judged during 
carnival weekend . Some preliminary and semifinal events are 
scheduled for the outlying areas, but most of the staged competi
tions take place at a single venue: the Queen's Park Sava�nah in 
Port-of-Spain. National television coverage, however, bnng� .all 
events into the homes of viewers around the country as televISIOn 
ownership is widespread. . In the steel band competition prizes are awarded 10 two 
categories: old-time steel band, or "pan-around-the-neck,". and 
conventional steel bands; a grand prize is awarded to the wm.ner 
in the conventional category at the Panorama finals on carmval 
Saturday night. Among calypsonians eight finalists appe.ar in the 
finals at the Dimanche Gras show on carnival Sunday mght, and 
the winner is declared calypso king for a year. In  costuming, there 

. "k' " h "queens " and is a competitIOn among lOgs, anot e� among 
,; . s" another among bands in several categones. Among the . kmg 

and "queens" eight finalists are selected during eliminatIOn con
tests, and overall winners are declared after these eight appear o? 
stage during the Dimanche Gras show. The best bands competI
tions take place on days when street parades are allowed. The 

. I S day and children's bands parade takes place on carmva atur , 
adult bands are judged on both carnival Monday and Tuesday. 

For the bands competition prizes are awarded in twenty 
major costume categories, a best-band-of-the-day category, and 
three categories according to size-small bands (25-250 mern-
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bers ) ,  medium-sized bands ( 251 -600 members ) ,  and large bands 
(601 or more members) . The largest bands number between 3 ,500 
and 4,000. Apart from the competition among "kings" and 
"queens," there is also an individual costume competition in 
which prizes are awarded in twenty-six categories. Bands receive 
prizes for being judged first, second, third, or fourth in the com
petition. Individuals receive prizes up to seventh place in each 
costume category and up to tenth place for overall male and 
female winners . Prizes are also awarded in eight skills and design 
categories: wire skills-two dimensions; wire skills-three dimen
sions; metal skills; aluminum skills; molding; carving; bands de
signer; and individual designer. 

All prizes are cash payments, and while not large, they are 
many. In 1983, for example, 516 prizes were awarded, with the 
lowest at $ 130 for seventh place in the individual " sailors-on
shore-leave" costume category. Among other prizes, the king and 
queen of carnival winners received $2,040 each, while the calypso 
monarch received $8,800. All entrants in the CDC finals received 
an appearance fee: for calypsonians, $600; "king" and "queen" 
competitors, $ 1 ,000 each; large bands, $750; and individuals (cos
tume) ,  $ 150 each ( CDC Guide to Participation 1983 ) .  Along with 
prizes and appearance fees, the CDC paid transportation fees for 
competitors and absorbed all the site preparation, utilities, and 
service costs involved in actually staging the competitions. 

The inducing subsidies of cash and acclaim are to some ex
tent balanced by a series of constraints for all those who partici
pate in the CDC competitions. Competitors are required to "obey 
and comply with all instructions given by the Stage Manager or 
Stage Director or the authorized official of the Carnival Develop
ment Committee in and concerning the presentation of the show 
in which the competitor takes part," on pain of being disqualified 
with no appearance fees and no eligibility for being judged in the 
competition ( CDC Guide to Participation 1983) . Contestants whose 
Costumes are judged to be "substandard" are not permitted to par
ticipate, and immediate disqualification is faced by those whose 
stage presentation is judged to be lewd, vulgar, or obscene. These 
inducements and constraints, along with easy access to the broad
cast media and control of the main venues by the CDC have 
brought about a uniformity in the carnival which some find 
unrewarding. 
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Along with the CDC venue, there are two other sites in Port
of-Spain where bands may compete on carnival d�ys. I� outlying 
municipalities local "carnival improvement C?mmlttees cond�ct 
competitions based on the CDC Port-of-Spam m.odel , . for WhICh 
they receive some subsidy from the central commIttee �n t.he way 
of services and minor funding. Committee membershIp m both 
the development committee and the imp�ovemen � co�mitt�es 
tend to reflect membership or other supportive relatIOnships WIth 
the ruling political party. 

Altogether, official competitions account for a sizable percent
age of time, energy, and attention given to the car�ival, . which 
has resulted in near complete domination of the publIc festIval by 
these staged performances. When a local editor complained that 
" the time has come to return carnival to the streets" (Boyke 
1981 :9) , he was voicing a sentiment fel t by a growing number of 
Trinidadians against the overwhelming domination of the staged 
carnival and the constraints it imposes on certain traditions. One 
tradition in particular about which many are concerned is the 
parade of steel bands, sometimes in costume, through the stree.ts on carnival Monday and Tuesday: "Only a few steelbands still 
produce costumed bands for Carnival .  . . .  By Monday afte.rnoon though, pan is almost totally disinherited, still the outcast, I tS fol
lowers lost to funk, punk, reggae and rock. Yet, a steel band has 
won the Band of the Year title in competition with all time great 
mas men . Can this ever happen again?" (Boyke 1981 :9) . Described 
as "an endangered carnival species," the steel band has faded 
from the street parade to such a degree that a group of entrenched 
pan men were leaving Trinidad on carnival weekend 1984 for a con
cert appearance in Minnesota (Cliff Alexis, 1984 personal com
munication) .  Yet, the steel band was at the core of another old 
tradition which has itself also gone into decline-the las laP: 

or 
. d k 'd . ht n carmval postpageant street dancmg from us to ml mg 0 

Tuesday. 
d a . . I' k to The absence of steel bands m the street parades IS 10 e , 

h teel- '  long-standing disaffection between the CDC and t e S d '  
. ,  T '  b arance fees an bandsmen organiZatIOn, Pan rm ago, over appe . . . . . .  th rmval Many other awards associated With partiCIpatIOn 10 e ca 

' .  l '  . . h . f the carmva , pan men who regard their musIC as t e centerpiece 0 
and cul tural complex feel that steel bands deserve more �oney , 

finer consideration for their participation in the festival . 
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among masquerade bandleaders and others associated with the 
costumed bands competition, many cite problems with fees, per
sonnel management, and choreographic display as reasons why 
they choose the more compact sound truck ( live or electronic) over 
steel bands for their accompanying music. 

The limited capacity of the Queen's Park stage has led to a 
second frustrating aspect of the official carnival. Most bands begin 
their parade through the street on Tuesday morning between 9:00 
and 1 1  :00. By early afternoon there is a general convergence at 
the Queen's Park Savannah, and the route leading onto the stage 
is jammed with thousands of players waiting their turn to cross 
before the judges . They must wait, pressed by thousands of spec
tators outside the gates, because a single large band with 3,500 
members divided into several sections sometimes takes longer 
than an hour to get on and off the stage. The impulse to excess 
and ribaldry during this wait must also be contained because cos
tumes must remain fresh and the masqueraders ready to perform 
their dance before the judges. But for many, waiting in some 
semblance of order to "jump" across the Queen's Park stage be
fore the judges and television cameras is not what "playin mas" is 
truly about. Some of those who have suffered the frustration of 
getting costumed by mid-morning, then standing in jammed lines 
waiting until 4:00 P M .  before they can cross the stage and enter 
into that time when they may truly cavort as they please, have 
dropped out of the masquerade altogether. 

Coincidental with the decline of the street fes tival, the fixed 
stage events have been el evated to unprecedented levels in the car
nival. Under the patronage and control of the middle-class Creole 
leadership, carnival has evolved into a grand spectator event. It is 
"Trinidad & Tobago's biggest crowd puller . . .  " ( Caribbean Contact 
1984) . Large audiences attend all competitive events, and much 
larger still is the stay-at-home television audience. Given the 
elaborate preparations required for the successful staging of 
events, spontaneous participation has all but disappeared from the 
festival, and there is limited participatory flow across the space 
that separates performance specialists from the audience. 

Such "distancing" in the experience of the carnival has led to 
new concerns in the critical appraisal of the festival. Lewdness, 
Wanton licentiousness, vulgarity, obscenity, and antisbcial violence 
Were generally regarded in the past as the carnival's chief faults. 
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Lately, however, the carnival is incr�a�ing�y being criticized for its 
public wastefulness and the missoClahzatIon that. �u�ula.tes from 
the festival as a national rite. Some of the cntICIsm IS vocal: 
"Many participants feel that the carn�v.al needs to be �ecen
tralized . . .  and the emphasis on competitIOn weakened. I t  IS not 
a spectator event, devotees argue, it is a communal activity that 
needs to be freed up from bureaucratic interference and commer
cial exploitation" ( Caribbean Contact 1984) . But another form of 
criticism is to be observed in the changing attitudes and perfor-
mances among players and local spectators alike. . An increasing number of Trinidadians spend the carmval 
weekend abroad, vacationing in Barbados or Miami. ?thers who 
do not go abroad spend the time away from the C.Ity on local 
beaches where they fete in isolation from the tounsts and the 
sterile �asquerade put on largely for their ( the tourists') benefit. 
Those among the urban masses who cannot afford out-of-town 
vacations but who find that the official carnival is without vitality, 
are retur�ing to the streets to celebrate, often ,:,ith.o�t costume or 
other trappings of a masquerade. They go as mdlvlduals to out
door block parties in their own neighborhoods, w�ere they e�t, 
drink dance as they please to recorded music, and Ignore the bIg 
parade. Even among those who go to the Queen's Park Savannah 
with picnic baskets to spend the day(s) watchi?g the ba�ds 
parade, many sit passively before the staged procesSIOn, appearmg 
rather bored or cynical, even as they carry out the duty of 
attendance. . Among some players, attitudes toward the carmval have be-
come heavily intellectualized. The level of research and �he :o�
mitment to authenticity in costume design and construction �s 10-
tense. And at least in the work of one major bandleader/de.sIgner 
(Peter Minshall) , the thrust into overt thematic symbolism 10 cos� 
tuming and dance is powerful enough to constitute what som 

f, h f, . 1 M· shall regard as a fresh level of consciousness or. t e estIva . . 10 
has won several awards, but his work remams controversIal to the . . . . . d · that are extent that it mixes class and ethmc mSIgma m eSIgns 
as mentally challenging as they are emotionally awakening: Many 
regard the poetic standards and sym�oli� so�ereignty of thIS work 
to be excessively intellectual and receIve It WIth reserv�. . e The experience of the carnival, then, clearly vanes wIth th 
orientation and background brought to a participation in or obser-
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vation of the festival. Players themselves may be divided into two 
categories: the "old-time" players and the younger, or "new" 
players ( those who came into carnival during the postindepen
dence period) .  Among the old-time mas men, carnival is still a 
time for extreme individualistic expression. They tend to favor ex
traordinary costumes and are less concerned with feting them
selves than with making an impact on those who see them. 
Younger mas people tend to cluster in the throngs of players who 
wear costumes almost as though they were uniforms. In  many 
bands, apart from the "king," "queen," and other extraordinary 
characters, many players wear the same costume design. For 
many old-time players, the carnival is a dramatic event which cul
minates in their individualized display and impact during the 
bands parade. For many of the younger players, however, the car
nival experience is grounded in the fete, the jamming with friends, 
the sporting encounter; and for them, satisfaction comes princi
pally from "having a good time." 

Spectators also may be divided into two categories: the vis
itors and the locals. Visitors, mainly tourists, could have a carni
val without leaving their hotel . The hotel will have public dances 
that bring throngs to it, and it will have television sets in the 
rooms and lobby on which may be seen whatever is taking place 
at various competition venues. Or visi tors may venture out to 
calypso tents, the steel bands' final performances, and to the 
Queen's Park stands for the parade of the bands. One-time vis
itors could enjoy the mixtures of peoples, the costumes, the music, 
the dancing, drinking, and eating, and the casual encounters, with 
little or no awareness of the tensions and contradictions at work 
in the festival . By contrast, local spectators may be more directed 
in their support for one band or the other, or for particular 
players . They too will fete and enjoy themselves, but not without 
some critical appraisal in which costumes, calypsos, and steel 
band arrangements will be compared to those of previous festivals .  
The videotapes that are run and rerun on television tend to en
courage such appraisal. There will be self-congratulatory remarks 
of a national order-"Trinidadians real good for themselves, oui ! " ;  
"Trinidad sweet too baad . . .  " ;  "Where else could people fete like 
this?"-but none of these will have anything to do with the abridg
ment of social barriers. That concern is left to the pundits on soci
ety and culture, editorialists, and other commentators. Carnival 
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is a personal affair, and nobody much cares what commentators 
have to say about i t .  

I t has been shown that carnival belongs to a species of communi
cation systems that not only reflects but shapes a people's ideas 
about themselves and their societies (Lavenda 1980; Le Roy 
Ladurie 1979; Davis 1970; Duvignaud 1976) . In Trinidad, the car
nival clearly is an event in which society takes the opportunity to 
make rash, sometimes in the extreme, comments about certain as
pects of itself, while seducing any impulse to retaliatory gesture 
with an illusion of universal ecstasy. As is the case with other in
stitutional forms in Trinidad's Creole culture, the carnival is i tself 
an eclectic system burdened with satisfying multiple, sometimes 
also contradictory, social impulses and objectives. Geertz's 
( 1983 :40) observation that "any particular ritual dramatizes cer
tain issues and mutes others" applies especially well here, because 
it is in the changes of what is dramatized or muted over the years 
that the carnival, more successfully than any other insti tu
tional form in Trinidad, maintains a dominant position in the 
local culture. 

The African, Amerindian, Asian, and European tradi tions 
which cluster at the base of what might be regarded as a formative 
Trinidadian Creole culture, and which in varying degrees still fos
ter different propositions about meaning in l ife, expressed and 
maintained through ethnic diversi ty, constitute a resourceful 
change potential-and the carnival is well suited to the mainte
nance of traditional remnants, particularly those of a nonmaterial 
order. Calinda persists in some rural districts. Warriors and super
natural beings from the African and Amerindian past, Asian 
dynasties and dragons, European courts, all recur in the annual 
pageants, and with them is taken up, as it were, all challenge 
against the exercise of free choice. At the same time, the contradic
tions which necessarily occur where free choice is possible stim�
late what might be regarded as social movements within the carOl
val · for example the calinda and steel band movements. These , , 
movements and the official responses to them represent instances 
in which contradictions of a social order were not glossed but, 
indeed, violently acted out in the festival. 

Changes in the carnival , then, may be recognized as occur
ring between the two poles of social ideal and social reality, with a 
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tendency to reject insistence on either extreme. Where the underly
ing tensions that are a fundamental part of everyday social rela
tions appear too boldly, are too fully expressed, the carnival de
clines from ri tual to mere disorder. By contrast, where there is 
overemphasis on the ideal of harmonious integration, such as is 
the case with the current festival, one result is the loss of ritual 
vitality. In their interpretation of the festival, Trinidadians resist 
either being too fully subjects of their carnival or being too heavily 
subjected to it. The desire is for a voluntary experience of the 
tensions between ideal and real, balance and excess, permissive
ness and control, and various other oppositions. The suppression 
of distinctions in such a field constitutes a challenge to the creative 
energies vested in the festival . The historical eruptions against 
constraint in the calinda and steel band movements, and expansion 
of the performance categories resulting from such eruptions, attest 
to an abundantly creative energy at the heart of the carnival. Such 
an energy may, to some extent, actually thrive against constraint. 

The experience of the carnival , then, is grounded in a system 
of paradoxes which link socially defined opposites at both the 
societal and the individual levels. Such linkage simultaneously an
nounces a submission to and transcendence of certain dominant 
constraints in the society. Race, color, class , wealth, institutional 
power-the carnival blatantly expresses each of these socially sig
nificant cri teria, simultaneously endorsing and criticizing them as 
principles of social organization. Certain trends dominate from 
period to period, but such dominance becomes i tself a stimulus 
for the emergence of countertrends. 

In a field of such eclectic possibility, individual and group 
patterns of experience have considerable room for variation. Yet 
at the core of the carnival experience remains the tension between 
license and constraint. Whether stimulated by a critically ironic 
detachment, such as is evident in the "aesthetic movement" cur
rently championed by Minshall ,  or the intoxicated absorption in 
momentous revelry exhibited by disencumbered street dancers, 
license, the attribute that gives carnival i ts special meaning, must 
await the proper conjunction and intensi ty of constraints to 
graduate from mere individual eccentricity to a socially powerful 
"transcendent ecstasy" (Turner 1982:23) . Of course, the deception 
which leads to such a state must be individually experienced, and 
the potential for such experience is necessarily condi tioned by 
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knowledge and disposition. Political sponsorship of the festival 
( the CDC) has as an unacknowledged objective control over both 
knowledge and disposition on behalf of an integrated but com
partmentalized model of society. Whet�er su�h a mod�l over
determines the spirit of the festival remams an Issue that mcreas
ingly affects the direct experience of the festival itself among 
Trinidadians. 

Those who most enjoy carnival in Trinidad these days are 
the visitors (returnees and tourists) ,  who by their very journeying 
have already assumed a status of license and who have no knowl
edge of the burdening encumbrances carried by loc�l tr�
ditionalists and innovators. Their approach to the festival IS 
singularly individual. I n  increasing numbers they don costumes 
and "jump" in the "best" bands. They sweat, eat, drink, and 
cavort exotically. Then, on the day after, they return home weary 
but vitalized, carrying images and memories which stir a sense of 
individual possibilities not otherwise stimulated. They are. not af
fronted by anything in the carnival, where they have no mter�st 
in the politics of the occasion. They are not concerned With 
whether the CDC awards are distributed fairly. Certainly, many 
Trinidadians themselves recall older days when this was the qual
ity of their carnival experience, and hope for the return, once 
again, of such an illusion. 
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1 3  
Modeled Selves : 
Helen Cordero's  
" Little People" 

BARBARA A .  BABC O C K  

I don't  know why people go for my work like they do. 
Maybe it's because to me they aren' t  just pretty things 
that I make for money. All my potteries come out of my 
heart. They're my little people. I talk to them and 
they're singing. 

Helen Cordero, interview 

\Vhatever the receptive and inventive powers of the 
mind may be, they produce only internal chaos if de
prived of the hand's assistance. 

Henri Focillon, The Life of Forms in Art 

When Helen Cordero, a Cochiti Pueblo woman, began making 
pottery twenty-five years ago, she turned her hands to figurines 
because her bowls and jars "were crooked and didn't look right ." \ 

In so doing, she happened on what was to become a perfect em
bodiment of personal and cultural experience. All the " little 
people" she has shaped-whether a Drummer, a Nightcrier, a 
Turtle carrying children on his back "to learn the old ways," or 
one of the Storytellers with which her name has become synony
mous-are modeled selves, representing and recreating images of 
personal history and family life, of Pueblo life and ritual, and of 
Keresan mythology. Through her ceramic creativity, Helen 
Cordero has made one of the oldest forms of native American 
self-representation her own, reinvented a long-standing but 
moribund Cochiti tradition of figurative pottery, engendered a 
revolution in Pueblo ceramics comparable to those begun by 
Nampeyo of Hopi and Maria of San Ildefonso, and reshaped her 
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own life as well as that of her family and her pueblo. Her "little 
people" have become prize-winning and world-famous collectors' 
items. Storytellers and related figurines are now being made by 
no less than 200 other potters throughout the Rio Grande Pueblos, 
and she has become-and has had to come to terms with what i t  
means to  be-"a big Indian artist . "  For the past six years, I too 
have been learning to deal with what that means, learning to de
scribe and interpret the dialogic relationship between Helen 
Cordero and the people she makes and talks to and about, and 
which in turn make her by situating them within the dialogues
with ancestors, with ceramic tradition, with cultural patterns and 
values, with personal and social experience, with present and fu
ture generations-of which they are simultaneously the product 
and the expression. This essay is a small portion of that effort, 
focusing as it does on personal meanings, on the relationship be
tween self and modeled selves. 

At least fifty years ago, Dewey ( 1934:3) argued against 
separating art objects from human experience: "Since the actual 
work of art is what the product does with and in experience, the 
result is not favorable to understanding. " He further asserted that 
the primary task of anyone who would understand the fine arts is 
"to restore continuity between the refined and intensified forms of 
experience that are works of art and the everyday events, doings, 
and sufferings that are universally recognized to constitute experi
ence."  If the essays in this volume are any indication, we have 
come a long way from the formalist and autotelic conceptions of 
art that Dewey decried and have taken sizable steps toward restor
ing and understanding crucial continuities between the order of 
events and the order of expression . And yet, as the majority of 
contributions to this volume again demonstrate, when we do 
examine how and in what forms peoples reflect on their own ex
perience, construct a sense of self, and interpret life events, we 
tend to focus on verbal and performative genres. I would argue, 
however, that cultures and the individuals within them not only 
constitute, reflect on, and reconstitute themselves through what 
they say and what they do but through articulations of the mater
ial world as wel l .  "Transactions between people and the things 
they create constitute a central aspect of the human condition" 
(Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton 1981 : ix) , for objects are 
used not only to represent experience but also to apprehend it 
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and to interpret it, to give it meaningful shape. All text�ali�ation 
is not verbal. Objects do speak and should be heard as sIgnificant 
statements of personal and cultural reflexivity, as s�apes that 
"materialize a way of experiencing" and "bring a partIcular cast 
of mind out into the world of objects, where men can look at it" 
(Geertz 1976: 1478) . . As a sensuously perceptible and endurmg form of culture, 
Pueblo pottery is a case in point. I t  is impossible to ignore the 
pervasiveness of pottery in Pueblo life� but it is easy to forget �hat 
pottery making involves a transformatlOn of t�e �atural world mto 
commodities of cultural value and personal sIgnificance as well as 
economic necessity. In traditional Pueblo belief, clay itself was a 
living substance; and, according to Cushing ( 18�6:51O- 15) '. a pot 
acquired a kind of conscious and personal eXIstence as I t  was 
being made. " In other words, a pottery vessel w�s not tho�ght of 
simply as an inert manufactured object. Rather, It was actIve, e�
dowed with a life of i ts own. As a receptacle for water and food, It 
held, and was in turn, a source of life" (Hardin 1983 : 33) . This is 
not an easy concept to accept for scholars " trained in the Western 
traditions in which to distinguish between animal, mineral and 
humankind is a mark of sophistication" (Taylor 1980:29) . I t  is all 
too easy for us to dismiss such notions as "primitive" a�ir.nism 
and to eschew these problematics of meaning for the formahties of . f 2 design and the pragmatics 0 use. . Unfortunately, with the notable exceptions of the ZUni work 
of Cushing, Bunzel, and most recently Hardin, this is ex.actly what 
Pueblo ethnographers have done, if they have dealt wIth pott�ry 
at all. I t  is not at all uncommon to read full-length ethnographies 
of Pueblos long-famous for their pottery and find but a paragr�ph 

II . . omlCS or two about ceramics, and that usua y m a sectlOn on econ . . Perhaps the most telling example in Keresan ethnogr�phy IS 
White's ( 1935 :27) monograph on Santo Domingo, in whIch p�t
tery is dealt with as follows: "Considerable pottery is made In 
Domingo. Women, children, and old men erect bower� (for sh�de) 
along the nearby highway and sell pottery to passmg tOU�IStS. 
They also sell it to traders. Considerable income must be derIved 
from this source. "  Regrettably, this situation has not improved 

d· F ton much. In his overview of material culture stu les, en 
( 1974:26-27) remarks: "In neglectin� the m�teri�1 basis that unde�� 
lies, limits, and to a degree determmes SOCIal hfe, anthropology 1 
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not fulfilling its mandate to study whole cultures . . . .  With all the 
studies we have of Pueblo ceremonialism and politics, we are still 
in the dark about the material culture of the Keresan Pueblos ." 
And even in those studies concentrating on pottery and its man
ufacture, it is surprising how li ttle attention has been paid to so
cial and cultural contexts and meanings, as well as to the less 
than obvious ways in which pottery is a container of " life," of 
cultural value.3 

In the absence of other cultural manifestations with which 
ethnographers deal, pottery is a privileged text for archaeologists. 
Much of the story, both substance and sequence, they reconstruct 
of prehistoric Pueblo culture is based on ceramic remains. Al
though they recognize that modeled clay is an informed substance, 
the archaeologists' primary concern has not been with the ways 
in which pottery gives shape to experience and meaning to social 
behavior, but with what these objects record and reflect of the 
society in which they were produced and used . This perspective 
has changed somewhat with increasing interest and work in 
ethnoarchaeology, but even here, as Hodder ( 1982) points out, the 
relationship between ceramics and culture tends to be construed 
in passive rather than active, reflective rather than reflexive, 
terms.4 For all that sherds have "told" us of the past, the dynamic 
human aspects of these man-made and man-used products have 
been neglected. In the last analysis, Pueblo "potteries,,5 are sel
dom thought of as other than mere things or lifeless artifacts; they 
are rarely conceived as the symbolic forms that they are, " through 
which and in which [Pueblo] conceptions of the person, the social 
order, and the cosmology are articulated and displayed" (Rabinow 
and Sullivan 1979: 19) . 

Given the conceptual complexity of clay things from the 
Pueblo point of view, the unthinking materialism of most ceramic 
studies is distorting and demeaning. It has long since been forgot
ten that " thing" in our own cultural tradition originally meant a 
gathering, an affair or matter of pertinence, the nexus of a man
ifold of sensations, or that " techne" (art or craft) originally de
noted a mode of knowing.6 If, as I and others have remarked, we 
use things as well as words " to build up culturally constituted 
rnodes of existence" (Hallowell 1953 :603 ) ,  then why should the 
problem of "arriving at the significances of materiltl culture ob
jects" be one of anthropology's "most profound dilemmas" 
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(Weltfish 1960: 169) ? Over twenty years ago, Weltfish answered 
that "the question is deeply involved in our own dilemma o� how 
man and material are related" ( 1960: 161 ) .  My personal expenence 
inclines me to agree with her and to argue that if we are ever to 
understand Pueblo pottery as an art shaped from experience as 
well as earth and which in turn shapes personal and cul tural ex
perience, as 'something people have used to give meaning and 
structure to their lives as well as to carry water or to make money, 
we must bracket, if not discard, our common conceptions about 
the ontology of things . We also must recognize that most studies 
of material culture have ignored or oversimplified this problem. 
"If our study of material culture is to open up for us another 
world-view the exposure of our ethnically-limited viewpoint upon 
common objects and material can be a more demanding discipline 
than most of us have realized" (Weltfish 1960: 167 ) .  

Perhaps of all our ethnocentric viewpoints, Car�esianism dies 
hardest and continues to obstruct our understandIng of the re
lationship of both things and selves to cultural .experience. 
Dualisms of matter and mind, of individual and soclety, of self 
and world , cannot but distort the complex connections of pot and 
potter to each other and to Pueblo experie�ce and worldview. 7 Yet 
they do persist and influence our conceptlOns both of art an.d �f 
individual artists. I doubt that we will ever understand how Indl
viduals might use the resources of their own creativity to shape 
and in terpret the roles society has presented to them, or to change 
their world by interpreting it ,  until we revise commo� assu,?,p
tions about the "primitive" or "folk" artist as a self-effacmg: �alve, 
unreflective medium of tradition, or about individual creattvity as 
alien to the expression of shared themes .8 There is �omething very 
wrong in denying these artists the personal, aesthetlc, and c�ltural 
self-awareness as well as the creative ability to invent and reInve�t 
culture that we laud in modern Western artists. Unfortunately It 
is still true, as Marx observed in the 1840s, that " the chief defect 
of all previous materialism is that the object, actuality, sensuOUS
ness is conceived only in the form of the object of perception, but not 

b· . I "  ( . E ton and as sensuous human activity, practice, not su �ectlve y In as 
Guddat 1967:400) . 

I All life stories are not told in words. In  countless ways, He en 

Cordero has told me that her potteries are her autobiography and 
that her art has given her "the privilege to imagine, to recollect, 
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to think, and to feel in forms" (FociIlon 1948:47) . The remainder 
of this essay is therefore an attempt to describe and understand in 
words and in images the relationship between the art  and experi
ence of this Cochiti Pueblo potter who invented the Storyteller 
doll ,  to describe not only how her clay figurines are shaped from 
her experience but also how her " li ttle people" have reshaped and 
continue to shape her life. More particularly, I am concerned with 
how she herself understands the relationship between her art and 
her life and with what her structured self-images mean to her
with the essential unity of creator and creation. This is not to 
imply, as some have, that " unsophisticated ," "primi tive" artists 
do not make a distinction between art and life, or that art can 
and should be reduced to biography or personali ty. I do mean to 
imply, however, that Helen Cordero is as much what she has been 
as what she is able to imagine, and vice versa; and that through 
the medium of pottery, the life of i ts creator has become a cultural 
artifact, an object of shared experience.9 Where necessary I have 
expanded on and contextualized her words and her work; but hav
ing already discussed my biases and assumptions, I have deliber
ately chosen not to appropriate her voice with models, theories, 
and analyses of my own. This is not a plea for absence of anlysis 
but a dialogic effort to understand her art in her own terms. 

When Helen Cordero began making people of clay over 
twenty years ago, she was forty-five years old, the six children she 
had raised were grown, and she was doing bead- and leatherwork 
with her husband's cousin Juanita Arquero to earn a li ttle extra 
money. Most of the profits went toward buying more materials. 
One day her husband's aunt, Grandma Juana, asked , "Why don't 
you girls go back to potteries? You don't have to buy anything; 
Mother Earth gives it all to you ." And so Juanita, who had 
learned to make pottery as a child, "started up again," and Helen 
spent six months "under her," learning the ancient art. Her bowls 
and jars "came out crooked" and she despaired of ever "getting it 
right." Juanita suggested that she try figurines, and "it was l ike a 
flower blooming"-tiny birds and animals and eventually "little 
people" came to life in abundance. The first time Helen " showed 
them out" at a Santo Domingo feast day, folk-art collector Alexan
der Girard bought all that she had, urged her to make more and 
larger figurines , and commissioned a 250-piece Nativity set. 

Thinking, perhaps, of the "singing mothers" made by Helen 
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Figure I. Singing Mother. 5W' h. 
1960-6\.  Courtesy of Marjorie Lam
bert. Photograph by Glenn Short. 

Figure 2. The first Storyteller with five 
children made for Alexander Girard. 
8\1'4" h. 1964. Courtesy of the Museum 
of I nternational Folk Art, Museum of 
New Mexico, acc. no. A. 79.53-41. 
Photograph by Glenn Short. 

and several other Cochiti potters ( Figure 1 ) ,  Girard then sug
gested that she make an even larger seated figure with children. 
She recalls that when she went home and thought about it, " I  
kept seeing my grandfather. That one, he was a really good 
storyteller and there were always lots of us grandchildren around 
him." When she created that first Storyteller in 1964 ( Figure 2),  
Helen Cordero added yet another voice and another shape to gen
eration upon generation of clay children. For almost as long as 
Puebloan peoples have shaped utilitarian objects from the clay of 
the Southwest, they have produced ceramic images of themselves 
and their gods. 1O Despite the zeal of Spanish and later Anglo 
clergy in destroying these "idols, "  the figurative tradition su�
vived. When the railroad brought numerous whitemen and their 
ways to New Mexico one hundred years ago, Rio Grande pott�rs 
responded with both clay caricatures of the intruders and portr�lts 
of themselves. In quality and quantity, the most nota�le figur��lv: 
pottery production in the past century has occurred In COChiti, 
Keresan Pueblo thirty-five miles southwest of Santa Fe. But even 
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Figure 3 .  Storyteller with sixteen children. lOW' h. 1971 .  Courtesy of AI Anthony, 
Adobe Gallery. Photograph by Glenn Short. 

here, in the years between 1915 and 1960, fewer potteries were 
made and the human forms that were shaped were considerably 
smaller and simpler than their turn-of-the-century ancestors: a 
drummer, a dancer, a woman with a bowl of bread or a child. The 
last, a "singing mother," or "madonna," was the most common, 
but only a few women at Cochiti made them, and "for a long time 
pottery was silent in the pueblo."  Helen broke that silence when 
she remembered her grandfather's voice and shaped that first 
Storyteller, with two significant modifications in the Singing 
Mother tradition: ( 1 )  she made the primary figure male rather 
than female; and (2)  she placed more than a realistic number of 
children on him-the first Storyteller had five children; sub
sequent ones have had as many as thirty (Figure 3) . 

The consequences of her creation have been enormous. Al
most immediately the Storyteller brought Helen Cordero acclaim 
and success, and with each passing year both her reputation and 
the demand for her work continue to grow. She has more "rib
bons" and awards than she can count or remember, and more 
orders than she can fill in her lifetime. Like it or not, she has 
become a famous potter ("a big Indian artist") and her work has 
brought her substantial professional and material rewards. When 
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Figure 4. Santiago Quintana holding one of his eighteen 
grandchildren, ca. \906. Photograph. court.esy of t�e �a
tional Anthropological Archives, Smlthsoman I nstitution, 
neg. no. 80-5499. 

Figure 5. He/en Cordero shaping a Storyteller with twenty
five children. 1979. Courtesy of the Denver Museum of Nat
ural History, neg. no. 4- 79082-9A. Photograph by Dudley 
Smith. 
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asked about her success , she says, "I don't  like to be called fa
mous. My name is Helen Cordero. My grandfather, he's giving 
me these" ( Figures 4 and 5 ) .  But she does like to travel to open
ings and demonstrations, to meet new people and experience new 
places, and to be able to remodel her house and buy a new car or 
a refrigerator. "Sometimes I just can't believe it, all the nice 
people my little people have brought to my house and all the 
places like Chicago they have taken me. When my grandpa said 
there would be things in the sky made out of tin cans, 1 never 
thought I 'd be flying in one. I 'm  so lucky and 1 thank him and 
God and Grandma Clay for what they have given me. When 1 
picture back, we used to be so poor-no couch, no bureaus, no 
table. There were eight of us then and only two rooms in this 
house, so we were in here like sardines. We ate on the floor and 
we put our clothes in orange crates. Now, I 'm getting me what I 
always wanted ."  

Given the changes that the Storyteller has made in the visible 
surface of her life, and given the fact that all her potteries are 
made for an Anglo art market, it is tempting to talk about both 
her art and her experience in acculturative terms. But that would 
oversimplify and overlook the substance of personal and cultural 
experience that has not changed and that has, if anything, been 
intensified since she learned to make pottery "in the old way. " 
Whatever their destination, those old and local beliefs, values, and 
experiences determine the meaning and the shape of her pot
teries-they determine how she thinks about her "dolls" and what 
they mean to her, and when and how they are made. I I  I began to 
revise my own assumptions about art and acculturation after 1 
asked her how many figures she made every year and she replied, 
"I really don't  know. I t's like breads .  We don't  count . " 

As I pondered that unexpected answer, and wondered on 
many occasions how I could get the answer I wanted, I realized 
that what mattered was not numbers or economics but meaning: 
What does it mean to liken potteries, and by implication stories, 
with "breads"? What does that statement reveal of her and her 
culture's values and conceptions of pottery making, which is today 
a highly lucrative enterprise? The answers to these and related 
questions are still being d iscovered, and the implications go far 
beyond the scope of the present essay. For now it should be said 
that there are obvious technological similarities between these two 
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modes of cultural production and that it is not at all uncommon 
in Pueblo English to describe ceramic technology in the language 
of bread making. More importantly, in the Pueblo worldview clay, 
like corn, is regarded as a god-given, living, l ife-sustaining sub
stance which one takes and makes and gives without counting and 
with thanks, and which one never handles lightly. Every stage of 
pottery making, from digging clay to firing, is accompanied by 
prayers and cornmeal offerings to Clay Mother. " I  don' t  just get 
up in the morning and start making potteries. First, I go and talk 
to Grandma Clay. " 12 Every piece of clay that is not used or that is 
sanded away or broken in the fire is carefully saved and taken 
back to the river-the repository for all sacred substances no 
longer of use. Helen will not work on Sundays or saints' days; she 
will fly home from a Scottsdale opening in time to make bread for 
All Souls' Day; and she will, without hesitation, attribute her 
success to the fact that she makes potteries "in the old way, the 
right way." 

Helen also acknowledges that the strength and appeal of her 
figurines derive in large part from her personal involvement and 
from their direct relationship to her life: " I  don't  know why people 
go for my work the way they do. Maybe i t's because they're not 
just pretty things that I make for money. They come from my 
heart. They're my l ittle people. I talk to them and they're sing
ing."  When she says this, she is not speaking metaphorically, for 
she does, indeed, talk to her "li ttle people" when she shapes them, 
when she paints them, when she fires them, or when she encoun
ters those she made and sold years ago. One March day, in 1979, 
she was putting the white slip on a large Storyteller that had been 
ordered for a traveling exhibit of Pueblo pottery. After speaking to 
the figure in Keresan, she turned to me and said, " I  talk to him. 
I tell him he's going on a long trip and lots of people will see him, 
so he has to come out real pretty" (Figure 6) . And so he did; but 
when they do not, she says, " I 'm  sad, but I take them into my 
heart and take them back to the river." Another time, when a 
Drummer was successfully taken out of the fire at a demonstration 
at Pecos National Monument, a child asked, "What's he doing?" 
Helen replied, "He's singing, can't  you hear him?" After putting 
her ear to i ts mouth, the child said, "No," for which she was 
gently admonished, "Then you're not listening" (Figure 7 ) .  
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Figure 6. Helen Cordero with her granddaughter, Dina Suina, putting the slip 
on a Turtle and Storyteller (foreground) , March 1979. Photograph by Barbara A. 
Babcock. 

Figure 7. Trying to hear the Drummer singing. 1974. Courtesy of Pecos National 
Monument .  Photograph by Tom Giles. 
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As well as tell ing stories about the past, Helen's grandfather 
Santiago Quintana used to relate prophetic anec�otes . On.e , which 
she interpreted l i terally as a child, was about chIldren beIng born 
without ears. Now she understands what i t  " really" means and 
delights in re�alling it whenever people question or deny �hat ob
jects speak: "That one, oh, he knew so muc�. He ",:as a WIse man 
with good words." In addition to telling stones to his m.any grand
children and being known in the pueblo as both as gIfted story
teller and a leading member of one of the clown societies, Santiago 
Quintana was the valued informant for several generations .of a�
thropologists : Bandelier, who made him one of the protagomsts I� 
his ethnographic novel The Delight Makers ( 1971  [ 18901 )? CurtiS 
( 1976 [ 19261 ) , who greatly quoted and photograp?�d �Im; and 
Benedict who collected many of the Tales of the CochItI Indians from 
him and ' warmly wrote of him in letters from the field . Writing to 
Margaret Mead on September 5, 1925, she described Santiago 
Quintana as fol lows : "My oid man is ninety an? a gr�a� old 
character . . .  he's known all over this country as the FaIr. He 
speaks excellent Spanish and I can follow � g�od deal when he 
talks it-I am angry that I have to bother WIth mterpreters at all, 
but I do. He hobbles along on his cane, bent nearly double, and 
is still easily the most vivid personage in the landscape-he has 
the habit of enthusiasm and good fellowship" (in Mead 1973:300) . 
Like his granddaughter, he was an adventurer and a teacher. He 
reached out for experience and shaped it into the memorable n�r
ratives and pantomimes he gave to others . What he created With 
words and gestures, Helen Cordero recreates today in clay: " It's 
my grandfather. He's giving me these . His eyes, ar� c1�sed because 
he's thinking . His mouth is open because he s smgIng. He had 
lots of grandchildren and we're all in there, in the clay. " . Family portraiture and the objectification of personal expen
ence is not limited to the past, however. When people ask, as they 
frequently do, where Helen gets he.r ideas for �he whimsical pos: 
tures and gestures of all the little kIds scramblIng over the Story 
teller, she points to one or another of her twelve .grandchildren 
and says, "Just look at them."  Or while prospectIve. buyers are 
admiring a Storyteller in a Scottsdale gallery, she wIll turn and 
say, "That's a pretty one. He really came out good . Look at that 
face. I t's Erica" (her eleven-year-old granddaughter ) .  Whether an
cestral or immediate family, her portrayals are not a matter of 
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recollection but of presence. "We are," as she says, "all in there, 
in the clay. "  

Stories are thought to be "life for the people, " and Helen Cor
dero's "li ttle people," grandfather storytellers alive with children, 
are themselves statements of generation, procreation, and the 
power of the word as well as the hand . I n the oldest and most 
sacred stories, Keresan origin myths, creation itself is described 
as occuring in part through the process of pottery making: I yatiku 
("bringing to life") and her sister Nautsiti ("more of everything in 
the basket") are sent up into the light , to this earth, with baskets 
crammed full of clay images and seeds from which they create all 
forms of life . I :� I n the most recent Keresan narratives, Laguna poet 
and novelist Leslie Silko tells us that Pueblo storytelling embodies 
a vital dynamic of "bringing and keeping the people together," of 
maintaining a continuity from generation to generation, and of 
endless creation, for each story is the beginning of many stories-a 
"seed of seeds. " 14 As conceived by Helen Cordero, the Storyteller 
is itself a material expression of regeneration: its very structure 
reenacts this reproductive dynamic; its proportions are indeed so
cial proportions; and its subject is explicitly relationship-between 
generations, between past and future, and between words and 
things . IS From the Pueblo point of view, stories and potteries, like 
kinship systems, constitute a "bridge between the reproductive as
pect of generation and the cultural basis of thought, transmission" 
(Ricoeur 1983 :30) . Both are vital necessities, conceived in terms 
of (and themselves expressions 01) fertili ty, the key symbol or root 
metaphor of Pueblo culture . 16 

For Helen Cordero, the life-giving and life-sustaining mean
ing of the Storyteller is also very personal . In 1968 and 197 1 ,  both 
her oldest son and daughter were killed in automobile accidents . 
At the time, recognition of her work was spreading and the ever
increasing demand for potteries, shows, and demonstrations 
helped her to deal with her loss . "When God took away my 
babies, he gave me my little people to keep me going. If I hadn' t  
had my work, I think I would have just gone down myself, I stil l 
get sad when I think about it , and then I say, 'Look what he's 
given you, look at all those little people. ' "  C learly, this statement 
and related remarks she has made to me imply that much more 
than vocational therapy was involved in her burst of productivity 
in the 1970s. Through the symboli c  paradigm of clay people she 
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was able to exchange biological reproduction for cultural repro
duction, to recreate her lost children, and in so doing to recon
struct her self and to "retrieve her identity. " l7 There is a model for 
this symbolic replacement in traditional Pueblo practices as
sociated with rites and prayers of increase, especially those 
associated with the winter solstice and/or Christmas. Small 
figurines, usually unbaked and unpainted, made of cornm�al or 
clay, are placed on kiva and/or church altars. Thereafter, In the 
case of domestic animals, the images that are taken to be " the 
seed from which the real objects will grow" ( Parsons 1939:574) 
are "planted" in the corral, "so that there will be more of them" 
( Parsons 1919:279) . A woman wanting children will make a clay 
"baby," take it to the altar, and then place it on a miniature cra
dleboard in a special place in her home; alternatively, one of the 
kachinas may give her a clay or wooden "baby" in a miniature 
cradle, which she then cares for and regards as "the heart of the 
child" (Dumarest 1918:  141 ) .  Through her " little people" (which 
her grandfather has given her) , as well as her biological chil�ren, 
grandchildren, and great-grandchildren, Helen Cordero has gIVen 
life to the people .  In giving birth to these modeled selves, she has, 
both li terally and symbolically, culturally and personally, 
answered mortality with natality and given the world a powerful 
model of fertility and continuity.l8 

The innumerable clay people Helen Cordero has created are 
not limited to these images of natural and cultural reproduction, 
Singing Mothers and Storytellers, which I have presented thus 
far. In the last fifteen years she has gone on to produce other 
images of her experience, other family and cultural self-portrai�s. 
Her other interesting re-presentation of storytelling is the Chtl
dren's Hour ( Figure 8) , in which the children are grouped ar�und 
rather than placed on the Storyteller. "These are older kids lIsten
ing to him. He used to say, 'Come children, it's time,' and I rei 
member us all around him out at the ranch, and that's how 
thought of the Children's Hour."  I n  addition to the physical in:
possibility of older children sitting on their gran�fathe

.
r, th .. s 

ensemble and her remarks about it connote integratIOn WIth dIf
ferentiation and individuation and a greater emphasis on t�e 
grandfather's pedagogical rathe� than nurturant role, characterIS
tic of an adolescent state of affaIrs. 

The structural hierarchy of the Storyteller and the Children'S 
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Figure 8. Children's Hour. Storyteller, 9" h . ;  children, 2\.4"-3W' h.  19�O. Courtesy 
of the Museum of International Folk Art, Museum of New MeXICO, acc. no. 
A.BO.27. 1  v. Photograph by Glenn Short. 

Hour is inverted in the other multiple-piece scene that she regu
larly makes, the Nativity, in which the entire community-people, 
animals, foodstuffs, and goods-is organized around the infant. 
While this is the very essence of the traditional Christian scene, 
she emphasizes that unlike the first nacimiento she made for Alexan
der Girard, these are "Indian nativities"-all the figures are 
dressed in Indian costume, "what we wear when we dress up 
nice," and they carry "what we take to the I nfant Jesus on Christ
mas morning." "The man with the sack over his shoulder is carry
ing what the boys use for their dancing. Costumes . The Indians 
knew that Jesus was a boy and would need what the boys use. 
The cows and horses are close to the baby to keep him warm. 
They all have the Cochiti brand" ( Figure 9) . The artistry of this 
scene is not realized entirely in clay. The cottonwood bows and 
arrows, the cradleboard ("For the newborn baby, we always use 
the cradleboard to lay him on" ) ,  and the stable are made by her 
husband Fred and her son George. Again, as in the case of the 
Singing Mother or Madonna, Helen has taken a traditional Chris
tian image and transformed it into her own very personal and 
very Pueblo terms. 

, I  I 
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Figure 12. Nightcrier. 17W' h.  1976; and Cochiti mono, It' 
h. ca. 1895. Courtesy of Forrest Fenn. Photograph by 
Glenn Short. 

mires them, she is quick to point out that she differently conceives 
and names her own figurines: "Those old ones, they called them 
monos [Spanish: "monkey, mimic, silly fool, mere doll"] .  Some 
people here and some of the dealers still call them like that. I tell 
them. 'No, these aren' t  monos. These are dolls. They're my little 
people . '  I don' t  like to call my potteries by that word because 
they use that for the figures that you knock over and break with a 
ball at the carnival. "  

One of Helen's more recent and very appealing creations i s  a 
Turtle carrying children on his back. When she talks about this 
figurine, it is clear that he is regarded both as a model of an im
portant event in Keresan mythology and a model for a desirable 
present occurrence. "He's not only a turtle. He's somebody who 
helps out and he's very big in spirit .  A long time ago when there 
were wars and the people were fighting among themselves, the 
turtle came and volunteered to take the kids away. Now, he's tak
ing these ones on a long journey-very slow and very sure-to 
learn the old ways" (Figure IS) . Sometimes the shell of the turtle 
is decorated realistically with a saddle blanket of Pueblo textile 
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Figure 13 .  Caroline Trujillo Quintana 
Pecos. ca. 1920. Courtesy of the 
Museum of New Mexico, neg. no. 
2326. Photograph by T. Harmon Park
hurst. 

Figure 14. Water Carrier. 9W' h.  1984. 
Courtesy of Helen Cordero. Photo
graph by Barbara A. Babcock. 

design; at other times it is treated like an inverted bowl and the 
edge is painted with traditional pottery rim designs representing 
�eeds or rainclouds---designs, I should add, that are omnipresent 
In Pueblo iconography as prayers for rain and icons of fertility 
�nd by no means limited to ceramic design. Whether we are deal
Ing with the relationship of her art to her personal and cultural 
experience or, as in this case, of her clay shapes to other forms of 
Pueblo art or systems of signification, it is no simple matter of :eprese�tati�n �nd r�ftection but a complicated one of continuity 
nd reciprocity I n  which all of the meanings are ultimately related . 

There is no question that H elen Cordero has learned " the 
old ways" well and has used the knowledge and skill that her 
grandfather and Juanita Arquero have given her to see and hear 
and reshape her own experience and fashion her life situation into 
a language of forms. But if she has been given much she has in 
turn given, and goes on giving, much both to her own

' 
people and 

to the Anglos who buy her work and come to watch her at dem-
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Figure 15. Turtle. 6W' h. x 1 1 "  1 .  1980. Courtesy of R. K. McCord. Photograph 
by Glenn Short. 

onstrations. When I remarked on the patience she displayed in 
light of the repeated and sometimes rude questions she was asked, 
she replied, "They have to know what our ways and the old ways, 
the right ways of making pottery are. I have to tell them and 
share what I know. "  Both at home and in the outside world, Helen 
and her work have become exemplary, and one of the notable con
sequences of her creativity is the influence that it has had on other 
Pueblo potters. Her " li ttle people" have initiated a remarkable 
revival of figurative pottery making both in her own pueblo and 
in other Rio Grande pueblos . By 1973, when the Museum of Inter
national Folk Art in Santa Fe mounted their "What is Folk Art?" 
exhibit, Helen's Storyteller had been imitated by at least six other 
Cochiti potters (Figure 16) . Today, pottery is anything but silent 
in the pueblo, and no less than 50 potters, including several mem
bers of her extended family, are shaping Storytellers. The voice of 
the Storyteller is not limited to Cochiti, however, and can noW be 
heard in differing accents from Santa Clara to Acoma. Over 140 
potters in eleven other Rio Grande pueblos are presently making 
Storytellers and related figures, each in the clays, paints, and de
signs characteristic of her pueblo; and with each month the 
number increases. 
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Figure 16. Storytellers in Museum of International Folk Art exhibit. 1973 .  Lefl to 
right: Helen Cordero, Felipa Trujillo, Aurelia Suina, Juanita Arquero, Frances 
Suina, Seferina Ortiz, and Damasia Cordero. Courtesy of the Museum of New 
Mexico, neg. no. 70433. Photograph by Arthur Taylor. 

Helen Cordero's first Storyteller has engendered countless 
"little people," her own and others', because among other things 
it speaks in terms of cultural constants-stories, generations, and 
the persistent problem of community organization and survival. 
Like telling stories, making and exchanging potteries has always 
been a vehicle for retelling family history and for expressing per
sonal and tribal identi ty-a model of reproduction as well as a 
means of production. With the encroachment of an Anglo world 
and the expansion of an Anglo market for Indian objects, ceramic 
art has become increasingly important, not only as a source of 
income but as a cultural voice, as a container of Pueblo values. In  
addition to changing the shape and size of  Pueblo ceramic produc
tion, Helen Cordero's Storyteller and his clay cousins and descen
dants have caused figurative pottery to be taken more seriously 
than ever before in the Anglo art market where they are bought 
and sold . For the first time since Anglos began collecting and buy
ing Pueblo pottery, ceramic figurines are valued and respected as 
"art" rather than dismissed as exotic artifacts or primitive idols 
for the museum or quaint curios for the tourist .  

Helen's response to this revolution she has given birth to is 
somewhat ambivalent. While she recognizes that imitation is a 
form of flattery and that she has done something important in 
terms of contemporary Pueblo ceramics, she does not l ike the end-
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less reproduction of something so very personal and autobio
graphical : "They call them Storytellers, but they don't  even know 
what it means . They don't  know it's my grandfather. " Nor does 
she like the fact that many of these potters do not make their 
Storytellers in a traditional manner, instead using commercial 
clays, paints, and kilns: "Today, everything is easy. Buy their clay, 
their paint, take them to big ovens in Albuquerque. Grandma 
Clay doesn't like it and most of them don' t  even know about 
Grandma Clay. To make good potteries, you have to do i t  the 
right way, the old way, and you have to have a special happy 
feeling inside." Whatever these other potters think they are mak
ing and however they do it, there is no question that there is a 
new and flourishing genre of Pueblo pottery. At the 1981 Story
teller Show at Adobe Gallery in Albuquerque, there were over 
200 potteries by more than fifty potters. When I told Helen this 
she replied, "See. I just don't  know. I guess I really started 
something. " 

Indeed she has. Her " little people" have irrevocably changed 
the shape of her own life and of Pueblo ceramics, attesting to the 
power of the individual imagination to remake reali ty and to 
create the terms of i ts existence. Beyond that, both the creator 
and her creations also remind those of us who traffic in the in
terpretation and analysis of cultural forms that works of art are 
"celebrations, recognized as such, of the things of ordinary experi
ence" (Dewey 1934: 1 1 ) ; that objects do speak and "art is a 
language by which the human mind gives utterance to its own 
integrity" (Hofstadter 1969:83) ;  and that art is forever bound to 
our most mysterious and our most precious power, the power of 
creation (Rosenberg 1975:218) . 

NOTES 

I. This statement, and those in quotation marks which follow, were, unless 
indicated otherwise, made by Helen Cordero in conversations with me between 
1978 and 1982. 

2. For further discussion of the problem of animism for Western scholars 
and the centrality of the belief in Pueblo thought that man-made things have life 
and spirit, see Babcock ( 1982:58, note I ) .  

. 
3. As Foster points out in "The Sociology of Pottery" ( 1965) and Matson m 

"Ceramic Ecology" ( 1965), this observation is generally true of ceramic ethnog

raphy. For Pueblo historic pottery in particular, most existing studies consist of 
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descriptions of techniques and processes of manufacture, formal analyses of de
sign, and chronological sequences of pottery types. Poets, novelists, and painters 
offer some rare and fleeting insights into the cultural meanings of clay things, 
but the business of cultural interpretation is generally ignored by ceramic schol
ars, many of whom, I should add, are not anthropologists. And anthropologists 
have not included things ceramic in their interpretations. As Csikszentminalyi 
and Rochberg-Halton ( 1981 : I )  have recently pointed out, "Social scientists tend 
to look for the understanding of human life in the internal psychic processes of 
the individual or in the patterns of relationship between people; rarely do they 
consider the role of material objects ."  

4. In addition to Hodder, see Richardson ( 1974),  Gould ( 1978), and Long
acre ( 1981 ) for discussions and examples of recent work in ethnoarchaeology. 

5. Here and elsewhere in this essay I deliberately use the Pueblo English 
plural noun. As Margaret Hardin has pointed out to me, the proper collective 
noun, pottery, is inconceivable "from the native point of view,"  for each piece of 
pottery is a made being with a unique existence. 

6. The implications of this etymology are discussed by Heidigger ( 1967, 
1971 ) in his philosophical inquiry into the nature of things, the origin of the 
work of art, and what it means to ask, "What is a thing?" 

7. For further discussion of the consequences of Cartesian ism for social and 
cultural interpretation, see Singer ( 1980) . 

8. For critiques of traditional notions of "folk" and "primitive" art and art
ists as unreflective, unconscious, collective, and anonymous, see Solheim ( 1965) ,  
Glassie ( 1968), Biebuyck ( 1969), and d 'Azevedo ( 1973) .  See also Boas ( 1955: 155), 
who makes a similar critique and insists that "we have to turn our attention first 
of all to the artist himself. "  

9.  For related discussion of the relationship between art and life,  cultural 
artifact and individual creator, see Shiff ( 1979) and Duvignaud ( 1972) . 

10. Figurative pottery is found in all prehistoric Southwestern cultures and 
dates from at least A.D. 300. For discussion and illustration of prehistoric 
figurines and effigy vessels, see Morss ( 1954), Hammack ( 1974) , and Tanner 
( 1976) . 

I I .  In writing of the Pueblos over fifty years ago, Benedict ( 1934:57) ob
served, "Their culture has not disintegrated like that of all the Indian com
munities outside of Arizona and New Mexico. Month by month and year by 
year, the old dances of the gods are danced in their stone villages, life follows 
essentially the old routines, and what they have taken from our civilization they 
have remodelled and subordinated to their own attitudes." More recently, on the 
basis of his work in Cochiti, Fox ( 1973 :275) has similarly remarked that the 
Pueblo acceptance of Catholicism is a matter of "accretion" :  "They have added 
it to their store of religious power . . . .  they have added the saints to the katsinas, 
they have aligned God with the Sun Father and Mary with the Corn Mother; 
but all of these are in fact subordinate to the supreme deity of their pantheon, 
Spider Woman, who still sits in her cave spinning from her body the web of 
thought to fill men's heads-indeed, to make them men at all ." For further dis
cussion of the dynamics of Pueblo survival and the importance therein of both 
the ceremonial system and aesthetic traditions, see Ortiz ( 1976) . 

12 .  For discussion of both technological and symbolic connections between 
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breadstuffs and ceramics, see Cushing ( 1886, 1920) . See als� the etiolo�i�al narra

tive, "The I nstitution of Pottery," in Benedict ( 1931 ) ,  in whIch an explICIt connec-

tion is made between these two modes of production. . . 
1 3 .  For texts or summaries of Pueblo, and especially Keresan, ongIn myths, 

see Benedict ( 1931 ) ,  Boas ( 1928) , Cushing ( 1896, 1920) , Parsons ( 1918, 19�9) ,  

Stirling ( 1942) , and White ( 1932a, 1932b, 1935, 1942, 1962) . The
. �

otif of  creaHo
.
n 

through the molding of meal, dust, or clay is not limited to ongIn myths but IS 

widely found throughout Pueblo narratives. 

14. Leslie Silko has made these statements and others about the po�er and 

importance of Pueblo stories and storytelling in several re�ent cont�xts: In R�n

ning on the Edge of the Rainbow: Laguna Stories and Poems, a vldeot�pe I? the sene
.
s 

/#rds and Place documenting native American storytellers and artists; In a beauti

ful recent pastiche, Storyteller ( 198I a ) ;  in "Language and Lite�ature from a Pueblo 

I ndian Perspective" ( 198I b) ;  and perhaps most importantly In her novel C�r�mony 

( 1977 ) ,  which among other things is a, story abo�t the �ower of tradl�l�nal 

stories. The storyteller who speaks in the title poem IS descnbed as follows. .He 

rubbed his belly. / I keep them here / [he  said] / Here, put  
.
your hand on I t  / 

See, it is moving. / There is life here / for the people. / And In the belly of thIS 

story / the rituals and the ceremony / are still growing." (p. 2) 

15, My remarks here are indebted to Weiner's ( 1980: 7 1 )  "model of reproduc-

t· " which is based on the premise " that any society must reproduce and regen-� ,  . Th erate certain elements of value in order for the society to 
.
contInue . . .  , 

.
ese 

elements of value include human beings, social relatIOns, c�smolo�lcal 

phenomena such as ancestors, and resources such as land,
. 

matenal objects, 

names, and body decorations; and to her more recent formulation o� the co�figu

ration of "elementary cycling" consisting of "components assoClat�d WIth a 

primary encoding of sex, gender, and time"
. 
( 1982:9) .  Whatever else. It may be, 

Cordero's Storyteller is an exemplary embodIment of elementary cychng. 

1 6 ,  For discussions of fertility as the dominant idea or master tro�e of Pueblo 

culture, see especially Haeberlin ( 1 9 1 6) ,  Cushing ( 1 920) , and BenedIct ( 1 934) . 

1 7 . See Csikszentmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton's The Meanmg o!Thmgs ( 1 98 1 � , 
especially chaps, 1 -2, for an important discussion and e laboratIOn of

.
Arendt

.
s 

( 1 958) argument that human beings make or�er in 
.
their selves ( i.-e . ,  "retneve thelT 

identity")  by first creating and then interactIng wIth the matenal world. 
. 

1 8 ,  The concept of natality was introduced and developed by Arendt In The 

Human Condition ( 1 958) , 
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Magnitudes 

of 
Performance 

R I C HARD S C H EC HN E R  

How can performances be understood? A structural analysis, as 
proposed by some semioticians (see, e .g. ,  Pavis 1982; Elam 1980) , 
is, in my opinion, static. Classical semiotic study, founded as it is 
on linguistics, is not able to account for the processual flux of 
performance. Turner's exposition of "ri tual process"-which took 
a sharply theatrical turn in the years before his death in 1983 (e.g. , 
Turner 1982a, 1982b)-is more applicable to performance but is 
concentrated on public, social performances.  Goffman ( 1959, 1963, 
1967, 1969a, 1969b, 1971, 1974) , in his series of works on social 
interaction, amply demonstrated the performative nature of face
to-face encounters. But none of these studies catches the whole 
problem: \Vhat are the sources of performance, and what are its 
full dimensions? 

Ethologists and neurologists are giving performance theorists 
still more to think about. The waters will get a lot muddier before 
confused, conflicting particles of thought settle down, leaving mere 
lucidity. In one of his last writings, Turner attempted to come to 
grips with the relationship between brainwork and performance. 
After neatly summarizing his own ideas concerning ritual as not 
only a conservator of social values but a generator of new values 
through transformation, liminality, communitas, and antistruc
ture, he outlined the triune structure of the brain: the reptilian 
"stream of movement, "  the old-mammalian "stream of feeling,"  
and the new-mammalian "stream of thought" (Turner 1983 :224-
28) .  Then he asked "if ri tualization, as discussed by Huxl�y, 
Lorenz, and other ethologists, has a biogenetic foundation, while 
meaning has a neocortical learned base, does this mean that crea-
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t ive processes, those which generate new cultural knowledge, 
might result from a coadaptation, perhaps in the ritual process 
i tself, of genetic and cultural information?" ( 1983:228) . 

I n  several of my writings (see Schechner 1985) I have em
phasized the analogies between the ritual process as defined by 
Turner and the workshop-rehearsal process as it  is practiced espe
cially in experimental Euro-American theater and dance. The task 
of the workshop is to deconstruct the readymades of individual 
behavior, texts, and cultural artifacts into strips of malleable be
havior material; the work of the rehearsal is to reconstruct these 
into a new, integral system: a performance. 

To what depth are there cultural readymades, and how much 
of human equipment/action is reconstructable? This really gets to 
the heart of Turner's questions. Part of the answer may be coming 
from laboratory experiments such as those conducted by Ekman 
( 1983 ) .  Working from his earlier cross-cultural comparisons of 
emotion in the human face (Ekman, Friesen, and Ellsworth 1972) ,  
h e  i s  currently detailing relationships between the autonomic ner
vous system (ANS) and acting. Here I mean acting as done by 
professional actors, which may not be much different than what is 
meant by "ordinary behavior. " The difference may simply be one 
of reflexivity: American professional actors are aware that they 
are acting. 

Ekman's experiments show that six "target emotions"
surprise, disgust, sadness, anger, fear, and happiness-elicit 
"emotion-specific activity in the ANS" (see Figure 1 ) . He elici ted 
these data in two ways, using actors from San Francisco's Ameri
can Conservatory Theatre. In one, subjects "were told precisely 
which muscles to contract" ( 1983: 1209 ) ,  "constructing facial <High: Anger < High ----Skin temperature 

Heart rate Low: Fear, sadness 

Low: Happiness, disgust, surprise 

Figure I. Emotions Ekman ( 1983: 1209) distinguishes on the basis of heart rate 
and skin temperature differences. The figure is reproduced here by permission of 
the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Copyright 1983 by 
the AAAS. 
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prototypes of emotion muscle by muscle" ( 1983 : 1208) ; 10 the 
other, "subjects were asked to experience each of the SIX emo
tions . . .  by reliving a past emotional experience for 30 seconds" 
( 1983 : 1209) . Reliving a past emotional experience is close to 
Stanislavski's classic exercise of "emotional recall" practiced at the 
beginning of the century and much refined by those following the 
methods of Lee Strasberg at his Actors' Studio in New York. 
Ekman wrote me, "The idea of studying actors was suggested to 
me by Lee Strasberg some years ago. Although I never met Stras
berg, we corresponded at some length about how our research 
might be used to explore the nature of the physiological changes 
that can occur when the 'method' [Strasberg's system of actor 
training] is used" (personal communication, 1983 ) .  

The actors who made the faces were not aware of what emo
tion they were simulating; rather they were coached muscle by 
muscle as they looked at themselves in mirrors. Their work was 
flagrant demonstration of "mechanical acting"-the kind despised 
by most American performers, but exactly the kind learned by 
young boys studying Kathakali dance-drama in India. There, a 
most rigorous system of body and facial training is followed, one 
that more or less adheres to the ancient Sanskrit text on theater, 
the Natyasastra, which I will discuss later in connection with 
Ekman's study. What should be noted now, however, is that the 
facial and body displays practiced by students of Kathakali are 
not "natural" but exaggerated, wholly composed "deconstruc
tions-reconstructions" of human behavior (see Figure 2) . If the 
Kathakali displays also elicit changes in the ANS, �igh

;>
t not t?e 

human genetic base lean toward learned transformatIOn. That IS, 
our species' "fixed action patterns" might be specifically transfor
mative-a Batesonian play-frame resulting from the interplay 
among our three brains. . . 

As I noted, reliving emotions from past experiences
. 

IS 
an exercise familiar to anyone who has studied acting in America. 
It is so common, in fact, that many experimental theater people 
eschew it.  I ts cliches and its underlying mechanism are deteste� : 
the performer is drawn away from the actual present Clr-

. d " there cumstances unfolding onstage and IS concentrate on a 
and then" experience inserted or bootlegged into the present. A;s 
a theater director, I prefer performers to concentrate on what IS 
happening "here and now" among them and between them and 
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Figure 2 .  Kathakali eye training at the Kerala Kalamandalam, 1976. Photo
graphs by Richard Schechner. 

the audience . This urgency is what drew me to the techniques 
of Asian theater, which has the quali ties both of present-cen
teredness and immense imaginative (nonnatural is tic) theatrical 
possibilities . 

What is truly surprising about Ekman's ( 1983 :210)  experi
ment is not that affective memory or emotional recall work but 
that "producing the emotion-prototypic patterns of facial muscle 
action resulted in autonomic changes of large magni tude that were 
more clear-cut than those produced by reliving emotions ." That 
is, mechanical acting worked better in getting the actor to feel. 
This is absolutely contrary to the Stanislavski-Strasberg canon. 
I t  also suggests that performance-or "deep acting," )  as 
Hochschild ( 1983) calls it-does exist at the level of the ANS. Act-
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ing is not only a neocortical event but one that penetrates to the 
level of the old-mammalian and reptilian brains; the direction of 
motivational flow does not come only from down up, from reptil
ian to neocortex, but also from up down. Actors hear instructions 
and act accordingly; their changes in musculature lead to, or are 
identical to, changes in their ANS. 

Ekman rules out-but I emphatically do not-the possibility 
that seeing their own faces in the mirrors aroused the actors. He 
feels "that it was contracting the facial muscles into the universal 
emotion signals which brought forth the emotion-specific au
tonomic activity" ( 1983 : 1210) . Why must he choose among the ex
planations when they both could be true? I am certain that a good 
actor can arouse in me a response in my ANS; and I know how I 
used to scare myself by making faces in the mirror. 

Be that as it may, Ekman's experiment does add a new di
mension to a growing body of evidence that suggests: 

1. There are universal signals that not only repeat signifiers 
but signifieds :  a "universal language, "  if you will, of "basic emo
tions" (see especially Eibl-Eibesfeldt 1 979) . 

2. This "language of emotions" is nonverbal and consists 
mostly of facial displays, vocal cries, body postures (freezes) ,  and 
moves (stamping, rushing, crouching) . 

3. There is a corresponding universal system present in nerve 
and brain process-and this system probably underlies what ��
thropologists have called "ritual" (see Turner 1983; d'AqUlh, 
Laughlin, and McManus 1979) . 

And there's a twist to all this that Ekman's experiment confirms. 
Without denying the existence of "culture universals," or at least 
an underlying neurologically based ritual process, displays of em.

o
tion can be so well feigned by skilled performers as to make dis
tinction between what is "really happening" and what is  "skill
fully pretended" or "mechanically induced" simply a matter either 
of social or aesthetic convention. "Lies like truth," director Harold 
Clurman said. Or to put it  in the form of an old theater joke: 

.
The 

great acting teacher told his students, "Truth is all there IS to 
acting. Once you learn to fake truth the rest is easy." 

Ekman's machines detected no lies in skin temperatures or 
heart rates when his actors were simply following orders and put
ting on the masks of anger or happiness or other " target emo-
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tions ." The only way we know whether they were "really feeling 
the feelings" or not was by what they tell us. And their ANS was 
telling us that they were really feeling the emotions. 

Is all this just a restatement of the James-Lange problem: 
Am I running from the bear because I am afraid, or am I afraid 
because I am running from the bear? There are systems of per
former training,' both ancient and modern, that say the problem 
is no problem at all, because both circumstances are true. The 
human animal is complex enough so that emotions generate ac
tions and actions generate emotions. What Ekman's experiment 
shows is that these two possibilities are operative independent 
of each other. Good theater acting elicits in both the performers 
and the spectators a very high state of participatory arousal 
exactly like Ekman's "mechanical acting" experiment. In fact, 
what Ekman's experiment measured at the level of ANS was 
"good acting."  

The Natyasastra, compiled in India between the second cen
tury B.C. and the second century A.D.,  describes in great detail 
the various facial and bodily poses and expressions needed to 
perform the "eight basic emotions":  love, happiness, sadness, 
anger, energy, fear, disgust, and surprise. (Humankind has count
less gods, but I would be very surprised if there were not general 
agreement on the "basic emotions. ") Love and energy are not on 
Ekman's list, possibly because they are considered, at least in our 
culture, to be "mixed" or composite emotions. 

Ekman ( 1983 : 1 208) states that the fear-face is made by rais
ing the eyebrows and pulling them together, raising the upper 
eyelids, and then stretching the lips horizontally back toward the 
ears . The Natyasastra deals with several kinds of fear, and different 
classes of characters react differently to being afraid, but there are 
some generalizations.  In Ghosh's ( 1967 : 144) translation: "Fear is 
to be represented on stage by . . .  shaking of the narrow limbs, 
body tremors, paralysis, goose pimples, speaking with a choked 
voice."  Regarding the eyes and surrounding musculature, of which 
Ekman makes so much, the Natyasastra states: " . . .  the eyelids are 
drawn up and fixed, and the eyeballs are gleaming and turned 
up" (Ghosh 1967 :  ISS ) ;  and "the eyes are widely opened, the 
eyeballs are mobile in fear and are away from the center [of the 
eye]" ( 1967- 157 ) .  Also, "the glance in which the eyelids are drawn 
up in fear, the eyeballs are trembling and the middle of the eye is 
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full blown due to panic is called Trasta [frightened]" ( 1967: 159) . 
But the Natyasastra is not entirely consistent. I ts author(s) are al
ways quoting slokas (sacred couplets) ,  and sometimes these . say 
that fear is to be represented by half-closed eyes. ConsIder, 
though, the fa.ct that the Natyasastra is not a scientific stU?y but

. a 
compilation of centuries of experience. 

by m�ny actors I� I ndIa. 
Specific gestures are suggested for a wIde vanety 

.
of em

.
otlOns: for 

the eyes, eyelids, eyebrows, nose, cheeks, lower hp, chIn ,  mouth, 
and neck. There are also' sixty-seven gestures for the hands and 
many gestures for other parts of the body. 

No one knows exactly how, in i ts day, the Natyasastra was put 
into action. Most probably it was a text-like Stanislavski's books 
on acting or Grotowski's ( 1968) Towards a Poor Theatre-that col
lected what was actually done. As such it serves as a node or 
transfer point linking previous practice with future practice. A 
hiatus of several centuries divides the Sanskrit theater of the 
Natyasastra from even the oldest of the 

.
still-pe

.
rformed I�di�n 

dance-dramas Kutiattam of Kerala. But In KutIattam, as In Its 
sister genre, Kathakali, a rigorous training reflects and continues 
the tradition of the Natyasastra. 

The Natyasastra insists on what Ekman shows-that there are 
definite links between "mechanical acting" and interior states of 
feeling; that the causal chain can go in both dire�tions: feel�ng 
can lead to stage action (abhinaya) and the practIce of specIfic 
stage actions can cause feelings to occur in the actor. 

Now I shall speak of the Bhavas [literally, feelings] . Why are the bhavas 
so called? . . . Bhavas are so called because through Words, Gestures, and 
Representation of the Sattva [causes of feelings] they bhavay�nti [infuse] 
the meaning of the play . . . . Bhava is an instrument of causatIOn. (Ghosh 
1967 : 1 19) 

Sattva originates in the mind. I t  is caused by the concentrated 
mind . . . . I ts nature: horripilation, tears, loss of color and the like cannot 
be mimicked by an absent-minded man. The Sattva is desired in a play 
because of its imitative human nature . . . .  How can sorrow which has 
weeping as its basis, be represented on the stage by anyone who is not 
sorry? And how can happiness which has joy as its basis be represented 
on the stage by any one who is not happy? ( 1967 : 145) 

Why is [acting] called abhinaya? It is said in reply to t�is tha
.
t th�

, 
abhinaya 

is derived from the prefix abhi, and the verbal root nz meanmg to cause 
to get ."  ( 1967: 150) 
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I t becomes clear that abhinaya is not only the means by which the 
audience gets the play but also the way in which the actors get 
i t-the " it" being not only the mechanical gestures of a perfor
mance but the feelings as well, which are evoked by the practice 
of the proper gestures . Several chapters of the Natyasastra are de
voted to detailed descriptions of abhinaya; and most of the training 
in contemporary Indian classical dance (consciously modeled after 
the Natyasastra, in many cases) consists of rigorous and repetitious 
practice of specific chunks of performance: abhinaya. 

Take Kathakali, for example ( I  have described the training 
at the Kathakali Kalamandalam elsewhere [Schechner 1984] ) .  I t  
i s  enough to know that i ts basis i s  in mastering certain steps, ges
tures of the feet, torso, hands, and face-especially the mouth and 
eyes-in what to an American appears to be a very mechanical 
manner. Boys begin training somewhere between the ages of eight 
and sixteen. They train for six or more years as their bodies are 
l iterally massaged and danced into new shapes suited to Kathak
ali (see Figures 3-4) . Even as they are learning the s tories-taken 
mostly from the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and Puranas-their feet, 
hands, back, and face are learning by rate the sequences that 
make up the finished performances. These sequences do not 
"make sense" by themselves; they are somewhat a denial of the 
universal facial displays Ekman identifies with his target emo
tions. But these sequences can be thought of as further ritualiza
tions of already ritualized "natural" displays . The Kathakali 
sequences make sense, carry specific meanings, when situated 
within longer performances-including hours-long finished perfor
mances of whole plays. As they begin their training the boys have 
little idea, except as spectators, about these finished performances. 
But somewhere along the way the training "goes into the body" 
(as the Balinese, who use similar methods, say) . An illumination 
of sorts occurs. 

What was rote movement, even painful body realignment, be
comes second nature. The maturing performer now feels his role, 
experiences it  from within with every bit of force equal to what a 
Euro-American naturalistic actor might experience. I expect that 
if such a Kathakali actor were tested for ANS variation the results 
from the composed, performed actions of Kathakali would not be 
different than those from the enactment of the " natutal" emotions 
tested by Ekman. Acting penetrates deep into the brain. As Pad
manathan Nair, one of the best Kathakali actors, told me during 

I I I  
I 
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Figure 3. Kathakali massage at the Kerala Kalamandalam, 
1976. Photograph by Richard Schechner. 

an interview in 1976: "A good actor is the one who understands 
the character very well, thus becoming the character it
self. . . .  [But] we should not forget ourselves while acting. While 
acting half of the actor is the role he does and half will be him
self. " Bertolt Brecht would have been pleased with Nair's answer. 
But to achieve this kind of acting it is necessary to have mastered 
a total score: the exact details of performing. In  Kathakali, 
at least, this score is first mastered mechanically, a la Ekman's 
experiment .  

I now want to connect al l  of this to some of the work of
d'Aquili and his colleagues. Their thesis concerns human ritual. 

Human ceremonial ritual is  not a simple institution unique to man but 
rather a nexus of variables shared by other species. AlI component vari
ables have evolutionary percursers (or analagen) dating far back in
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Figure 4. Kathakali performance in India. Photograph courtesy of Sangeet Natak 
Akademi, New Delhi. 

hominid phylogenesis and beyond. Specifically, we would suggest that 
ceremonial rituals (ceremonies, rites) are strips of often complex ritual 
behavior that ( I )  are included in the collective Ec [cognized environ
ment; see d'Aquili et. al. 1979: 1 3J of a society, (2)  are conceptualized by 
members of the society, (3 )  become a locus of symbolization for members 
of the society, and (4) may have effects on the Eo [operational environ
ment; see d'Aquili et. al 1979: 1 3J ,  some of which are modeled within the 
Ec and some of which are not. . . .  One may trace the evolutionary pro
gression of ritual behavior from the emergence of formalization through 
the coordination of formalized communicative behavior and sequences 
of ritual behavior to the conceptualization of such sequences and the 
assignment of symbols to them by man. ( 1979:36-37) 

Thus, just as performative behavior penetrates deep into the 
brain, so human ritual has its sources deep in evolutionary time. 
I take what is commonly called "ritual" to be a kind of performa
tive behavior. D'Aquili's idea is schematized in Figure 5. Animal 
ritualization and ceremonial behavior not only phylogenetically 
precede human ritual but are more broad-based : they contain 
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Figure 5. Two schematizations of d'Aquili's view of the evolutionary aspects of 
ritual .  

human ritual. Humans do everything other animals do, and more. 
Humans ritualize, ceremonialize, and cognize; and these kinds of 
behavior occur in many combinations. 

Human rituals are different from animal ritualization be
cause they are cognitive; that is, they consciously try to explain or 
affect things . As Turner ( 1983 :231 ) summarized the view of 
d'Aquili et. al . :  

. . .  causal thinking arises from the reciprocal interconnections of the in
ferior parietal lobule and the anterior convexity of the frontal lobes, par
ticularly on the dominant, usually left side, and is an inescapable human 
propensity. They call this brain nexus "the causal operator" and claim 
that i t  "grinds out the initial terminus or first cause of any strip of 
reality. " They argue that "gods, powers, spirits, personified forces, or 
any other causative ingredients are automatically generated by the 
causal operator. " Untoward events particularly cry out for a cause. 
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Hence "human beings have no choice but to construct myths to explain 
their world," to orient themselves "in what often appears to be a capri
cious universe." 

Turner pointed out that their reasoning goes back to Aristotle's 
"first cause that is uncaused."  And if true, then their brain-based 
explanation explains not only performative behavior but every 
kind of cognitive speculation, from witchcraft to physics . 

Turner ( 1983:231 -32) argued that ritual works differently 
than myth: 

Myths present problems to the verbal analytic consciousness. Claude 
Levi-Strauss has made us familiar with some of these problems: life and 
death, good and evil, mutability and an unchangeable "ground of 
being," the one and the many, freedom and necessity, and a few other 
perennial "posers ."  Myths attempt to explain away such logical con
tradictions, but puzzlement remains at the cognitive left-hemispherical 
level. D'Aquili and Laughlin argue that ritual is often performed situa
tionally to resolve problems posed by myth to the analytic verbalizing 
consciousness. This is because like all other animals, man attempts to 
master the environmental situation by means of motor behavior, in this 
case ritual, a mode going back into his phylogenetic past and involving 
repetitive motor, visual, and auditory driving stimuli, kinetic rhythms, 
repeated prayers, mantras, and chanting, which strongly activate the 
ergotropic system [left brain] . Ergotropic excitation is appropriate be
cause the problem presented in the "mythical" analytical mode, which 
involves binary thinking, mediations, and causal chains arranging both 
concepts and percepts in terms of antinomies or polar dyads. These are 
mainly left-hemispheric properties and connect up . . .  with the aug
mented sympathetic discharges [Ekman's ANS responses] : increased 
heart rate, blood pressure, sweat secretion, pupillary dilation, increased 
secretion of catabolic hormones, and so on. If excitation continues long 
enough the trophotropic system is triggered too, with mixed discharges 
from both sides, resulting often in ritual trance . . . .  Presumably the fre
quent embodiment or embedment of the myth in the ritual scenario, 
either verbally in prayer or song, or nonverbally in dramatic action or 
visual symbolism continues to arouse within the ritual context the "cog
nitive ergotropic functions of the dominant hemisphere." I f  the ex
periences of participants have been rewarding-and ritual devices and 
symbolic actions may well tune a wide range of variant somatic, mental, 
and emotional propensities in a wide range of individuals (amounting to 
the well-known redundancy of ritual with its many sensory codes and 
multivocal symbols)-faith in the cosmic and moral orders contained in 
the myth cycle will obviously be reinforced. ( 1983 :231 -32) 
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And finally he pinpointed what is missing in d 'Aqui�i's scheme

the one thing that can connect ritual to performatIve art: play. 

"But where does 'play' play a part in this model? . .  Play IS a 
kind of dialectical dancing partner of ritual and ethologists gIve 

play behavior equal weight with ritualization. D'Aquili and 

Laughlin hardly mention the word" ( 1983:233) . 
Interestingly, Turner ( 1983 :233) noted that "play does not fit 

in anywhere in particular; it is a transient and is recalcitrant to 
localization, to placement, to fixation-a joker in the neuroan
thropological act." He went on to define play as "a volatile, some
times dangerously explosive essence, which cultural institu�i?ns 
seek to bottle or contain in the vials of games of competItIOn, 
chance, and strength, in modes of simulation such as theater, and 
in controlled disorientation, from roller coasters to dervish danc
ing." For Turner it may have been that play subverts the �egular 
back-and-forth switching from brain hemisphere to hemIsphere 
that d'Aquili says is the kernel of ritual action. Turner's ( 1983:234) 
play was "a liminal or liminoid mode, e�sentially interst�tial, 
betwixt-and-between all standard taxonomIc nodes, essentially 
'elusive . ' " But of course this begs the question, for play cannot be 
outside the brain. What it can be is all-relational , but no one has 
said exactly how this works neurologically. 

All human behavior, from interiorized inexpressible, even un
remembered dreams to great ceremonial ritual cycle plays like the 
Ramlila of Hindi-speaking I ndia, relate both the triune brain, its 
hemispheric frontal lobes, and current human hist�ry, as acted 
out in various cultural performances, to a contmuously re
capitulated or laminated palimpset of indi,,:idual human �xperi
ences . Some of these experiences are crystallized culturally m art, 
religion, science, and so on; and some are encoded neurologically 
and physiologically in the body-brain of each individual. I ndeed, 
there may be room in the world for both Freud and Jung. 

Erving Goffman spent much of his life studying the wa�s 

people greet each other, deceive each other, manager
. 
then 

"fronts ,"  and play out their psychosocial roles both
. 
conscIOusly 

and unconsciously. He himself was a superb, if laCOniC, gamester. 

What Turner saw in ritual process and d 'Aquili et al. identify 

as part of brain process, Goffmall ( 1959: 73-74) tracked in every-

day life :  
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The legitimate performances of everyday life are not "acted" or " put 
on" in the sense that the performer knows in advance just what he is 
going to do, and does this solely because of the effect it is likely to have. 
The expressions it is felt  he is giving off will be especially "inaccessible" 
to him. But as in the case of less legitimate performers, the incapacity of 
the ordinary individual to formulate in advance the movements of his 
eyes and body does not mean that he will not express himself through 
these devices in a way that is dramatized and pre-formed in his reper
toire of actions. In short, we all act better than we 'know how. 

Just what the Kathakali performers perfect in a most conscious 
way, and what Ekman had his actors do, Goffman said we all do 
without knowing. I suppose that even unknowing actors, in the 
passion of their displays, are experiencing the suitable Ekman 
ANS fluctuations; and that, in d'Aquili's terms, the hemispheres 
of their brains are communicating through their corpus callosa. 
Remember that the Kathakali performers, for all the extreme for
mality and "unnaturalness" of their training, costumes, music, 
makeup, dance steps, and hand and face gestures, are "living their 
roles ." But is one activity more "symbolic" than another? Is  sym
bol making a conscious activity? And if so, what about dreams? 
" Perhaps dreams, like the ritual symbols I have analyzed, are 
laminated, accreting semantic layers, as they move from brain 
stem through limbic system to the right hemisphere before final 
processing or editing by left-hemispheric processes" (Turner 
1983:240) . 

Humans live at the interface between culture (both im
mediate and historical) and genetics. Culture is the inevitable 
outcome of our evolution. Thus, nothing humans do is itself and 
nothing else. There is no strip of behavior-no, even of thought 
(whether dreamed, imagined, or conceived )-that does not nest 
within something else and thereby communicate at least two 
messages: that it "is" and what it "as ifs ." The world is full 
of Goffmans and Turners ready to work on whatever comes 
their way. 

Still, there is a difference between performances that are so 
because a Goffman or Turner tells us so,2 and performances that 
are generally acknowledged as such . Could that difference be 
specified by what d'Aqulli and his colleagues say about brain 
lateralization and ritual? Noting that the left side of the brain is 
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Figure 6. Fischer's ( 1971 :898) "cartography of the ecstatic and meditative states. "  
H e  explains: "Varieties of conscious states [are] mapped on a perception-halluci
nation continuum of increasing trophotropic arousal (lefl) and a perception-medi
ation continuum of increasing trophotropic arousal ( right) . These levels of hyper
and hypoarousal are interpreted by man as normal, creative, psychotic, and ecs
tatic states (lefl) and Zazen and samadhi ( right) . The loop connecting ecstasy 
and samadhi represents the rebound from ecstasy to samadhi, which is observed 
in response to intense ergotropic excitation. The numbers 35 to 7 on the percep
tion-hallucination continuum are Goldstein's coefficient of variation . . .  , specify
ing the decrease in variablity of the EEG amplitude with increasing ergo tropic 
arousal. The numbers 26 to 4 on the perception-mediation continuum, on the 
other hand, refer to those beta, alpha, and theta EEG waves (measured in hertz) 
that predominate during, but are not specific to, these states." The figure is re
produced here by permission of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science. Copyright 1971 by the AAAS. 

"ergotrophic" and the right side "trophotropic," they argue that 
"there is something about the repetitive or rhythmic emanation of 
signals from a conspecific that generates a high degree of limbic 
arousal. . . .  There is something about repetitive rhythmic stimuli 
that may, under proper conditions, bring about the unusual neural 
state of simultaneous high discharge of both [the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic] autonomic subsystems" ( 1979: 157) . They go on 
to assert that the excited ANS "supersaturates the ergo tropic or 
energy-expending system . . .  to the point that the trophotropic sys
tem not only is simultaneously excited by a kind of spillover but 
also on rare occasions may be maximally stimulated, so that, 
briefly at least, both systems are intensely stimulated" ( 1979: 175) . 
This is the feeling of the inexpressible . . . .  I t  sometimes accom-
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panies not only religious rituals but public performative gather
ings of many different kinds-from football games to Beckett's 
plays, from Nazi rallies at Nuremberg to the soft but rhythmic 
panting-chanting 1 teach as part of a voice workshop. 

In 1971 Roland Fischer devised what he calls "a cartography 
of the ecstatic and meditative states" wherein the spectrum of 
arousal is outlined from hypoaroused ( trophotropic) states such 
as Yogic samhadi and Zen meditation, through normal " I"  states 
of daily routine, on to hyperaroused (ergotropic) states such as 
acute schizophrenia and mystical ecstasy (see Figure 6) . Like 
d'Aquili, Fisher ( 197 1  :902) speaks of a "rebound" from one ex
treme to another: 

In spite of the mutually exclusive relation between the ergotropic and 
trophotropic systems, however, there is a phenomenon called "rebound to 
superactivi ty, " or trophotropic rebound, which occurs in response to in
tense symapthetic excitation, that is, at ecstasy, the peak of ergotropic 
arousal. A rebound into samadhi at this point can be conceived of as a 
physiological protective mechanism . . . .  Meaning is "meaningful" only at . 
that level of arousal at which it is experienced, and every experience has 
its state-bound meaning. During the "Self'-state of highest levels of hyper
or hypoarousal, this meaning can no longer be expressed in dualistic 
terms, since the experience of unity is born from the integration of in
terpretive (cortical) and interpreted (subcortical) structures. Since this 
intense meaning is  devoid of specificities, the only way to communicate 
its intensity is the metaphor; hence, only through the transformation 
of objective sign into subjective symbol in art, literature, and religion 
can the increasing integration of cortical and subcortical activity be 
communicated. 

Fisher points out how strongly humans seek this kind of 
arousal. Not only do people get it from rituals, and so on, but also, 
and maybe even more strongly, from various drugs. The experience 
of "some" goes back to the earliest period of human cultural life. 
We are j ust now beginning to understand precisely how these 
psychotropic agents work; certainly, as Fischer ( 1971  :902) argues, 
they are coexistent with religious, ritual, and artistic practice . 

The hallucinatory constancies are "magical symbols, "  visible or audible 
metaphors within a structure of symbolic logic and language, the language 
of hyper- and hypoaroused hallucinatory states, and are at the base of the 
general tendency toward geometric-rhythmic ornamentalization. For 
example, both the rose windows of Gothic cathedrals and the mandalas 
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of Tantric religious art are ritualized hallucinatory form constants. The 
tendency toward ornamentalization, however, is  not reserved to visual 
imagery, but also governs the order of poetic and musical

. 
rhythm, im�os

ing an all-pervasive metrum and harmony on the hallucmatory creatlve
religious states; the rhythm of music, poetry, and language corresponds 
to the geometdc-ornamental rhythm of the visual realm.  

But there is no "single source" for human creativity. Neither drugs 
nor play nor brain structure nor genetics nor culture . . .  nothing 
single can possibly explain what is doubtlessly an incalculably com
plex relational system-not to mention the old problem that the 
explainers are part of what is to be explained . 

Yet it is also true that humans are driven to keep trying. I n  
seeking experiences that provide "rebound" o r  "spillover"-simul
taneous excitement of both ergo- and trophotropic brain systems
people have taken drugs, invented performances, participated in 
rituals. Whatever meaning such experiences have, they also clearly 
bring their own intrinsic rewards. Often enough, the lead�rs of 
such experiences exempt themselves from what they offer their fol
lowers. And in such abstention these leaders acquire much power. 

In  connecting human ritual experience to neurological func
tion and brain lateralization, d'Aquili's work touches on Ekman's. 
Together we are offered not only a biological basis for ritual be
havior but a species-wide system of emotions that can be artifically 
induced at a deep enough level to affect the ANS. And this is where 
performance-acting, as in a theater-comes in-as a joker, yes, 
bu t also as a confirmer of the theory. Performer training is designed 
to first identify, then to control, and utimately to freely manipulate 
(arouse, rearrange, edit, transform) the very systems Ekman and 
d'Aquili examine "in nature." What Turner ( 1983: 236) said of play, 
I say of performer training: 

Since play deals with the whole gamut of experience both contemporary 
and stored in culture, it can be said perhaps to play a similar role in the 
social construction of reality as mutation and variation in organic evolu
tion. I ts flickering knowledge of all experience possible to the nervous 
system and its detachment from that system'

.
s lo:alizations

. 
�nables it to 

perform the liminal function of ludic recombmatlOn �f familiar elements 
in unfamiliar and often quite arbitrary patterns . Yet I t  may happen that 
a light, play-begotten pattern for living or social structuring, once thought 
whimsical, under conditions of extreme social change may prove an adap
tive, " indicative mood" design for living. 
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This kind of training-playing with the ergo-/trophotropic 
dualities of the brain-has been going on for a long time. John 
Pfeiffer has been studying the cave art of southwest Europe and 
he and I have had several conversations concerning this art . In  
The Creative Explosion ( 1982 ) ,  he tries to  prove his belief that the 
caves were actually ritual theaters, sites of initiations/transforma
tions .  Pfeiffer ( 1982: 174-90) assembles evidence of music and 
dancing: bones and antlers that could perhaps be percussion 
instruments; adolescent and adult footprints showing circular 
movement.  But no one can know for sure what happened In 
those caves. 

There is more definite evidence concerning certain caves in 
India studied by Richard Lannoy. For 1 ,300 years the main locus 
of art-and possibly of ritual performance-in India were man
made caves, dug between the third century B.C. and the tenth 
century A.D. and numbering more than 1 , 200. Of these Lannoy 
( 1971  :34) says, "The sites selected for excavation of sanctuaries 
were ideal retreats possessing all the characteristics of sacred mana 
or numen-and it is more than probable that these sites were al
ready regarded as holy places by the local people." He argues 
that the human caves were "a conscious recreation of a primitive 
ethos, integrally part of the fertility theme" ( 197 1  :38) ; and that 
" the structure and ornmentation of the caves were deliberately de
signed to induce total participation during ritual circumambula
tion. The acoustics of one Ajanta vihara, or assembly hall . . .  , are 
such that any sound long continues to echo round the walls. The 
whole structure seems to have been tuned like a drum" ( 1971 :43) . 

In fact, the Indian caves, Ajanta especially, are ritual thea
ters, probably not unlike the cave-theaters of paleolithic Europe. 

Ajanta should be seen in the early days of the monsoon when the trees 
are in flower. Only then can one appreciate the tremendous emotional 
release when color and fertility are restored to the dry soil after the long 
hot season. 

· . .  The caves of Ajanta offer the sole remaining opportunity to vis
ualize the way a combination of color and form was originally fused in a 
wrap-around synaesthesia. 

· . . There is no recession [of painted images on caves walls]-all ad
vance towards the eye, looming from a strange undifferentiated source to 
wrap around the viewer. 

· . .  The Ajanta style approaches as near as it is likely to get to a 
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felicitous rendering of tactile sensations normally experienced subcon
sciously. These are fllt rather than seen when the eye is subordinate to a 
total receptivity of all the senses. Here the eye functions quite differently 
from i ts linear reading of a flat image. It explores the non-visual proper
ties of spatial forms, creating a sign language or optical braille for the 
tactually educated. The seated queen with the floating hand is drawn so 
that we obtain information which cannot be had by looking at her from 
a single, fixed viewpoint to which we are conditioned by the artifice of 
optical perspective. 

· . . The viewer scans it piecemeal-not in perspective but empathi-
cally. 

· . . The closest to this method which Western art approaches is the 
medieval "continuous narrative," in which the same figure is portrayed 
within a single organized "frame" several times, to represent different 
moments in the narrative sequence . . . .  It could be said that the Ajanta 
artist is concerned with the order of sensuousness, as distinct from the order 
of reason. 

· . . The cave art forms part of a synaesthesia appealing to all the 
senses simultaneously, by chanting of Pali and Sanskrit verses in  a magi
cal, resonating echo-chamber embellished with frescoes and sculpture. 
This environment [quoting McLuhan 1964:357] "demands participation 
and involvement in depth of the whole being, as does the sense of touch."  
( 1971 :46-50) 

The synaesthetic experience that Lannoy claims participants in 
Ajanta had is like the ergo-I trophotropic rebound experience de
scribed by d'Aquili et al . and by Fischer. 

Lannoy outlines several affinities between the cave art and 
Sanskrit drama, the body of plays most directly related to the 
practice outlined in the Natyasastra. Sanskrit drama "amplified 
with words what was suggested in the visual imagery of the cave 
frescoes . . . .  Both were refined products of a sensibility deriving 
from magico-orgiastic rites [dedicated to] Shiva, Lord of the 
Dance, god of creation and destruction" ( 197 1  :53) . He then dis
cusses affinities in narrative structure, spiritual outlook, and 
finally, "affinity in vision-inducing technique: words and images 
are used to draw the viewer into a vortex of multiple perspective" 
( 1971 :55) . 

Clearly, the theories of Ekman, d'Aquili et al . ,  Turner, Pfeiffer, 
and Lannoy converge. They all say that ritual theater is coexistent 
with our species: it is wired-in, we are adapted for it-and we are 
labile enough to make many things out of it .  Or, to put it in a less 
cybernetic way: homo sapiens have been evolutionarily selected 
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for adaptabili ty. More than any other creature, humans can live 
anywhere, creating artificial environments where the natural ones 
are hostile, eating almost anything-even, as in intravenous feed
ing, eschewing the ordinary ingestive organs-and on and on. 
Human adaptability is nowhere better demonstrated than in our 
stunn!ng capacity to

. 
lie, simulate, pretend, imagine-to make art, 

espeClally performatIve art, that cannot be distinguished from the 
real thing even at the level of ANS response. Performances, when 
they are not con games (ranging from the shaman Quesalid de
scribed by Levi-Strauss [ 1963: 167-85] to those games that are 
never uncov:red, and the�e are many) , are strictly framed by 
rules-sometImes labeled ntual, sometimes labeled aesthetic con
vention-so that spectator-participants can be reassured concern
ing �hat is "actual" and what is "feigned"-though each society 
has Its own 

.
ofte� shi�ting definitions of these terms. I would say 

that everythmg Imagmable has been, or can be, experienced as 
�ctu�l ?y means of �erformance. And that, as Turner said, it is by 
Imagmmg-by playmg and performing-that new actualities are 
brought into existence. Which is to say, there is no fiction only 
unrealized actuality. 

' 

In  other writings (Schechner 1985) I have described in detail 
the decons�ruction-reconstruction process that is workshop-re
hearsal. ThIS process, apparent in different cultures under various 
names, is identical to the ritual process outlined by Arnold Van 
Gennep

. 
a
.
nd explicated by Turner ( 1969) . I t  may be that this way 

of 
.
acqumng ne,: be�avior-or, more precisely, rearranging old 

st
,
nps

.
?f behavIOr mto new configurations-is exactly what 

d �qUlh et al. and Fischer describe: learning itself may have to do 
wIth ergo-I trophotropic stimulation. But this stimulation, and the 
subsequent submersion in experience, is only the deconstructive 
ph�se of learning, in terms of the individual's previous patterns of 
actIOn-the "readymades" that are brought into rehearsals, the 
per�on-that-was who enters a rite of passage. These strips of be
haVIOr are deconstructed into more malleable bits, which is not 
only a

. 
term of computer jargon meaning the smallest piece of in

formatIOn, but a venerable theater term meaning the smallest re
peatable strip of action. Bits are important to commedia del l 'arte 
and �o Stanislavskian deep acting. They are what the young boys 
learm!1g Kathak�li

. 
repeat over and over. Of the magnitudes of 

performance, a bIt IS the smallest exterior unit. 
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Once bits are freed from their conventional attachment to 
larger units of action, they can be rearranged-almost .as fram�s 
of a film being edited are rearranged-to make new a.ctIOns . �h�s 
is the reconstruction phase. This phase is not mechamcal, for 1t 1S 
accompanied by varying degrees of self-consciousn.ess. In so�e 
cultures, only the masters are privy to this self-conscIOus, reflex1ve 
reconstruction. In contemporary experimental performance, 
where collectivity is prized, the whole group may be invited to 
participate in a "discussion about what h�ppened" ,afte� .the in
tense experiencing of workshop-rehearsal 1S over. D :AqUlh e.t al. 
recognize, too, that one of the main achievements of human ntu�l 
is its cognitive aspect, i ts reflexive potentialities. They speak, m 
fact, of a "cognitive imperative": "Man has a drive ( terme� th� 
'cognitive imperative') to organize unexplained external stimuh 
into some coherent matrix . This matrix generally takes the form 
of a myth in nonindustrial societies and a blend of science and 
myth in western industrial societies" ( 1979: 161 ) .  Workshops
rehearsals are models of myth making. Where the task of the per
formance group is to discover, invent, rearrange, or in some .w.ay 
"make" a performance, part of that task is to control the cogllltlVe 
aspects, whether or not these are expressed verbally or in some 
other mode (sounds, images, movements, etc. ) .  

Currently, I am working on a performance piece I call The 

Prometheus Project (or Problem) .  Part of this work is done in work
shops where, with about ten other persons, different themes relat
ing to the Prometheus story are actively investigated. By that I 
mean that narration is improvised or affective states evoked . The 
basic texts include fragments from Aeschylus'S Prometheus Bound 

and Doris Lessing's Shikasta ( 1981 ) .  During the fall of 1983 we 
worked almost exclusively on lo's story. She is " troubled" by 
Zeus who comes to her seductively in dreams. It is unclear 
whether or not she and the god make love, but clearly Zeus's wife, 
Hera, grows increasingly jealous. To protect 10 fr.om Hera, Zeus 
transforms the young woman into a cow. She begms her wander
ings tormented by Hera's stinging gadfly and spied on by 
hundred-eyed Argos. 10 wanders to the limits of the world : fro�r 
the Bosphorus (names after her) to the Hi�alayas, fro� Arab1a 
to the source of the Nile at Victoria Falls . Ultimately, she 1S healed 
at Canopus. 
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We did not "play" this story l iterally. But with the assistance 
of workshop members who played Haitian drums, violin, accor
dion, and with chanting, repetitive movements, and deep breathing, 
on several occasions people in the workshop entered a kind of 
trance where they experienced their own versions of lo's wander
ings. I have these workshops on sound tapes. Listening to them 
convinces me after the fact of what I fel t  during the workshops: 
for many participants, entering lo's world was a very deep experi
ence . I am certain that, had ANS tests been administered, the 
responses would have been most noticeable. 

My work with the performers did not end with their "having 
an experience," however. That would be enough, maybe, if I were 
not also in the art-making business-an occupation that is as cog
nitively rigorous as it is experientially radical, to the roots. Also 
on tape I have the discussions of a cooling-down period that fol
lowed the intense phase of the workshop. During these discussions 
the performers first recounted in words-Wordsworth's "recollec
tion in tranquility"-what happened to them. During the next 
forty-five minutes the participants came back to each other, to the 
present moment, to a state of mind that was more thinking than 
feeling (more left brain than right brain, more cortical than lim
bic) . Not only did ideas that proved valuable to the Prometheus 
Project unfold during the discussions, but the performers were reas
sured from inside themselves that they could return intact to the 
ordinary non-Io world. This aftermath-cooling down-cognitive 
grasping of the experiential work was necessary if I expected them 
to undertake similar, yet even more extreme, work later on. And, 
of cotlrse, through discussions connections were made between 
their experiences, lo's story, and the performance we were collec
tively seeking. 

Hence the "cognitive imperative." But there is more to it; 
namely, what Turner called play: the sheer thrill, pleasure, posi
tive feedback, you name it, that untold thousands of rituals give 
to their participants the world over; the acting out of dangers 
within the frame of "as if." Obviously, there are people who seek 
actual dangers-mountain climbers and war-makers, for example. 
But I believe that a greater proportion of humankind is satisfied 
with experiences that thrill, even frighten, but which we can 
be pretty sure of returning from. We seek the kick of an ANS fluc-
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tuation and the extraordinary high of a double-brain rebound 
spillover. . 

I n  this essay I have explored aspects of the �agmtudes
. 
of 

performance from the standpoint of individual expenence. But
.
m

dividual experience is, in a sense, an illusion. We are a collectIve; 
we share a collective destiny. ( I  would go so far as to say that we 
are in the process of constructing that destiny. ) The oth�r extreme 
of performance magnitude would be great-cycle plays like tha� of 
the Orokolo (see Williams 1940; Schechner 1977) or the Ramhlas 
of Hindi-speaking north I ndia (see Schechner 1985) . At one end 
of the spectrum of performance, deep acting ble

.
nds into or

,
�i�ar�

, 
behavior. For example, airline stewardesses, tramed to be mce, 
often absorb that training to their very core. A number of former 
stewardesses sued United Airlines, which fired them years ago be
cause they had either married or turned thirty-two. According to 
Lewin ( 1984:D l ) :  "Even on the witness stand, many

. 
behave m�re 

like hostesses than litigants . When the lawyer who IS challengmg 
their testimony stands up and says, 'I am Mark Bigelow, repre
senting the union, '  the witness is as likely as not to lean forward 
with a big smile and say, 'Hi ! ' " Perhaps at the ot��r end of the 
performance spectrum are religious, civic, and polItIcal pageants 
where everything is so obviously planned, staged, arranged. I n  
the middle are those vast areas of behavior where there is an am
biguity, or at least an ambivalence, between the composed and 
the spontaneous. Formal art and ritual apparently belong near 
the fixed end of the spectrum-I say "apparently" because more 
of art and ritual than one would suppose is actually spontaneous, 
is deep acting, not pasted-on routine. 

Actually, this essay is--or ought to be-part of 
.
a mu�h 

longer, more detailed and peculiar study of per�orman�e 10 all �ts 
magnitudes, from the interior events of the bram to bItS of traI?
ing-the deconstruction-reconstruction process-and on �o pu�lic 
performances of varying sizes and duration-the end pom

.
t bemg 

performances on a worldwide scale, such as the OlympICS, the 
hostage crisis in I ran, the shooting down of KAL 007 . T�ese are 
media events, social dramas, performances . Whatever theIr �ag
nitude at their points and moments of origin-a lone 747 traIled 
by a single fighter, say-they soon cat�h �p 

.
hundreds of millions 

of people in their narrative and symbolic sIgmficances . So, to what 
degree and depth does our very survival as a species depend on 
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how our peoples and their leaders "act," not only in the sense of 
comportment but also in the theatrical sense? 

This brings us back to the basic paradox: humans are able to 
absorb and learn behavior so thoroughly that the new behavior 
knits seamlessly into spontaneous action. Performance magnitude 
means not only size and duration but also extension across cul
tural boundaries and penetrations to profound levels of historical, 
personal, and neurological strata. To be conditionable is also to 
be free is also to be susceptible to enslavement. What, then, is the 
"ordinary behavior" of humans? Neither this nor that, neither 
here nor there, but fundamentally betwixt and between. And deep 
enough to link all our brains, from the reptilian to the godlike. 

NOTES 

I .  As used by Hochschild ( 1983) ,  "deep acting" is acting done by a person 
with a " trained imagination." Using the work of Stanislavski as her guide, 
Hochschild discusses emotion memory, the particularly powerful exercise of 
Stanislavski's whereby a person imagines all the "given circumstances" of an 
event-the room, the temperature, the people present, the time of day, the smells, 
and so on-and soon the emotions of the event are being "spontaneously felt ." 
Hochschild shows how deep acting is used in everyday situations: " In  our daily 
lives, offstage as i t  were, we also develop feeling for the parts we play; and along 
with the workaday props of the kitchen table or office restroom mirror we also 
use deep acting, emotion memory, and the sense of 'as if this were true' in the 
course of trying to feel what we sense we ought to feel or want to feel" ( 1983:43 ) .  
She then goes on  to  show how techniques of deep acting are used by  corporations 
and other "emotion managers" who wish their employees-mostly people in ser
vice jobs-to actually feel what the institution wants them to feel . Hochschild 
contrasts deep acting with "surface acting," where " the expression on my face or 
the posture of my body feels 'put on' "  ( 1983:36). Of course, Ekman's experiment 
shows that an expression well put on can affect the ANS every bit as much as a 
feeling deeply acted. 

2. Both these great anthropologists specialized in locating within social life 
interactions which they saw as "drama" or "performance." Coffman's "self
presentation" and Turner's "social dramas" surely have qualities of theater. But 
to what degree are these qualities metaphorical-is a waiter waiting tables or 
the resolution of a conflict that is tearing a group to pieces "like" theater but 
"not really" theater? Surely, often enough the people doing the performing don't 
think of themselves as play actors-at least not until a Coffman or a Turner 
comes along and shows them what's going on . Still, is consciousness of action 
necessary before that action "is" something? I would say there are two classes of 
performances: those where participants and spectators know a performance is 
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going on, and those where there is ignorance or doubt regarding whether or not 
a performance is occurring. 
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15 
Making 

Experiences, 
Authoring Selves 

C L I FFORD G E E RTZ 

R. P. Blackmur, wrItmg, I think, about Henry James and the 
charge that James's work was so rarefied because he had not lived 
enough, remarked that no one, artist or otherwise, is ever really 
short of experience. We all have very much more of the stuff than 
we know what to do with, and if we fail to put it into some grasp
able form (not, of course, the case with James in any event) the 
fault must lie in a lack of means, not of substance. The essays 
collected in this volume are mainly about people or peoples who 
quite clearly have such means, or have devised them. It is not 
that they have had more experience, whatever that could mean, 
or better. Instead, they have, in Barbara Myerhoff's fine phrase, 
authored themselves, made themselves someone to whom, in the 
famous cry of Willy Loman's wife, attention must be paid . 

I t  is at least one of the jobs of the ethnographer ( to my mind, 
the most important) to pay such attention, particularly to the 
means. We cannot live other people's lives, and it is a piece of bad 
faith to try. We can but listen to what, in words, in images, in 
actions, they say about their lives. As Victor Turner, the moving 
force in all these studies and in so much more in recent anthro
pology, argued, it is with expressions-representations, objecti
fications, discourses, performances, whatever-that we traffic: a 
carnival, a mural , a curing rite, a revitalization movement, a clay 
figurine, an account of a stay in the woods. Whatever sense we 
have of how things stand with someone else's inner life, we gain it 
through their expressions, not through some magical intrusion 
into their consciousness. I t's all a matter of scratching surfaces. 

Even this, however, is trickier than it seems. It is not enough, 

373 
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as has recently been more and more suggested, to record streams 
of directly given cultural materials (chants, myths, dialog�es, 
rites life histories, designs, terminologies) and then, translatmg 
stric�ly, simply get out of the way so as to let them �hine in their 
own light-an updated version of that most persIstent ethno
graphic will-'o-the-wisp, brute fact. As Renato Ros�ldo de�
onstrates with his maddening (to us) hunting tales whIch consIst 
of strings of place-names, lists of animals, and vague references to 
moving about, this sort of text-positivism simply won't do. If we 
want a story out of this we need to know how, for an Ilongot, a 
story can be got out of it, or seen to be in it . And so on for what 
Barbara Babcock calls the "modeled selves" of Puebloan pottery 
("we are all in there, in the clay") ;  for James Fernandez, the "ar
gument of images" (parrot's egg, kralled bull) of African cere
monies ' and for Bruce Kapferer, the "continuous present" of , 

. . 
Sinhalese curing ritual ("deities and demons . . .  coexIstent m 
the . . .  flowing motion of music and dance") . The burden of de
scription, saying what it is others are saying, is not so easily shed. 

It is here that "experience," the elusive master concept of 
this collection, one that none of the authors seems altogether 
happy with and none feels able really to do without, becomes the 
asses' bridge all must cross. The recent vicissitudes of "experi
ence" in English discourse (or perhaps it is only American)
where individuals no longer learn something or succeed at some
thing but have a learning experience or a success experience, 
where (as Frederick Turner remarks) "My upbringing tells me one 
thing but all my experience tells me another" and "Did you read 
that in a book or was it a real experience?" are taken to be co
herent sentences, and where the announcement of some Smiling 
Jack that he is about to share an experience with you is enough to 
make you reach for your wallet-make the prospects for �onest 
use of the word seem remote. But it is equally true that wIthout 
it, or something like it, cultural analyses seem to float �everal feet 
above their human ground . If what James Boon, followmg Alexan
der Pope at the appropriate distance, calls the �achinery of cul
ture is not to spin on in some frictionless paradIse where no one 
fears or remembers or hopes or imagines, nobody murders or 
rescues or revolts or consoles, it must engage some sort of felt life, 
which might as well be called experience. Perpetual

. 
signification 

machines can do no more work than perpetual motton ones ; oc
currence must break in somewhere. 
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This perplexity, getting from cultural forms to lived life and 
back again in such a fashion that neither disappears and both are 
explicated, at least somewhat, animates all the essays in this vol
ume. Some (Victor Turner, Roger Abrahams, Richard Schechner) 
approach the issue generally, the majority through one or another 
special case. Some ( Frederick Turner, Phyllis Gorfain) address 
literary texts; some (Barbara Myerhoff, John Stewart) , histor
ical events; some Games Fernandez, Bruce Kapferer) , formular 
dramas. Edward Bruner is worried about ethnographical stories; 
Renato Rosaldo, indigenous ones. Barbara Babcock ponders a 
single sort of object crafted by a particular artist; James Boon, the 
overall structure of a vast and various cultural order. Dewey and 
Dilthey, Goffman and Schutz, Levy-Bruhl and Levi-Strauss, all 
are invoked; and so is the reptilian brain. But the aim is the same 
throughout: to discover something about how, to use Victor 
Turner's capacious phrasing, "the  hard-won meanings" that in
form "the whole human vital repertoire of thinking, willing, de
siring, and feeling" are "said, painted, danced, dramatized, put 
into circulation. "  

All these ways of putting experience into circulation (and, for 
that matter-consider Stewart's tracing of the fluctuating presence 
of Trinidad's dangerous classes in the carnival and Bruner's of the 
disappearance of the disappearing Indian in ethnography-taking 
it out) are well represented by the essays in this volume, which 
seem almost as though they were constructed in counterpoint to 
one another. Parades of invisibles in California set off processions 
of sectarians in Africa. "This is play" theatrical paradoxes in Ham
let (acting "mad" and "acting" mad)  set off "this is text" socio
logical ones in Bali ("exceptionally everything can mesh . . .  
inherently everything does not" ) .  Autobiographical potteries in 
Puebloan ceramics set off mechanical gestures in Hindu drama. 
Murals, campfire tales, steel bands, midnight trances, and 
Thoreau's hypnotic sand bank: whatever else an anthropology of 
experience might be, it is clear that it is, like experience as suc� , 
abundant, multiform, and a bit out-of-hand. Wherever we are, It  
is not at the gates of paradigm-land. 

The anthropologist's way of putting at least some order into 
these collections of . . .  shall we call them expresssions? representa
tions? Darstellungen? signe? symbols? . . .  has been, of course, to con
nect them to the life around them-and there are a number of 
ways of doing that, as illustrated in these pieces, from Boon's 
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or Rosaldo's social poetics to Kapferer's or V. Turner's social 
phenomenology. But what joins the pieces together is more the 
one way they do not do it; they do not match cultural forms, con
ceived as self-contained systems of beliefs and values, as "con
ceptual schemes, "  to social structures, conceived as separately 
organized patterns of collective behavior, as "institutions . "  The 
Durkheimian manner that has been for so long the favored mode 
of dealing with symbolic materials in anthropology-the

. "see, !t 
fits!" clanish-thoughts-for-clanish-societies approach to thmgs-Is 
silently but firmly discarded. . . 

In  Myerhoff's analysis, for example, those pecuhar, mtrac-
table and not unpainful realities-aging, Jewish history, and 
Southern California-are not set forth as plain texts to which her 
particular objects of interest, the protest march against "death by 
invisibility" and the frieze depiction of the passage from ho�e, 
refer in some isomorphic way, as encoded statements of SOCial 
facts. Rather, these broader background matters are set forth as 
part of a somewhat overflowing and not altogether manageable 
stream of experience stretching back to New York and Poland, of 
which the narrower, more immediate matters of the march and 
the frieze are also a part. The "symbolic acts" (are there any other 
kind?) articulate the "hard-won meanings" of these realities; they 
make clear to those who enact them, those who witness them, and 
those who "study" them just what it is to be old and Jewish in a 
Venice where the canals are boardwalks and the gondolas, bicy
cles. Myerhoff is concerned with examining those meanings, wit� 
tracing out the mutual implications, some of them barely susceptI
ble of discursive statement, between the large and the little, the 
persisting and the passing, the existent and th� felt, 

.
that they �ro

ject. Nothing here of that tired cryptography m which
. 
everyt�mg 

stands for something else and always says the same thmg: SOCIety 
gets what society needs. 

Similarly, Stewart traces the vicissitudes of carni
.
val acr�ss 

time, class, and race in Trinidad, not to show that SOCIal conflict 
is "reflected" in the changes in the symbolic expressions central 
to the festival, but to show that those changes in symbolism are 
part of that conflict-and not the least important part at that. Fan
tasy is not a simple turning of one's �ack on "re�lity'.' but a way, 
however devious, strange, and explOSive, of commg mto contact 
with it; indeed, in part constructing it. The effort of the Trinida- if! ;. '. 

; j  
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dian postcolonial elite to take control of this particular bit of col
lective fantasy, nearly to the point of managing it into a Ministry 
of Culture limbo, and more recent moves by the imaginatively dis
possessed to resist that effort ( "The time has come to return carni
val to the streets") are directly and literally political, not obliquely 
and metaphorically so. These clashes of beauty contests and danse 
macabres don't mirror another struggle in another place about 
something else: they are the thing itself. As Stewart indicates, this 
is not unfrightening; but then conflicts in the realm of fancy 
rarely are. 

In Bruner's confrontation of the stories ethnologists used to 
tell about native American culture change in the 1930s and 1940s 
with the ones they tell now, it is not some Zeitgeist match between 
symbolic and sociological matters that is being set up: vanishing 
I ndians in depression, resurgent ones in inflation. I t  is a contrast 
between schemes of discourse, schemes by means of which an
thropologists, drawing on the more general narrative resources 
around them, have formulated what little experience of Indian life 
they manage to have obtained. The feathered Indian as exotic 
Other, all noble and doomed, fading into an MGM sunset, or the 
T-shirted I ndian as political victim standing out, angry and in
domitable, against the hegemony of white society, are, as Bruner 
indicates, not mere tropes floating above what is really going on; 
they are what is going on at every level from Bureau of Indian 
Affairs' policy to the summoning to current use of the Pueblo Re
volt .  Like murals and carnivals, stories matter. So--and this is 
the thing for anthropologists to remember, as well as their read
ers--do stories about stories. 

If, however, the dualism of "culture pattern" and "social 
structure" is avoided in these essays as reductive or blinding, two 
other resonant terms, "text" and "performance," come into the 
center of attention. They are perceived not as independent reali
ties to be fitted together in the name of mechanical or quasi
mechanical, "such-are-the-facts" explanation; rather, they come as 
"seeing-as" elucidations of one another, inseparable moments of 
an interpretive dialectic, in principle endless . Whether seeing text 
as performance, as F. Turner, Gorfain, Boon, and Babcock largely 
do, or performance as text, as Fernandez, Kapferer, Rosaldo, and 
Schechner largely do, the empirical passage back and forth be
tween cultural productions-figurines or exorcisms-and personal 
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experiences-remembrance or solitude-is mainly negotiated in 
terms of a conceptual passage, no less treacherous, between sym
bol as action and action as symbol. 

The text-as-performance approach is, of course, most clearly 
seen in the essays by F. Turner on Uizlden and Gorfain on Hamlet, 
for they deal with texts in the most literal sense of the term-

.
el ite, 

canonical, auctorial documents, definitively edited and widely 
published . Yet neither views their subject as � verbal ��tifact 
locked away in a language world . Thoreau, settmg out to carve 
and paint the very atmosphere and medium through which we 
look," produced, in Turner's words, "simultaneously a work of 
self-description and of self-construction. "  Shakespeare, setting 
shows within shows to show "that within which passes show," pro
duced, according to Gorfain, "a jest, a gesture, incomplete, a sign 
about signs ."  Factive or fictive, a weather report from th� �oncord 
woods or an imaginary tragedy with a real melodrama m It ,  texts 
are acts ; "strategies,"  in Kenneth Burke's famous slogan, "for en-
compassing situations ."  . .  

With Boon and Babcock it is no longer lIterary productIOns 
but materialized images of one sort or another that are the 
"texts . "  But the way in which experience is thrust onto the social 
stage-by the operations of Balinese "semantic Machineries" or 
the affirmations of Cochiti "speaking objects"-remains the focus 
of analysis. Boon's Machineries, a cascade of titles, go�s, and al
legorical geometries, are d iverse and abundant;

. 
mhere

.
ntI� 

paradoxical, irreducibly plural; ungoverned by any smgle pnn
.
C1-

pIe of organization either internal to themselves or brought m ,  
deus ex natura, from outside. Yet "the institutions and per
formances of Balinese culture"-they give to collective life a collec
tive form. Babcock's (or rather, Helen Cordero's) objects are, in 
the literal sense anyway, individual creations, but they, too, bring 
a common sense of life-corn and clay and bread-into the 
common light of day. An intensely personal text ( " I t's my grand
father . . . .  His mouth is open because he's singing") is a consum
mately public performance ( " [giving] life to the people") ;  and the 
one implies the other: "nobody should sing alone. "  

The reverse movement of the dialectic, from performance 
toward text (and because it is a "seeing-as" dialectic, not a 
"seeing-through" reduction, that is involved, none of these essays 
proceeds wholly in one direction or the other) , engages the anthro-
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pologist in the glossing of acts and the reading of actions . For 
Fernandez, the doings to be construed are revitalistic ri tuals; for 
Kapferer, curing ceremonies; for Schechner, dramaturgical ges
tures; for Rosaldo, as-I-was-a-huntin' storytellings. Behavioral 
hermeneutics. 

In Fernandez, this movement is perhaps the most explicit :  
the analysis of African attempts, now extremely widespread, to 
reinvigorate cultures grown somehow " unsatisfactory"--disjoint, 
spiritless, obsolete-is conceived to rest on what can only be 
called a tropology of action. Understanding what "revitalization 
movements" mean to those who participate in them depends, he 
argues, on seeing how metaphorical images repetitively enacted 
in new-made rituals set up chains of "continuous and discon
tinuous analogies" (man : tree : forest : society) and create unla
beled "superordinate semantic categories" (dweller-talker-parrot
prophet) so as to reconnect the disconnected and restore the 
faded. "The performance of a sequence of images ["marching to 
and fro . . .  to drumbeats and bugle call" ; or "kneeling around a 
deep hole dug into the sand, at the bottom of which a small trace 
of ocean water has seeped up" ; or " (running) faster and faster in 
tighter and tighter circles"] revitalizes, in effect and by simple it
eration, a universe of [cultural] domains, an acceptable cosmology 
of participation, a compelling whole." When texts lose their mean
ing, performances rewrite them; anyway, they try to. 

In Kapferer's Sri Lanka the texts have not, so it seems, lost 
their meaning, at least for the healthy and unpossessed; but it  is 
still performance-"a unity of text and enactment"-that gives 
them their practical force. In exorcism rituals the reexperiencing 
of a vital connection to the surrounding society, a connection that 
the patient, sunk into a solipsistical solitude, has at least tem
porarily been deprived of, is restored by machinery of Boon-like 
complexity operating with a Fernandez-like immediacy. It is the 
movement of such rituals from the "vivid present" subjectivity ex
ternalized in music, song and dance, and in an odd way trance, to 
the "dialogic" intersubjectivity represented in comic drama that 
cures: patients are rejoined to the common imagination by mea
sured doses of applied art. Schechner's piece, the most speculative 
in the volume as well as the most free-ranging-a sort of anthro
pological "My Dinner with Andre"-seeks a neuro-psychological 
foundation for the effectiveness of such art and provides an ex peri-
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mental setting, drums and accordions, chanting and deep breath
ing, in which to examine it. Rosaldo's essay, the most detailed 
and systematic, seeks to demonstrate how one kind of it-personal 
narrative-works out in fact, how Philippine hunting stories are 
made compelling in the recounting of them, how they become 
"historiable," lisible, form into texts. The passage from what is 
done toward what is meant, like that from what is meant toward 
what is done, involves above all a capacity to transcend our deep
grained assumption that signs are one thing and experiences 
another. 

It is, after all, the life of signs in society-text-as-perfor-
mance, performance-as-text-that brings about the contrast both 
V. Turner and Abrahams, the theorists here ( so far as the thing 
admits of theory) ,  see as critical to " the anthropology of experi
ence":  "mere experience" as against "an experience." " Mere experi
ence," according to Turner, "is simply the passive endurance and 
acceptance of events. An experience, like a rock in a Zen sand 
garden, stands out from the evenness of passing hours and years 
and forms what Dilthey called a 'structure of experience. ' "  
Abrahams, invoking John Dewey to the same purpose ( "Life is no 
uniform uninterrupted march or flow. It is a thing of histories, 
each with its own plots, its own inceptions and movement toward 
its close . . .  " ) ,  develops the contrast even further into one between 
"mere experience," "an experience," and "a typical experience"; 
between an event, its interpretive replay as we recollect it to our
selves or recount it to others, and its assimilation into the standard
ized categories that, however we struggle, outline our lives: "the 
American Experience, the Jewish Experience, the Sixties Experi
ence, even the Growing-Up or Growing-Old Experience."  

Experiences, like tales, fetes, potteries, rites, dramas, images, 
memoirs, ethnographies, and allegorical machineries, are made; 
and it is such made things that make them. The "anthropology of 
experience," like the anthropology of anything else, is a study of 
the uses of artifice and the endlessness of it. The wrenching ques
tion, sour and disabused, that Lionel Trilling somewhere quotes 
an eighteenth-century aesthetician as asking-"How Comes I t  
that we all start out Originals and end u p  Copies?"-finds in 
these essays some beginnings of an answer that is surprisingly 
reassuring: it is the copying that originates. 
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